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A B S T R A C T

The present thesis examines the growth of Bengali 
prose from its experimental Beginnings with Carey to its 
growth into full literary stature in the hands of Vidyasagar. 
The subject is presented chronologically and covers roughly 
the first half of the 19th century. Prior to the 19th 
century there was no literary prose in Bengali.

The T^eriod falls into certain clearly definable phases* 
the first phase Begins in 1801. It seeds the cultivation 
of prose for the purpose of writing text-Books and trans
lations including the Biblical translations. This phase 
is associated with Serampore which was the headquarter of 
the Bapist Missionaries at the time and Fort William College 
where Carey worked as a teacher of Bengali and Sanskrit.
The third and fourth phases Belong to the newspaper which came 
into Being in 1818 But there is an intervening phase which 
overlaps with the first and third and deals with the work 
of only one author* Rammohan Rafs The newspaper phases 
are divided into two Because the first phase concerns the 
journalistic activities of many writers who are today unknown. 
Whereas the second phase of newspaper treats of jairnalists 
who are also writers of quality in their own right. The



whole period from 1800 to roughly I856 is the period of text 
hootcs and of newspaper writing. Some authors wrote text 
hooks only* others were journalists hut a number including 
the last and greatest Vidyasagar was both.

The divisions into Chapters follows the phase framework 
outlined above. The first chapter sketches the history of 
Bengali literature prior to 1757? the social and literary 
conditions prevailing in Bengal during the 18th century? 
and the linguistic situation in Calcutta at the time the 
first experiments were being made in literary prose. It 
also presents a few specimens of the rudimentary prose prior 
to 13 th century* The second chapter outlines the linguistic 
problems which confronted Carey and his colleagues. This 
chapter introduces the method of analysis which is applied to 
the work of individual authors in the later part of the thesis 
The third, fourth and fifth chapters contain an analysis of 
the pilose works produced by Carey, Ramram Basu, M^ityufija^ 
respectively. The sixth chapter is devoted to Rammohan*s 
contribution to the development of Bengali £jrose. The 
chapter seven treats of the beginnings of the newspaper and 
examines journalistic prose produced up to about l830o The 
eighth chapter is devoted to the Sambad Prabhakar (1830) and 
treats particularly of the work of its editor T&varcandra



Gupta. The ninth chapter deals with, the Tattvabodhinl***       <i ii n ii m  ht»ti rm ir mrn<in* • am

Patriki, (181-1-3) o The works of its editor Ak§a^ kurnar
Datta and of Debendranath* father of-Rabindranath Tagore 
are examined in details. The final Chapter* deals with the 
works of I^varcandra Bandy op adliyajf (popularly known as 
Vidyasagar) only. Contemporaries of Vidyasagar whose 
works belong to a later phase in the history of Bengali 
prose are omitted from the present examination.

The analysis of prose presented in Chapters II to X 
treats of both their linguistic form and literary quality.' 
The criteria adopted in the analysis are defined chapter by 
chapter as their application becomes relevant.
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to English readings in this form. The baphala of bothW  ' <1 ^ Ml Ullliw mi

Bengali and Sanskrit is transliterated as fv* throughout, 
e*g* fef I Q  ̂  becomes bisva/Vi£va* The same
system has been maintained with slight modifications for 
Hindustani e.g* the gutterals ^3 and "9" as kh and 
gh respectivelyq As regards phonetic transcriptions, the 
system followed throughout is that of the International 
Phonetic Alphabet (Revised to 1951)*
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CHAPTER I 

Introduction

On the evidence of the many manuscripts still extant 
in the various libraries of Bengal# it is clear that Bengali 
literature has had a continuous history since the 15th 
century. It is true that the Carya oada manuscripts which 
was discovered by Haraprasad Sastrl in Nepal belongs to an 
earlier period# possibly the 11th or 12th century# but 
interesting as its text is from the linguistic and religious 
points of view# its language must be regarded as proto- 
Bengali# and its poems stand as isolated examples of an 
early tradition which is but little reflected in later 
authors. Prom the date of the composition of the Ramayap 
by Kyittibas Ojha in the 15th century there has been no 
lengthy hiatus in literary creation. For that it is 
necessary to make a brief review of the content and form of 
the earlier literature before taking up the examination of 
the prose literature of the early 19th century# which is the 
subject of this thesis. It is difficult to show what was 
new in the 19th century without taking note of the literature 
of the preceding centuries.

Literary composition before 1800 can be conveniently 
described as falling into three streams# definable in terms



of the subject matter of the poems they comprise. With 
the exception of certain works by two Muslim poets# Daulat 
Qazi and iLlaol, who lived at the court of Arakan in the 17th 
century, it can be maintained with reasonable justification 
that medieval Bengali literature consists of works on but 

three topics.
The first of these is the epic or mahakavya topic, 

which treated of the traditional stories of the Ramayap and 
the Mahabharat. Though the Bengali poems on these subjects 
fall within the same, tradition as that of the great Sanskrit 
epic poems# they are not translations from the Sanskrit, but 
entirely original works which enrich the corpus of Indian 
epic literature with local innovations and interpretations, 
and in some cases with episodic material which is not found 
in the works associated with the names of Valmiki and Vyas. 
Bengali epic poems# from Kpittibas* work on, were composed 
to be sung, and were popularised and preserved by successive 
generations of bards who sang them at various festivals 
within the traditional religious calendar. They were not, 
so far as we know, committed to writing until the 18th 
century. The principal metrical mode of this type of 
literature was a riming couplet known as the navar# varied 
occasionally by a lengthened form of couplet, known as 
tripadi, because each verse of the couplet is divisible into



three parts# marked off by terminal rime and two caesura.
The greatest poems of this class# that of K^ittibas and a 
version of Mahabharat, by the 17th century poet Kadiram 
Das# were and still are almost universally current throughout 
the Bengali-speaking area. They are distinguished by a 
simplicity of language and sentence structure. One notices 
the great preponderance of short words and of sentences which 
seldom overrun the limits of the line# and which are often 
coterminous with the half line. The vocalic quality of 
medieval Bengali and the great richness of its riming 
possibilities make the poems very musical easy moving, and 
highly suited to oral transmission. In the hands of greater 
poets there Is much vivid and authentic description. The 
stories have considerable dramatic quality# the episodes 
move with fluent ease# and the human characters are well 
drawn and are very Bengali. The poems fall into cantos 
of irregular length, some long# others very short# according 
to the requirements of the particular episodes.

Similar features of language# metrical form and literary 
presentation are shared by the long poems which form the 
second category of medieval Bengali poetry, the manual kab.va. 
The term manual kab.va is applied to long narrative poems 
which draw their subject matter from the stories that form 
part of the cult of local and popular deities# many of them



female* The legends of Behula# Kalketu# Srlmanta and 
Lausen, to mention but a few# together with those of Ram 
and the brothers of the Mahabharat, are as vital a part of 
the cultural inlieritence of the Bengali# educated and un
educated alike# as were once the Bible stories in that of 
the English-speaking world. These stories# which are a 
mine of information about contemporary life# are told and 
re-told by a host of poets whose lives cover the period 
from roughly 1500 to 1760# when Bharatcandra Ray# the last 
great poet of manual kabva died. As a type of poetry# 
manual kab.va together with the stories and dramatis personae 
it embodies, appears to be unique to Bengal.

The third category of medieval Bengali litex^atux^e is 
that associated with the Iila* i.e. the amorous sport, of 
I^i^a and Radha. This type of composition falls in the 
main into two classes# lyrics and hymns which sing the various 
moods and actions of the divine lovers# and biograp hical and 
theological works on the teachers and the tenets of the faith 
which holds them in especial reverence. The earliest known 
work in Bengali on this theme is the grxkrisna kirtan* a 
long lyric sequence in 13 cantos, usually attributed to Ba'f’u 
Caiujl Das, and assumed to have been composed in the lî -th 
century. This long work chronicles the changing moods and



feelings of Kpi$pa and Radlia from their first knowledge of 
one another, to their ultimate union and final separation*
The narrative content is slight, and as each lyric is a 
complete unit it is comparatively unimportant* Though the 
poem deals with divine characters the pervading spirit of 
it is secular rather than religious* K^i^pa and Radha
tend to he more human than spiritual. In the 16th century 
the theme became the centre of the religious teaching and 
mystical experiences of the sage Caitanya, and his disciples 
and their successors sang thousands of hymns on the general 
theme of the spiritual Ilia of Kpi§p.a and Radha and on that 
of Caitanya himself who was very shortly apotheosised as the 
divine mediator of the Vaisnava faith. Some of these lyrics 
were composed in Bengali, but many are preserved in the 
poetic language Brajabuli, which is in the main a mixture of 
Bengali and Maithili* The effective creative life of this 
school extended until about 1670 gnd though after that date 
many poets wrote on the same theme there is little originality 
in their work, and their poems have a stereotyped quality, 
marked even in the best of them by verbal ingenuity rather 
than by any spirit of freshness or creative power. These 
poems were committed to writing in the many anthologies which 
were compiled in the 18th century. The biographical and



theological works were written by scholars for scholars, 
and never obtained the wide popularity that the Vaisnava 
lyrics had had from the outset.

One feature above all others which these three streams 
of literary composition share is that their medium was verse. 
This is hardly surprising in an age when literary composition 
was entirely oral, and a knowledge of reading and writing was 
confined to a few scholars whose concern was almost entirely 
with the Sanskrit language. The literary potentialities 
of prose were not comprehended, and there is no evidence of 
any attempt to use prose as a literary medium. What prose 
there was apart from a few letters and legal documents, was 
in Sanskrit. The prose writing which came into being in 
the 19th century, and which it is the purpose of this thesis 
to examine, had no antecedents in the long history of Bengali 
literature. It was a new birth.

II

The eighteenth century, an age of decadence, saw the 
fall of the Mughal Empire, which was already obsolescent, and 
it also witnessed the rise and settlement of English power on 
the soil of Bengal. The Battle of Plassey in 1757 established 
the military supremacy of the English in Bengal and the victory



was completed in the Battle of Buxer in 1761-1. which was 
fought Between the English and Mlrkasim, the last of the 
independent NawaBs*

After the Battle of Plassey* a slow and imperceptible 
change Began to Be felt in all spheres of activity, political 
social and economic. Politically, the country was passing 
through a crisis. The European rivals of the English had 
Been crushed: the French at Chandannagar, the Dutch at
Ghinsura and the English “had Become the most potent political 
force in India11. Mirjaffar, who had Become the nawaB after 
the Battle of Plassey, was a puppet at the hands of Clive, 
who initiated the system of dual government “in which the 
English enjoyed the substance and the nawaB the shadow of

2power * It was difficult for the people to know where 
their:, obedience was due. Verelst writes that “such a divided' P
and complicated authority gave rise to oppressions and in
trigues unknown at any other periods; the officers of 
government caught the infection and Being removed from any 
immediate control, proceeded with still greater audacity11. 

Clive left India for good in 1767 and was succeeded By

1. Marriott Sir J.A.R.: The English in India. Oxford, 1932, p.
2. Majumdar, Raichaudhuri and Dutta: An Advanced History of 

India# London, 1950, p*672.
3- Verelst, Harry: View of the rise and present state of the

English Government in Bengal# London, 1772, Appendix, p.122



Verelst who in turn was succeeded By Gartier (l?69)* During 
this period the evils of the Dual Government were clearly 
manifested. The economic life of the country greatly 
suffered. Many of the servants of the company Became thorough
ly demoralised. Bribery and corruption reigned supreme*
Though servants of the company received only a nominal salary, 
they used to go Back so fabulously rich that the term “Indian 
Nabob'1 Became a scandal as well as a proverb.

The company had the lionfs share in the NawaB*s revenue 
and the NawaB was often harassed for money. Consequently 
he demanded money from the land-lords. To meet these demands 
the land-lords in turn oppressed the cultivators who were 
already impoverished. Verelst gives us a full account of 
this situation in his Book where he pleads that Company 
should try to safeguard the poor cultivator. He writes,
“the violence of Meer Cossim in accumulating treasure and 
the relaxation of Government in the hands of Meer Jaffier 
equally contributed to confound all order, and By removing 
every idea of right, sanctified in some sort the depredations 
of hungry collectors".*^

The agony of the country was further aggravated By a 
terrible famine which took place in 1770. Richard Becher,

1. Ibid, p.66.



a servant of the Company, wrote to the Secret Committee of
the Court of Directors on the 2lj.th May, 1769* "This fine
country, which flourished under the most despotic and ar-

1hitary governments, is verging towards ruin", Ahout one 
third of thepopulation of Bengal perished as a result of 
this dreadful famine* Hunter gives a pathetic picture,
"All through the stifling summer of 1770 the people went on 
dying* The husbandmen sold their cattle; they sold their 
implements of agriculture; they devoured their seedegrain, 
they sold their sons and daughters till at length no buyer 
of children could be found, they ate the leaves of trees 
and the grass of the field; and in June 1770 the Resident 
at the Durbar affirmed that the living were feeding on the 
dead", A vivid picture of this unforgettable human tragedy 
is presented by Bankim Candra, the Bengali novelist, in his 
novel Ananda Math which was written a century later. The
following passage gives an impression of that horrible
famine•

One of the robbers said, "What shall we do with 
gold and silver? Take one of these ornaments and 
give me a handful of rice instead. I am almost 
dying of hunger. I have had nothing to eat today 
but the leaves of trees." When he said this every
one else began to clamour, "Give us rice, rice.
We are dying of hunger. We do not want gold or silver.1

1. Ma^umdar etc. Op* Cit. p.675*
2. Hunter, W*W.: "TEte Anlials of Rural Bengal. London, 1872, p.Zb* 
3* Ananda Math; Chapter III. (1882)



People left their homes just for a handful of rice 
and began to flock to the cities* Within a couple of years 
a third of the villages in Bengal were overrun by vegetation 
and inhabitated only by beasts of prey* In the meantime 
groups of people driven to extremes by hunger formed robber 
bands* Bahkim Candra reveals this fact in a conversation 
in the novel referred to above: "Every peasant of the 
villages has turned robber nowadays because of hunger* Who 
is not a robber now?" The unstable political administra
tion combined with this great famine so degraded the social 
system that dacoity became a common occurrence*

The political disorder, the great loss of population 
and the huge areas of deserted land along with other factors 
shattered the economic life of Bengal. Bengal’s economy 
had been mainly agriculture but she had some cottage in
dustries, e.g. silk and cotton. On account of the oppression

pof the rulers of the land these industries began to disappear. 
Furthermore two laws were passed in the British Parliament in 
1700 and 1720 prohibiting the use of silk and cottom imported 
by the company into England and in 1780 the Court of Directors 
completely stopped the importation. In addition there was 
the distress caused by the flow of money from Bengal to

Ananda Math: Chapter VI.
2. Dutt, Romesh: The Economic History of India* pp. 256-269*



1England*
The Permanent Settlement of 1793 made a marked impact 

on Bengali society. The sovereign had Been the supreme 
landowner, hut the land had "been leased to cultivators who 
used to pay three-fifths of the produce to the government; 
and this rent was collected by officials known as zamindars. 
who received a commission on the amount of collected. The 
office of zamindars "became hereditary and the incumbents 
were charged with the administration of the areas they op
erated in. Warren Hastings had made a quinquennial settle
ment of the land x^evenue granting farming leases to the 
highest bidders. On instructions from the Directors, 
Hastings had replaced this system in 1777 by annual leases 
but this also had not proved satisfactory. In 1793 Lord 
Corxiwallis abandoned this system in favour of a permanent 
settlement. Undex* the terms of this settlement, the 
zamindars, who had been collectors of revenue, became landed

1. It is hard to ascertain the precise amount which was taken 
out of India during this period but estimates suggest that 
between 1750-1780 a total of 30 to 40 million pounds may 
have left the country. Thus Bengal which was already pre
dominantly agricultural, became entirely dependent on the 
land, such indigeneous industries as it had had in the past, 
having by this time virtually disappeared* Dr. J.C. Sinha 
has calculated the drain between 1757 and 1780 as £38,400,000 
European Manuscript Department* 281 (p.34) calculates the drain 
between 1767 and 91 as £35,433*484 by way of trade and £250, OOC 
per year to subordinate Presidencies. Sir P.J. Griffiths cal
culates the drain between 1780 and 1813 as £30,000,000 or less 
than £1 million per year* See Tripathi, A., Trade and Finance 
in Bengal,..Presidency 1793-1853* Calcutta, 195&, p.256. ('ftfotn.',



proprietors and the amount of revenue payable by them was 
fixed in perpetuity. Thus the old system of zamindari was 
abolished. The old zamindars had, it is true, drawn their 
revenue from the lands and labours of their tenants but the 
better of them gave in return protection and patronage. Some 
of the more enlightened of them, maintained in their courts 
scholars and poets whom they encouraged and supported. Much 
of the literature of medieval Bengal was created under and 
on account of the patronage of local zamindars. With the 
disappearance of these old zamindars and their replacement 
by a new type of zamindars who was in effect little more than 
tax-collector, the traditional system of patronage came to 
an end.

The moral and cultural life of the indigenous population 
of the country was also affected by the political uncertainty 
and the drain on the economy. It must, not be assumed however 
that this decline in morality and culture came solely as a 
result of the changes which took place in the 18th century. 
Even before the Battle of Plassey the administration had been 
bad and the rich aristocrats morally depraved. Sir Jadunath 
Sarkar writes:, "The countryfs administration had become 
hopelessly dishonest and inefficient and the mass of the 
people had been reduced to the deepest poverty, ignorance



and moral degradation by a small, selfish, proud and un
worthy ruling class. Imbecile lechers filled the throne, 
the family of Alivardy did not produce a single son worthy 
to be called a man, and women were worse than men. Sadists 
like Sira3 and Miran made even their highest subjects live 
in constant terror. The army was rotten and honeycombed 
with treason. The purity of domestic life was threatened by 
the debauchery fashionable in the court ••• Religion had 
become the handmaid of vice and folly.*1'1'

Neither was the moral life of the official of the 
Company such as would stand as an example to the depraved 
people who at the time attended most of the local courts.
The picture which Hickey portrays in his Gazette may be 
somewhat exaggerated but it reflects little credit on the 
life of Europeans in Bengal in the late 18th century* The
following is a quotation from The Good Old Days of Honorable 

2John Company.
Drunkenness, gambling and profane swearing were 
almost universally practised. The public journals 
testify to the absence of 11 decency and propriety of 
behaviour" in social life. In December, 1780, one 
of them complains that "Europeans of all ranks11 
ordinarily made Christmas festivities a "plea for 
absolute drunkenness and obscenity of conversation, 
etc* that is, while they were able to articulate at 
all,’* and urged that respectable men ought not to 
subject their wives to such impure and injurious 
associations...

1. Sarkar, J.N., History of Bengal* vol. II., Dacca University, 
1948, p.497*

2. Carey, W.H., The Good old days of Honorable John Company, Vol 
1., Calcutta, 1906. pp. 455 6*



Nearly all the unmarried Europeans - and few were 
married in those days - lived in acknowledge con- 
cubinnage with native women.

The religious life of the indigenous population was 
equally polluted. Most of the people were illiterate and 
steeped in ignorance. In the name of religion they 
practiced human sacrifice, infanticide and sati. A group 
of poets dealt with the radha-krfena theme hut the divine 
love which had been portrayed by the 16th and 17th century 
poets now became little more than a sensual and immoral 
intrigue. The brahmins were no longer accomplished in 
even classical Sanskrit literature, not to speak of the 
Vedas or the Upani^ads. Dr De rightly observes, "The 
mass of superstitions had always existed and still every
where exists but from this time onwards, there was a deliberate 
rejection of the spiritual side of the old faith and a corre
sponding identification with the semi-aboriginal superstitions 
of the masses11.2

It was dark period indeed. But the night is darkest 
just be£>re the dawn. This age might well be described in 
the words of Charles Dickens as ’the best of times, the worst 
of times'. The worst part has already been discussed, the

1. Sibanath &36trl: Ramtanu lahifi o tatkalln^banga sama.i*
Calcutta,_1903. p.58-59; and also Haragrasad Sastri;
Bang tar Cahitya ■(1880) Iiarapradad Racanabali, Vol. I. Calcutta 
195§, p.176.2. De, S.K.: , CJh,,nv.. | toj fo[ > £.35“



■best was slowly beginning to emerge. One thing was 
certain, namely that the medieval age of Bengali culture 
had come to an end and a new age was dawning. The internal 
peace of the country was restored and law and order were 
beginning to be established. From the economic point of 
view there was a "remarkable growth of trade in raw 
materials." Dr. Tripathi has countered the arguments 
put forward by Brooks Adam, Digby and R.C. Dutta about the 
economic drain and has argued that the drain by the Company 
during 1793-1833 was mostly in the form of goods and these 
were paid for in cash in the markets of Bengal. "Was it 
not, then, returning some direct equivalent to the land in 
the shape of prices? Was it not assisting to that extent 
in the development of, or at least in maintaining the quantum 
of, industry and agriculture with a part of the state revenue" 
This statement though it is supported by statistics may as 
it stand seem to be exaggerated. It is important, however, 
to note that certain features in the improvement of Bengali 
economy had by this time begun to emerge.

With the growth of administrative stability and 
proper judicial authority, social life became more and more 
secure. Towards the end of the 18th century the English 
had conquered much of India and were beginning to unite the

1. Tripathi, A.: op.cit., p.253.2. Pbid: p.256.



scattered states in an order of government which had never 
existed "before* A few European scholars had discovered 
the ancient heritage of India which had "been totally for
gotten by the Indians themselves* Within fifty years 
English education had opened the flood-gates to European 
culture*

The centre of this new awakening was Calcutta* It 
was a comparatively modern town. In 1596 it was mentioned 
as a rent-paying village in the Ain-i-Akbari and there is 
a reference to it in the Manasa Bin ay of Binradas (lh95“96 A.D.) 
and KalighaJ;, a sacred place of the Hindus is an old name.
The city itself was actually founded "by Job Charnock in 
1690. The original Fort William was built in 1696 and 
three villages Sutanuti * Cobind.amir and Kalikata were formally 
purchased from Prince Azim in the same year. Its growth to 
importance commenced with the arrival of the European traders 
in Bengal.

Most of the area had been covered in dense, swampy 
jungle, inhabited by wild beasts and infested with robbers.
Once founded, the town grew rapidly but it can hardly be 
claimed that it grew in the Indian tradition. Compared with 
other Indian towns it has few temples or mosques; its princi-, , 
pal buildings were built by Europeans in their own style.



It is a town which has drawn its lineage more from London, 
than from the cities of the Hindu or Muslim periods.

This new city which had a good natural harbour and 
very wide hinterland grew rapidly as a trade centre.
People from other parts of Bengal as well as from outside 
came there in search of money, food and work* Many had 
been driven to Calcutta in search of food, during the famine 
of 1770. Many poor people were attracted there by its 
glamour and the hope of becoming rich. But not only the 
poor were attracted. Many rich families also settled in 
Calcutta including the Tagores, who were to play such an 
important role in the revitalisation of Bengali life. For 
many of the people who migrated to Calcutta their life there 
was new. It had a present and promised a future, but the 
past was left behind and soon forgotten. The new citizens 
of Charnock’s city lost any sense of cultural connection with 
the districts they had so recently left. Their children 
knew nothing of the homes of their ancestors or of the literary 
greatness of Bengal1s past. In becoming citizens of Calcutta 
they ceased, in a very real my, though only temporarily to 
be Bengalis. They turned with fervour to an alien culture, 
and attempted to order their lives according to the manners

1. Haranrasad racanaball,op. cit. p.178.



and customs of their new rulers. The success of the 
Hindu College which was founded in 1817# was due to the 
fact that it satisfied the aspirations and needs of the new 
townsmen. The past was dead in Calcutta at the end of the 
18th century. The slate was wiped clean, and when it came 
to he written in in the first decade of the 19th century, 
the hands that held the chalk were hands trained in a new 
'culture.

Thus Rudyard Kipling describes the growth of Calcutta 
in the following lines:-

’'Thus from the mid-day halt of Charnock 
grew a city
As the fungus chaotic from its 
bed
So it spread
Chance directed, chance erected, laid and 
built
On the silt
Palace, byre, hovel, poverty and pride 
Side by side.*1

This city within 100 years had become a thriving industrial 
centre, promising hitherto unknown opportunities to its citizens 
and stirring in them a new vitality, from which a small group of 
men drew the inspiration to write a new literature in a new mode 
that of prose.



I V

III
Certain scholars have suggested that there was a

tradition of prose befoi^e 1800.^ Some draw attention to
a statement by a Vaisnava poet that Candidas wrote prose*
The validity of the statement has not been tested because
even the identity of Candidas has not yet been established.
Another scholar considers a few lines in the dunya pur In to

2be written in prose* This contention is hard to accept 
as the lines in question are very few in number and further
more it is not certain that they are written in prose.
Dr. Sukumar Sen describes them as being written in a broken 
payar metre. A further point which should be mentioned 
in this connection is that the manuscript of the dunya 
puran is late, probably dating from the late 17th or 18th 
century. So even if the passage were prose, it would hardly 
constitute proof that there was prose writing in Bengali in 
the early mediaeval period which is the notional date of the 
composition of the ^unya puran. It is true that a number 
of letters and legal documents have survived. But though 
these are written in prose, it is not sufficient to confirm 
a hypothesis that there was a tradition of literary prose-

1. S.K.Be:History of Bengali literature (1919)# D.C.Sen:Bengali 
Frose stvlg(1921).S.Sen:Bahgla gahit.ve gadya(193^0 # Jaharlal 
Basu:Bangla gadya-sahityer itihasT 1936)7sa"ianikanta JDassBangla 
sahityer itihgsC vol.l)(19b£) .Asit kumar Bandyopadha.vg.:Unafrim^a 
gatabdir banggli o bahgla sahitya( 1956) & Syamal Kumar Ca’t'fop- 
abhya^iBangla gadver krama biKa& (i960).2. B.C.Sen: Bengali Prose Style, pp. 7-8.

3* S.Sen: Bangla s&hitye gadya, (3**d edition) p.10.



before 1800 A.D. Mention may be made of a few pieces of 
prose writing which are known to have been written before 
1800.

(a) A letter written by Maharaja Harayan in 1555 A.D. 
This letter was first published in Assam Banti of 27 th June, 
1901 and reprinted in the Rangpur sahit.va pari sad Fatrika 
(vol. IV) and in Vahgabhasa Farica.v (vol. II) by D.C. Sen. 
This letter contains no more than 20 lines and has no more 
than an antiquarian interest. The language is Bengali and 
it is written in prose. It cannot however claim any 
literary importance.

(b) In his book "Types of Early Bengali P r o s e " S . R .  
Mitra has produced a number of examples of Bengali prose 
which are assigned to the 17th and 18th centuries. The 
first part of the book consists of a collection of prose 
passages written by Vaisnava scholars. Dr. 3. Ben seems
to agree with the dating of these passages. Little literary
distinction can be found in any of these writings though
they are not without importance to students of linguistics
or theology. One writer comments as follows:

These prose specimens have no connection with the 
popular Bengali of that time* These are the mystic 
suggestions for the seekers. And the later sahajiya 
manuscripts were also written in this very style.

1* jfep.es of^Earl.v_Bengali Prose Calcutta University, 1922.
2. §ajam kanta Das: opcit. p. 11.



It is true that they are written in simple prose hut some
are difficult to read, the syntax of long sentences is
confused and the meaning very obscure.

(c) The second part of the book is given up to letters
and legal documents belonging to the 18th century. Other
documents and letters have been preserved in Fracln bahgla

1•patra samkalan by Dr. Surendranath Sen. The language of
these documents is straightforward. One notices a larger
Persian element in the vocabulary. Some of them contain
descriptions which could be of interest in a s tudy of the
contemporary social and political life of Bengal. The
following is typical of the content of many of the business 

2letters.
borner<J mekalam saheber kufchite ami labaner 
paikari kari laban karja^laiya asame bikri kariya 
jini§ badlai o nagad je^amdani kari taha mekalam 
saheber kufchite dei,, amir meyad khilap hoyate 
saheb amir tbiii jamin talab karilen_ami apan 
khu|ite sriyukta kamalnarayan bafmyake jamin diya 
mekalam saheber kufchir laban laiya^aslm giyachilam 
asame Igban bikri kariya^jini§ mugadhuti mugasuti 
hatir dat ka^i sakal laiya asamer couki kaudare 
bojhai nouka samet pouchilam*
(I work as an agent of Mr. Bernard MacCallam. I 
take salt on loan from him and sell it in Assam. 
Things obtained by barter and cash received by 
payment I pay into Mr. MacCallMmfs factory. Because

1* Fracin bahgla patra samkalan Calcutta University, 1942.
This is a well edited and neatly arranged collection of 
Bengali letters preserved in the National Archives. All these 
letters were written to the officers of the East India Company. 
Ihid: Letter No.79*



I failed to make payment in time Mr. MaeCallam 
required me to give a security. With his consent 
I gave Mr. Kamalnarayan Baruya as security and 
taking salt from Mr* MaeCallam1s factory I went 
to Assam. When I had finished selling I went by 
cargo Boat to Couki Kaudar in Assam with all the 
goods I had acquired, namely, muga cloths, muga 
threads, tusk and shells).

The vocabulary of this passage is simple and the narrative
clear. It is to be noted that apart from one dari which
can be accepted as the equivalent of the full-stop and the
division of the whole into two paragraphs, there are no
marks of punctuation. This as a common feature of the
epistolary and legal prose of the period.

(d) Portuguese settlers arrived in Bengal about the
middle of the 16th century. Latex* as their numbers and
the extent of their influence increased, Portuguese became
the lingua franca of the sea-borde area from Bengal to as far
south as Madras

Later Portuguese missionaries arrived in Bengal and
began the work of translating Christian scriptures into
Bengali. In addition original works in Bengali were
attempted by the missionaries and by at least one of their

pconverts.“ Only three works are extant at present, Creuar-

1. Marshman, John Clark; The Life and Times of Carey, Marshman 
and__Ward, Vol. 1. 1859* PP* 21-22.

2. Father Hosten; Bengal Past and Present. vol. XI, 1914, pp* 40-63 and S.K. De; op.cit. 7 pp.7 £>5-78.“



xatrer orth, bhed; Brahman-roman-kyathalik sambad: Bangla
Byakaran*^ S.K* Chatterjee has a favourable comment for
the first of these. “It is muchcreditable“, he writes,
“for a foreigner to write such Bengali in a period when
there was almost no Bengali prose”* Dorn Antonio, wrote
a pleasant Bengali style* These two writers, however,
had no successor and what they wrote can hardly be considered
to belong to the tradition of Bengali prose writing which
dates from the year 1801*

(e) The only specimen of prose writing belonging to
the 18th century which can claim any sort of literary status
is to be found in a manuscript held in the British Museum*
The text has been reproduced in the Bangi.ifa Sahit.va Pari sat 

- 3Fatrika* It is a simply told story based upon an episode
in the life of the legendary emperor Vikramaditya* A passagd
is quoted below;

kanya pap._kariyache ratrer madhye je katha kahaite 
paribek tahake ami^bibha kariba* e kathabhojraja 
sune ba^a ba^a rajar putrake nimantran kariba anilek

1* Brahman-roman-kyathalik sambad was written by Dom Antonio in 
1735 hut was never published* Dr. Surendranath Sen copied the 
first 85 pages of the manuscript now in JSvora in Portugal, 
and published it from the Calcutta University in 1937* Other 
books were written by Manoel de Assumpcam* The first one was 
written and printed in roman types and was published in 1^43 
from Lisbon. The third book, the first Bengali grammar written 
in the same year, has been edited jointly by S.K*Chatterjee 
and P.R* Sen, in 1933- and published by the University of Cal
cutta*

2* S.K* Chatterjee and P.R* Sen: op.cit. Introduction, p. xviii* 
3- Sahitva Parisat Fatrika* 29th nart» ~Vp* 121-2^*



ek ek rajar putrake ek ek din ratrer rnadhye ek 
ekjanke layan ghare laiya sayan kara;f se ghare 
ar keho thakena kebal_kanya ar rajputra ek khate 
kanya so^e ek khate rajputra so/e^Je^raJputra 
Jernan Jnanaban hay se seirup kathl sararatra 
kahe. kanyake katha kahaite pariBmi katamat 
prakar karilek tabu kanyake_katha kahaite parilekna* 
eirupe anek din gela pare raja Vikramaditya kanyar 
pup gupe §\me bâ Tai tu^a hailen kahakeo kahilenna 
sange ekjan manusya lailenna kebal ip^uni eka bafta 
giio^a^ arohan haiya sikarer nam kariya dui cari 
rojer pare molcam bhojpur driyut bhojrajar barite 
upasthit hailen.
The princess vowed that she would marry only the man 
who could induce her to talk during the night# Hearing 
this, King BhoJ, sent out invitation to the sons of 
famous kings* One by one each prince was accomodated 
for one night in the princess’s bed-chamber# The 
bed-chamber was deserted except for the prince and 
princess, who each slept in a separate bed# The 
princes talked the whole night though each according 
to his ability. Many means were tried, but all 
attempts to induce the princess to speak failed.
Thus after many days bad elapsed, King Vikramaditya 
heard to his great delight of the maiden’s beauty 
and qualities. Without a word to any one or a man
servant for company, he set off alone astride a great 
horse, pretending to be en a hunting expedition.
After a few days he arrived at the ^Lace of his majesty King BhoJ, in Bhojpur#

IV

In the final section of this chapter we propose to 
discuss the relative status of the Bengali language as 
only one of the several languages current in Calcutta 
during the last decades of the 18th century. This is an 
extremely important question, because the status of Bengali 
in relation to its many linguistic competitors in Calcutta



naturally affected the growth and development of Bengali 
prose* Only one systematic survey of the languages of 
Calcutta during this period has yet "been made#'*' We must 
once more briefly survey the subject here, because it was 
in Calcutta that Bengali prose came into being. By 1757 
Calcutta had grown from a group of 3 villages, into a 
polyglot city# During the period 1757-1800 this growth 
accelerated#

Portuguese was the earliest European language spoken
in Bengal. It was "the language that most Europeans learn,
to qualify themselves for general converse with one another,

,2as well as with the different inhabitants of India.
Marshman has also written that "it was the ordinary medium 
of communication between Europeans and their domestics#"^
But in the first decade of the 19th century the language 
had ceased to be used by the people and by the second decade 
it was almost extinct in Bengal, though vestiges of Portuguese 
can still be traced at the level of vocabulary.^

1. Clark, T.W.: The languages of Calcutta# I760-I8I4.O, B.S.O.A.S. 
PP. 453-47U.2# Calcutta in the olden time# Calcutta Review, 1852, No.xxxvi, PP. 312.3* Marshman: op.cit., p|#.o.i-i'L

k* Campos, J.J.A.: History of the Portuguese in Bengal# Calcutta 
1919. Chapter xvii, pp. 20^-227*



In the preface to his grammar Halhed analyses the
language situation as follows: "Exclusive of the Shanscrit,
there are three different dialects applied (tho* not with
equal currency) in the kingdom of Bengal: vis, the Persian,
the Hindostanie and the proper Bengalese, each of which has
its own peculiar department in the business of the country
and consequently neither of them can be universally adopted
to the exclusion of the other.11 Halhed noticed two
different forms of Hindustanic which, as is evident from
his descx*iption, are Hindi and Urdu. Persian had been
the court language and it was learnt by the people of high
status* Bharatcandra was scolded by his brothers because
he wanted to learn Sanskrit, which he was told had no re-

2levance to the practical world* Sanskrit, however, en
joyed a special privilege as the religious language of the 
Hindus Scholars had a deep respect for this venerable old 
language, though few of them at that time were proficient 
in it. Arabic was also current in Calcutta. It was taught 
in a Madrasa founded by Warren Hastings.

When the East India Company came to power, it had to 
take cognisance of the language situation in the country,

1. Halhed, Nathaniel Brassey: A Grammar of the Bengali Language
Hoogly 1778 Introduction: vii.

2. Mukherji, Harimohan (ed.) Bahgabhasar lekhak: Calcutta, 1904* 
p.203.



especially in the domain of law and order. "The recog
nition of the ancient laws and customs of major communities 
was designed to provide safeguards against improper and 
hasty enactments. With the same object in view, codes of 
Hindu and Muslim laws were translated into English for the 
guidance of European Judges ... The Judicial code of 
1781 was translated into Persian and Bengali for the general 
information of the people." Nevertheless the course of a 
trial was often delayed because of the long and elaborate 
process of translating into English from Persian or Bengali 
and vice versa* Sometimes the results would have been 
more fatal because the Judge’s ignorance of languages,
"in which disputed accounts existed, made their situation 
all the more difficult". As an inevitable result Judicial
reforms were accepted in 1793 which emphasised the importance

•3of the native languages, Persian and Bengali.
It was a time when Bengali had wide currency as a 

spoken language in domestic circles but little prestige in 
the world of affairs. Olark rightly observes, "The status

1* Misra, B.B.: The Central Administration of the East India 
Company 1773-183U* Manchester, 1959* P*25*2. Misra, B.B.: The Judicial Administration of the East India 
Company in Bengal 17£5-1782. Unpublished thesis (19^7) 
London University, pp. 519-20.

3* Misra, B.B.: Central Administration etc. op.cit. p.2^8.



of Bengali in Calcutta in 1760 and for many years after
wards was very low though it was the mother tongue of the 
majority of the population. The languages of the superior 
civil and commercial stations were English, Portuguese and 
Persian and ambitious Hindus made certain that of these they 
know at least Persian. The pandits engrossed in Sanskrit 
still regarded Bengali as a ’barbaric* dialect, as they 
had done for centuries* With the leaders of the Hindu 
community thus despising Bengali, there was no one to give 
the lead in pressing its claim, or even to admit that it 
had any."'*' While the sanskritists despised Bengali, 
young people newly educated in English refused to learn it, 
and continued to do so even until the later part of the 19th 
century; They were attacked by Madhusudan and Bankimcandra 
in their satirical writings. Rajnarayan Basu has also 
recalled the early days of Hindu College (1817) in his 
"sekal ar ekal" (187^+). In it he describes the erase for 
English learning and the poverty of the knowledge of Bengali.

English became the most important language of the 
country, though Persian remained the court language till 
1835- English was the language of the ruling class and 
people began to learn it for economic reasons because it was

1. Clark, T.W.: op.cit. p.1+57*
2. Basu, R.N.: Sekal Hr elcal (187h) > PP* 26-79 539 81+.



easy for a man to get a job even with, a smattering of 
English. Basu has given a few humorous instances of the
attitude of people in the early 19th century. A man could 
be proud of being able to spell^Nebuchadnezzar or‘Xerxes' 
in the first decade of the 19th century. Even in the middle 
of the 19th centuiry ’'respectable natives do not read Bengali 
boolcs” • One writer compares this situation with the status 
of German in Germany before Lessing and eloquently states 
that, ’’Bengal sadly stands in need of a Lessing to de,\eLop 
the resources of her noble language and to clothe in it the 
creations of his genius”. Bo less a man than Kammohan Ray
sneered at Bengali poetry and said it had neither beauty nor

3 — ^ —art. Haraprasad Sastri said in the last decade of the 19th
century that even the elite of Calcutta did not know that
Bengali had a great literature.^

At a time when Bengali was despised by Sanskrit scholars,
ignored by the educated people and not seriously patronised
by the East India Company, Halhed pleaded its case and "ended
with what must be the first word in praise of the Bengali
language ever written from Calcutta”.̂  He wrote that, ”lt

1.Calcutta Review (1850) xiii, Popular literature of Bengal.0.257 2 .Ibid.
GauteiLva bhasar Bvakaran Calcutta, 1833, P*97* 

luSastrT: Bauddha Ran o doha* Sihitya pari§at Granthaball, 1916.Preface, p.l.
5.Clark: op.cit. p.458.



is much better calculated both for public and private 
affairs by its plainness, its precision and regularity 
of construction, than the flowery sentences and modulated 
periods of Persian.” He published his grammar in 1778, 
a memorable year in the history of Bengali literature.
It was printed in Bengali type, and for the first time in 
that year by Charles Wilkins* Historians of Bengali prose 
have gratefully remembered the Europeans, who contributed 
to the cause of Bengali, Halhed, Duncan, Edmonston, Porster, 
Upjohn and Miller.

The most important contribution to the development of 
Bengali prose in the early period was made by William Carey 
who came to Bengal in 1793 and became a devoted student of 
Bengali. It is a significant indication of trends of 
thought at the time that Bengali prose owes its inspiration 
to a British missionary* He was a man of deep wisdom and 
great perseverance. It was a time when people "Scareely 
believed that Bengal ever possessed a native and peculiar 
dialect of its own, distinct from that idiom which under the 
name of Moors has been supposed to prevail over India. And 
to the perpetuation of this error the influence and untiring 
advocacy of the Urdu language by Gilchrist greatly contributed.

1. Halhed: op.cit. Introduction xv*



He published his Urdu dictionary in 1787 and "by editing a 
series of useful works, he gave the impression that Bengali 
was a mere patois , and that Urdti was to be the only medium 
of literary and social intercourse between natives and 
Europeans.

Still the time was ripe for a change in the status of
Bengali. Hastings, a great champion of oriental learning,
took the initiative in urging the administrative and moral

2necessity of learning Indian languages. It was beginning 
to be felt that 11 a real knowledge of the speech of another 
thirty millions of people should not be an object of in
difference to their rulers; nor should the materials for

Zits acquirement be suffered to remain imperfect*' • Halhed 
had already pleaded logically and eloquently in the cause 
of Bengali, and the missionaries in Serampore had started 
making translations into Bengali. All these scattered 
forces combined to initiate a movement which was given shape 
by the farsighted Lord Wellesly, when he opened the college 
in Fort william and appointed Carey as professor of Bengali. 
Thus the birth of Bengali prose was quickened. During this 
long period of fifty years Bengali had been struggling with

1. Calcutta Review (1850); op.cit. p.110*
2. Misra, B.B.: Central Administration, op.cit. p.393*
3* Wilson, H.H.: A G-lossary of Judicial and Revenue Terms> 

Calcutta, I855. Introduction xxi.



other languages to win a place of honour in the land of
its origin. While Bengali was neglected by its speakers,
its importance began to be felt by the rulers of the
country, but it owes most to the zeal and farsightedness
of a handful of British scholars, at least one of whom
believed "were it properly cultivated, it would be deserving
a place among those which are accounted the most elegant

1and expressive."

1. Carey: A Grammar of the Bengali Language* Serampore, 1801 
preface, p.iv.



CHAPTER II 
The Beginnings of Bengali Prose

The first intellectual contacts between Europeans and 
educated Bengalis started towards the close of the 18th 
century and mutual relations were strengthened by the es
tablishment of Port William College on the i+th May, 1800. 
Lord Wellesley opened the college for the general education 
of the young civilians of the East India Company, whose
standard of education was very poor and whose moral values

1were deplorably low. One of the functions of the college 
was to train the young civilians in the language and culture 
of India as well as to provide a background of liberal ed
ucation.

William Carey was appointed teacher of Sanskrit and
Bengali in April 1801 and eventually in 1807 he became pro-

2fessor of these languages. Carey was confronted with the 
necessity of providing text books for his students. As it 
was the first time that Bengali had been enforced on members 
of the civil service, Carey had to pioneer the production of

1. Marshman, p *145»
2. Mrityuh.iav Bi.dyalamkar. Rarilblocan Mukhopadhyay, Ramram Basu. 

Haraurasad Rag, Tarimcaran Mitra_and Candicaran Munsi assist
ed Carey in writing books# See Sahit.va Sadhak Carit Mala# 
Vol. I. llj., pp.5-7.



text books. The problem was rendered more acute by the 
fact that "not a single prose work was found to exist when 
he delivered his first lecture in May, 1801". It would 
have been a difficult situation for a native to cope with 
but for a foreigner it was even more so. Carey had three 
problems to solve (i) to write text books, (ii) to develop 
a prose style in which to write them and (iii) to awaken 
in Bengali's an interest in their own language.

The tradition of writing text books was not a new 
one to Bengal but it had never been continuous. "In many 
thanas even manuscript text books’ were unknown. All that 
scholars learned, was acquired from the master by oral dic
tation. The literary texts mostly consisted of hymns,
addressed to different gods and goddesses and stories, based

- - 2 on the epics, like Datakarna."
So Carey drew around him a band of enthusiasts bent on 

removing the poverty of Bengali. He tried with the help of 
his pandits to develop a style of Bengali prose which could 
be generally accepted. He himself did much of the linguistic 
spade-work. He did not disdain the drudgery of grammar and 
lexicography. He was no mere advisor or organiser, but a

1* Marshman, 1 . p. 11+7*
,2. Majumdar, R • C•, Glimpses of Bengal in the 19th centur.v 

Calcutta, i960, p.13*



living inspiration to literary creation. He asked Ramram 
Basu, his most intimate colleague, to write a history of a 
Bengali king; inspired Mpityufijay and Rajiblocan to write 
historical treatises and to collect some of the legends of 
India. Within twenty years at least twenty hooks had been 
published, stories, fables, histories and a dictionary.

While he was in Serampore Carey was actively engaged 
in spreading Christianity amongst Bengalis. In February,
1801 he published the Hew Testament. The linguistic fea
tures of this Bengali New Testament will be discussed later. 
When, he joined Fort William College, however, he became 
more eager to know the language and culture of Bengal. He 
extended his field of activity. He badly needed a grammar 
of Bengali and he himself compiled one in 1801. A Bengali 
grammar had been written earlier by another Englishman,
Halhed, in 1778. It was quite a good grammar and as a pioneer 
work deserves praise, but it had drawbacks. Its material and 
analysis were in-adequate. It was handicapped by its use 
of citations from verse literature. The only prose passage 
used was a letter# So Halhed could not present any complete 
description of syntax, though what he has done is valuable.
The following quotation from Halhed*s grammar shows the irreg
ularity of the Bengali writing system of the period, with



which Carey had to contend.
Their (modern Bengali) forms of letters, their 
modes of spelling and their choice of words are 
all equally erroneous and absurd. They can neither 
decline a word nor construct a sentence and their 
writings are filled with Persian, Arabic and Hindo- 
stanic terms, promiscously thrown together without 
order or meaning: often embarrassing and obscure •••
They seldom separate the several words of sentence  ̂
from each other, or conclude the period with a stop.
Carey wrote his grammar with a view to giving a fuller

description of the language than that given by Halhed and as
a first step in raising its status which was very low a s he
indicates in the following words;

The study of Bengalee has been much neglected from an 
idea that its use is very confined. I believe however, 
that it is the universal medium of conversation and 
business throughout the whole of Bengal, except among 
the servants of Europeans; and even they use it con
stantly in their own families.
In the fourth edition of this book he concludes his praise 

for Bengali saying that "it may be esteemed oxxe of the most 
expressive and elegant language of the East."

Carey's grammar was the only important work in the field 
of linguistic description of Bengali till the publication of 
Rammohan's work. It is important for historical reasons, 
as it gives an idea of the written language at that time* 
Special attention is, however, drawn to the chapters of syntax,

1. Halhed: op.cit. p.178.
2. Carey: op.cit. preface (w)



because syntax was the primary difficulty among the writer's 
of Fort William College. Some syntactic principles with 
examples ar# quoted below, because these principles must 
have served the purpose of guiding the writing of prose 
at that time. It will be interesting to note how later 
prose writing differed in practice from the theory formu
lated by Carey, with the help of his pandits,

(a) "The present participle in iya precedes a verb 
when one action has a dependence upon another and 
when there is but one agent to both the actions, as 
ami yaiya baliba,^! going will speak or I will go 
and speak, ami khaiya basiba I will come after I 
have eaten".

0>) "When the verb, the object of which is not ex
pressed, is governed by the participle in ya the 
verb must immediately follow the participle, as 
ami yaiya dekhiba I will go and see or I going 
will see".

(c) "That part of a sentence governed by the pronoun 
antecedent is generally put before the member 
governed by the relative, as ye pathe tumi giyachila 
se pathe ami yaba I will go in the. same path that you did"•

(d) "In negative sentences, the negative particle 
follows the verb, except in the perfect tense.
When the verb is expressed the particle na is 
generally^used, as ami karina, when the verb is 
implied nahi or nai is used for the first person 
naha for the second nahe or nahen for the third, 
as ami eman lok nahi I am not such a person, tali a 
nahe not that, ni is very commonly used after the 
verb, especially when an enclitic particle is 
joined to it."

Thus Carey plodded his difficult way* The first original 
Bengali prose work ever written by a Bengali followed the



publication of his grammar.

II

Early Bengali writers were pioneers. They were con
fronted by many difficulties in their experimental efforts 
to shape Bengali prose into a suitable medium of literary 
expression. They were not conscious of course that they 
were trying to shape Bengali prose. That came as.the outcome
of their unconscious efforts. One critic has rightly remarked 
o f Carey that, "he had in fact to pioneer his own way; and 
Bengali then lay before him ... shapeless1'. It should be 
noted that It was only in prose writing that Bengali was 
shapeless. The language was spoken and there is no reason 
to suppose that it was inadequate for this purpose. The 
position was that Bengali writers had not realised that 
there could be any link between what they spoke and what they 
were to write. When they started to write they attempted 
to use a language which differed in vocabulary, syntax and 
style from that of everyday speech.

The Bengali writers who were associated with Carey had 
to solve many problems. From their various solutions 
different styles of prose emerged. The first problem they

1. Calcutta Review. 1850, page 132*



faced was the provision of text-book materials written 
in prose. Since they had no model of Bengali prose to guide 
them, they indulged in experimentation of various kinds, 
imitating grammatical features from languages other than 
Bengali. Some of the writers were Sanskrit scholars; 
others were proficient in Persian but all of them through 
their association with Garey knew English. Thus when the 
styles of these writers are scrutinised, the influences of 
these languages are perceived in varying degrees. It has 
been customary to classify the styles of the writers of 
Fort William College into two categories, the pandit style 
and the munshi style. Like all generalisations, these 
classifications are over-simplified and contain only a part 
of the truth. Nobody, has ever defined these two terms. 
Unquestionably these terms imply a preponderance of Sanskrit 
words in the former and of Persian words in the latter. It 
is not difficult to know fairly precisely what was meant by 
the term munshi style as words of Perso-Arabic origin can be 
counted and in each case statistics of the use of these words 
definitely stated. The term pandit style, however, is diffi
cult to define with precision, because it is not easy to be 
sure what is meant by Sanslcrit words in this context. Not 
all words of Sanskritic origin can be accepted as "Sanskrit" 
words in this sense as the greater part of vocabulary of



HQ

Bengali is derived either directly or indirectly from Sanskrit. 
From the very inception of Bengali literature Sanskrit has 
acted as the paramejjit source of vigour for Bengali. The 
■borrowing of the Sanskrit words was and still is a common 
practice among the Bengali writers. In order to understand 
what is meant hy ’’Sanskrit1' words and their preponderance, 
a classification of Bengali words is necessary.

The Prakrit grammarians, as well as the Dravidian 
grammarians used the terms tatsama, tadbhava and de^i in 
lexicography. These terms have "been accepted "by the earlier 
Bengali grammarians. Dr. S.K. Chatterjee also adopted this 
terminology with slight!/r modifications. Ghatterjee classified 
Bengali vocabulary into four elements (a) tatsama (b) tadbhava
(c) de£i (d) Vide^i.^

De£i words are defined as words of unknown origin.
Neither the Prakrit nor the Dravidian grammarians, have 
clearly defined them. According to the Prakrit grammarians 
’’words which have no connection with Sanskrit are Desi.11 
Hemacandra, the compiler of the desinamamala» gave a wider 
definition to this category: "words which are not derived

1. Chatterjee, S.K., The Origin and Development of the 
Language._University of Calcutta, 1926, p.189.

2. Desinamamala of Hemacandra. ed. with critical notes by R* 
Pischel. 2nd edition with introduction by P.V. Ramanujaswami, 
Poona, 1938, pp. 7-9*



from Sanskrit, (words) which though derived from Sanskrit,
are not found in that sense in the Sanskrit lexicons, (words)
which have changed their meaning in Prakrit, the change not
being due to the secondary or metaphorical use of words are 

/~ 1Best11 • He, himself, does not consistently adhere to the 
definition he has given however. He labels as Besi, words 
which seem to conflict with the terms of his definition*
Chatterjee defines desi words as words which Mcannot be 
traced to Aryan roots and •.• obviously were derived from 
the pre-Aryan languages of the country Bravidian and Kd>lH. 
Since, however, Besi words are comparatively few in number 
and play no part in the present analysis, no further discussion 
of them is necessary. On the other hand Videsi words are 
easy to recognise, since by definition they are of foreign 
origin i.e. non-Sanskritic and non- Indian. They include 
Perso-Arabic words which will be considered later when munshi 
style is discussed.

The two remaining categories, tatsama and tadbhava, must 
now be considered. They are, however, difficult to define. 
Chatterjee summarises earlier definitions of tatsama and

1• Be61namamala; op.cit.
,je lakkhane pa siddha pa p a s i ddha s akka.vahi hane s u 
pa ya gaupa 1akkhanasa11isambhaba te iha nibaddha

p.2.1.3.
2. Chatterjee: op.cit., pp. 191-2.



comments on them as follows: "By tatsama the Indian
grammarians (of Prakrit) meant only those words, in Prakrit, 
which were identical in form with Sanskrit e.g. "hari, 
sundara, kusum<v> deva, manda, cinta" etc. ... In the modern 
employment of the term, tatsama also includes the learned 
words introduced from classical Sanskrit into the Prakritic 
speech, after the latter became characterised as NIA.***
The word tatsama has thus come to cover in NIA both the un
modified words exactly similar to Sanskrit, which formed a
part of the speech from its birth, plus later arrivals from

2Sanskrit, as loan words (literary and other borrowings)".
3 -He cites as examples, Jmasana, Laksmi» Vatsara* Matsva, 

ahvana etc.
tadbhava element", writes Chatterjee, "is the

genuine folk or native element of MIA^ and NIA. It represents
the bulk of words and forms derived from OLA?which underwent
a natural modification through wear and tear of centuries,
it forms the living and ever-moving stream of speech - its
original waters, so to say, derived from its very source,

6to which the other elements are mere accretions". He cites

1. NIA means New Indo-Aryan.
2. Shatter3ee: op.cit. p.189.
3. Ibid., p.200.
U* MIA = Middle Indo-aryan.
3* 0IA = Old Indo-aryan.
6. Chatterjee op.cit. p.191#



1examples as follows:
Abhimanyu> *abhimaruiu> ahivanna> *ahianna> aihana> *aiana> ayan 
duhita> ̂ dihita^ dhita y dhida y *dhida y *dhia y dhia^ jhia> jhl 1 
upadhyayay *033ahaa^ ojha

A further category has been added by Sir G.A, Grierson, 
These are "the tatsamas which had become distorted in thd 
mouths of the Prakrit-speaking population, but which were 
still unmistakably borrowed words. These are usually known 
to European scholars as Semi-tatsamas, It is evident that, 
in the natural course of events, the tendency must have been 
for all Tatsamas to become semi-tatsamas, and for the latter 
ultimately to become so degraded as to be indistinguishable 
from Tadbhavas" * Chatter3©© an(l other Bengali grammarians 
have accepted this term translating it as arddha-tatsama, 
Grierson cites an example of agga<fa.ima, Chatterjee gives 
another example oheradda<̂ raddha,

It is clear that if Chatter3ee*s definition of the tad
bhava given above is accepted semi-tatsamas must be included 
in the general category of tadbhava to the extent that they 
have undergone "a natural modification thx’ough wear and tear 
of centuries", Semi-tatsamas will therefore not be regarded 
as a separate category from that of tadbhava.

1. Ibid, pjp. 188-3$
2, Grierson, G,A,, Linguistic Survey of India, Vol. I, Part I, 

Calcutta, 1927, p.127.



It is clear from what has already been said that
tafcfetova* words though derived from Sanskrit originals have
undergone changes of form. These changes are not revealed
by their orthography* It is very difficult to speak with
any certainty about phonetic modification in MIA period to

1which Chatter3ee refers, as no first-hand reference is
available of the phonetic situation in the earlier phases
of the Bengali language. It is true, however, that the
orthography can be used as a basis for limited phonological
statements, provided we bear in mind that we are to some
extent proceeding by speculation. Phonological change there
must have been but It can not be reconstructed with certainty.
There is some evidence with regard to the phonology of certain
tatsama and tadbhava words which may be derived from early
Bengali grammars*

The first known Bengali grammar was written in 17k3 by
a Portuguese missionary, Manoel Da Assumppam. This book is
important because it gives a Roman transcription of a large

2number of Bengali words. Reference to certain examples 
and the phonological conclusions drawn from them must suffice

1. Chatterjee, op.cit. p.189*
2, Dr. S.K. Chatterjee has written an introduction to a modern 

edition of this book and has discussed the problems of pro
nunciation in the late 18th century. Vide Manoelfs grammar, 
op.cit. pp.28-U0.



for the present*
(i) The vowel a whether graphically represented by the 

character or inherent is transliterated by o in most cases, 
e.g* debota (devati), xotontro (svatantra). The vowel a in 
the initial position has also been transliterated in o,, e.g. 
odibax (adhivasa).

This system of transliteration is not sufficient grounds 
for the formation of a precise phonetic statement about the 
pronunciation of the vowel a but it would appear that the 
sound change which in modern Bengali is represented in the 
pronunciation of this vowel as o/o had either already taken 
place or was beginning to lake place by Manoel1s time. The 
use of vowel o indicates a close back rounded pronunciation 
as against an open central pronunciation which is a feature 
of the other north Indian languages, e.g. Hindi.

(ii) Specimens such as xocol (sakala), xex (de§a), 
nason (nacana) suggest that the final vowel which was pro
nounced in Sanskrit was no longer pronounced in Bengali in

pwords of this type. Halhed^ transcriptions of maanoosh

1. "According to the Hindu mode of dividing syllables, each
syllable must end in a vowel, or visarga or anusvara, except 
at the end of a word; and as ordinary Hindu usage does not 
divide the words of a sentence in writing, a final consonant 
is combined into one syllable with the initial vowel or con
sonant of the following word, so that a syllable ends in a 
consonant only at the end of the sentence." Perry, E.D., A 
Sanskrit Primer, (1855) This quotation is from the edition 
1950 p.2.



4Cj

(manuka) , _3_oogal (yugala), aashash (a^vasa) confirm this 
feature too*

(iii) Manoel*s transcription does not differentiate
between long and short i and long and short u. He writes
axi for both asi (I come) and a^i (eighty) and putro for
putra and purno for purp.a* It clearly suggests that there
was no distinction of long and short i and u in pronunciation
at the time of Manoel* This is also true for modern Bengali 
pronunciation.

(iv) Manoel does not distinguish in his transcription 
between $ and n but writes n for both. Similarly all three 
sibilant characters s, § are transliterated x. This 
confusion suggests that to his ear there was no difference
in pronunciation between n and and s, It is probable
that Manuel*s failure to distinguish these nasals and sibilants \ 
was not due to any defect in his hearing,1 since in fact his 
observations correspond with modern Bengali pronunciation.

(v) The consonants 3 and y are both transcribed z which 
allowing for the dialect use of z as against 3 corresponds 
with modern pronunciation*

The examples given above include both tatsama and tadbhava

1* Halhed, op* cit* p. 13. Halhed also noticed that the use of 
£L is confined to the Sanskrit, and it is never distinguished from no by the Bengaleese".



words. Manoelfs transcription which is consistently maintained 
throughout the book suggests that phonological change had 
taken place in words in both categories.

There is evidence, therefore, to justify the conclusion 
that tatsama words had undergone some measure of phonetic 
change though the changes are not apparent from the ortho
graphy of these words. Further light on such phonological 
changes which are not revealed in the orthography is shed
by certain comments made by Sir W. Jones on the pronunciation

1of Sanskrit in Bengal at the end of the 18th century.
Jones writes that the "Nagari letter is called Acar 

(a kar) but is pronounced in Bengal like our fourth short 
vowel (i.e. o)!t. This coi*responds with the conclusions 
drawn from Manoel*s transcriptions. Jones also noticed that 
Bengalis do not distinguish the unvoiced unaspirated palatal 
and the high-front vowel (J and Y). uYug or .junction in 
Bdnares, is Jug in Bengal.u The bilabial plosive "b" and the 
bilabial semivowel Hvt! are noted by him as being the same in 
Bengali pronunciation. ** It (v) cannot easily be pronounced 
in this manner by the inhabitants of Bengal and some other

1. Sir William Jones, A Dissertation on the Orthography of 
Asiatic words in Roman letters. The Works of Sir W. Jones 
in 15 volumes. Vol. iii. London 1807? PP* 253-318.

2. Ibid. p.291.



provinces, who confounded it with ha, from which it ought 
carefully to he distinguished He also noticed that
the Bengalis do often, "very inaccurately11 confound the 
first sibilant “with the second and even with the third".

These comments of Jones make it clear that even Sanskrit 
suffered phonological change in Bengal and clearly such 
change cannot he deduced from the orthography which apart 
from the use of Bengali as against the Devanagari character 
is the same in Calcutta as in Banaras. The position then 
with regard to phonological change which hy conclusion from 
Manoel!s system of transcription is known to have taken 
place in Bengali words is therefore the same in respect of 
Sanskrit word proper and tatsama words in Bengali. The 
distinction therefore between tatsama words and tadbhava 
words must rest solely on orthography. Reference to 
phonological change cannot in the circumstances he regarded 
as relevant. In spite of the fact that the graphic changes 
observable in tadbhava. words are due to spelling adaptation 
following on phonological change, such phonological change 
is not observable in the orthography of tatsama words*

This conclusion with regard to tatsama words confirms

rbid. p*290. 
Ibid. p.291.



the definition made by the grammarian Beames who states 
that "Tatsamas are those words which are used in the modern 
languages in exactly the same form as they were in Sanskrit 
such as . <$9i » The only change
which the words have undergone is that in pronunciation; 
the final ah* am of the Sanscrit masculine and neuter are 
rejected* and we have darshan* nimantran for dar^anam, 
nimantranam"•

The disappearance of terminal inflections in tatsama 
words is important as the presence or absence of such in
flection is the only orthographic means we have for dis
tinguishing between a Sanskrit word proper and a Bengali 
tatsama derived from it*

It is now possible to define what is meant by Sanskrit 
words in written Bengali* They include (a) all tatsama 
words and (b) Sanskrit loan words which may have the same 
form as the tatsama but which had not at the time of writing 
been accepted as part of the Bengali lexicons. It may be 
said that category (a) are Sanskrit words which a Bengali 
feels to be Bengali and category (b) are Sanskrit words which 
a Bengali feels to be still Sanskrit and not Bengali. In 
many cases it is impossible to know what a Bengali scholar in

1. Beames* John., A Comparative Grammar of Modern Aryan Lang
uages of India* Vol. I. London* 18?2* pp. 11-12.



1800 A.D. felt about whether certain words are Sanskrit 
or Bengali. Onefs conclusions must rest on what the modern 
Bengali scholar feels about them* It is safe to conclude, 
however, that since the modern Bengali feels a difference 
between the two categories, a similar difference must have 
been felt 150 years ago. Whether or not the Sanskrit vocabulary 
can be divided into categories (a) and (b) with certainty in 
all individual cases, is immaterial, since both categories 
fall under the general heading of Sanskrit and therefore 
are to be regarded as contribuory to what was once known 
as the pandit style*

The distinction therefore between categories (a) and (b) 
will only be made in the case of.certain category (b) words 
to which attention is particularly to be drawn, otherwise 
the term tatsama may be regarded as covering both. It will 
be noted that tadbhava words are not be regarded as Sanskritic / 
in this analysis of vocabulary.

Ill

In order to understand clearly what is'meant by the 
pandit style two passages will be analysed in.detail. The 
"Hitopade^a" was translated by Goloknath Sarrna in.1801 and 
also by Myityunjay Bidyalaipkar in 1808. The language of both



these writers will he composed with the original Sanskrit.
The first passage is from the Sanskrit text, the second is 
from Goloknath and the last is from Mpityuhjay.

Passage I. (i) asti bhaglrathl tire pataliputra namadheyaiji
nagaraiji tatra sarvasvamigupopetafy sudara^onama
narapatirasit sa bhupatirekada kenapi pathya-

—  —  lmanam ^lokadvayam susraba.
(ii) kona nadir tlrete patapiputra namadheya ek 

nagar ache se sthane sarbasvamigupopeta 
sudarsana name raja chila. sei raja ek kale 
kono kahar mulche dui sloka sunilen.

(iii) bhaglrathltire pataliputra name ek nagar
ache sekhane sakal rajagup bisi^ta sudar^an 
name raja chilen se bhupati ek samaye kaharo 
kartpik pathyaman dlokadvajf jlrabap karilen.

The second and third passages are andysed in numerical 
order by reference to the Sanskrit original*
(a) asti bhaglrathltlre* Kono nadir tire* Bhaglrathltlre* 
G-oloknath paraphrases in Bengali* He resolves the Sanskrit

!• Hitopadeda by Francis Johnson, London, 1868*
There was a city called Pataliputra on the bank of the 
Bhagirathi* There was a king Sudarsana by name, who was 
endowed with all lordly qualities. One day that king 
heard two slokas recited by somebody*



compound, which is a 6th tatpuru§a, by using a genitive case 
fhrm nadir, "of river". His phrase means on the bank of a 
river. He omits the name of the river. Mpityuhja^ re
produces this phrase in Bengali. The use of such compounds 
is very common in certain Bengali styles but they are never
theless felt to be Sanskritic. In colloquial Bengali the 
compound would have been resolved into a two word phrase 
bhagirathlr tire the former word having a genitive inflection.
(b ) pataliputranamadhevam. pafaniputra namadheya.pataliputra 
name.
Goloknath reproduces the Sanskrit phrase. The spelling 
pataniputra is not necessarily a spelling error as 1 and n 
are frequently interchangeable in Bengali and Goloknath1s 
pronunciation of patali might quite easily have been patani too. 
Mpityunjaya translates it into Bengali as pataliputra name.
(°) tatra. sesthane, sekhane.
Goloknath uses a Bengali phrase. The noun sthane has the 
Bengali locative inflection. The word sthan however, is a 
tatsama i.e. it has the same ortho-graphic form as the Sanskrit 
word sthana, "place". Mpityuhjay uses the common Bengali 
adverb sekhane, "there".
(d) sudar^ano nama. sudarsana name, sudarsana name.
Goloknath resolves this bahubrihi compound by using a common 
Bengali form name, "by name". It is interesting that din this



instance he v/as able to translate from Sanskrit to Bengali 
but had not chosen to do so in the case of patali putra 
namadheyam. M^ityuhja^ translates it in the same way as 
Goloknath.
(e) sarvasvamigunopeta. sarbasyamigunopeta. sakala rajagun 
bisista.
Goloknith transliterates this phrase, meaning "endowed with 
all lordly qualities". Mpityunjay translates it but his 
translation is not so very different from the original. 
sarva and sakala are both Sanskrit words meaning "all". 
instead of svamiguna he has ranaguna, instead of upeta he has 
bi^ista. The Sanskrit compound is written as one word, 
however, Mpityuhja^ divides his compound into three words, 
using no case inflections to indicate the syntactic relation 
between them. Nevertheless the three words are incomprehensi
ble unless construed as members of a single compound* Modern 
colloquial Bengali would have devoted a whole sentence to 
the translation of this epithet. All that can be said here 
is that bi^ista, a tatsama word, was probably more widely 
understood in M^rtyunja^fs time than upeta.
(**) bhupatirekada ra.ia ekkale bhupati ek samaye.
Goloknath replaces bhupati by raja, "king", though it also is 
a tatsama. Mp/tyuhja^ retains bhupati which has an undoubted 
Sanskrit flavour. He translates ekada as ek samaye. Both



these words are tatsama but they have been naturalised 
in Bengali. Goloknath translates ekada into Bengali ek kale» 
also tatsama.
(g) kenani pathvamanam. kono kaharo mukhe. kaharo kartrik 
pathyaman.
Though Goloknath*s phrase seems to be Bengali, it is clearly 
influenced by the Sanskrit, kono kahar would not be admissible 
in modern Bengali and would not probably have been in general 
use in Goloknath*s time either. It seems to be an attempt 
to reproduce in Bengali an equivalent of kena api. M^ityuhja^ 
uses kaharo, a common Bengali form, meaning "anybody". He 
uses kartrik, which is a Sanskrit word, used in certain literary 
styles of written Bengali, as a post-position only. It has 
a definite Sanskrit flavour. Myityunja^ retains pathyaman, 
a Sanskrit passive participle while Goloknath replaced it by 
a common usage, mukhe.
(h) glokadvayam sudrava dui £loka gunilen glokadvay graban 
karilen.— I ■■■!>■■ !! ■  HIM 1 ■

Goloknath translates dlokadvavam into Bengali by dui sloka. 
Modern Bengali would not have used the numeral without a 
classifier. It is probable that in ordinary speech Goloknath 
would have said duiti dlok as in modern Bengali. Mpitydnja^ 
retains the whole phrase except for the accusative case suffix. 
In ordinary simple Bengali the word dunilen, used by Goloknath,



would be preferred to the verbal phrase ^raban karilen (made 
a hearing) used by M^ityufljay.

Passage II,
(i) asti godavaritlre bi£ala£ Salmalitaru£ tatra

nanadigdesado-gatya ratrau pak^ipcfc nivasanti at ha
y*. •

kadacidjv as annayaiji rSjii'ixya^astaealacu^iiavalambini 
bhagavati kumudinlnayake eandramasi laghupatanaka
nama vayasa^L prabudhat san kyrtantamiva dvitiyaw

-  —  -  1mayantaiji pasahastaiji vyadham* opa^yat •
(ii) go dab ar I namete naditire ek prakap<Ja salmali b^ik§a 

ache sei gacher upar nanadig haite pak§ira asiya 
rajanite bas kare tarpar kadacit ek din ratri 
abase^ete candra asta haitechen emata kalete ek 
byadh yamer sad^i^a jal da£i haste kariya asiteche.

(iii) godabarir tire ek batfa salmali b£ik§a thake.
nanadigdis haite pak$ira asiya ei b£ik§e ratrikale 
bas kare. anantar konadin ratri abasanna haile 
kumudinl nayak candra astacalaeutfabalambini haile 
arthat asta gele laghupatanak name leak jagrat 
haiya dekhila ek byadh dviti^a yamer nyajf bhraman 
kariteche.

1* There was a big tree on the bank of the Godavari. Birds used 
to come from various quarters and stay there during the night. 
Once, when the night was on the wane, and the lotus-loving moon 
hung over Mount Asta (setting mountain), a crow, called Lag- 
hupatanaka, awoke and saw a hunter with nets in. his hands*
He (that hunter) looked like a second king of Death.



(a) asti ache thake
Goloknath*s translation of asti by ache is gramatically correct, 
though stylistically not good Bengali. The verb ache is gen
erally dropped in the context of story-telling. Mpityuhjay 
has wrongly translated it by thake which means ''lives'*.
(b) godavaritlre godabari mamete naditire godabarir tire. 
Goloknath inserts the word namete. "by name", and uses a com
pound naditire. Mpityuhjay translates the Sanskrit compound, 
using a genitive inflection on godabarI.
(c) Bisala Salmali taruh prakanda Salmali briksa bai*a Salmali 
briksa
Goloknath substitutes prakanda. big and briksa. tree for bidala 
an<3- taruh respectively. Mpityufijay uses the common Bengali word 
baffa for bisala and like Golaknath uses briksa for taruh.
(d) nanadigde^adagatya. nanadig haite asiya. nana dig dis 
haite isiya.
Goloknath resolves this compound with a common Bengali phrase. 
M^ityuftjay retains nanadig and substitutes dig for ded and like 
Goloknath resolves the compound with a post-positional phrase 
haite asiya.
(e) Ratrau naksino.h nivasanti. pakslra ... ra.ianlte bas kare* 
paksira ... ratrikale bas kare.
Goloknath substitutes ratri by another tatsama word ra.iani, 
night. I^ityuhjay uses ratrikal with locative case-ending. 
Both of them retain paksinah except for the substititution of 
the Bengali for the Sanskrit nominative plural inflection.
Both of them translate nivasanti by a verbal phrase, bas kare.



(f) atha kadacit. tarpar kadacit. anantar kona din.
Goloknath transliterates kadacit and uses tarpar, "then",
^or atha. MpityufLjay uses anantar. followed later by another 
Sanskrit word for atha. Thus he adds a more Sanskritic 
flavour to his oonstruction. Unlike Goloknath however he 
replaces kadacit by a simple Bengali phrase kona din, "once".
(g) avasannavam rS&frff/ftu ratriabajesete• ratri abasanna haile. 
Goloknath su&Ains ratri. "night", and substitutes abates a. "end" 
^or av as anna, meaning literally "tired". Thus he avoids the 
original Sanskrit metaphor. Mpityuhja^, however, keeps the 
metaphor, retaining the abasanna and ratri of the original*
(h) astacalacuffivalamjl. asta haitechen. astacalacuffabalambi. 
Goloknath omits the whole metaphorical phrase, meaning, "on 
the crest of the Setting mountain," rendering its sense only 
by simple Bengali phrase, asta haitechen, "was setting". 
Myityufija^ transliterates the whole phrase and then adds the 
explanatory simple verbal phrase asta gele, "when it had set".
(i) bhagavatikumudininavakacandram. candra. kumudini na.^ak 
candra.
Goloknath retains only the last word without inflection.
Mpityuhjajf retains the whole expression with the exception of 
the first word.
(j) laghupatanakanama vavasah prabuddhah. x. laghupatanaka

iagrat haiya.



Goloknath does not translate this phrase. Thus his trans
lation of the whole passage becomes abrupt and ambigious. 
M^ityunja;^ replaces vayasa, " c w " ,  by the common Bengali 
word, leak, and uses the verbal phrase, jagrat haiya, "having 
awakened", to translate the participle prabuddha, "awakened", 
(k) Icrftantamivadvitiyam. yamer sadrisa. dviti,fa yamer nya^a. 
Goloknath substitutes the well-known Sanskrit proper name 
of the god of Death, Yama, for Kpjtanta, "Death", and the 
Sanskrit word sadrisa for iva, "like", and retains dvitiyam, 
"second". Mpityuhja^ uses yama and translates iva with a 
common Sanskrit expression nyay. He retains dvitiya, which
in this context has no tadbhava equivalent.
(l) ay an t amp a£ ahas t am. ,ial da3?flhaste kari^a asiteche. bhraman

0

kariteche.
Goloknath replaces pa4a, "net", by jal, itself a tatsama word 
though more common than pa^a. He uses hasta and asiteche, a 
common Bengali verb, for ayantam. Mpityuhja# translates 
ayantam as bhraman kariteche. literally, "making a walk", which 
is Sanskritic and not very appropriate.
(m) vyadhamr ona^yat. byadha. dekhila ek byadh.
Goloknath retains byadha, "hunter", but does not translate 
the verb apasSyat, "saw", owing to the omission of its subject 
1aghupatanaka etc. referred to earlier. Mpityunja^ retains 
vyadha and translates apagyat by dekhila, "saw".



It is clear from the above analysis that some words 
are retained by Goloknath which are rejected by Myityuilja;^ 
and the latter accepts words which are translated into tadbhava 
Bengali by the former* They were both uncertain about the 
correct Bengali equivalents of Sanskrit words or if they 
knew them, they hesitated to use them, with the result that 
Sanskrit words and conjuncts were transliterated in Bengali, 
with the mere ommission of final inflections. A count of 
the total number of words, used in each passage, both original 
and translation, and of the tatsama and tadbhava words used 
yield the following statistics.

Passage I Passage II

iprigi- 1 
hal jt

Golok- ; 
nath !

i

M^ityun-
da#

Origi
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\ ; 
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j Jayt
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1

24 2k 37 l\k
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6k j
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75 100 6k 70
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i
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t  i

j ' i 1 i

36 i!
j— 1

25 0
i
\

1

36 30



A further analysis has been made of longer extracts 
from the' translations of the Httopadega (The introductory 
story) of Goloknath and M'pityufijay and from the Pratapaditya 
Caritra of Ramram Basu and the Dialogues of Carey. The 
number of Proper names occurring is stated but ignored in 
computing the percentages. G-oloknath1 a passage will be 
referred to as Book A, Mpityuftjay*s as Book Ramram Basu’s 
passage (first seven pages of Pratapaditya Caritra) as Book C 
and Carey’s passage (first two dialogues) as Book D.

Book A Book B Book C Book D
Total no. of words 539 788 3k 6 !

,?
131

No. of different words 
used. 265 36k 192 j

15

\
71 |

-1
Total no. of Proper 
names 5 6 1+0

fI2 i
i1

No. of Perso-Arabic 
words 0 0 30 50

No. of Tadbhava 
words

214 302 133 5U

No. of Tatsama words j 320 k80 143 25
Percentage of Ts* words 59.36 60.91 41.32 19.07

Percentage of Tb. words 37.82 37.86 38.43 41.22
Percentage of Perso- 
Arabic words

0 0 8.67
t

38.16



It is interesting to note that of all the writers listed 
Carey uses more tadbhava and less tatsama words than any of 
the Bengali writers. Higher currency of Perso-Arabic words 
is due to some extent to the fact that the Dialogue includes 
one muslim speaker. The percentage of Perso-Arabic words 
is not significant for comparative purposes as the works of 
Goloknath and Mpityunjay, which have been selected for analysis* 
are translations from Sanskrit and therefore unlikely to contain 
any Perso-Arabic words. It is interesting to note* however*

that in the case of Ramram Basu the ratio of Perso-Arabic

words to tatsama words is 1 ; fj« More is said on this point

later but the facts as they stand here seem to lend a little

support to the argument put forward by H.P. Sastri and other

critics that Ramram Basu wrote a Persianised Bengali.

Prom all these facts it becomes clear that the percentage

tatsama words were very high in certain styles of Port 
William College and these are popularly called the pandit style. 
In actual fact these terms* pandit style* and* munshi style* 
do not necessarily refer to any linguistic features of style, 
rather they imply the profession of the writer of a particular 
book* whether he is a pandit i.e. a teacher of Sanskrit or a 
munshi* i.e. a teacher of Persian, The writers of Port



William College, however, were all influenced either by 
Sanskrit, Persian or English* It is not therefore right 1
to classify the styles of Fort William College writers into 
two simple categories. It is proposed here to analyse the 
influences of Sanskrit, Persian and English at the levels 
of vocabulary and syntax. /■)

IV v.

It was noticed in the above analysis that the influence 
of Sanskrit at the level of vocabulary was very strong.
The writers of this period merely often transliterated the , : h
Sanskrit words or compounds when they failed to discover 
suitable Bengali equivalents. But sometimes they went '• ?
furthei* and used Sanskrit words even in their inflected forms. 
Examples are given below?-

(a) Goloknath uses bipadi dhairva. "patience in danger.11 
bipadi is not a Bengali form because i as a locative case is 
unknown to Bengali. It is a verbatim transliteration of 
the Sanskrit phrase, bipadi dhairya.

I muingM i a* iB iM W V w iil ia

(b) Goloknath also used the form kumax^a, '’princes11, which
is the plural form of kumarah in Sanskrit but not a Bengali fornu;V

* ' : Vr"

(c) Goloknath uses conjunctive particles in the Sanskrit- ,.>4( 
manner, i.e. sei pane amar anekgulin putra mari.vache efaam .ia.Vao#" * "  i ■ it t t m  = « •  .

Due to that sin I have lost my many sons and wife.



The underlined part of the sentence is a verbatim translation 
of "putra anekado mritadara^ca". Goloknath uses o enclitically 
like Sanskrit ca. In Bengali the word o in the meaning 'and1 
is not used enclitically.

(d) Included amongst words, borrowed from Sanskrit, are 
a number which contain gender suffixes. In modern Bengali 
there is no formal gender-concord between adjective and noun, 
even when the noun denotes a female but certain words have 
been taken over from Sanskrit with the retention of their 
feminine suffixes e.g. kumarl as against kurnara.

It is probable that gender concord was unknown to 
colloquial Bengali at the beginning of the 19th century. 
M^ityunjay, the best Sanskrit scholar of all the writers of 
this period, is in doubt as to the treatment of words which 
have feminine suffixes. The occurrence of both prathama 
puttallka and prathama puttalika (both meaning, "the first 
doll") karuna svar and karuna svar (both meaning "a pathetic 
tone") is pr»oof of his uncertainty. It seems reasonable to 
suppose that in phrases like ratri abasannl and mahatl pu.ia 
are borrowed whole from Sanskrit and therefore constitute 
Sanskrit loan-words. It is unlikely that the presence of 
feminine suffixes 1 and I can be instanced as examples of 
gender concord in Bengali.

Sanskrit influence is also perceptible at the level of



syntax* The Bengali writers were in difficulty with re
gard to the translation of compounds and word-order* They 
often transliterated compounds* merely separating the com
pounds in their version e*g* Sanskrit compound kumudinlnayaka- 
candram (Moon* the lover of Lotus) is transliterated by 
Mrityunjay as kumudini nayak candra* The components are 
written separately hut the meaning is not clear unless the 
three components are taken as one syntactic whole* Another 
method of translating compounds was to resolve the compounds 
into their vvasavakva* which is the traditional Indian method 
of analysing compounds* This method is very common in the 
styles of the pandits* as the following examples reveal:

(i) nlti^astrete bisarad ye musikara;) (Goloknath)
In philosophy scholar which king of rats 
The king of rats who is well-versed in philosophy*

(ii) amake nasta karite udyata ,ve -prabhu (Haraprasad) 
me kill to do ready which lord 
The lord who is about to kill me*

(iii) bidyahin ye manus.va se uadu. (Myityufxja^) 
illiterate which man he beast.
The man who is illiterate is a beast.

The structure of these constructions is
Noun / noun-phrase + relative pronoun ye + noun 

In actual fact*,ye* the Bengali relative pronoun* should be



used in the initial position of a construction# The ante
cedent relative pronoun construction is not permissible in 
Bengali# These constructions smack strongly of Sanskrit in
fluence and are not preferred in modern Bengali.

Experimentation towards the realisation of a literary 
prose-style was still uncertain in respect to vocabulary as 
well as sentence-structure and word-order. Blind imitation 
of Sans hr it word order resulted in confusion and ambiguity*
The following example illustrates this point clearly# Soloknath 
writes,

rinakarta pita £atruh mata apri.vabadinl bharva rupabatl 
putra apandita

It is extremely difficult to understand the meaning of this 
Bengali sentence unless one knows the following Sanskrit 
couplet.

_  _  —riqkarta pi tasatrurmataca vyabhicarini 
bharva rupavatl datruh putrah ^atrurapanditai 
(A father who incurs debt is an enemy and (so is) a 
mother who has a bad character. A beautiful wife is 
an enemy and (so is) a son who is uneducated)

One more Sanskrit passage and its Bengali translation is con
sidered below.

tasyam candanadaso nama banig mahadhano nivasajiti# tepa



ca pa^cime vayasi vartamanepa kamadhisthitacetasa 
dhanadarpallilavatl nama banikputrl parinita. sa

'ncxvcu ^c a m  akarke t Ohd v  cy ati j ay ant iva^yauv anv a 11 Id abhuv a •
tahate candanadas namete ek banik maha dhanaban tini 

fe’as karen tini sê ;- da^ay kamatur haiya dhanadarpe ek 
banikputrl lilabati nimete tahake bibiha karilen. sa 
nafe'ayaubana bijay baijajfanti hail a*

tahate is the translation of tasyanu "there", but it is a wrong 
use here. The imitation of Sanskrit word-order becomes per
ceptible in the Bengali construction ek banik mahadhanaban.
"a very rich merchant’*. In Bengali the adjective stands 
before the noun but the present writer has not followed this 
common practice because he was imitating the Sanskrit word- 
order. The most interesting constructions in this passage 
are the following:

ek banik ... tini bas karen
one merchant he lives. (He who is merchant lives) 
lilabati namete tahake bibaha karilen
r*Lilabati by name her.married (He married her whose name 

was Lilabati)

1. There lived a very wealthy merchant, Candandasa by name. Being 
full of lust and proud of wealth he married Lilabati, a girl 
of the merchant class, in his old age. (By and by) she be
came full of youthful charm like the triumph of the Cupid.



This type of construction is called Cross-reference by the 
linguists*1 "A substantive may be first named and then 
referred to by a pronoun pleonastically; The Queen she is 
about to sneak*" But in Bengali this process of cross- 
reference is not permissible*

The last sentence of the passage does not contain a 
single Bengali word except the last word which is a verbal 
form. The first word sa, she, is a Sanskrit form and never 
occurs in Bengali.

These examples must suffice to illustrate the depth of 
Sanskrit influence during this period. The Pandit style is 
the direct result of this influence which "induced a fashion" 
writes Grierson, "of using Tatsamas v/ithWiich the wildest 
Johnsonese may almost be compared as a specimen of Saxon 
English".*2

V

Persian, the court language of the period, had con
siderable, stylistic influence on certain writers of Port 
William College. Its influence on the vocabulary is uni
versally acknowledged but its influence on the structure of

1. Potter, S., Modern Linguistics. Andre Deutsch, 1957? p.121.
2. Grierson, oo.cit. p.129.



Bengali has heen little discussed, if indeed noticed at all*
The most interesting effect of this influence is the use of
the conjunctive particles 0 and eham* Tagore thought that
the profusion of these two particles in the Bengali writings
of the Fort William period was due to the influence of Eng- 

1 vJblish* But/. is more prohahle that the influence came from
Persian* In English one writes, "ministers, scholars and
teachers" hut in Persian one writes, "ministers and scholars
and teachers". In Totaitihas* a hook written hy Munshi
Candlearan, the latter pattern has heen followed. The
following example from Ann K.S. Lamhtonfs Persian Grammar

2explains this pattern.
If a noun is qualified hy several adjectives these 

may he united hy va*and* e.g.
"adame huj.var va la.vea va sahhuri hud,
He was an intelligent and worthy and patient man, 

instead of
adame hujyare layeqe va sahhuri hud."

Casujicara# writes as follows:
1 * nracur dhan o ai^var.va eh am hi star saiixva

(enough money and wealth and numerous soldiers)

1. Tagore, B.N., gahda Tattva. (1935) pp*l60~6^.
2. Lamhton: Persian Grammar. Cambridge 1953* P*139«



2. pradhan lo&ar mantri o.pandi t ebam 
phakir
(respectable citizens and ministers and scholars 
and teachers and faqirs)

3* dibit ratri o prafefr o 8andhvate (in day5 night and 
morning and evening)

Fortunately these sentences can be compared with the original 
Persian text, Tooti Nameh.^ The phrases are as follows;

1. daSt basyar mal va mata va basa lagkar va * asakar 
va faui2
[(he) has good condition and wealth and men and
troops and soldiers*]

^ _ „ „ „ _ _2* amlran va vaziran va danavan va faglan va ustadan
(Omrahs and Viziers and wise men and learned men and 
teachers)•

3* ruz va Sab va subh va Saiifr
(day and night, morning and evening)

It is clear from the above examples that these sentence struc
tures are influenced by Persian* Persian va (and) has been 
translated into Bengali by o, ebam and j a r .  Capdlcarap uses 
ebam as copulative also e.g. laiya yao ebam chedan kara, (take

1* The Tooti Hameh with an English translation, 1801, Calcutta, 
printed London*

2* Ibid* p.10.
3* Ibid* p*ll.
1+* Ibid. p*10*



away and kill)• In a normal modern Bengali construetion a
participle is used instead of a conjunction. But this type
of construction as found in Capgtl.carap is quite common in the
writings of this period. This night have heen due to English
influencej hut it is equally prohahle that it is due to

1Persian. Lamhton has given the following examples:
"amad va ma xoda hafe^i hard, he came and said 
goodhye to us.”

Capfticaran has translated the Persian phrase mara zud haharl va
2 ✓ — hakuSI into laiva vao eh am chedan lcara.

VI

It has heen pointed out that Carey took the lead in 
translating the Bihle into Bengali and that he was helped hy 
Ramram Basu and other scholars. It is not surprising that 
Carey’s Bengali has an English flavour in respect of hoth its 
word-collocations and sentence-structures. It must he 
remembered that there was no prose at that time and it is 
therefore not to he wondered at that Ramram Basu and the 
others tended to take Carey’s Bengali translation as their 
own model* The only Bengali they knew was the poetry of the 
medieval period and the Bengali of everyday speech which at

1. Lamhton: oo.cit. p.139*
2. The Tooti Nameh: oo.cit. p.31*



that time was considered unsuitable for literary and 
scholarly purposes. The influence of English is very strong 
in the Bengali writings of this period.

The following features are frequent and important.
(I) Sentence-structure;
The typical English sentence-structure is Subject+Verh+' 

Ohject/Adverbial Adjunct. The corresponding model in
Bengali is Suhject+Ohject+Verh. The following examples sho?/ 
how Carey and Ramram Basu adopted the English rather than the 
Bengali model.

(a) Carey:
(i) i£var 

G-od 
(ii) tini 

He
(iii) tumi 

You

(h) Ramram Basu:
(i) rajara 

Kings
(ii) raja 

King

spijan karilen 
created 

tran kariben 
will save 

raldiiba 
will make

svarga o ppithibl 
hdaven and earth 
tahar lokerdigake 
his people 
tahar nam ye&u 
his name Jesus.

pati likhilen 
letter wrote 
gati karilen 
proceded

tahardigake 
to them 
sesthane 
to that place



It will also he noticed that these writers accepted the 
English sentence-structure of sub ject+*verb-Kprepositional 
phrase e.g. He went into the room. The English phrase struc
ture of preposition + noun is replaced however hy the corre
sponding Bengali structure noun + post-position. The follow
ing are examples:

(a) Carey:
(i) tini tran kariben tahar lokerdigake

He will save his people
taharder pap haite 
from their sins.

(ii) Herod raja ei katha gunigctudbignita chila ehaiji
Herod, the king knowing the news was troubled and 
sakal yirosalem tahar sahit 
all Jerusalem with him.

(h) Ramram Basu:
(i) namila parbat haite

came down from the hill
(ii) anilen tahar gatfer madhye

brought into his fort.
(ii) Antecedent and Relative pronoun:
A typical English usage in the case of Relative clauses 

is that the subordinate relative clause following its ante-



cedent e.g. The man who came yesterday* Bengali usage is 
quite different. The subordinate relative clause precedes 
the main clause e.g. ye lok kal esechila se (which man yester
day came he). Oarey and his associates followed the English 
pattern.
(a) Carey;
(i) saharer ek nari ye haila papini

town’s one woman who was a sinner
one woman of the town who was a sinner

(ii) £i§yera anuyog karila se lokke yahara anila tahardigake 
disciples scolding made that man who brought them
The disciples scolded those who brought them.

(b) Ramram Basu;
(i) ra;ja pratapaditya yini bas karilen ... dhumghate 

King Pratapaditya who live in Dhumghat
(ii) cakar lokera yahara e subajater bi§ay j§ata

servants who of this province informed
servants who are informed of this province.

(c) Candicaran
(i) bandhu tahake bali ye dutLsama^e upakar kare 

friend him I call who in bad time helps 
I call him a friend who helps in bad times.

(i) oi rapir putra jahangir yini ihar par bad^ah haiben
that queen’s son Jahangir who after him will be the king.



(III) Use of “and"
The English use of and as a coordinative clause con

junction is very common particularly in Biblical English.
Such use of ’’and’* is alien to modern Bengali either written 
or spoken, for instance, the English “come here and sit down11 
is in Bengali ekhane ese basa. “having come here sit down.**
The words e-fa am and o_ are frequently used in the writings of 
Carey and his assistants as Bengali equivalents of “and”.
(a) Carey;
(i) cule mochaila taha eTaaip eumban karila

with hair wiped it and kiss made 
(she) wiped out with hair and kissed it.

(ii) tomara amake prem karile o pratyay karile 
you have loved me and believed me.

(b) Ramram Basu
(i) se cilia dekhailen abaiji kahilen 

that kite showed and said
He showed (him) the kite and said

(ii) nibh^iti sthane gati karilen ebaiji kahilen 
to lonely place proceeded and said 
he went to a lonely place and said.

(IV) Use of couula
Though infrequent, the use of the verb copula, can be 

traced in the writings of this period. This is another effect



of the influence of the English sentence structure. The 
corresponding Bengali structure of an English sentence like 
uThe shy is blue'* is 11 sky blue". The following examples

T M il 111 ilirn!■ mu i.u s . l r i  i — in ;11 g ■«< u m r fn tm M U M

sound non-idiomatic.
(a) Carey
(i) ami bekar achi (I am out of job)
(h) Ramram Basu
(i) keta haff ati maharaja (who is the great king)
(ii) se hay uttam data (he is very generous)
These underlined verb copulas are generally omitted in "both 
written and spoken Bengali.
(v) Clause-order

As in the case of relative adjective clauses, Bengali 
also tends to place subordinate adverbial clauses before the 
main clauses. Ordinary English usage is the reverse i.e. 
main clause + noun /adv. clause. The following examples 
show that the building of sentences on the English model 
was common during the Fort William College period.
(a) Qflgey
(i) l£var emata prem karilen e jagatke God so loved the world

IS*

tini dilen tahar ekjanmita putra He gave His only be
gotten son

pratijaner sarbanaser nibaran to protect from di
aster



o ananta paramayu paoner janyo 

ye pratyay kare tahake

(b) Ramram Basu
(i) adhyapak o ar ar lokerdigake 

niyukta karaiya dilen 
••• balakder bidyabhyaser 
karan

and to bestow everlasting 
life
on everyone who believeth 
in Him#

He appointed teachers and 
other persons 
for the sake of the ed
ucation of the children#



CHAPTER III 
William Carey.
■ IIWIIWIM mf! ■HIII|||#HMI»|I rtl»Wimi*niTr»H I'lm imiih.I

Caî ey* s work as a writer of Bengali prose can be divided 
into two phases, that, as a missionary and that as a 
teacher and scholar at Fort William College. Carey, a 
devoted missionary, came to Bengal in 1793 to preach 
Christianity. The first task which he undertook after 
learning Bengali was a translation of the Bible into 
that language. Carey had commenced his study of Bengali 
on the journey to India and by the middle of 1795 he had 
begun translating the Bible with the assistance of Ramram 
Basu. He writes, in a letter, '* I have «... for the pur
pose of exercising myself in the language, begun trans
lating the gospel by John; which Moonshi afterwards 
corrects.” He completed the translation.of the New 
Testament before the end of 1796 but had to wait till 
1801 for its publication. The whole Bible was trans
lated and published by 1809*

Carey translated the Bible from the English version 
though he frequently consulted the Hebrew and the Greek

1. ,S.S.C. . vol.I, 15, p.14.



versions. The Bible, apart from its religious 
importance, has great literary importance in English 
literatui'e. The English translation of the Bible in 
the 16th century helped to introduce into the heritage 
of the English language a wealth of allusions, metaphors 
and idiomatic expressions. An Englishman can rightly 
be proud like Professor Higgins (of Pygmalion by George 
Bernard Shaw) that ”his native language is the language 
of Shakespeare and Milton and the Bible”. The Bengali 
Bible, however, failed to exert any considerable in
fluence on Bengalis, firstly because of its linguistic 
distinctiveness and secondly because Ghristianity was 
a new religion to the Bengalis who were either Hindus 
or Muslims. The word-order in the sentences of the 
Bengali Bible is of an English pattern; words are used 
in collocations which are foreign to Bengali and in con
sequence the language as a whole presents an unidiomatic 
appearance. The reasons why some linguistic distinctive
ness was inevitable in the Bengali Bible are not far to 
seek. Oarey was creating Bengali prose and had no model 
before him. These first difficulties were those faced 
by any pioneer in any field. Gainey1 s knowledge of



Bengali was undoubtedly poor when he started trans
lating the Bible but this could have been compensated for 
if Ramram Basu had known English well. Ramr’am Basu, 
however, had acquired only a smattering of English and 
therefore it was difficult for them to help one another* 
There are many wrong usages in their translation which 
clearly indicate either that Carey could not explain the 
meaning ox1 that R'amram Basu failed to understand the
English* A few examples are cited:

1
ebam ra;ja ati byakul chilai is an attempt to translate

the English sentence '.And the king was much moved1. The
word moved here means moved by the emotions of grief.
The Bengali byakul does not convey this idea. byakul
means Gager in Bengali.

Carey translated "he came apace and drew near" as 
^  ^ 1 

se bege asiya nikate aila. This is a bad translation
because it is a bad Bengali sentence. The English
sentence has two different verbs while the Bengali sentence
uses a single verb once as participle and then in a finite
form (’asiya and "aila). It is quite clear that Carey could
not produce the effect of the English sentence in Bengali

1. ICing James version of theHSly Bible, 2 Samuel, 18*



because of his inadequate knowledge of the language and 
Basu on his part, failed to appreciate the beauty of the 
English sentence.

The Bengali language is structurally different from 
the English. It was extremely difficult for Garey to 
translate English sentences into Bengali and to get the 
right equivalent in the proper context, because trans
lation is not merely a transference of equivalent words 
from one language to another, even when these are known, 
which was not always the case, it is also a transference 
of the spirit of the content from one language to another. 
Literal translations generally fail to convey the spirit 
of the original and often lead to complete meaninglessness. 
Garey, like many Christians, believed in the literary 
inerrancy of the Biblical text. Christians believe that 
the words of the Bible are inspired by G-od, and that they 
should be preserved as they are. This idea of the 
divine inspiration behind the words is very similar to the 
Hindu belief in the sacredness of the words of the Vedas. 
Garey, therefore, wanted to be faithful to the words of 
the original text and his strict adherence to the exact 
text crippled his style and eventually failed in many



cases to convey the spirit of the Bible in Bengali.
I1 he following sentences are analysed to show the
strangeness and obscui’ity of the language on account
of his attempt at a verbatim translation.

_  1 
se mukhete bliumispA hao,ffa paryanta. This sentence

is completely obscure. No Bengali reading it can be sure
of its meaning. Even when it is realised that it is
translation of the English sentence "He fell down to the
earth upon his face", it is difficult to see how the Bengali
was arrived at.

_  . 1  yihuda toniar pakse pratiphal diyachen. This sentence
..hi 0 »ti .i n.iiTin—liimrnnil---rft*  n—rrrmrnTnrr tit .Jlinrr jun'ii î iriiwn mrf

is also incomprehensible unless one knows it is translated
from the English sentence "Jehovah hath avenged thee"•

1
yadi ami tomar pratinidhi maritfgfm. This is the trans

lation of the English sentence "would I had died for thee". 
Garey correctly interprets ’for’ as meaning ’instead of*.
To translate it he chose a Sanskrit word ’pratinidhi* 
meaning, literally, "substitute". The resultant rendering 
has, however, no meaning in Bengali. The word-order too 
is faulty. yadi ami corresponds to English word-order 
’if I*. The Bengali required inversion 'ami yadi.’

1. Garey, W., Pharmapustak, 2 Samuel, 18



Another problem of translation is that of the
context of situation* This subject has been discussed

1by Malinowski, who introduced the concept of the
context of situation into language studies, and proved
that in order 16* under stand the meaning of a verbal
text in a given language "the situation in which those
words were spoken11 and a " proper setting of native culture

2
are necessary” * Otherwise any verbatim translation of 
certain texts is no more than a meaningless jumble of 
words. As has been stated above, Carey*s knowledge of 
Bengali was very poor at the time of the translation of 
the Bible and his Bengali assistant had only a smatter
ing of English at that time* It was therefore very 
difficult for them to help one another. Carey translated 
some Biblical sentences without thinking whether the 
translation would mean anything to Bengalis*

The English phrase *my Lord, the King* in the 
sentence "Tidings, my Lord, the King", has been translated 
into Bengali as amar prabhu mahara.i* Though the 
Bengali sentence is grammatically correct, the whole phrase

1* Malinowski, B., Supplement I to Ogden and Richards,
The Meaning of Meaning, pp* 296-336*

2. ibid. , p.301*
3* Pharma pus talc. op*cit* * 2 Samuel 18, 30.



seems entirely foreign* In Biblical English, however,
this has been accepted as an address and the "utterance is
an act seizing the direct aim of binding hearer to speaker
by a tie of some social sentiment or other". In Bengali
society no Bengali would ever address anybody as 'amar prabhu*
"my Lord*11 It is interesting to note that Bengali-speaking
lawyers of the small courts address the judge in English
as &>&lud. though they speak Bengali while pleading*

Two more examples are cited here to emphasise the
problem of the context of situation in translation.

(i) And he commanded the multitude to sit down on
the grass, and took the five loaves, and the
two fishes, and looking up to heaven, he

2blessed and. brake •• •.
Garey has translated the sentence quite competently but
the phrase "ruti bhangilen." "bread brake1* , sounds
strange to a Bengali because it describes an action which
a Bengali does not perform. Malinowski pointed out that
context "must burst the bonds of mere linguistics and be
carried over into the analysis of the general conditions

3under which a language is spoken"• This Bengali phrase

1. Malinowski, op.cit. ,p.SIS' #
2. The Bible. 14, Matthew, 19• 
3* Malinowski, op.cit. » p.30t> .



ruti bhangilen is strange to a Bengali, because this
Them n " l>  *

act of breaking bread is alien to Bengali society.
From a linguistic standpoint, ruti, ’'bread5* , never
collocates with bheuigilen, ’’broke.” It is indeed
difficult here to separate the situational and
collocational levels of statement.

(ii) He came to Jesus and aaid, Hail master, and
1

kissed him.
Carey has translated 'Hail' by the Bengali word narnaskar. 
This Bengali word relates to both verbal and non-verbal 
actions. The usual way of Bengali greeting involves 
the folding of one's hands and touching of one's forehead 
with them, simultaneously uttering the word, narnaskar. 
Though this is the common form of greeting there is 
another kind of greeting called pranam which is reservedW  W  111 I* I nil, J f    H

for special occasions and only used by the inferiors 
greeting superiors. In a religious context (as is 
the case here, when Judas is coming to see his master 
and greeting him) pranam would be appropriate.

Carey has made some serious errors of collocation 
in his translation. In every language there are certain.

1. The Bible. 26, Matthew, 49*



collocations which resemble meaningless jumbles of 
words when translated literally into another language.
”In English, for instance,” writes Firth, ''typical 
collocations for the words Sunday, Monday, Saturday, 
furnish interesting material and would certainly 
separate them 11*0111 corresponding words in Chinese, Hebrew, 
Arabic or Hindi. The English words for the months are 
characteristically collocated: March Hare, August Bank
Holiday, May Week, May Day, April Showers, April Fool, 
etc.” So in Bengali there are certain typical collo
cations which do not convey the same meaning if translated 
literally into another language. A typical example is
■IXcad mukh (lit.moon-face) which in Bengali signifies an 
extremely lovely face but which if translated into 
English as Moon-face would simply imply a foolish face.

The Bengali Bible is unhappily full of wrong collo
cations. Carey used a phrase oaksu uthaiya (eyes 
having-lifted) to translate the English lifted up eyes, 
but caksu (eyes) collocates with tuliya (having lifted), 
never with uthaiffa. though both these ver*bs are given 
as the meaning of the English verb to lift in any

1. Firth, J.R.: A synopsis of linguistic theory. 1930-1955,
Studies in Linguistic Analysis, Oxford, 1957, p.12.



English-Bengali dictionary. The Bengali Bible 
frequently uses a verbal phrase, prem kara. "to love”.
This is one of the most serious errors in the whole of 
the translation and is frequently quoted as an example 
of "Missionary Bengali" as it is popularly called even 
today. The noun prem, "Love" , itself is used in con
texts of divine love and human love, but when it is
associated with the verb kara, "to do", it suggests
either sexual passion or a love considered, as immoral 
by the society* There are a few uses of this phrase 
in the Yaisnava lyrics but the theme of these lyrics
is the love of Radiia and. Krjsna which contravenes the• • •

moral code of their society. The phrase, therefore, 
is quite unsuitable for Carey's purpose. The serious 
high tone of the Bible suffers much because of its use.
A Bengali writer would either use the noun prem, "love", 
or the verb btoalobasa "to love" , in any serious writing.

Carey made frequent use of Sanskrit words and 
compounds. It must be assumed that he did so deliberately 
because in his view, the dignity of such words and compounds 
accorded with the dignity of the Biblical language. He 
was not consistent, however, and frequently lapsed, into



into colloquialisms. This confusion of vocabularies 
constitutes a serious fault* "And they brought young 
children to him" has been translated as tahara anila

pMfKiiiiMt—w i— i Hi i m u r  ■ 1111

t ^ 1  *vchota fii&urdigake taTiar tliai. The word thai "place",
is a very colloquial t&dbhava word and hardly suitable
in this context* "He was much displeased" , is trans- _ 2
lated as be jar hailen. be jar , "displeased", is a 
very colloquial word and therefore inappropriate in a 
Biblical context. The situation in which Garey found
himself is clear. He did the best he could at the
level of his own knowledge but he did not realise that 
the use of mixed vocabulary of this sort was bound to 
be displeasing to a native reader. It is a little 
surprising, however, that his assistants let pass this 
sox̂ t of impropriety of diction.

The measure of Garey*s achievement can best be under
stood by a critical examination of a longer passage from 
his Bengali Bible. The passage selected is from 2 Samuel 
18: 24-33.

And David sat between the two gates: and the 
watchman went up to the roof over the gate unto

1. Garey, Pharmapustale. St. Mark. 10. 13.
2. ibid., St. Mark., 10.14.



the wall, and lifted up his eyes and looked, 
and behold a man running alone.
And the watchman cried, and told the king. And 
the king said, If he be alone, there is tidings 
in his mouth. And came he apace, and drew near*
And the watchman saw another man running; and the 
watchman called unto the porter and said, Behold 
another man running alone. And the king said, He 
also bringeth tidings.
And the watchman said, Me thinketh the running of 
the foremost Is like the running of Ahimaas-the son 
of Zadok. And the king said, He is a good man, 
and cometh with good tidings.
And Ahimmas called, and said, unto the king. All 
is well. And he fell down to earth upon his face 
before the king, and said, Blessed be the Lord thy 
God, which hath delivez*ed up the men that lifted up 
their hand against my lord the king.
And the king said, Is the youngman Absalom safe? And 
Ahimas2answered when Jacob sent the King's servant, 
and me thy servant, I saw a great tumult, but I knew 
not what it was.



And, behold, Gushi carne, and Gushi said, Tidings, 
my Lo_rd the king: for the Lord hath avenged thee
this day of all them that rose up against thee.
And the King said unto Gushi, Is the youngman 
Absalom safe? And Gushi answered, The enemies 
of my Lord the king, and all that rise against thee 
to do thee hurt, be as that youngman is.
And the king v/as much moved, and went up to the
chamber over the gate, and wept: and went, thus he
said, 0 my son Absalom, my son Absolom, would God I 
had died for thee, 0 Absalom, my son, my son.

daud nagarer dui dvarer madhye basila tatlcale
caukidar dv'arer uparistha chefter upare carhiiya deoyaler 
nikate gela ebam caksu uth*aiya abalokan karila ebam 
dekhila elcjan ek*a dauiiya as i tec he.
pare caukidsir dakiya raj'ake kahila x̂ a’j'a kahila se yadi 
ek*a hay tabe tahar mukhe samacar ache abam se bege 
’asiya nikate aila.
ebam chaukidar dauiite *ar ekjanke dekhila pare 
caulcidar dvarpale kahiya baliiia ye dekha *ar ekjan eka 
daurfiteche ra’j'a kahila seo samacar "aniteche.



Gaukidar kahila agratara byaktir dauSan ami mane 
kari s'adoker putra 'akhimaser dauSaner* mata 'ache raja 
kahila se uttam lok o mangaI samacar laiya "as it ec he* 
pare akhimas dakiya ra jake kahila ye sakale bhala 
lie he pare se mukhete bhumisprik haoya paryanta raj*ar 
sakaate paSila o ball la ye lokera "amar prabhu 
maharajer bTparTte ’apariader liat uthaiyachila 
tahardigake hastabaii kariyachen ye yihuda tomar 
Tdvar tini dhanya*
raja1 kahila yuba purus absolom sustha ki ria akhimas 
patyuttar karila yakhan yaob maha*rajer daske o lapanar 
daske p’atliaila takhan ami bala huiahuSi dekhil'am kintu

,, 4 , m ***** h W *  4 „  K W  **ufcse ki iha ami janilamna*
pare rsTj’a ta’lfake kahila ek parsve hao ekbane da’Sao

^  jt if hate se parsve yaiya daiaila.
pare dekha khusi aila ebam khusi kahila he amar
prabhu maiiar’aj sanfac’ar kenana yaha'r’a tornar bipar'ite
uthila se sakaler upare yihuda tomar pakse pratiphal
diyachen.
anantare raja khusike kahila yubapurus absalom ki 
sustha ache pare khusi uttar dila "aniar prabhu maharajer 
£atrura o tomake himsa karibar karan ye sakale tomar



pratikule uthe se sakale se yubapuruser mata hauk. 
ebam raja* ati byakul obi la ebam dvafrer u par is t ha 
kuthrite giya krandan karila ebam yaite 2 katlia 
kahila he a mar putra absa'lom ha/ ‘atria r putra ‘amar putra ?.
ak slalom hay ‘absalom umar putra amar putra “alia yadi

-  ~  1"ami tomar prat ini dhi mar it am.

The vocabulary of the passage quoted above is markedly 
Sanskritic* It has been already observed that Oarey used 
colloquial v/ords in his translation but it is probable 
that he did so inadvertently or in ignorance* He used 
Sanskrit v/ords as much as possible and tried to avoid 
colloquialisms* He used Sanskrit words where tadbhava 
words are preferred in speech e*g. uparishta ch'at (roof 
over), abalokan karilen (beheld!), manual Sam’s car (good 
news)* nevertheless Carey*s vocabulary was less 
Sanskritic than that of his associates * in Fort William 
college* In this passage, containing 273 words, only 9̂- 
words are tatsama, 162 words are tadbhavas and the rest 
are proper names*

The following are examples of the influence of English

1* In the Bengali Bible this passage is not divided into 
different paragraphs.



on the Bengali, of Carey* s Bible. They are not
exhaustive and do not cover all levels of analysis.
They have been chosen according to the degree of foreignness
in them, that is to say they are such as would strike a
Bengali as foreign. They include such different types
of examples as phrase and clause structure, word-order,
the problem of translating the English pronoun Titf,
and the use of the verb copula.

Translation words for uandu : Bengali prefers a
participle where English uses and. In a sentence like
*go and tell him1, the normal Bengali translation would

1giye balo* (having-gone tell) and. not yao ebam balo
(go and tell). Carey understood this difference between

1the two languages but his practice was not consistent.
It may be that on occasions Carey used one of the equiva
lents to and to communicate what he felt to be a distinc
tive feature of the English Bible to his Bengali translation. 
In the original English passage and occurs 37 times and its 
Bengali equivalents occur 12 times in the Bengali passage,, 
and at least 10 uses of the latter are unidiomatic. Carey

3-* Supra. , Chap. II., Sect. VI, p.74



has eliminated a large number of ands by the use of
participles in accordance with Bengali idiom e.g. 'went
up to the chamber ... and wept* has been translated as
kuthrite giya Icrandan leari.la. Though he has eliminated

ands. there are quite sufficient in so short a passage,,
to give an English flavour to the whole.

2. Relative clauses + Antecedents; In an English
sentence the relative clauses usually follows the ante-

1cedent e.g. The man who came yesterday. In Bengali, 
however, the relative pronoun stands before the noun which 
corresponds to the antecedent in English e.g. ye lok K&l 
esechila. se (which man yesterday came, he). Oarey 
frequently followed the English order in translating 
English relative clauses into Bengali e.g.
se brikser phal khaiyacha yaha ami kh'aite maha karilam
that tree's fruit have-you-eaten which I to-eat forbidding

3made
Hast thou eaten of the tree where of I commanded that thou 
shouldest not eat.

3« Word-order: (a) In a number of cases Garey has

1. Ibid. 72.-73
2. Genesis, 3 *6.
3. Word by word translation*



followed the English rather than the Bengali syntactical 
practice. In English a common pattern in respect of 
word-order is Subject-Verb-Object (S.V.Q). The corres
ponding pattern in Bengali sentences is different, namely 
S.O.V. Garey in many cases has followed the English 
pattern e.g.

_  _  1(i) T^varer dut svapne dekhadila teThake 
God’s messenger in-dream appeared to-him

(ii) tini lailenria t'aha
he received not it

_ _ 3(iii) paritran kara amardigake
Deliver us

(iv) diyo ‘amader nityabhaksa^ 
give us dailybread

(b) A two piece verbal phrase is common in Bengali.
The type of verbal phrase consists of a participle and a 
finite verb e.g., dakiya balila literally, having called 
said. The idiomatic English translation is of course

5’called and said1. The order of the two pieces, namely
participle and verb, is regularly maintained and it is

1. St. Matthew, 1.20.
St". Mark.’ 13*23.

3* St. Matthew. 6.13*4. Ibid., 5712.
5* Supra. , Chapter II.,Sect. VI., and Translation v/ords for 

"Hand*' in this chapter *J>.



unusual for any other word to intervene between the 
two constituents. In Carey1s usage it is not uncommon 
to find words or phrases interposed between the participle 
and the finite verb- Thus he translates ’called and 
said unto the king’ dakiya rajitke lcahTla (having-called 
to the king said) , the more idiomatic Bengali order would 
have been rajafce dakiya kahila (to the king having-~c ailed 
said)

4* Translation of the pronoun ’It’ ; A feature of 
English usage which caused Garey considerable difficulty 
was the idiomatic use of the pronoun ’it* e.g., ’I can 
see it* , which is perfectly unambiguous in English once 
it has been established what object is being talked about# 
An English sentence requires the use of It in this type 
of context. In Bengali, however, once the object under 
discussion has been established no pronoun is necessary. 
There is therefore no Bengali equivalent of it in this 
type of sentence. Carey, however, seemed unaware that
a Bengali sentence of this type was complete without the
pronoun and he frequently uses the pronoun ihjf, taha 
as equivalent of the English it, e.g.

( I  \  ,  ,  9  W i B .  |x) xha ami oarxilamna
it I knew not

S. Samuel, 18, 29.



_  JL
(ii) cule rnochaila taha

with-hair wiped it.
This practice sounds particularly unidiomatic to a
Bengali* It is interesting to note that Bengalis
learning English meet a similar‘difficulty though in
reverse. Smith Pearse has given the following examples
of common errors, !Iiere is my cup, fill*, *1 asked for

2
my pencil0 hut he did not give me*.

5* The use of verb copula; A very marked difference 
between English and Bengali usage lies in the occurences 
of the verb copula. In 33xrglish its use is frequent but 
in Bengali rare. Garey has used the verb copula, 'ache, 
in many sentences where in idiomatic Bengali usage it 
would not have been used. “the running of the foremost 
is like the running of nhimaasw , has been translated as 
lfftflTatara byaktir daujfhan ... a’kkimaser daufeaner mata ache11 
A Bengali would not use ache (is) her1©.

The above analysis indicates that the language of the 
Bengali Bible is in many respects unidiomatic. neverthe
less the translation of the Bible into Bengali was an 
important event in the history of Bengali prose. Garey*s

1. St. John., 12.3.
2. Smith Pearse, T.L.H. , English Errors in Indian Schools, 

Oxford, 1959} P*5*



Bible became the parent of a specialised and restricted 
type of the language which may be called Christian
Bengali. Though this restricted language had little 
connection with the total linguistic activities of the 
non-Christian Bengali, it has become the language of 
worship and specialised reading of the growing Christian 
community. It underwent change in the hands of later 
writers, but its essential character was stamped on it 
by Carey. Yates* translation of the Bible in 1839 
replaced Qarey’s* It avoids many of the palpable 
errors of Carey1s Bengali and is a much more “readable 
book“ , but it had the advantage of the pioneering 
work which Garey had done. The Bible was followed in 
time by prayer books , hymn books and many tracts and 
articles, all of which look back to and are built on 
the prose style and vocabulary of the first Christian 
translation. Christian Bengali has never become est
ablished as a definite style of Bengali but is neverthe
less different from the other styles of Bengali Bengali. 
Within its own linguistic limits, it is consistent in 
respect of both vocabulary and grammar; and what is
H imil .Î t 11liIiiMinmnnpiIim ■i*ihi npin̂m<nilil 'ill* lm.lt —|

1. Sen, S. Bangla sahitye gadya: (3rd edition), op.cit.. 
p.20.



perhaps most important, Bengali Christians are used 
to it and proud of it. A proposal to translate the 
Bible into a more modern and idiomatic Bengali was 
received with the same doubts and suspicions that have 
been voiced in England on the appearance of a recent 
modern version of the Bible in English. Bengali 
Christians are bilingual. They used standard Bengali 
both spoken and written in domestic, occupational and 
non-religious situations; but the language they hear 
in sermons and use in i*eligious discourse is in the 
idiom we have called Christian Bengali, the father of 
which was Carey. Christian Bengali literature is little 
read outside the religious community in which it was born, 
but it must be noted that except where comprehension fails 
because of its sectarian content non-Christian Bengalis 
are able to understand it. Its peculiar style, however, 
has had little influence on other streams of prose 
literature, beyond the initial impulse that Carey's 
Bible gave to prose writing in the Bengali language.

II
Among other writings usually attributed to Carey are



Dialogues (1801) and Itihas mala (1812). Itih'as 
mala" is a collection of 150 stories and anecdotes current 
in different parts of India. It was for a long time 
regarded as Carey's work but though it still passes under 
his name it was probably not written by him. At most 
he is now z^egarded only as the compiler of the stories 
which were collected and written by his Bengali colleagues 
For this reason Itihas mala must be regarded as falling 
outside the scope of this present discussion which is 
concerned with Bengali prose actually written by Carey.

Dialogues contains 31 conversations. They were,in 
the words of the title page, intended "to facilitate the 
acquiring of the Bengalee Language1' by Europeans. The 
book is bilingual, the left hand pages carrying the 
Bengali text and right hand pages an English translation* 
It was published under the name of Garey though it was 
not entirely written by him. He himself admits in the 
introduction that 111 have employed some sensible natives 
to compose Dialogues upon subjects of a domestic nature 
and to give them precisely in the natural stile of the 
persons supposed to be speakers". It is not impossible,

1. Carey, Dialogues, Introduction, p. vii.



however, to discover the passages written by Garey 
himself.

The dialogues can be classified according to 
participants and language, as follows:

Man and Man Woman and Woman
■—  — ___I is s
Europeans Bengalis Normal speech Quarrels

with Bengalis with Bengalis
r  -------   1
Speech of Speech of
the the
Gentlemen Labourer
Class Class

The main subdivision into conversation between Man 
and Woman is helpful and can be justified on linguistic 
grounds, that is to say that whether or not we know from 
the headings that women were speaking, it would be 
possible to recognise from the language that such was the 
case* A simple and regular criterion is the occurrence 
of the particles lo and te in the Women’s dialogues and 
their absence in the Men’s. Women’s dialogues are 
divided into those which are based on quarrels and those 
which are not* The quarrel dialogues contain abusive 
and pejorative elements and certain vocabulary items



which are lacking in the others. The division and 
sub-division of the dialogues between men can also be 
justified on linguistic grounds. Briefly, the 
distinguishing vocabulary criteria are that the dialogues 
between Europeans and Bengalis tend to contain a higher 
percentage of Persian words than those between Bengalis.
In the next subdivision the speech of members of the 
gentleman class contains a larger proportion of Sanskrit 
words and a smaller proportion of Persian words than do 
the dialogues between members of the labourer class.

The dialogues of the women are so faithfully recorded 
and vividly presented that it seems improbable that a 
foreigner could have written them. The idioms, the 
words used, by uneducated village women show the natural
ness of the conversations. It may be presumed that these 
imaginary conversations were written by "some sensible 
natives"# The best of them seem to have been taken live 
out of Bengali situations. The language is colloquial 
and often vulgar. The vocabulary is apt to the situations 
and there is no sign of literary affectation which marks 
the language of some of the other dialogues and continues 
to mark the writings of many authors throughout the century*



The passage quoted below is-realistic and faithful.

tor ye bala gala re bhai khakT sTji tor ahamkar 
bhangite habek. t*aha nahile tui nirasta habiha.
*831 tui amare nirasta ha kariya yadi bhat khais tabe 
tor puter msitlia khais.
^unite paogo raksasT khahkir kathaf emata r’alcsasTr 
mukhe agun deoya ucit.
tui raukh sarnlaijfa ra lo. sgi tor bhala rati poha$ 
nai. balitechi tore.
amar bhala rati polxâ  hai ki tor dekhis ekhan 
nathi^a tor mukh thethuya kariba. takhan janibi. 

Carey has translated the passages as follows:
"You make a pretty noise, you devourer of your 
brother. Your pride shall be broken to-day. You 
will never be quiet till then.
If you quiet me to-day, then may youi* eating of rice 
be the eating of your son’s head.
You neighbours. Do you hear this cannibal strumpet’s 
talk? It would be right to put fire in the face of 
such a cannibal.
Shut your mouth, woman. Your day-light did. not come 
on well this moi*ning, I tell you.



Did my day-light come on badly or yours? Do 
you see? I’ll give you a kick and bruise your 
face; then you’ll know."
Carey’s translation unfortunately has failed to 

convey the spirit of the dialogues. In some places it 
is inaccurate. A comparison of the English and the 
Bengali suggests that Carey’s Bengali was not sufficiently 
advanced for him to understand the extremely colloquial 
language of the dialogues and that his colleagues did 
not know enough English to advise him how the translation 
should be phrased. The translation given below though 
by no means conveying in full the flavour of the original 
does retain more of its natural quality than does Carey’s. 

VYhat a foul mcubhed wretch you ai»e, you’d eat your own 
brother if it suited you. We’ve got to put an end 
to your insolence here and now, otherwise there’ll 
be no holding you.
What a hope you’ve got. You just try and see what 
'happens. Whatever you do will turn sour on you. 
You’ll think you are eating your own son.
You hear what she says. She is talking like the 
bitch she is. A horrible blood-sucking witch like



you should be burnt alive.
You shut your gob. You must have had a foulddream 
last night and got out of the wrong side of your bed.
I got out of the wrong side of my bed, did I. You 
just wait. I’ll lcick your teeth down your throat 
and then you’ll know.
This is a typical example of several pieces of 

similarly realistic writing. As one reads one can hear 
the women talking, their voices mounting up to scream out 
characteristic pieces of abuse which ax*e without parallel 
in English. bliai-khaki (brother-devourer) and puter 
matha (son’s head) though common enough in Bengali 
situation of this kind are quite untranslatable. It is 
curious that no known attempt to set on paper the natural 
language of speech, as has been done here, was again 
attempted until round about i860 when hTl Parpan and Hutom 
pyacar naksa were written. Even these two works, however, 
do not surpass the convincing realistic quality of those 
dialogues and we have to wait until the time of Sarat 
Candra before we can say of writer that he wrote as people 
spoke. It is doubtful, however, whether dialogues of 
this nature would have been helpful to a foreigner who was



beginning a study of the language. Clearly the 
content of the book has gone beyond the pedagogical 
material it was originally intended to contain.

Most of the dialogues except those under the sub
divisions European with Bengalis are similarly realistic 
and natural. It seems from Carey’s translation that 
they were first written in Bengali and then translated 
into English. The English translation is often 
inaccurate and sometimes unidiomatic. Occasionally 
the English is so phrased that its meaning is doubtful.
The dialogues between Europeans and Bengalis, however, 
are far less natural to Bengali ears, and it must be 
presumed that they v̂ ere written in English first and then 
translated into Bengali. These dialogues were provided 
for the use of civilians newly arrived from England and 
the topics of conversations they needed were supplied by 
Carey who could have selected them from his own experience. 
The language in these dialogues is affected possibly 
because they were translated from English. That Carey 
wrote the dialogues in this sub-division is confirmed 
by the fact that the language of his translation of the 
Bible and those dialogues have a number of linguistic



features in common. The following examples may be
1compared, with those quoted from the Bible.

(I) Translations of words for "and." :
a) garu o bhefe o o hagai o ffukarer marnsa 

beef and mutton and kid and pork
b ) setheb loker darken? i kayjan cakar ebam

t— r 0~>t a har de r pa djb i ki ki.
how many servants are necessary for a
gentle man and what are their titles?

(II) Relative clause* Antecedent;
eman lok a,niba> ye dui tinti bh’asa’ ja’ne 
such man bring that two three language 
know. Bring a man who knows two-three 
languages.

(III) Word-order;
(a) S.V.Q. construction; set he b ji An a set karilen t at hake

s v o
the gentleman asked him

(b) Finite verb^participle; ami ekhan £ui yaiya
I am going to lie down.

This sentence in later Bengali v/ould have been translated 
as Q’mi ekhan iSuite yai. Garey1 s version (literally, I

1. Supra, pp.qa.-̂ b •



now lie having gone) is unidiomatic• The word-order
is contrary to established usage in 19th century Bengali.
(IV) Translation of the pronoun *it*;

ta'haTr nikat paryanta yao
    niii ■ n 11

go up to it.
The meaning of this sentence in the Bengali translation 
is unclear, even when one knows the situation and the 
English version. taliar nikat can only mean 1 to or near 
him* • The situation requires that t’ah'ar should be 
translated of it, i.e., 1 of the road* but this is not a 
possible meaning of the Bengali word used in such a phrase.
(V) Verb Copula

a) Positive: tumi ke hao
who are you?

Bengali idiom requires no verb copula. tumi ke
is the correct translation. (b) negative: mejer upar 
nun nahe (it is) "not salt on the table.u The sentence 
as it stands is meaningless. Garey has confused one form 
of the verb copula nahe, 11 not'* with another riai, "no”.
The English sentence is *there is no salt on the table*.
The Bengali translation should be me.jer upar nun nai.

The language of these conversations is marred by non-



Bengali features but the conversations themselves are 
not without interest though they have little literary 
value. They convey interesting information about the 
social life and attitudes of the Englishmen who lived 
in Bengal in the first part of the last century. The 
first 28 pages are devoted to a description of encounters 
between a !saheb* and his cook, barbar, coachman and
other servants* The primary intention of Garey was to
write a text book for language students yet a sensible
reader can discern character in these dialogues. Here 
is an Englishman, quite well-to-do and living a comfortable 
life. Some times he gets angry with his servants but 
often he is kind and pays them well, lie realises one 
day that it is essential for him to learn the language 
of the country. It is suggested to him by his cook that
he should employ a good Moons hi. He does so and starts 
learning his lessons.

The dialogues differ in quality but the book as a 
whole is not altogether without literary merit, though 
this can be overstated* The style in places is pleasant 
enough; and for the first time in the history of Bengali 
prose people from different classes are made to speak



their own typical language* Some of the characters are
real, and life-like and their speech is sufficiently-
individualised as to be distinguished one from another*
S* Pearce Garey has said that, 11 The picture is too
1 lively* for some, who criticize Carey*s inclusion of
quarrelling women’s rough ’Billingsgate1, especially
considering his missionary calling. But, as Professor
Be says, ’had Carey listened to his missionary scruples,

1his picture would, have been unnatural or imperfect***.
In these dialogues Garey anticipated the realism and the 
colloquialism of future Bengali writers* He should be 
given the honour of being the pioneer of Bengali fiction 
to the extent that he was the first man to create 
fictitious characters in a prose work in Bengali. These 
characters represent different classes of people in 
Bengali society* The Brahmins, the poor labourers, the 
merchants and debtors, fishermen and the quarrelsome women 
all of them are typical of their respective social classes. 
Garey believed that these dialogues would 11 furnish a 
considerable idea of the domestic economy of the country’* •

1. Garey, S.P. William Garey, London, 1923, p.207«



This boolc, indeed, gives a pen picture of some of 
the aspects of the social life of Bengal* The 
following extract from the dialogues has a certain 
vividness and realistic quality.

ohe bhUi ar caleria upar d an kichui nahi prati Irate kaii 
cahi kotha hait.e habe. ei samprati aji taila nai laban
riai caul nai ki kariba bhabici. pudi "ache kebal ek taka.

_  _  1
cala to yai ria hay dok’ane deni teni kari aniba.

(0 brother, I can’t go on like this any longer. I!ve 
got no money coming in. I can’t go to the market without 
money, but where am I to get it from? As things are now 
I’ve neither oil nor salt nor rice, and. I don’t know what 
to do. There’s only one rupee in the house. I suppose 
I shall have to try and shop on tick. Come on, let’s go 
and see •)

1. Carey* Dialogues t Introduction, p.vii.



CHAPTER IV
Ramram Basu

No discussion of the beginnings of Bengali prose 
can be complete without a consideration of RsTmram Basu’s

of William Carey and published in 1801. Before passing 
on to a detailed examination of its style, it may be of 
interest to summarise the narrative and attempt to classify 
it as a work of literature.

home in search of fortune and settled in Saptagram. He 
found work there in the tax-collector’s office. He had 
three sons, Bhabananda, Gunananda and ^ib’ananda of whom 
Sibananda was the most promising. They lived together 
happily as a family for some time but when Sibananda had 
a difference of opinion with a higher officer they had to 
move to Gaurh. There they were kindly received by king 
Choleman, who allowed them to settle. Bibananda being 
the cleverest of all outshone his brothers and won particular 
favour from the king. Sibananda’s two nephews became very 
friendly with Beg id and Baud, the two nephews of Choleman; 
and Baud promised to make them his ministers if he became

Caritras which was written at the instigation

Rsuflcandna, a ka^astha of east Bengal, left his ancestral



king*
Ba'jid ascended to the throne after his father’s death 

but he was assassinated by the son-in-law of uholenian*
The murderer in turn was killed by a faithful friend of 
Baud and B*aud became king. He kept his promise and 
conferred the titles of Maharaja1 Vikramaditya and Rsija 
Basanta Ra^“on Srihari and JanalcTballabha, the .nephews 
of Sibananda. Detud, however, soon began to give himself 
up to sensual pleasures. He refused to pay taxes to 
the emperor. The brothers were intelligent enough to 
realise that the emperor would take punitive action and 
concluded that it would be dangerous to stay in Gaurh.
So they built a permanent house for themselves in what 
was then the maritime wilderness of Jessore.

Akabar sent Todarmal to tame Baud, who was terrified 
and tried to escape but he was arrested finally and 
executed. The Mughal general entrusted the two brothers 
with the government of the country. B*aud, fearing 
invasion had sent all his wealth to Jessore and a large 
amount of food-stuff was stored there too. So at his 
death the two brothers became very rich and powerful.
They were crowned with pomp and splendour. They invited



all their relatives, gave them lands and settled them 
there. This, according to Basu was the origin of the 
organisation known as Banga ja Ka'yas t ha, kayasthas of 
eastern Bengal. Both these brothers were good men.
They spent much on charity, built inns and temples, 
opened schools, treated their subjects with care and 
compassion; and also maintained cordial relations with 
the Delhi court.

3rThari had a son called Pratap*aditya, who at an early 
age, showed signs of becoming cruel and power-loving. 
3rThari sent him to Delhi to be trained in the discipline 
of state affairs. Prat’ap'aditya went to Delhi and im
pressed the emperor with his ability in extempore poetic 
composition. He intrigued against his father and so 
misrepresented facts against him that the emperor vested 
in him the authority to govern the state. In spite of 
this unfilial conduct, his father and uncle welcomed him 
back and, apparently did not resent the humiliation he had 
caused them in the eyes of the emperor.

After a few months Prat"apaditya transferred, his new 
capital to Dhumghat, which he built up into a large town



adorned with magnificent mansions, a gigantic fort and 
beautiful shops* His own palace, we are told, beggered
all description* When his father died, he performed the
last rites with honour and his own coronation was observed 
with great rejoicing.

Prat’ap'aditya had many good qualities but his vices 
were also many. He was renowned for his bounty and 
generosity , but he was power-loving and rapacious, proud 
and bigotted. He built a strong army and refused to 
pay taxes to the emperor. . He conspired against his 
relatives and also decided to suppress the Icings who had 
estates in the province. He tried to kill his own son- 
in-law, who was a powerful land-lord in lower Bengal#
He murdered the good old Basanta Hay, his loving uncle, 
while he was saying his evening prayers. The news reached 
Delhi and the emperor was roused to anger. After a long 
desultory series of battles Prat*apaditya surrendered and 
died at Banaras on his way to Delhi.

Rag ha b Ra$, the eldest son of Basanta Ra^, who had 
barely escaped death at the hands of Prat’ap’aditya was asked 
by the emperor to take the throne. When he reached Jessore 
from Delhi he saw the beautiful city lying devasted and 
desolate#



The book ends with a catalogue of the names of 
the descendants of R*aghab some of whom wei*e still
living as leading east Bengali Kayasthas % at the time 
of Basu.

II.
I

Carey had requested Basu to write a 11 history11.
Basu ©hose as his subject a historical personage, 
Pratapaditya, a feudal chieftain in Bengal in the reign 
of .Akbar. Basu may have been swayed in his choice 
by a desire to publicise the exploits of one of his 
ancestors* He claims direct descent from Pratap*aditya 
and states that he collected some of his materials for 
Pr a t’a pa di t ya Qaritra from older, living relatives • His 
other sources include toaditional tales about Pratapadifcja, 
then current, and Persian chronicles of the Mughal courts*. 
Basu, then, was certainly under the impression that he 
had written a history.

Some modern critics have agreed that the work: is 
historical. De writes, ufo Ramram we must give the crecUBt

1. *'I got Ram Bashu to compose a history of one of their
kings1'. Carey, E . , Memoirs of William Carey* P*453«



of being the first Bengali prose writer who attempted 
to write history in the sense 111 which it is taken today.”***
The ’History of Bengal’ edited by Sir Jadunath Sarkar corro- 
borates that Prataoaditja Caritra’s first part is entirely 
historical* The editor writes: ’’On the fall of Baud* Srihari 
fled away with his own wealth and government treasure in 
his custody, and set up for himself in the extreme south 
of Khulna district, to which the sea was very much closer 
then than now. In this marshy land intersected by a 
maze of channels he built a home fox* his family and safe 
refuge for fugitives from the advancing tide of invasion.
A contributor to the above book considers Prat an adit .ia

amv.'Ttsn.jHiuumwiaefaMiH

Caritx*a to be a history source book, and has checked it 
with Baharistan, a Persian historical text."^

The historian Nikhilnath Ray^ in 1906 published an 
edition of Pratapaditya Caritra* in which he surveyed all 
the sources which contain information about the king.*^

u2

1o Be, B.K ., op o011., p•163 °
2* Sarkar, J.N., op.clt., pp. 225-6". — •- --
3° JDlijl* * p* 267* _ %  /
4* Ray, N., Pratapaditya9 Calcutta,’ 1315 > 'Bengali ILha*/ 
5. Ghat aka _ka xpi k a , Ksitidavamda Carl t avail a Balldi and 

Rajanama *



He has considered the hisoricity of the book in detail 
and in general is inclined to accept it as historical*
He agrees with Sdrkar that the first part of the book is 
entirely factual and states that Basu has probably drawn

•M. 1some of his materials from Rajanama• He has also
checked the book with historical writing and reports

2written in European languages* One important Persian 
text he used for comparative purposes is a book named 
Daudi written by Abdulla. The account of Daud in this 
text is very similar to that given by Basu. There are 
some incidents, however, which he has not been able to 
corroborate, for instance the name of Omrao Singha which 
appears in Px^atapadityh Oaritra has not been so far dis
covered in any Other source. Certain statements in 
Basufs work he has found to be either unhistorical or 
fanciful. He doubts for instance Basu*s statement that 
the head of Daud was sent to his wives on the grounds that 
D*aud was killed in Ra;jmahal and his family at that time

1. Pratapaditya*s name does not occur in any extant Persian
text. Basu, however, says that he has collected some
materials from Persian texts. Ray .thinks he has taken
some help from Daudi and from Rananama. This text is not 
extant anywhere, so far as we know. A Bengali verse des
cribing Pratapaditya*s family and^some events of his period 
refers to a Persian text called R'a;j a nama. R*ay has not seen 
Ra,janam*a_ himse 1 f « The mss. must be presumed^lost^ This 
verse^sairatattvatarangirix* was written by Ramgopal Ray 
in the middle of the 19th century.
Histoire des Indes Orientales; Pierre Du Jarrie. Histories 
Relatio de India Qrientali: Nicalao Primenta. Report of 
District of Jessore: J. Westland.



was at Saptagram not in Ra;jmahal as Basu states* R’â * 
also differs from Basu with regard to the time of birth 
of Pr a ta” pa di t ya . Basu states that he was born in lessor© 
after the fall of Baud. There are several other instances 
in which Ra#- questions the strict historicity of BasuTs 
account.

Ray* s testimony seems sufficient to establish the 
fact that the framework of Basu*s narrative is historical. 
There was a king of the name Pratap&ditya and in general 
the account of the events of his life given by Basu can be 
accepted as factual. There is, however, more to the book 
than the historical framework. Some of the episodes in 
Pratapaditva Garitra are part fact and part fiction. It 
is true, for instance, that Pratap'aditya went to Delhi and 
won the favour of the emperor, but there is no evidence 
to support the story that he first made an impression 
on Akbar by his ability to compose extempore verse. Basu 
in his introduction states that he collected a number of 
details from his ancestors and from legends which were 
curx^ent at the time. A number of these legends are 
mythological in character. There is the story of the 
benevolence of the goddess X^alT to Pr a t*a pat di t ya. According 
to Basu*s story she warned him that she should no longer



remain in his house if he became a tyrant and that she 
would cause the temple which he had built facing west to 
move from its present position and. to face south. The 
story continued that after the defeat of Prat’ap'adi tya 
Mansingha, the Mughal general, removed the image of 
lialT to Ambar in Rajputana. In connection with this 
episode Ray states that songs and stories about KalT 
and Prat'ap'aditya are still current in the Marwari 
language. He has quoted the full text of one such 
narrative story and a folk song on the same subject.

Other stories included are obviously of the fairy 
tale type. One example may be cited.

uOne day the king (Pratapaditya) and his queen were 
resting in their palace. A beggarmaid carne and 
asked the king for alms. The king commanded the 
queen to give her a handful of gold-coins from a bag 

pPg which was full of such coins. While the queen was 
giving the money one coin chanced to slip from her 
hand and fall back into the bag. The queen tried to 
recover the coin from the bag. The king asked her 
saying, "Do you x^emember which coin it was which 
slipped from your hand?"; The queen replied., "Ho,
1 donft remember. "Then the king told her to give



the whole bag of coins to the beggar maid. The 
bag contained one thousand coins in all."
In absence of information to the contrary it is 

probably fair to assume that some of the descriptive 
passages in the book are of Basu*s own invention. Some 
of them are realistic and well done. One example may be 
cited.

In each of the four quarters lay a pool, fragrant
with flowers in bloom. Birds without number
crowded the sweet waters. Beside the pools were
gardens, resplendent with myriad flowers and meoya
trees, placed in the care of numerous gardeners.
These beauteous gardens resound to the humming of
bees, the singing of cuckoos, and the fluttering of
birds from branch to branch. Peacocks spread their
tails, khan.janas dance, a thousand and one birds

2chirp. Such lovely gardens are they.
Though Basu has unquestionably included in his book 

much material which can be substantiated as historical, 
nevertheless the book as a whole is a combination of

1. Basu, R . , B.C. , p.122.
2. Basu, R. , P.O. ,pp. 80]8l.



historical, mythological and, fairy tale matters which 
he handles without distinction or discrimination* This 
is not necessarily adverse criticism. He has assembled 
material from whatever source was available and put it 
together as a coherent narrative - part history and part 
fiction* For this reason Prat*apaditya Caritra may be 
classified as an embryonic form of the historical novel.
The measure of historical as against fictional matter which 
makes a novel a historical novel is difficult to assess 
but it is probable that Basu has included more history 
in his work than many so called historical novels either 
in Bengali or in any other language. It would be going 
too fax1 to say that Pratapa’dit.ya Oaritra is a novel. It 
lacks any form of plot constitution, being no more than a 
chronological sequence of events and. it would be difficult 
to show that Basu had attempted to provide for his persons 
any characterisation other than that which they were 
traditionally held to have had.

In spite of the difficulties of classifying it
Prata^ditya Cax*itra is definitely the first attempt to
write original narrative prose in Bengali. Though it 
did not seem to arouse very great interest when it first



appeared it was not lost sight of and later towards the 
middle of the century, when Bengalis were beginning to 
show an interest in tales of Indian kings and heroes 
Pratapaditya Garitra was republished. This is definite 
evidence of interest in it. It can be shown that it 
played a part in the development of historical fiction 
in Bengali. Later writers tended to read into the 
story much more than Basu had seen. His Pratap'aditya 
was a cruel and despotic chieftain. One later writer 
•at least, Pratap Candra G-hos in his Bangadhipa Parajay 
(1869) attempted to make a national hero out of him.
The valour and heroism of Pratap'aditya became a theme also 
for some later poets and playwrights notably ksirodpras*ad 
Bidyabinod whose play on the subject was immensely 
popular at the time. Even Tagore was aware of the theme 
and wrote a novel and a play on the subject.

Ill

We now come to the main body of this chapter which 
consists of a detailed examination of Basu*s style. We 
shall proceed systematically from a consideration of his 
vocabulary, his phrase-structure, his grammar, word-order 
the length and variety of his sentences and finally to the



dystem of punctuation he evolved.
(A) Vocabulary; Persian
Critics have been and still are unkind to Basu. In

an article in the Calcufba Review (1854) the style of
Prate* pa ditya Caritra was condemned, because it was a
"kind of Mosaic, half Persian, half Bengali". Ramgati
Nya^ratna, who wrote the first known history of Bengali 

1Literature also condemns its style. R.C.Dutta, who wrote 
"Literature of Bengal" (1895) did not think it even 
necessary to mention Basufs name. II.P. Sastr’T declared.
that it was "unreadable" and '‘ "ugly" * SsistrPs criticism 
has been repeated by many critics and it has become a 
stereotype of literary criticism to regard Basu1s style 
as heavily Persianised* It is doubtful whether some 
more r*ecent critics who have re-echoed either or both 
of the above opinions about Basu*s writing have in fact 
read the work themselves. If they have, they do not 
appear to have read it with critical attention.

It is true that Basu did use persian words. There
are few, if any Bengali writers who have not done so.
It is however far from the truth to suggest that what he

1. Nyayaratna, R., Bangla bhasa o bangla Sahitya bisayak 
prastab. II part, 1874, ppl 203-4.

2. SastrT, H.P., op.cit., Bangfar Sahitya . p.178.
* + ■■ >w ■ iwpmilpi.l r Iiininm     nun   ii H U i ■rfTTi.i n ■ w  *•



wrote was more Persian than Bengali or that he used
Persian v/ords haphazardly and without reference to
context as some critics have alleged. One should bear
in mind the linguistic situation of the period and judge
Basufs vocabulary against that back-ground. Before
1801, Persian had been the language of the courts, and
it continued to be so till 1835. Legalistic terms and
expressions in Bengali were borrowed freely from Persian
or Arabic, and in addition to words of this class a
considerable number of Persian words were and still are
used in everyday Bengali speech and have, as a result,
become phonologically naturalised in the language. In
any case thh proportion of Persian to Bengali words in

1any work can only be determined by an actual count.

1. The following Persian words occur in Pratapaditya Qaritra. 
Figures beside them indicate the number of occurrences 
jin the text, _
jarbi, amafnajt, ]atar ,^akher, amir (7), a"dab (2)^ a'uda j , 
an jam (2 )JL arndani , asrupi_(3) * arji (2). ~*andaj, * ^
-tftam̂  isara, iijir (12 )̂, -jada (4), ukil (9)̂ , usul ,_ernarat, 

wr, ekram, ektiyar, et tala' ogeraha, ost'ad^ophat, omra (2), 
ojir, oyakiph, kagaj (4), kamalp, karoyan, kanango (2).
-dap_tar j[4), kella (6), kabaj, kabar, kabul, kayed (3) 9 
ka“|da , kabu ̂ khelat (7), khe t a (5) 5_khas (3)_khaj[na (j) , _ 
khaitir, khayrat (2), kharid, khansjma (4), klialisa, khalida, 
khatiridari (5)^ khoja, khajnakhana,kharae ( 2 -khana, 
khabar^ khun, galjlca, gerd,_gola, go lam J[5) * gaphil, garib 
(2)^ cakar (4), cakari, jila, jinis, jama, johari, 
jahapana (4), jamidari _£4), jami, takt, ta ha khana , 
tj^randaji (2), tosakhana, tobcin, top, tahut, taha&il (2), 
t£gaBa, tabaki« takid. (4^* tarajph (4), taph^il, tarabataro, 
tam’asa, ta’luk (3), tahpha, tallas (3 ), tahabil, Jfh'ana (2j),

continued overleaf....



That has now been done, and a complete list of all the 
Persian words, including words of Arabic, Turki and 
Pustu origin, which entered through or along with Persian, 
are listed here. The total, is 218 occurring 511 times.
As Prat's pa dit.ya. Caritra contains approximately 14,976 
words, the percentage of Persian words is 3.4. This 
figure contradicts Pyayaratna1s remark that the style 
of Pratap'aditya Caritra is heavily Persianized and the 
criticism in the Calcutta Review that it was uhalf Persian,, 
half Bengali1*.

continued from previous page...
daptar (5), daptar kb!a na (3) , da pha, dakhi 1 (9) 9 de y an 
(2 ), darpes, del'asa, dark hast (9), dorast, dostakhat, 
darbar (3), "bar, -digar, nesan (3)^ nalis (3^? na jar 
(2)^ namud, neja^ naubat^(3 ). -khana (4)^ nabab (B), 
nababjada; poddar, panjja (2),parlchai, pars! (3 )^ m 
posts?, pargaria (10), posak, jpachanda (2), pul, p*aths[n, 
phasad, pharda , phattĵ , pharmais, ^phrokt (2)JL pharman 
& 0j , 'bakfiis , barkanda j _(3 ) badsa'ha (J> 7 J ,^b a ds a hi _ (14) 
bahadur (5), bahUl, b^rardha (3) s be?la khana (2) ,^bajar 
banduk (5)* banduk oyala, barabar (3 )9 bag-bagica, 
be^o^aris (2), behanda, bedastur,^- bandobasta (3 )^ 
begam (12), bakri (2), mô karn, miria , mohar ,moc ha Im’an, 
meo^a , maiichab , mane ha Ida r^ mureabandi ,majLgu jari , 
rnakt abkhana, muyara, maIkhaLa, michrikhana, maha1 (2), 
mahjal’a (7), rnuhari^ muharigiri (2), mutchaddhi, 
ma£alehi, mabal, maria. muhaphel, muluk, ma jbut, majbuti 
maphsal {3 ) $ makhnjal (2), manjur (2), x^eyayat, rai^at^ 
rojgstr, rasad', dvafttai (4), laskar (2), saog’at (5)? 
saheb, sarkar, suba (6)., subadar (4), subajata (4), _
sardar ̂ (3)^ _so^ari, sarasari , sahar (7)^ sarhax̂ d., sumar 
sal, samiyanja, samil, sai ,_s£lam (3 ), saha (3), sipaThi, 
^or (2^, §ikar X 2 )? siristadar, sadar (Jo), sitbek (3), 
satax^anci, îkfta (2), hajir, himmat, halaikar, hisa, 
hujur/ hukum, iiajari , hendostan.



These words will be examined in relation to their
contexts. The criterion of judgement will be whether
or not these words are inevitable in the contexts where

1
they are used. An analysis of Persian words by Basu 
is given in the following chart.

Distribution by Language 
of Origin

|  Distribution 
by Context

PersianlArabic| Turki Pustu I Administra
tivei__\

Military Dames iMiscelt 
of aneous 

Object! .. I

112 1 100 J 5 1 I 122 59 20 | 17

Total - 218
Ij Total - 218|

In the category called * names of objects1 are included 
words such as nesan (flag), posak (dress), pul (bridge) etc., 
In the category called Miscellaneous1 are included words 
relating to the names of countries, language, profession 
etc. such as hendosthan (Indiag, calcar (servant]), arbi 
(Arabic) etc.

1* ”It is essential that they be separately and severally 
attested in context of situation. It is however 
necessary to present them in their commonest colloca
tions.*’ J.R.Firth. , A. Synopsis of Linguistic Theory: 
op.cit., p.11.
IWIIH ' ■*



The majority of these Persian words were and many 
still are regularly used in Bengali. With few exceptions 
they are natural and inevitable in their contexts. Even 
among the few words which are now archaic some are still 
in currency in certain contexts, e.g. surriar in the com~ 
pound 'adam-sumani (census). The words in the chart 
refer mostly to lav/ and revenue and a few to religion 
and court manners. If the choice of vocabulary in 
Prat’ap'aditya Caritra is judged by its distribution by 
contexts it becomes quite clear that the choice of 
Persian words in this book is governed by the context.
It must be remembered that Basu was writing a history 
of a king of the Mughal period and he could not avoid 
the use of legalistic and administrative terms.

These arguments together with the figure in the table 
above make two things clear. First, that Basu used 
words of Persian and Arabic provenance in certain con- 
texts only, which clearly disposes of the statement that 
he used them haphazardly; second, the context in which 
these words were used did not, as far as is known, permit 
a Sanskritic alternative which disposes of the other 
argument that he used Persian words in preference to Sanskrit 
words •



To make thispoint clear three passages have been 
selected for statistical analysis in respect of words 
of Sanskrit as against words of Persian origin. The 
graph below shows the number of Sanskritic words in 
the vertical column and Persian words in the horizontal 
column.

,, (a) 333,27350
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(a) The subject matter of this passage (pp.74-85) 
is a description of a capital of a Hindu king and in it 
no reference is made to matters of law revenue or 
administration. The ratio of Sanskrit to Persian words
hebe is 333s27. The percentage of Persian words is 7*5*



(b) This passage (pp.3-12) contains references to 
R'amcandra1s work in a treasury office and his relations 
with a Muslim king. It goes on to relate the coming 
to power of Daud and the violent deeds of Bajid. The 
ratio of Sanskrit to Persian words is 243:40. The 
percentage of Persian words is 14.1.

(c) The subject matter of this passage (pp. 28-38) 
is in the main political. It describes the restoration 
of Mughal supremacy in Bengal, the execution of Daiud
and the handing over of authority to SrThari. The ratio 
of Sanskrit to Persian words is 212:51* The percentage 
of Persian words is 19*4*

The above analysis clearly indicates that Basu has 
been condemned wrongly by his critics. Basu's use of 
Persian words was in accordance with current usage.
They are inevitable in their contexts. There seem to 
be very few instances in which Basu could have used a 
Sanskrit word instead of Persian. It must be concluded 
that Basu did not try to parade his knowledge of Persian 
as has been alleged against him. He did not even use 
Persian words to create a particular stylistic effect, 
for instance, to create a languid atmosphere as did some



later novelists. j\ number of later Bengali writers 
have used a larger proportion of Persian words than he 
di d.

(B) Vocabulary: Sanskrit.
’  » m n w n n M . ii * » ^ l i l  li mi i ldvrftm * mitt iim inm i. iw iB .y W a  ■W ili i. l

It has been demonstrated that Basu did. not reject 
Sanskrit words in favour of Persian words, as in the 
contexts in which Persian words were used, Sanskrit 
words were either not available or would have been un
suitable. Basu in fact used Sanskrit v/ords whenever 
possible. He certainly had no anti-Sanskrit bias*
Proof of this can be seen in his tendency to introduce 
pseudo-Sanskrit, i.e. words of his own coining which 
are not actually Sanskrit words though they bear some 
resemblance to them.

It is not necessary to be a Sanskrit scholar in order 
to use Sanskrit words in Bengali as to quote Ghatterjifs 
figures, ninety five per cent of Bengali words are of
Sanskrit origin, and at least fortyfour per cent of them

1are tatsarna words. Basu used a large number of tatsama

1. Chatterji* S.1C. , O.D.B.L, Vol.l. , p.218.1’atsairV^OOfo 
TadbhaWa 51.45??
Persian 3*30%
English & 
others 1,25$



words though he himself knew very little Sanskrit.
There was a craze for using Sanskrit words in Bengali 
in the early 19th century, due to the low prestige of 
Bengali as a literary language and to the fact that 
scholars thought Bengali could attain dignity only 
by the use of Sanskrit words. This tendency to use 
more and more Sanskrit words gave birth to a feature 
which will be called Basu do Sanskrit ism. Pseudo 
Sanslcritism is a term which covers two important aspects 
of the linguistic influence of Sanskrit on Bengali; 
wrong word formation by false analogy and use of Sanskrit 
words in false collocations.

Basu uses a number of words which have a Sanskrit 
appearance but which, in fact, are not Sanskrit. Many 
of them are constructed, by false analogy. For 
instance, he wished to form an abstract noun from the 
participle prapta (Obtained) and proceeded by false 
analogy to add the suffix -ta, which is a suffix used 
in the formation of some abstract nouns. There is 
no such word as praptata but there is a noun prapti, 
which Basu could have used if he had known it. The 
following examples show this tendency towards wrong 
wo r d -f o r ma t i on:



I)1 o un/A (3Ln * 
lea tar a 
bahul 
suhrid9

satru
Soka

• • • «

Use of 
Basu

kataryata
b’ah.ulyat’a
sauiiar.dyat’a
^a*trabat‘a
£okita
byastita
sampatta

Sanskrit
forms

kat'arat'a
b’ahulya
sauhardya
satruta
soka’rta
byasta
sarn patti

English
Translation
Sorrowfulness
Excess
Friendship
Enmity
Sorrowful
Busy
Wealth

illl of these words used by Basu are false forms in 
Sanskrit and also wrong in Bengali.

Before proceeding to a more general analysis of 
phrase structure, perhaps we should point out a few 
instances of the false collocations Bases*s geal for 
the use of Sanskrit words led to* These false 
collocations are, in fact, attempts to Sanskritise 
common Bengali compounds and phrases* The result was 
obscurity in some places and strangeness in others.
A typical example is gatra mocan. Basu has created, 
this phrase by sanskritising the common usage ga mocHa 
(to wipe one’s body}# He has substituted gatra 
(body) for ga, the Bengali word for body, and mocan, a 
Sanskrit word meaning to "release" for mocha, a tadbhaba



form, meaning "to wipe". The resultant phrase has 
no meaning in Bengali. It is necessary to mention 
that this phrase has no meaning in Sanskrit either.
Some more examples are listed below.
(i) sthal dey (refuge gives). This remains nonsense 
in Bengali until one realises that the common word 
jayg'a (place) has been replaced by the Sanskrit v/ord 
sthal (place). It is interesting to note that Basu 
has replaced a Persian word by a Sanskrit one.
(ii) bakya kahite parena (cannot speak). bakya (word), 
a Sanskrit woi>d, has been substituted for the common word 
kattia (word), which is also a tatsama v/ord. Thus the 
phrase sounds strange and affected.
(iii) cilia paksT (a hawk) is a curious collocation
' * riiwiHiii.NiiilBMrr̂in'nMiiniBT ' *

which is difficult to understand or explain. The word
cilia does not exist either in Sanskrit or Bengali.
There is, however, a Bengali word oil which means "a
hawk." Why Basu has used cilia , instead of cil is not
very clear# In any case cil in Bengali is never
collocated with paksi. a tatsama word, meaning "bird"
or even with the corresponding tad.bh.aba pa'khT.*"   .
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IV

An analysis of Basu’s phrase structures produces 
examples of curious collocations which are not 
necessarily of the same type as those illustrated 
above. For instance, let us take a phrase aspasta
ukil. aspasta means 1 not clear1 and ukil, a IDersian

■ii * in ' irhwan i'n  n j»nirir ■■■ii aiprwrt ^  £  i # 4

word means * a pleader’ , both words are common in both 
written and spoken Bengali. rfhe phrase aspasta ukil, 
however, is meaningless as it stands* The context in 
which Basu used it suggests that he intended it to 
mean "a spy". Basu used a number, of phrases which have 
no meaning in Bengali as they stand and which can only 
be guessed at from the context sometimes with difficulty.
They tend to fall into two patterns (a) noun + Verb 
and (b) Adjective & noun. The colligational structures 
in each case are correct, it is only at the collocational 
level that the phrases are odd or meaningless.
(a) noun * Verb patterns
Some of these phrases contain Sanskrit * Bengali forms,

1. Colligation is the general order at the syntactic level 
e.g. ram gan gay is a noun*noun*verb colligation. 
Collocation is an order of mutual expectancy between 
linguistic elements at a more particular level than 
that of syntax. "Mutual accompaniment of grammatical 
categories is termed colligation an accompaniment of 
forms, equally mutual but not generalisable in grammat
ical terms is a collocation".T.F.Mitchell.Syntagmatic 
Relations. Transactions in the Philological Society,1958*



some Persian &- Bengali forms and others Sanskrit *
Persian forms.
(i) apranay haiya (p.b) ’being displeased with him*.
The word pranay means "love" and assuming that the 
prefix ££ is privative, the word a pranay means "no 
love" or "without love". Even assuming this to be
the case, however, the phrase is difficult to translate, 
Basu’s context seems to require a translation "being 
displeased", but it is hard to see how the words used 
can be brought to convey such*a meaning.
(ii) karatal karilen (p.6) ’usurped’. The word 
karatal means literally "palm of the hand" and when 
collocated with gata the compound karatalgata means 
"under control". Basu has created a new collocation 
karatal*karilen (to do). The meaning he attaches to 
this new collocation can only b^ deduced from the con
text in which it is used. karatal does not collocate 
with kar3 a , "to do", in Bengali.
(iii) padarpan hailen (p.8) ’arrived’. The collocation 
padarpan lcara, "to se.t foot in" , is known in Bengali.titrirnw^m iri £  n « M w r « M H b M  * *

There is, however, no collocation pattern padarp* + .1 III I II.HIM ifr III >1111 .11

and the meaning, ’arrived’ must again be guessed from 
the context.



(iv) la dab bajaijya (p.62). * properly greeted', a dab ,
a Persian word, meaning ''respectful greeting". The 
word is used in Bengali but in collocation *ad"ab kariya.

BwyTrimn»nj.'u»iwinnii■ w

The verb banano. means "to play on a musical instrument"
f tUMMll. FlIIHi.) !■!. I II I ■ w

and is here falsely collocated with adstb.̂
(̂ djective * lioun pattefffate .

(i) tnalia marl (p.26) ’great war', mari is always used 
in the sense of "epidemic" in Bengali, but Basu uses 
it with a different connotation.
(ii) la,j,jita raja (p.62). 'modest king*. Basu1 s use
of laniita (literally, "ashamed") in the sense of "modest"

in hi win Tfr-tfrTT* !- ■■■.i .nrrii ' W ■

was unprecedented in Bengali and nobody has ever so used 
it after him.
(iii) 3unya banT (p.121). 'the divine voice*. sunya> / n ■mu . i.r~ ^iruiftiinnnni ni-"iirrti ' * I ̂ i t.r i w.*

means "space" or "void", banT means "voice", but the tv̂ o 
have no meaning together. The phrase seems derived 
from the Bengali Bible and to be used to mean a voice 
from heaven. The usual Bengali collocation in this 
context would be daiba banT, voice of God.2

1. Other exangples, for instance, ŝ adlia na kari (I beseech), 
Tjfo ar darsaifa (in the name of^GodTI etc•

2. The influence of the Biblical Bengali can also be seen 
in this sentence "dusta .jagat rajya dusta prem adham" 
(p.153) literally, "wicked world, wicked kingdom, low 
love", 'dusta .jagat* or 'prem adham* sounds very 
strange forviheii* unusual word, collocations*



In the previous two sections Basu's vocabulary 
and word-collocations have been discussed. Bow we 
consider some grammatical features of his style, namely, 
a) his confusion of the two systems of conjugation 
and declension in Bengali, b) his use of poetic forms 
and c), his formation of plurals.

a) There ai*e two systems of declension and con- 
jugation of Pronouns and verbs respectively in Bengali,
(i) a system of longer forms and (ii) a system of shoi'ter 
forms. Critics often classify Bengali writing as having 
two styles, s'adhu bhasa (pure language) and calita bhas’a 
(current language). Ho attempt has yet been made to 
define these terms precisely. neither is it necessary 
to do so here beyond stating that part of the definition 
of the two terras would contain a statement on verbal 
conjugation and pi*onominal declension. Verbs and pro
nouns traditionally included as part of sadhu bhsTsa are 
morphologically different from those traditionally in
cluded as part of calita bbias's e.g.;♦



sad.hu bhasa
karitechi
kariba
ltariyachilam
i kmtahara

_ ku* takt .HIMkaha£a
AUa» Jra* Mmyahara

calita bhasa
karchi
karba
karechilam
tara
kara
yar'a

English Translation
X am doing
I shall do
I did
They
Who
Those who.

These two sets of forms are still used in modern 
Bengali but confusion of the two sets is considered by 
critics to be a serious fault of style and is termed 
guru-candsilT doa (brahrain-outcaste error). The longer 
forms predominate in Pr a ta” pa* dlty a Caritra but occasionally~ 1 r in nf ~ ti- r~ rn i r i ■< " ' mfrfa   mti— i -- -r .—  rr - ~i if ii n if uni v

shorter forms are also used,, e.g.,
ihar patan habe (his fall is certain) Cf. Corresponding

longer forms
rna.ja yabe (v/ill be perished) Cf .Corresponding

longer forms
lap ana hate (from itself) n
sarbanag habek (there will be

a disaster) "
b a lab an t*ar*a (they are strong) "

tr if

haibe.

yaibe. 
haite.

haibelc.
taliara

These occasional lapses into shorter forms, however ,, 
are not surprising. It is doubtful whether the authors of



early Bengali prose were very conscious of the exist
ence of the two styles. As the verbal and pronominal 
forms of calita bhasa are more closely related, to the 
forms of everyday speech, it is not surprising that the 
pioneers of Bengali prose did borrow the forms of verbs 
and pronouns from the language they themselves spoke*

(b) Basu also makes use of verbal forms which as 
far as can be checked were used only in poetry e.g* 
lot’ateche (wallowing), dare (fears)* This tendency 
to use poetic forms can be explained, however, if one 
remembers, that it is the first attempt to write prose 
and that the literary heritage of Bengal was exclusively 
poetic at that time. In one case Basu goes beyond the 
use of occasional poetic forms. He actually gives a 
full couplet in the popular riming payar metre. The 
couplet is written out as though it were prose but there 
is no doubt that it is a couplet* It runs as follows:

a nek napunTsak sei dv*ar raksa kare 
ma ha ba lab's n tara yame hahi dare (p.93)
Many eunuchs guard that gate.
They are very strong (and) do not fear

(even) Yama*



(c) Another difficulty that Basu encountered 
without satisfactorily solving was that of plural form 
and plural number. Bengali has a plural inflection 
-ra, and several plural suffixes e.g. -guli, -gul*a,
-gan). These plural forms are, however, not used Y/hen 
the noun is preceded by a plural adjective such as sakal, 
sab, anek or any of the plural numerical adjectives e.g.

one man ekti lok.
men lokera
many men anek lok

This usage, which is stabilised in modern Bengali 
was according to Rarnrnohan R'ay’s grammar also stabilised 
by the beginning of the 19th century. R’ay Y/rites,
"A word, which has undergone a morphological change in
order to denote plurality, is termed a plural noun, 
e.g. manusyera. In Bengali only words which denote—* m**cr*'nvi.niniim.m w w

human animates or human animate qualities If can undergo 
such morphological change to form their plural forms, 
e.g., pandit, panditera. neuter nouns form their

f  hfBllhklU.4 W b M M M  ^  0

plurals by the addition of plural suffixes, e.g. garu - 
1garusakal11

* Presumably adjectives v/hich collocate only with human 
ardmates are here referred to. pandit would be just 
such an adjective.

1. R3y, R. , The grammar of the Bengali Language, p. 18.
u  n      i u m—..... .. ■■ i . u u > ..................  . m a i  ......... .. u ...... t i i rii i w



It is noteworthy that Basu!s cont era pox'1 any Mrityunja;y 
was aware of established usage in this respect and did 
apply it in his writing. Basu on the other hand seemed 
in this respect as well as others uncertain as to how 
far he should use the spoken language. He tends to be 
influenced by Sanskrit and English grammar which have what 
may be called double plural, i.e. , a plui^al adjective 
or an adjective with plural form is colligated with a 
noun which is also of plural form, for example,

English Sanskriti * i n irn <n n* i i am i

one man narah*
all men sakaleThnnarah. *

We find frequent examples of'double plurals of this type
in Frat’ap'aditya Garitra.

(i) anek padugan (many animals) instead of
 ̂ r rr mkii.<-i.inf.n>• ■ \ v  /

anek pasu.
(ii) anek rsT.fagan (many kings) instead of anek raja.

u*>vHis^certainty as to the usage to be adopted is further 
exemplified by curious structures such as rajaganera 
(kings) where two plural suffixes (-gan, and -ra) are 
employed.



VI

In a few languages word-order is fixed, in many others 
writers enjoy some freedom to diversify established 
patterns, in the full knowledge that any innovation may 
convey different stylistic implicity. Bengali stands 
somewhere between being an inflected and analytical 
language* Word-order can be changed but only to a 
limited extent* For example,

amsTr kache bait'a rekhe tar ba$i yao
Leave this book with me and go to his house.

If the positions of amar (my) and tar (his) are inter
changed the meaning of the sentence will be 1 leave this 
book with him and go to my house*1 In a sentence like 
*b’at'as jore baiche1 (wind/with force/is blowing) there 
are mathematically six possible orders of arrangement 
because of the use of the inflected form jore, all six 
may be deemed comprehensible but in ordinary usage only 
two are acceptable ba’t'as j ore b a ic he and jore bat as 
baiche * The difference between the two is stylistic 
in that in the second greater emphasis is placed upon 
jore* In Basu, however, it is doubtful whether his



handling of word-order was based upon a consideration 
of what was stylistically acceptable in Bengali. He 
lacked the .proper syntactic apparatus to ascertain

N

which word-orders were acceptable and which were not*
Basil1 s word-order shows strong marks of English 

influence* r He first learnt to write Bengali during 
the period he was collaborating with Garey on the 
Bengali translation of the Bible, in which English 
patterns of ?/ord-orderi are frequently imposed on Bengali 
sentences. In Bengali inversion is a permissible 
stylistic device but the type of inversion that Basu 
very frequently uses corresponds to English normal 
v/oî t-dorder and is not ordinarily permissible in Bengali* 
The sentence given above bat as jjore baiche is an example 
of the commonest word-order in a Bengali sentence: 
subject + object/adverbial adjunct + verb* Many of 
Basu’s sentences are based on an order which is typical 
of English usage; subject * verb -*• object/adv. adjunct,; 
e.g., I saw him, The wind is blowing hard. Examples 
of this type are very numerous indeed in PratsTpafditya 
Garitra* So numerous are they that they ax*e a definite 
feature of the book’s style and tend to give it a somewhat



foreign flavour,
Word-order in Pî ata'p'aditya Caritra is discussed 

under the following headings:
(a) Position of Adjectives and Appositional

Rouns#
(h) Position of Verbs and Objects/Adv•adjuncts#
(c) Position of Participles,

(a) In modern Bengali Adjectives usually precede the 
nouns they qualify* Rammohan Ray also states in his 
grammar that adjectives precede their respective nouns 
but in Pratiip’aditya Garitr a there are instances of 
adjectives following the noun they qualify* Por 
example,

1) ranar , *. * senapati kamalkho ja name ekjan
ma ha parakra nt a 

(p. 11)
king's general kamalkhoja by name one very

powerful
a very powerful genex^al of the king, Kamalkhoja

by name#
In this example Kamalkhoja' is a noun in apposition to 
senapati * normal Bengali word-order for this would, be 
rajjar ka malkhoj’a name ekftan ma ha p a ra kra n t a senapati* ItP B W W W W l l M l l W F g  ?  l U U i n U J l H A I B n D M n t K '  H  U » W P M N  *11 ■  ■ '  l l l f  I I  ‘ I I  I  > 11*1111 I I I  I II n i l  i  >  ■  I  ■  H i m  I ■  l l B F l  i r  I I *  l l l ^ l l l l l l



should be noticed that in this sentence both the 
adjective m a ha p ar akrla n t a and the appositional phrase 
Kainalkho;'{& name precede the noun senapati *

With regard to vrords in apposition, the common 
Bengali word-order is the reverse of that of English*
For instance, '.Alexander, son of Philip' is the normal 
'English order whereas &he Bengali order would be 
Philiper putra ’alekj’andar (son of Philip, j&lexandeiO»
Basu followed. the English order, for example,

(ii) ba,jid t‘aliar jyestha putra .. * (p. 11)
Bajid his eldest son 

The usual Bengali order, however, would be t'ah’ar 
j yes tha putra bajid«, (his eldest son Bajid)*

(b) In Bengali the main verb usually occupies the 
final position in an affirmative sentence* In 
PratapsTditya Garitra, however, there are many instances 
of the verb preceding the objects or the adverbial 
adjunct* For example,
(I) Position of Object

(i) ra j ara * *«likhilen t'ahardigake (p»3l) The kings
wrote to them*

(ii) biday karila ta'hardigake (p*32) he bade a fare?/ell



( iii) tara :J 35/ta karay sakalice (p.83) They Inform
everybody*«<u m .mm n

(II) Adverbial adjuncts
(i) gati karilen sesthane (p*ll6) 

journey made to that place*
(ii) pataka* ufiteche se dhvaier upare 

flags are flying on that staff*
(iii) namila parbat haite (p*35)
v v i_l* ir i >iimn i I > Mi ii * ii rum mi m i Wimi '  *

came down from the hill*
(iv) deklia kariba *.* rana ganer sahit (p*36) 

shall meet with the kings.
It is interesting to note that post-positions occupy the 
final position in three of the above sentences (ii, iii, 

(c) In many cases Basu used participles after main 
verbs* For example,

(i) prabista haila "asiya (p. 12) 
entered having come

The usual Bengali or del* is asi^a prabista haila (having 
come entered).

(ii) tumi bala yaiya (p.31)
The expected Bengali order would be 11 tumi y"aiya bala.tr

(iii) I'm! •..arohan Kari y'aiya (p*2?)
I climb make having gone
Let me go and climb



The above analysis indicate that Basu*s Bengali is 
in many respects strange and unidiomatic* His other 
colleagues in Fort William College wrote a Bengali, 
the word-order of which was very similar to that now 
usual in modern Bengali* Basu did not know how to 
write and therefore he started imitating the language 
which he and Carey wrote during the translation of the 
Bible, but increasing experience taught him much*
Strange word-order is more noticeable in the first part 
of his book* His word-order approximates more closely 
to the normal modern Bengali in the later part of his 
book* In his second book Lipimaia (1802) word-order 
more frequently follows acceptable Bengali patterns.

VII.

Basu*s sentences can be conveniently analysed under 
two heads, (i) short sentences and (ii) long sentences.
The short sentences are very short and long sentences 
are fairly long.

Pratapadltya Garitra is written mainly in short 
sentences of which many are verbless. In pp. 51~52 there



are 8 sentences in 7 lines and the total number of words
in the whole paragraph is 43* A text in which sentences
are all ov mostly of one basic type will usually tend
to be monotonous. A good writer, therefore, varies the
length and structure of his sentences. Short sentences
gradually produce an impression of speed ”whilst longer
sentences give an air of solemnity and delibei>ation
to writing.” **• Basu, however, did not realise that if
the same limited number of patterns recur too frequently
it will depi’ive verb less and short sentences of much of
their effect. For example , in page 74, where the
description of Prata'paditya * s capital is given, not a
single verb has been used in the whole page, the sentences
are vex̂ y short, mostly consisting of two words. They
produce a staccato effect. An actual count has been
made in three representative parts of Prat's pa" a itya
Qaritra and the following figures show the proportion of

2short sentences and long sentences in the book.

1. Read, H. , English Prose Style. London, 1946, p.35* 
2* By short sentence we mean those sentences which 

contain less than 10 words. Long sentences mean 
sentences containing more than 15 words.



pages 
counted

Total no* 
sentences

I I RatioHo. of Short! Ho.of Xiong|of long
sentences sentences land short

1-11

74-64

140-150

The above statistics are sufficient to show that 
Basu employed a large proportion of short sentences 
in Rratap’adit.ya Qaritra. There are 138 sentences in 
pp. 74-84, i.e., in 10 pages, which is double the 
average number of sentences in other sections. It 
shows that Basu lacked the capacity to build long 
sentences. His long sentences are either clumsy or 
obsure. One example is given here to show the clumsiness 
of Basu!s long constructions.

Ojirj’ad'ar hukume tini tahar sahit ek maktahe 
paren ebam ojir^ada ba£ai anugraha karen tsThake 
ebam raghab ray atm a bibran sakal tahar s thane 
nibedane ojirj*aci*ar ba£ai ksedanvita haiya esamasta 
kara pute pi ten? sthane nibedan karila (pp. 144-45)
By the order1 of the minister’s son he goes to the



same school and the minister’s son favours him 
very much and Raghab R*af described his situation 
to him (for which) the ministerfs son became very 
sorry and told everything to his father.

Two uses of ebam (and) and three uses of 0jir.fada 
without using any pronoun make this sentence tiresome 
reading.

In some cases it is noticeable that Basu fails to 
complete a long sentence. He often falters and as a 
result the sentence becomes very clumsy if not incom
prehensible. Bor instance,

kumeTrera dvai (sic)bhrata o briddhera tin sahodar 
ei pararaarsa sthairya(sic)kariya des desantare lok 
p'ath’aiya nibhriti(sic) stlian anyesan (sic)karite 
2/daksin dede yasahar name ek sthan beo^aris 
gamidCari dalcsin samudra .s'annidiiya/cad kha machandarir 
jamidari chila/(p*17)*

This sentence has no punctuation marks. The two bars 
have been inserted for our present purpose to show that 
Basu falters in these places. The first part of the 
whole sentence (i.e. from kutriareva...karite2) can be

■ UNI iMttnuijii I jl|.ijui.itA*i«kKnt 1. II III p*nw.i 4jiM.HM.ijn ■ m *

translated ass-



“Having made such a council, the two young 
brothers and the three old brothers, having sent 
people in different places (and) travelling in 
search of a lonely spot.1*

This part has no finite verb. Then for some strange 
reason Basu commences a fresh clause, without concluding 
the first, (i.e. dalcsin ... sa'nMdhya) This part can 
be translated as:-

11 In the south, an unclaimed land, called Jessore, 
very near to the South sea.”

The third part of the sentence can be translated as:
“It belonged to Ohand Khan.11 

This long construction contains only one finite verb 
chila. It is clear that Basu started the sentence, 
changed his mind in the middle and then started a new 
sentence, again faltering and corning to an abrupt stop* 
Below is given one more example of a long unhappy sentence. 

Yakhan dekhila pracur(sic)mate samanta prastut 
bicar karila ekhan ar amar dillite kar deyonen 
aibasyak ki/ebam bhuiyardigakeo "apan karatal karite 
habek/ebam e prade^e ek chatrThaite p'ari kintu 
khura ma ha's ay th’akite sang a pang a rupe haite 
psfritechina. (p. 129)



The first pai*t may be translated as ”when (he) saw that 
a big army is ready (he) thought what is the use of 
paying taxes at Delhi and (other) land-lords should, be 
brought his o w  control” .
The second part may be translated as ”1 can be the 
undisputed (ruler) of this province but I can not become 
so, while (my) uncle lives.”
Basu coordinates these two different complex sentences 
with one, ebam (and). Thus the whole construction 
becomes awkward and ponderous.

The above analysis of Basufs sentences leads us to 
conclude that his longer sentences are badly constructed 
grammatically and stylistically inept.

IX
Basu was faced with the problem of punctuation. 

Punctuation marks were totally lacking in Bengali at 
Basu’s time, with the exception of the traditional 
marks, a single down-stroke , written as|, termed d§fi 
and a double down-stroke, written as 1[ , termed double dari« 
They were used to mark the end of the first and second 
lines of a couplet respectively. For example,



mahabharater katha amyita saman 
kaslram das bhane sune punyab~an

The tales of the Mahabharat are as aweet as nectar. 
iCasiram Das narrates them and the virtuous

man listens to them.
These marks bear no relation to the English punctua

tion system, which was the only model Basu had* The 
English punctuation system is determined by grammatical 
structure and considerations of respiration and rhythm.

The Bengali dfri used to mark the end of a fourteen 
syllable line of verse, which may or may not have coincided 
with the end of a sentence. However, the tendency in 
Midd-le Bengali poems was for the ends of the sentence 
and the line to be increasingly coterminous.

Basu faced the great difficulty of devising a 
punctuation system suitable for prose. At first he 
uses dari to mark the end of a paragraph. Occasionally 
he leaves a space between sentences. But he was not 
happy about this method and from page 9 onwards he 
begins to use a dari more frequently, i.e., after one 
or two sentences only* His practice at this stage was 
not consistent but the frequency of occurrence of the



punctuation marks increases towards the end of the 
narrative. Gradually he realised the necessity for 
a punctuation mark at the end of each sentence. In 
the last four pages of Pratapaciit.ya Qaritra each 
sentence is punctuated with a da£i. This development 
towards the one-stop one-sentence type of punctuation 
was complete by the last four pages of the book.



CHAPTER V 
Mritvun.ia.f Bidvalamkar

Mpityuhja^ Bidyalaijikar was an important literary 
figure in the Fort William College group of writers. He 
was horn five years after the Battle of Plassey (1757) in 
Midnapore, which was at that time a district in Orissa* He 
learnt both Bengali and Oriya* He was educated in Natore, 
an important cultural centre in Bengal and spent the rest of 
his life in Calcutta. He was an ardent student of Sanskrit 
literature and language and had a wide interest in philosophy, 
religion and law. ’'In point of learning", writes Carey,
"very few are his equals, and no one with whom I have any 
acquaintance exceeds him." Marshman said about him that he 
was a "Colossus of literature" and also that "he bore a strong 
resemblance to our great lexicographer (Dr* Johnson) not only 
by his stupendous acquirements and the soundness of his 
critical J u d g m e n t  -bUt also in his rough feature and unwieldy 
figure." In 1801 Carey invited Mpityunjajr to Join Fort 
William College as head pundit of Bengali*

Mpityuhja^r enjoyed a high reputation among his Bengali 
3colleagues as well as among his British superiors. During

1. S.3.C* Vol. I, 3s p.16.
2. Marshman: on.pit.» p*180. 
3* S.S.C. Vol. I, 3# P.35*



his 18 years of association with Fort William College he
wrote five hooks, one of which was translated into English.
He outstripped his contemporaries in the College in the
quantity as well as in the variety of his writing. His
first book was Batris Simhasan (1802). It was followed
"by Hitouade^ (1808) and Ra.iabali (1808). His reputation
as a scholar was not confined to the class room but spread
throughout Calcutta. The Chief Justice of the Supreme
Court appointed him the pandit of the Court in 1816 and this ’

2news was welcomed by the citizens of Calcutta. He was 
one of the pioneers of the Hindu College and a member of 
the School Book Society, both of which were founded in 1817.
He was a devout Hindu with a profound knowledge of the Hindu 
religious literature* His last publication Vedanta Candrika 
(1817) was a religious treatise. It was directed against 
Raja Rammohan Ra$ who had denounced the Hindu practice of 
image worship. M^ityufija# supported image worship and tried 
to Justify it by his arguments. He was, however, not entirely 
conservatives his attitude to orthodox Hinduism. Though he 
supported image worship, he condemned the practice of Satl.
He denounced Satl even earlier than Rammohan who is generally 
claimed as the first to demand its abolition.*^ With his



deep knowledge of ancient Sanskrit literature and Hinduism,
M^ityunjja#1 stood like a "beacon amidst the colossal ignorance

1of the Calcutta Brahmins in those days. He died in 1819 
on his way from a pilgrimage. His hook Prabodh Candrika, 
was published in 1833 though it had been written in 1813*

Mpityun;ja;f1 s writings can be divided into two classes, 
translations and original works. Batrid Simhasan and Hitouaded 
are translations from Sanskrit. The remaining three books, 
Ra.iabali # Vedanta Candrika and Prabodh Candrika are original 
compositions.

Batrid Simhasan is a collection of folk-stories, which
had been recast by the later Sanskrit writers. They are

2sometimes ascribed to Kalidasa but scholars are not sure 
of their authorship. The stories of Batrid Simhasan font 
part of the corpus of the Vikramaditya legends. They were 
popular all over India as well as in Bengal.^ In form 
Batris Simhasan is a cycle of stories concerning the legendary 
king Vikramaditya. The framework on which the story cycle 
hangs is as follows:

1. "... few of them (the Brahmins of Bengal) ... able to read
the Bdvandgari letters: so far has their indolence prevailed 
over their piety*'. Works of Sir William Jones, op.cit.,
P*263*

2. Dasgupta, S.N.; History of Sanskrit Literature. Vol. I, 
Calcutta University,^lgi|,7» P*740.3* See: Carey: Itihas mala, also MS. preserved in the British 
Museum. Supra; Chap. I. Sec. 111.^15-24



There was a farmer, who was in the habit of sitting 
on a certain mound to watch over his fields. Whenever he 
sat there, he became inspired with profound wMom* The 
moment he quitted the mound, his wisdom deserted him and 
left him as common as any of his illiterate friends. This 
news spread all over the country and finally reached King 
Bhoja. He ordered the place to be excavated. The diggers 
unearthed a throne which was studded with pearls, diamonds, 
corals and other gems, and which rested on the heads of 
thirty-two dolls. The throne was brought to the capital, 
where the king decided to sit on it. After an elaborate 
ritual when the king went to sit on the throne, the first of 
the dolls protested. She Informed him that the throne had 
belonged to Vikramaditya and that only a man equal to Vik
ramaditya in nobility, character and courage might sit on it. 
She then related a story, illustrating the greatness of 
Vikramaditya. King Bhoja was ashamed and for the moment 
abandoned his desire to sit on the throne. After a few 
days, however, he again attempted to sit on it but was pre
vented by the second doll. She told him another story about 
Vikramaditya. Thus King Bhoja tried thirty-two times to 
sit on the throne and each time was prevented by one of the 
dolls, who narrated a story about the life of Vikramaditya.



The last doll explained that the throne had originally belonged, 
to Indra, the King of gods. Indra had given it to Vikrama
ditya. The dolls were actually dancing girls from Indra*s 
court, petrified by Indra*s curse, for incurring his dis
pleasure. The period of atonement was now at an end, so 
they flew away to heaven, carrying the throne off with them.

These thirty-two stories illustrate the hero Vikrama- 
ditya*s valour, generosity and self-sacrifice. He figures 
in all the stories. The other charactex*s range from kings 
to beggars, from hermits to thieves. The action is set 
variously on earth and in heaven and even in the underworld.
The stories are mostly of a mythological and fairy tale 
character but they are not lacking in human interest.

M^ityuhga^'s next book, Hitonade^ is a translation from 
the well known Sanskrit text of that name. The stories chief 
characters are animals. Lessons on religion, customs and : 
good manners etc. are imparted allegorically.

These two translations of M^ityufxja^* s are in the main 
faithful to their originals. Passages from the Hitopaded
of M^ityuhja^ have already been cited and compared with the

1original Sanskrit text. M^ityunja^ was seen to be striving 
for a literal translation and using Sanskrit words as far as

1. Supra. Chap.



Ifcp

possible. Nevertheless, his translations are not slavish
word for word renderings of the originals. He takes the
liberty of introducing new phrases in his Bengali rendering
and omitting some phrases from the original Sanskrit one
passage will he sufficient to illustrate his practice.

tasmin nagare brahmapati ka^cit sakalasastrahhl ,ino
S3La&9̂ P,,,Bmantragaatrasit param daridrah mantrSrmat.hS-nena bhuvanesvarim atopayot. tupta si brahmapam ^
avadit. .bho brahmapa varap vpipipva brahmapepb'ktam: 
aevi yadi me prassana 'si tarhi mijp jarimarapavarajitam 

+ tato devya divyaiji ekaiji phalap dattva hhapitas ca 
hhavi^yasi 1 phalap bhakpaya jarpmarapavarajito

"6-^?ag"?e ’brS:i:llilaP hhubane&vari aradhana karen. aradhanate santupta hai^a debi prat.vaksa hailen o 
kahilen he brahmap bar prarthana kara. brahman 

s^lbina.f kariya kahila he debi amir prati
tabe am ike ajaramara karun. lha suniya debi santusta hai^a brihmapke ek phal 

dilen o kahilen e phal bhakpan karile ajar amar haibe.
Mpityuhja^ has left the underlined Sanskrit phrases and

words untranslated, and on the other hand, inserted the under-
lined phrases and words in the Bengali passage. In some cases,
therefore, Myityufija^ has not hesitated to depart from his
original. Occasionally he leaves phrases out for the sake
brevity, but in some places he adds new material for purposes
of elucidation. One example of such addition is given below

1* inpgklp“ ed*I Vi?:r?ma'3 Adventure (Harvard University;t >! i -if that city there was a poor brahmin
HS°T)SuitiatedC^h,tU3:>eS and.»a?ticularly the "mantra dSstra".She Bhuvaneswari hy performance of incantations.
hooA " TvLPi«a5e** Sa^  n the **ahmin, "Brahman, choose a 
me, then make m^immune to Slf £EfaStStIfrf̂ ?tay^Vi?!lf̂ 1!^| ?ĝ d"



from the "Story of the Fourth Doll". The original is as 
follows:

tasmin nagare brahmapalp. ka^cit sakalavidyavicakpapa> 
samasta gupalankpitat param aputrafr samabhavat.

[A Brahmin lived in that city, who was learned in all 
branches of knowledge and adorned with all virtues, but had 
no offspring.]
Mpityuhjay has translated the sentence literally but he adds 
a long list of the different "branches of knowledge", pre
sumably for the instruction of his readers.

Ra.iabali, is Mpityuhja^'s first original book. In it 
he attempted to write an account of the Indian kings before 
the rise of British power in India. The introduction deals 
with the position of the earth in the solar system and the 
distribution of land water. Mpityufija^'s descriptions of 
the seas are according to the puranas i.e. there are seven 
seas, one of water, one of wine, one of curd etc. He di
vided time into the traditional ages of the puranas, i.e. 
satya, treta, dvapar and kali. His geographical information 
is also derived from the puranas. The names of neighbouring 
countries of India, however, are not always accurate, e.g. 
"The countries in the south are Abanti ... Siiphal, Konkan, 
ICaberl, ... Laijika ... etc." Simhal and Lanka are two diff
erent names for the same country, namely Ceylon; and KaberS 
is a river, not a country.



The early kings mentioned in Mpityuhja^1s "book are 
those of the Mahabharata and the Ramayap£ e.g. Paptju, 
Yudhipthir etc. It is interesting to note that Gautam 
Buddha is included as a preacher and a king. His inclusion 
gives Mpityuhja^ an opportunity to express his opinion of 
Buddhism. Of the Buddha he says that he was an atheist and 
that Buddhism is a religion of negation. There are long 
lists of the kings of the G-autam dynasty, Nanda dynasty, etc. 
Some of the kings are historical, but most of them are leg
endary. Vikramaditya of Uyjaini has been treated at greatA 
length. He is a legendary king and is credited with many 
miraculous deeds, many of which Mpityuhjaj?' has narrated.
It is curious however, that Mpityuhja^ has not mentioned 
the name of Kalidasa, who is generally believed to have been 
6iie of the court poets of Vikramaditya.

The accounts of the Muslim kings are also full of tradi
tional stories. Those of Akbar, Jahangar, 3aha jahan etc. are 
free from mythological elements but the historical part is 
not complete or scientifically presented. They contain 
traditional stories, the historicity of which Is difficult 
to prove. One such story is translated below:

"One day the emperor Sahajahan was watching an elephant 
fight from the second floor. The princes were enjoying the 
fun from the first floor. The elephants got excited and began



to fight savagely. The emperor summoned his eldest son 
Mahammad Bara Siko to his presence. Another son Mahiuddln 
was standing on the balcony and watching the fight, when one 
elephant became furious and lifted him up with its trunk. 
M^ahiuddin*s only chance of survival lay in the dagger, which 
he had at his waist. By plunging it into the animal's 
throat, he saved his own life. The emperor was very 
pleased with him and conferred on him the title Aorangajel.

Mpityunja^'s Ra.iabali has a number of features in common 
with Basu's Pratanaditva Garitra. Neither differentiated 
between fact and fiction but incorporated both indiscriminately 
in their narratives. No model for Myityuhja^1s works has 
been discovered and it is difficult therefore to trace the 
source of his stories, apart from the fact that it is known 
that this mythological account of the Hindu kings is based on 
the Purapas and Sanskrit narratives* It is not known whence 
he derived his information about the Muslim kings but it is 
probable that he was advised by friends who knew Persian and 
could supply him with the information he sought. Rajabali• ! »  O .  V  W  i n  i r r m i w i n  i i ' m i  i i i i h m

has been claimed by Brajendranath Bandyopadhyay as the 
first printed chrionokgical history of India. It certainly 
was the first historical book td be printed but it can hardly

Rajabali> pp. 216-17.



be regarded as a "chronological history". On the other 
hand it is not wholly fictional. Its importance as a work 
of literature lies in the fact that it and Pratapadit.va 
Garitra were either born of a growing interest in India's 
past history or were themselves responsible for that rapid 
growth of interest in historical subjects, which took place 
in the 19th century. At all events Basu and Myityuflja^ 
must be regarded as pioneers in that field of writing.
Vedanta Candrika was published in 1817 together with an 
English translation. It was written for a specialist public 
i.e. learned and interested in the Vedic systems of worship. 
The book is controversial and, as was pointed out earlier, 
was written in response to Rammohan Ray's attack on orthodox 
Hinduism, and more particularly on image worship. M^ityuhja^- 
attempted to prove that the Vedas do not oppose worship of God 
through images.

Prabodh Candrika is a didactic book* It is divided 
into U Stabaks (bunches) and each stabak is subdivided into 
5 kusums (flowers) except for the fourth, which contains 6 
kusuma. The structure of the story is similar to that of 
.Hi-tppade<§. & king finds his son neglecting his studies so he
appoints ^ridharacarya to teach him. $ridharacarya has that 
remarkable capacity of Visnugarma of Hitopades* to beguile 
and instruct his pupils with stories. He starts with grammar,



phonetics and rhetoric and teaches criticism and the different 
"branches of the scriptures. M^ityunja^ has drawn his stories 
from various sources, some of which are old. Some of the 
stories may possibly be of Mpityufija;^1 s own invention.
"The work ... consists chiefly of narrative from the Shastras", 
writes John Clark Marshman in the preface to the book,
"written in the purest Bengalee, of which indeed it may be 
considered one of the most beautiful specimens. The writer, 
anxious to exhibit a variety of style, has in some cases 
indulged in the use of language current only among the 
lower orders; the vulgarity of which, however, he has abund
antly redeemed by his vein of original humour# In other parte 
of the work he has drawn freely on the Sungskrit, that the 
uninitiated student may possible find it difficult to compre
hend some of the sentences at the first glance. All words 
of foreign parentage, however, he has carefully excluded, 
which adds not a little to the value of this composition ...
Any person v/ho can comprehend the present work, and enter into 
the spirit of its beauties, may justly consider himself master 
of the language."

II

As shown above, Marshman indicated Mpityunja^'s anxiety

1. Marshman, J.C. Preface to Prabodh Candrika (1833).



t

to exhibit © variety of style in Prabodh Candrika. Variety 
of style is perceptible not only in Prabodh Candrika but 
also in bis other books. It is not necessary to make a 
detailed linguistic analysis of Myityuflja^*s language. 
Considerations of vocabulary are sufficient to indicate that 
for practical purposes, his work may be classified in accord- 
ance with the three distinct styles, he employed, which may 
be termed as follows: (l) Sanskritised Bengali (2) Literary
Bengali and (3) Colloquial Bengali. These categories overlap 
but by and large an analysis of vocabulary differences pro
vides sufficient justification for this classification.
1. Sanskritised Bengali: The features which mark this style
are: (a) The use of compoundswords some of them consisting 
of as many as foux* or more components, on the model of the 
Sanskrit Samasa. This use of compounds is perhaps the most 
distinctive feature of this category. (b) A large pre
ponderance of Sanskrit loan-words i.e. words of Sanskrit 
origin which retain their Sanskrit form except for inflectional 
suffixes but which have not been accepted i/nto Bengali as part 
of its regular vocabulary. The difference between loan words

t

r; 1 as defined and tasamas has been discussed previously. >
(c) On the negative side it is noticed that words of Perso-

1* Supra. Chap II. £.49



Arabic origin are not used in this style of writing*
(cl) The absence of tadbhava words except as verbs.
2. Literary Bengalis The distinctive features of this cate
gory are (a) the high proportion of tatsama words as against. 
Sanskrit loan words, (b) the rare occurrence of compound 
words of more than two components, (c) the more frequent use 
of case inflections and post-positional words (d) the use 
in appropriate contexts of words of Perso-Arabie origin.
(e) As compared with category 1 there is in this type of 
writing a larger number of tadbhava words though far & e r  
than in category, 3*
3* Colloquial Bengali; The distinctive features of this cate- 
gory are (a) the preponderance of tadbhava words and de^I.
(b) and even more frequent use of case inflections and post
positions (c) occasional use of slang.

It is to be noted in all three styles the longer verbal 
and pronominal forms are used* Not even in the most con
versational passages does Myityuhja^ use the shorter forms.
It has been noted that Basu did use them occasionally but 
without consistency.
Sanskritised Bengali; Mpityunja# was not only a Sanskrit 
scholar, but also a great admirer of the Sanskrit language.



In lis Prabodh Candrika he extolled Sanskrit as the "best 
of all languages and Bengali is the best of all vernaculars 
because of the preponderance of Sanskrit words in it." It 
is not surprising therefore that his language should be

considerable portions of Prabodh Candrika and the philosophi
cal passages in Batrig Simhasan are written in Sanskritised 
Bengali. The following example is interesting not only as 
an example of the style but also for its content,

•. • yeman rupalankarabatl sadhvi strlr tirida^artha- 
boddha sueatm? puru^eri digambarj asatI narln sandardane 
paranmukha han temani salankara sastrarthabati sadhubha^ar 
hpida^arthaboddha satpuruqera nagni ucchrinkhala laukik 
bha§a srabap matretei paranmukha han.

Just as clever men, who have known the heart of a beauti
ful, bejewelled, chaste lady, scorn the sight of a naked, un
chaste woman, so scholars who appreciate the chaste, ornate 
language which encases tie heart of the scriptures, refuse to 
listen to the naked, undisciplined language of the mob.

It is to be noted that Mpityuhja# makes use of the phrase
Sadhu bhasa (chaste language), which may be the second occurrence

1of this phrase which was to be so important later in the ana-

1. This phrase was first used by Rammohan in his Vedanta G-rantha

highly Sanskritised. The whole of Vedanta Candrika,



lysis of Bengali writing.
The total number of words in this passage is 26, of 

which the tatsamas and Sanskrit loan words number 22), 
making the percentage of tatsamas and Sanskrit loan words 
81|..6* There are 1̂ compounds of more than two components 
and h compounds of two components. The full Sanskrit 
quality of this long sentence cannot be fully conveyed by 
statistical analysis. One is forced here to accept as 
one’s criterion the reactions of a native speaker of Bengali 
to this passage, which he would feel to be much more Sanskrit 
than Bengali. Another sentence, equally Sanskritised, is 
quoted below:

yeman konaha maharaja aechanna rupe sva prajabarger 
rakqanuradhe samanya loker nya^ svarajye bhramap karen 
temani Isvar-o ram kpi§nadi manu§yarupe aechanna svarup 
haiSfa svaspi^ta Jagater rak$a karen ihate yeman aechanna- 
ruper upasanate maharajopasana ha^ temani aechanna lila 
bigrahopasanate ai paramegvarer upasana haf*

Just as a king in disguise roams his kingdom like an 
ordinary person in order to protect his subjects, so God 
disguises himself in the form of Ram and Kpi§pa and so forth 
to protect this world of his creation. Thus the king is 
adored through the adoration of his disguised form, and God 
is worshipped through the worship of his image.



The total number of words in this passage is 37> of 
which 23 are tatsama and Sanskrit loan words. Thus the 
percentage of tatsama words is 67.5* There are 10 com
pounds in this brief passage.

On occasion Mrityunja;^ uses longer compound words than 
those contained in these two citations, for example, 
dastratatuaryarthabadharan (dastra + tatparya + abadharap) 
"understanding the meaning and implication of scripture", 
das tr aby althy a tribhagabat- samkar ac aryadi bacananusare 
(sastra + byakhyatpi 4- bhagabat + daipkaracarya + adi + bacan 
+ anusareJ "according to the words of the interpreters of 
scriptures like Lord Saijikaracarya and others.") His 
"Literary Bengali". contains by definition, a smaller per
centage of Sanskrit loan words and compounds. The tatsama 
words used in this style are mostly those understood by edu
cated Bengali readers. Ra.iabali and some portions of 
Prabodh Candrika are written in this style. One passage is
quoted below from Ra.iabali from the story of Prithu, the last

1independent Hindu king. '
Kanyakauhja deser raja ja^candra ra^hor mahabal para- 
kranta chilen ebaijî bafa dhapl chilen. Kahake balete 
kahake pritite eirupe praf kumarika khapdastha^sakal 
rajake apan ba^ibhuta kariyachilen. tahar anahgamahjar1



name* apurba sundari ek kanya chilen. _tahap. 
bibaher nimitte ye 2 bar upasthit ha^^tahader madhye 
keha tahar manonita hailana. pare raja ek dibas 
udbigna hai^a kanyake jijnasa karilen ami tomar 
bibaher nimitte_ye bar upasthit^kari se tomar m&mmiEte 
ha$na ihate tomar manastha ki taha amake kaha ami 
tadanurup kari.
[ Jaychandra Rathor, king of Kanyakubja, was very 
powerful and wealthy. He controlled most of the 
kings of Kumarika, some by power and some by friend
ship. He had an extremely beautiful daughter, 
Anangamanjari by name* She did not like any of the 
suitors who came to propose marriage to her. Thus 
the king became disturbed and one day questioned her 
about it, "None of the suitors I bring for you to 
marry meets with your approval. What is your wish? 
Tell me and I111 act accordingly.]

This passage contains 72 words (excluding U proper nouns) 
of which 38 are tatsamas. The percentage of tatsamas is
52:7* Another feature of this style is that there is not 
a single compound of more than two components and some 
of these are in such common use in Bengali (e.g. maharaja, 
mahabal etc.) that they have ceased to be regarded as com
pounds at all. Another important feature of this style is 
the use of Persian words. Basu was observed to use Persian 
words in administrative or military contexts. M^ityuhja#, 
too, used Persian words when narrating stories of Muslim 
kings.

Three passages are selected from Ra.iabali each containing 
100 words and the following graph is drawn below to show the 
proportion of Persian words varies with the context.
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(a) This passage*1* describes ancient kings in the pre-Muslim 
period# It contains no Persian words#

(b) This passage describes a battle between the Muslim and 
the last Hindu kings* It contains 7 Persian words*

(c) This passage^ describes the reign of the emperor Sahajahan. 
It contains 13 Persian words# The graph clearly indicates 
that Mpityuhja^r used Persian words in appropriate con
texts, i.e. contexts descriptive of Muslim activities,
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traditional occupation etc.
Mpityuhja;^ may be compared with Basu in this respect. It 
is important to notice that Basu described military, ad
ministrative and judicial procedure in greater detail than 
did MpityunjjaSr. And for this reason in a few passages 
his percentage of Persian words is higher than that found 
in Mpityuflja^1 s worlc* Nevertheless nedther went out of the 
way to use Persian words* They used them only when they 
were appropriate and when a tatsama or other word would have
been inappropriate even supposing that one existed.

ftl*3 "Colloquial Bengali1* contains by definition a large
proportion of tadbhava words, and in some case slang* Some
of the stories of Prabodh Candrika have been written in this 
style. One passage is quoted as an example:1

Bi^vabahcak kahila ore bacha thak taila laban kotha 
haite gochegache kichu an* iha suni^a '£hak name tat- 
putra kona pafsir ek chali^alce af amar sange toke 
mo^a diba_eirupe bhulai^a sange lai^a bajare g ^ a  ek 
raudir dokane_ai balakke bandhak rakhi^a taila laban 
laiya ghare aila* tatpita jijnasila kirupe taila 
laban anili* _•£&&& kahila ek c ho fake bhulai^a bandhak 
di^a mudi §alake thakai^a anilam iha ^uni^a tatpita 
kahila ha mor bacha eito ba$e na habe kena amar putra 
bhala__anna kari^a khaite paribe. eirupe putrer dhanyabad 
kari^ra bharyake kahila olo magi ya ya £Ighra pi^ha kariga 
k§udhate bacina.
[ Bisvabahcak (lit. World-cheat) said, “Thak (lit. cheat), 
dear boy, fetch some oil and salt from somewhere.u At

1. Prabodh Candrika* p.61]-.



which, his son Thak inveigled a neighbourfs small 
hoy into going along with him on the promise of 
sweets; he took him to a grocer1s shop in the 
market, pledged his credit and returned home with 
oil and salt. His father asked, uHow did you manage 
to get hold of the oil and salt? Thak replied/11 
got it hy enticing a child pledging his credit and 
cheating that rascal grocer.” Hearing this his 
father said, ’’That’s just like my son, well done.
Why should it not he like this, he is my son. He 
will easily earn his living.” Thus praising his 
son he said to his wife, ”You damned woman, hurry 
up, make the cakes quickly, I am dying of hunger.”]
This passage contains 9̂1- words (excluding Proper nouns)

of which only 28 are tatsamas. The percentage of tatsama
words is 29. The distinctive features of this passage are
(a) use of interjections e.g. ore, olo etc. (h) frequent use
of participles (c) occasional uses of slang and (d) absence
of compounds.

The difference between the various styles of M^ityuhja^fs 
writing as analysed above can graphically be summarised as 
follows. All the passages contain about a 100 words.
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(a) The first passage'1’ contains only eight tadbhava words 
all of which are verbals and conjunctions. Only one 
noun has a Bengali inflection e.g. kumarder (of princes). 
This passage would strike a Bengali reader as Sanskritic*
This can obviously be defined as Sanskritised Bengali.

/ \ 2(b; This passage describes the story of an unfaithful wife* 
who visited her paramour regularly when her husbahd 
went to work at night. A brahmin ascetic came to their 
house one day to stay the night. The woman was worried 
because she did not know whether or not the Brahmin had 
gone to sleep. The Brahmin became suspicious and
feigned sleep. The percentage of tatsama words in this
passage is d7*6.

(c) and (d) They are written in colloquial Bengali. The 
3former describes a conversation between a husband, who 

is a fraud, his wife, who is quarrelsome, and their son, 
a budding cheat. The latter^* is the speech of a poor 
farmer woman. She is describing her poverty-stricken 
life.
The above graph demonstrates the range of M^ityuhja^1s

1• akaradi... balakbanl (Prabodh Candrika) p.l.
2* anantar .. .haibena p.50.
3- |at£atnl...aila 11 p#63.
4* hpni mate, ghate ... delchite, Prabodh Candrika* p.112.



vocabulary usage* At the one extreme his writing contains 
90% of Sanskrit loan words and tatsamas and at the other 
extreme 90fo of tadbhava, desi and slang* The category known 
as literary Bengali falls roughly midway between these two 
extremes *

III

The foregoing analysis demonstrates MpityufLJa^:1 s command 
over vocabulary* He unerringly wedded his vocabulary to 
his content* He was equally skilful in his command of word- 
order* As we have seen, Basu was influenced by English 
sentence patterns in framing his word-order; Mpityunja^'s 
word-order betrays no such influence. His sentence patterns 
of S. Q.V. echo those of early specimens of Bengali found in 
letters, documents, and some Saha.iiya texts. Thus we may 
assume that he adopted the normal word-order of current
Bengali speech, an assumption which Rammohan Ratf would tend

-  1 to confirm in his preface to Vedanta Grantha (181&) where he.. . i> —    um̂»iiBii«>*«Jni 1111.H i. miii » *

states that in a Bengali sentence the verb should take final 
position. It is interesting to compare Basufs word-order 
with that of Mpityuh

1. Rammohans Vedanta Grantha, preface, p.l.



The chart shows clearly how much in advance of Basu 
Myityufi ja$ was as regards word-order. He may justly he 
claimed as the first Bengali author of importance to write 
in a word-order which was to become the basis of modern 
Bengali sentence-patterns*

Basu M^ityunja^ 'v

S. V* 0./Adv*Adj. 3. 0. /Adv.Adj. V*

Bajara likhilen tahardig'ake Brahmacarl adirbad karilen
Kings wrote to them The asectic blessing made

dustamati prabista haila** antare 
Bvil entered (into) heart

rogi ».0 baidyer ** gela 
nikate

the patient near went ■ 
the doctor

ami * *• dekha kariba «» ra.iagane
sahit

I shall see king!s with

1 Akbarer janma nagar- haila■i . .........am im m iiinpi n \n ihmimmihhk MMtrggnwai am.imi »«tTww.«iwTii!i*KWfkothate
Jikbar’s in Nagar became 
birth Kotha

IV

M^ityuh jajr was not only the first important Bengali 
writer to write in a word-order which is similar to that of 
modern Bengalis but also a pioneer in various types of sen-



tence-structure• His principal types of sentence can "be
analysed as follows;

1« 'and* sentences : The frequency of the use of trans-
lation equivalents of "and” is very great indeed in the
writings of Carey and Basu, Though their use is far fewer
in M^ityufx3a^', s work# they do occur and add a foreign flavour
to those parts of his writings in which they are found# e.g.

(i) Baidyer nikate ... gela jo'... kahila
to the doctor (he) went and said

(ii) asirBad karilen o kahilen
Blessed and said

There are other examples of use of noH (and). This usage
may "be due to influence of the English ftandu or# more proBaBly#

1the Persian fvaf (and) # e.g.
veda o, Byakarapadi vedanga £ dharrna^astra o 
jflan^astra
(The Vedas and grammars (and other) parts of the Veda 
and literatures on Dharma and Jhana)
2. Use of participle ; M^ityuhjay# however# obviated 

the use of manjr !and’s hy using participles. Many of his 
sentences consist of a string of participial phrases# e.g. 

sei 3q?i§ak # , parikha kari^fa •.. Byik§a ropan kari^a
!■ WI'<1 II.MH — II I M i l  IIP   Ill .......  jj

1. Supra# Chap. II*(?(».fiB-yo



ek udyan karij^a # * • sei udyaner madhye thaken 
(That farmer* having dug a trench* having planted
trees* having made a garden lives inside that garden)

(ii) iha suniya • •* ek chali^ake ... hhulai^a sange lai^a
bajare gi^a • ** dokane bandhak rakhi^a taila • »* lai^a 
ghare asila*
(Having heard this* tempting one hoy* taking with him* 
going to the market, pledging him (for credit) in the
shop* hring oil (he) came home*

This use of participles constitutes one of the most 
important and conspicuous features of Mpityuhja^!s style*
The ahove sentences display skill in syntactical structure 
which lîay he demonstrated hy presenting the ahove sentences 
in diagrammatic form.

The short horizontal lines underline subordinate clauses 
and the long horizontal line main or co-ordinate clauses*

(i) parikha kariya
' 11 i i ii i i " ~ ‘r“TT*"i i m m i ‘iriwmrr,r niir— ig ii—  ni ni— -n-i—m ir t  •

hriks
madhye thaken

(ii) iha ^umi.fa
ek * * * bhulaitfar— Tun** »i— i ii ■■ ■

sange laitfa

dokane vakhi^a
ghare asila



3* Complex and compound sentences
We noted in the chapter on BasU that his style consisted 

in the main of a monotonous and at times staccato series of 
short sentences* He attempted comparatively few longer, 
more complex sentences and his attempts were seldom well 
organised syntactically* Mpityuhja^, on the other hand, 
wrote hoth short and long complex*sentences with equal syn
tactical felicity. Sentence structure depends largely on 
the development of main and subordinate clauses. An exam
ination of this development enables the critic to determine 
the degree of complexity and coherence of an author's style. 
A study of Mpityuhjay1s complex and compound sentences 
reveals a variety of structures. The following types are 
frequent, though they do not exhaust all the sentence 
structure M^ityuhoa^ uses.

(i) subordinate adverbial clause"*" + main clause
2(ii) main cLause + subordinate noun clause

(iii) subordinate clause / main cLause + co-ordinate + 
subordinate clause / main clause.

The following sentence exemplifies a combination of (ii) and
(iii) •

1. Abbreviated as 5.A.C.
2. " as S.N.C.



I ’P I

S.A.C. S.A.C* M.C.
iha dekhi.f a rit.ia camatkrita hai^a bicar karilen ye

S.N.C*
e&akti mafic ernaf eh am ledsakero naff eham mantir-o na^

M.C.
kintu e sthaner madhve camatkar konafaax hastu ache

(The king was surprised to learn this and concluded 
that this power derived from neither the dais, the 
farmer, nor the minister, hut that there was something 
wonderful ahout that place itself)

Mpityufijaff also made more extensive use of correlatives than 
did Basu or any other writer of Fort William College, 
Correlatives are very important syntactic elements in later 
Bengali, heing in frequent use in hoth the spoken and written 
language. Clause correlation is operated hy a relative pro
noun or adverh in the subordinate clause and the corresponding 
demonstrative pronoun or adverh in the main cLause. Mpityufî jaff 
was the first to make extensive use of them in Bengali prose. 
Examples of his use of them follow:
(a) ye-se : yar ye ... dharma se swata3p. prakadhaff

whose what nature that spontaneous ex
pression gets* 

What is one’s nature that is revealed
spontaneously



( I d ) yakhan-1 akhan : yakl^pn asi^achila takl̂ anjfcomar abhipray*
chi la • • •

When (you) came then your intention was
(c) yadi-tabe : y^ii .*. aba^yak thiike tajpe • *. dite pari

if it is necessary then I can give
(it)

(d) Yeman-teman
Yeman taila .••jaler ekprade£ spar^a karibamatra anak ,

jalke baype temani 
As oil spreads over the whole water the moment it

touches one drop of water so, • ••
IV <v

(e) Yahara-tahara
IV*

Yahara puru$ sipha ♦ ** t a h y a ... 

who are great men, they *••

V

Mpityû ;̂Ja$', s sentences present a wide variety* Some 
are short, some fairly long and some very long* He used
short sentences (i*e. less than 10 words) in narrative to
give an impression of speed, as the following example illus
trates

ahanti nagarete ek brahmap thaken tini Va&istha gotra 
o bidvan o rupatan chilen ar ek carmaka.ro thake se



svitrl o ghor murkha chila ei duijan ekatra hai#a 
bapijya karite anek -faka o mohar lai$a -fcidê e yaite 
manastha karila.
There lived in the city of Abanti a Brahmin* He was 
handsome and learned and belonged to the Vasistha clan* 
There was ,a cobbler living there too* He belonged 
to the Svitri clan and was an utter bumpkin* They 
resolved to go abroad together taking a large sum in 
rupees and gold with them to set up a joint business*

This passage contains 5 sentences and a total of 39 
words. The first 4 sentences, are very short, comprising 
5> 8, 1+, and 6 words respectively. The last sentence, con
tains 16 words. This change of sentence length breaks the 
monotony created by the first four very short sentences 
and thus avoids that staccato effect, which is so common to 
Basufs style. Moreover, Mpityuhja^ often introduces a few 
short sentences after a group of longish ones (i.e. containing 
11 to 30 words) to produce variety. This is a stylistic 
improvement on the Bengali prose of Basu, for Mpityuhjay 
clearly realised part of the key to stylistic beauty lies in 
the avoidance of monotony by contrasting sentence-lengths.

However, Mpityuhja#1s feeling for linguistic beauty 
failed him in certain, passages in Prabodh Candrika and in



Vedanta Gandrika where extremely long sentences are employed# 
Some sentences in Vedanta Candrika? in particular contain on 
average 50 to 60 words and the longer ones more than 100,
These sentences are clumsy* slow-moving and difficult to 
understand*

VI

Our discussion of his vocabulary, word-order and sentence 
structure lead us to conclude that Mifityunja;^ devoted consid
erable thought to the composition of Bengali prose# Basu 
had experimented with syntax; Myityufija^ went a step 
further: he experimented with style as well# He realised
that no one style could suit all purposes# He, therefore, 
evolved at least three distinct styles in his treatment of 
various subject-matters#

Vedanta Gandrika was composed in an ornate style of 
Sanskritised Bengali* He deliberately used Sanskrit words 
because in his view they lent dignity to his prose. He con
sidered them indispensable to learned discussion# At times, 
however, he demonstrably erred in the direction of excess.
f l l T T T l H r i l f i r > i  « n i T n - m ( | i u i t iw w p  T w m r w r n i . >■ n n  ■ 1 — T — ~ - T r

1# See Vedanta Candrika (Rimmohan!s collected works in Bengali 
edited by Brajendrnath Bandyopadhya^, Vol. I.) p#lIi-3*



92̂ 5 of the words in one passage already cited are Sanskrit.
His excessive use of Sanskrit compounds in Vedanta Candrika 
has also been noted.

It is difficult to determine the exact point at which a 
certain tendency may be declared "excessive", but there can 
be no doubt, as far as Bengali prose is concerned that in 
the use of Sanskritic vocabulary, that point has been reached, 
when the Bengali reader begins to suspect he is no longer 
reading Bengali, but Sanskrit. This is the case with 
Vedanta Candrika. Enough has been said by now, however, 
to make clear that this ornate, over-Sanskritised style 
evolved not by accident, but by design. A word ought hew to' 
be said about another stylistic feature of Vedanta Candrika, 
namely the length of sentences employed in it. These are 
generally long, many running to half a page or more. They 
are complex constructions of numerous clauses and phrases, 
linked by conjunctions, correlatives, and participles. Un
doubtedly, this use of longer sentences constituted a;valuable 
discipline in prose composition for Mpityuhjay. To 
Mpityuhja^fs credit it must be admitted that no such prose 
had ever before been attempted, but it must also be added 
that this prose presents difficulty in reading and compre
hension and that consequently Vedanta Candrika remains an



obscure and awkward work*
Ra.iabali, a narrative, is written in Literary Bengali*
i iiî iii n M,i mii imn ■minimi i * r i mtm i i ■■ ■ ■uri tmm itm *> > ■ n. if — ■> ■ nrr̂ *wn

Its language is simple and not marred by the excesses of 
Vedanta Candrika* Many Sanskrit words occur in its vocabu
lary but they are those generally understood by educated 
Bengalis. They are tatsamas not neologisms. There is 
variety in the length of sentences. Some are long, others 
short. They are alternated so as to avoid the monotony 
induced in the style of Vedanta Gandrika. The work as a 
whole is interesting and readable. In my view it carries 
Mpityunja^'s style to the highest peak of literary excellence 
he achieved.

Prabodh Gandrika is a curious work, composed in at least 
3 styles, namely, Sanskritised Bengali, in its reflective 
passages, Literary Bengali in the narration of traditional 
tales, and Colloquial Bengali In occasional anecdotes, pre
sumably of Myityuhjajf1 s own invention. The book has been

1condemned by De because of the lack of uniform texture pro
duced by its variety of styles. This hardly seems a just 
ground on which to condemn this particular book. Variety of 
style is generally considered to be one element conducing to 
literary merit. The Sanskritised Bengali and the Literary



Bengali in this work are much the same as those used in 
Vedanta Candrika and Rajabali respectively# However, the 
use of Colloquial Bengali in Prabodh Candrika was an innovation# 
It so closely resembles the colloquial Bengali of certain of 
Carey1s Dialogues that one is tempted to conclude that 
Mpityuhja^f was the author of those particular dialogues.
Be that as it may, judged from the historical point of view, 
Mpityuhjay1s Prabodh Candrika is probably his most important 
work, because of the very variety of style imposed on it by 
the very wide spectrum of subject matter, ranging from racy 
anecdote to philosophical meditation. Judged bn its intrinsic 
literary merit divorced from its extrinsic historical context, 
it may not be a great work of literature. What De had to 
say about its confused structure may well be justified. 
Nevertheless, the traditional tales are well-told; they hold 
the reader!s interest. M^ityuhja^1s own anecdotes are vivid 
and realistic; his Bisva Bancak was probably the first 
Bengali story in prose to be drawn from life. It was recently 
reprinted. Though its language has dated, its story has 
lost none of the original freshness, humour and realism, that 
made it so enjoyable when it first came out. Prabodh Candrika*s 
principal fault lies in its abrupt chopping and changing of 
subject and style. To this extent the strictures of De seem 
justified. But when Prabodh Candrika is placed within its



historical context and viewed from that perspective, this 
abrupt transition from one topic and style to another seems 
a minor fault, compared with the many virtues the book un
doubtedly possessed in its day.



CHAPTER VI 
Hammohan Ray.

The writings of Rammohan RJy mark the beginning 
of a new and important phase in the history of Bengali 
prose literature. He seems to have been unaware of the 
first essays at prose writing made by the scholars of 
Port William College. Though their work is historically 
valuable, knowledge of it was in the main confined to the 
classrooms and students. It never reached that wider 
public of which Rammohan Ray was a part. Thus Rammohan 
had to suffer afresh alone and unaided, the birth-pangs 
of Bengali prose. He differs considerably from the 
writers we have so far considered. Their primary con
cern was the production of text books; his, of works 
intended for a religiously enlightened, and reformed 
society. So closely associated are his writings and 
his strivings as a religious and social reformer that it 
is impossible to appreciate the one without a knowledge 
of the other*

Ramfiiohan was born in 177U of a Hindu family residing 
in the district of Hugli in west Bengal. He was one of 
the few Bengalis of the period to acquire a scholarly 
knowledge of Arabic, Persian and Sanskrit. He continued



and expended his linguistic interests ih his later life, 
mastering Hebrew so as to read the Bible in the original 
and also achieving fluency in English for the introduction 
of which as the language of administration he pleaded with 
sincere conviction* He was also familiar with Hindusthani 
and had some knowledge of French, Latin and Greek#

It is not known exactly when Rammohan first felt 
himself impelled to attack certain aspects of Hindu social 
practice, but it would seem from the evidence adduced by 
Brajendranath Bandyopadhyay that his first challenge to 
Hindu idolatry came early in the 19th century* At that 
time Hinduism was being confronted by a challenging, new 
religion fiom the West, Christianity* The Christian code 
of ethics held a certain attraction for educated Hindus* 
Though this attraction was not sufficient actually to 
convert them, it had serious repercussions on the con
tinued acceptance of certain social practices, which formed 
an integral part of the Hindu way of life* Ramram Basu 
was the first to be swayed by his intimate association with 
Christian missionaries* Though he did not Hpossess;? 
sufficient resolution to renounce his family connections 
and avow himself a Christian,*' writes Marshman, ,fhe regarded 
the popular superstitions of the country with philosophical



Icontempt." Basu wrote a pamphlet in verse, entitled
Jfianoday, in 1800, in which he attacked idolatry. Ward
commented on it, "this is the first piece in which
brahmins have been opposed perhaps for thmisands of 

oyears.11 Hinduism therefore was beginning to be attacked 
not only by foreign missionaries, but also by a few 
educated Hindus, of whom the most outstanding was Rammohan 
Ray. Though at this time his targets were identical 
with those of the missionaries, his motives and the 
position from which he attacked them differed. It was 
because of the difference of his position of attack, 
namely a position of social prominence within the Hindu 
camp itself, that his attack was potentially so dangerous 
and had to be taken so seriously by the orthodox.

Rammohan^ whole life consisted of a series of 
battles. His first opponents were Hindu brahmins and 
leading members of other castes. The contemporary general 
public, including the brahmins, were ignorant of the 
ancient religious literatures of the Hindus* In order 
to enlighten them Rammohan translated the Vedanta and 
some of the Upanisads. His first work Vedanta Gr»antha,
a translation of the Vedanta* appeared in 1815* Its

1. Marshman: op.cit.* p.132.
2. Periodical Accounts relative to the Baptist Missionary 

Society,Vol.III.(l80^.~08) p.271* See Bandyopadhyay:SSC., Vol. I, 6 p.17*



declared purpose was to establish, "the unity of the 
Supreme being, and [show] that He is the only object 
of worship." -In 1816 this work was translated into 
both Hindi and English. The Upanisads he translated 
were Kena. Tsa» hatha, Mandukya and Manduka. They 
were brought out between June 1816 and March 1819. His 
translations of these religious texts and his attacks 
on image worsh&p antagonised the leaders of Hindu society, 
who in turn took up their pens against him. Rammohan 
countered their arguments in an attempt to establish the 
validity of his opinions.

Rammohan’s doctrine was essentially mono the istic.< 
His deity was Brahma, whom he regarded as the ultimate 
being and the only possible object of worship. His 
views on this later crystallised into the formation of a 
new sect, the Brahma. In 181k he founded the Atmiva 
Sabha, (Association of Relatives) a society for the wor
ship of the One Formless God, Brahma. Out of this 
society evolved the Brahma SamaJ. a sect, which was to 
play an important role in the religious life of Bengal 
later. Many prominent Hindus, including the Tagores, 
Joined Rlimmohan and accepted his faith. Though this 
sect was and continued to be deemed heretical by many



orthodox Hindus, it should he remarked that Rammohan 
still regarded himself* as a Hindu and wore the Brahmins 
thread throughout his whole life*

Rammohan was attracted to the teachings of Jesus 
Christ hut he could not bring himself to believe in the 
miracles, nor in the Christian doctrine of the Trinity*
In 1800 he published, "The Precepts of Jesus", in English 
with Sanskrit and Bengali translations. This work 
offended the missionaries and in his reply to it in the 
"Friend of India", Marshman called Rammohan a "heathen". 
Rammohan took up the challenge and published his first 
and second Appeals* to which Marshman also replied.
But this was the limit to which Marshman was prepared to 
carry the debate. He flatly refused to publish Rammofcan 
Final Appeal to the Christian Public "with its formidable*“  “T— T-TT- ' II'1' rlaT— m  1—nw—m wrni iiii n n i i T Hii iH. m i m -ii.in m.iin ■ ^1111̂ ri. n n m .him ^ ~iî  m u .  J

1array of Hebrew and Greek quotations." Nothing daunted 
Rammohan set up his own press and published his appeals 
independently in 1823* His articles in the Brahman 
Sebadhi (l82l) and his polemical article PAdrl^o^^isxa 
Sambad (1823) formed but a part of the continuous sallies 
against the Christian missionaries, which he constantly

1. Dutt, R.C., The Literature of Bengal * Calcutta, 1893 
P.144.



made throughout his life both in India and in England, 
where his monotheistic inclinations led him to Join the 
Unitarian sect.

Outside India Rammohan1s reputation is more that 
of a social reformer than of a religious teacher* He 
was deeply concerned at the position and treatment of 
women in Hindu society. He championed emancipation and 
initiated a campaign in November 1818 to bring an end to 
Sat!. the cruel practice by which widows were expected 
to immolate themselves on their dead husband's funeral 
pyres. His activities incensed Orthodox Hindus. "Angry
Pandits indulged in violent attacks and vituperation, and

—  1 for a time Rammohan1s life was in danger." But the in
domitable spirit of Rammohan was not to be intimidated.
He fought back fervently, till ultimate victory was 
achieved, i.e., satl was abolished.

Despite the violent opposition he provoked from the 
orthodox ranks of militant Hinduism, Rammohan was never
theless greatly respected by many eminent contemporaries.
His dignity and scholarship attracted the attention of 
the East India Company. His fame as reformer and thinker 
spread throughout India dnd even beyond to Europe. He

1. Dutt: op.cit.. p .110.



was the pioneer of all that was progressive in his 
country. He was a founder of Hindu College (1817) and 
a member of its Governing Body, till pressui^e of ortho
dox opinion drove him to resign; he desired Western 
Scientific education for his fellow-countrymen, setting 
out the arguments in favour of it in a letter to the 
Governor-General, Lord Amherst, in 1823; he appealed 
for freedom of the press to the Supreme Court, the 
first step forward, taken with Dvarakanath Tagore in a 
direction which later was to lead to a campaign for 
political rights.

The Emperor of Delhi, Akbar II, had certain griev
ances, which he wished to lay before Parliament in London. 
He selected Rammohan as his ambassador and despatched him 
to England in I830, bestowing upon him the title of Raj's. 
Rammohan had reasons of his own for wishing to present 
himself to Parliament as a spokesman. Orthodox Hindus 
had appealed to the Privy Council to (bj&rogate the aboli
tion of Sati. Rammohan wanted an opportunity to state 
in person his reasons for the rejection of this appeal.
The appeal was in fact rejected in July, 1832, and Rammohan 
took the opportunity to make some constructive criticism 
of the East India Company's administration of India*,



Rammohan disembarked in Liverpool on the 8th 
August, I83I and arrived in London on the 18th of April#
He made contact with many well-known thinkers and began 
to write and publish books in English. In 1832 he 
visited Prance, where he was received with great honour 
by Louis Phillipe. His last days were spent in Bristol, 
where he now lies buried.

II
Classification of Rammohan^ Writings

Rammohan*s Bengali writings are little known out
side a small group of scholars. . Even historians of 
Bengali literature have not discussed them in any detail.
It has been noted that he did not write for purely literary 
purposes. He wrote as a means to an end, the end being 
religious and social reform. His writings can conveniently 
be considered under two headings: (l) Translations;
(2) Original Vlforks.

As a translator of sacred Hindu texts, R'ammohan 
played an extremely important role in the revival of 
Hinduism in the 19th century. By the second half of the 
18th century classical scholarship had virtually come to



an end in Bengal. The study of Sanskrit, the language 
of the sacred texts, was i*estricted to the Brahmins alone. 
This privilege they guarded jealously. They considered 
Bengali to he an inelegant language and a totally inadequate 
medium for the promulgation of the scriptures. It was 
"beyond their wildest dreams that they should translate 
the scriptures into so vulgar a vehicle of expression.
Thus Rammohan*s translation of the Vedanta and five 
Upanisads came as an immense blow to the vanity and 
bigotry of the pandits, shattering, as it did, their long 
cherished illusion that theirs alone was the right to 
reach the sacred texts. Nevertheless Rammohan*s trans
lations played a marked part in raising the prestige of 
Bengali; besides enriching the new prose literature. 
Henceforth it was no longer possible to argue that 
Bengali was a totally inadequate medium for serious subjects.

Rammohan*s translations are interspersed with his own 
commentaries. One example is given below from the 
Vedanta G-rantha.

qthato brahma ji^nasa 
citta suddhi haile par brahma jHaner adhikar 
hay ei hetu takhan brahma bicarer iccha janme. 
brahma laltsya evam buddhir grahya ha hayen t®foe.c



kirupe brahma tattver bicar haite pare ei
-  ~  1sandeha parasutre dur karitechen.

The commentaries, as well as the translations, were in
tended for the Edification of readers who did not know 
Sanskrit. This was a new venture in the history of 
Hinduism. There were many commentators of the Vedas 
and the Upanisads in Sanskrit but this was the firstH M H M i  #*■*. I n H W H n W M H

time that the Bengali language was employed for this 
purpose*

The preface to the Vedanta Orantha is important 
to students of the Bengali language. It suggests that 
though a number of books had been published before-1815 
Rammohan did not know of their existence and, therefore, 
had himself to formulate rules for Bengali syntax. The 
relevant portion is quoted below:

’’Firstly there is in the Bengali language a mere 
handful of words fit for the discharge of domestic affairs 
alone. The language’s dependence on Sanskrit becomes 
apparent the moment one tries to explain things from 
another language.

1. The right to know Brahma comes after the mind is
purified and therefore the desire to study (the nature 
of) Brahma occurs. . If Brahma cannot be seen or under
stood by the intellect, how can the nature of Brahma 
be studied? This doubt is removed in the following 
sutra*



Secondly no treatise or epic has yet been 
described in prose in this language* Thus for lack of 
practice many of my fellow countrymen cannot immediately 
construe two or three sentences and make out their mean
ing* This is perceived when they try to make out the 
meaning of the translation of straight-forward laws.
And so I am writing a section on the principlesof the 
language of the Vedanta# lest anyone finding it more 
difficult to grasp than that of ordinary discourse 
should diminish his attention to it* Those with even 
a smattering of Sanskrit together witla those who speak 

Sadhubhp.sa through associating with scholars, will 
mastex* it with very little effort* One should pay 
particular attention to the beginnings and exidings of 
sentences. One should terminate a sentence containing 
words like yakhan, yaha, yeman* etc. by construing them 
with their correlatives takhan* taha. seirun, etc. One 
should not terminate a sentence and try to make out its 
meaning until one comes across its verb. One should 
examine especially which verb is construed with which noun, 
for there may sometimes be several nouns and verbs in one 
sentence. Until one knows which is construed with which, 
it is not possible to make out the meaning.1'



Rammohan1 s original works may he divided into 
two groups, (a) exposition and (b) disputative. In 
the expositary works he expounds his own religious views, 
in the disputative ones he replies to his detractors, 
and attempts to refute their arguments and to establish 
the validity of his own.

The following are his e:xpository works*

(ii) Brahmanistha grihasther laksan (1826)
(iil)Brahmepasana (1828)
(iv) anusthan (1829)
(v) sahamaran hisay Brabartak o nirfaartak satabad (1818)
(vi) sahamaran bisay (1829)^ * — 1------ rt )nrr~ ' i  i i . i  i i  !!■ 1 in ■ w iiM ii w i n i iT w liiii ^  '

The first four books outline his religious faith, 
which he had already expressed in the commentaries on the 
Vedanta and the Upanisads The other two books attack
■ im ■■■■■ 11 am MDbimiiii f ain ii>n»  h i h< aii* ■>

SatT. The first book written on SatT (i.e. (v) was 
written in the form of a dialogue, a device familiar to 
both old eastern and western literature. His attacks 
on SatT are written in such away that both advocates and 
opponents of the practice have equal opportunities to 
express their views, thus sustaining the readers1 interest 
throughout the whole discussion. A passage is quoted below:



"Question from the advocate.

Answer of the opponent.

Advocate.

I am surprised to learn 
that you oppose the rites 
of 8ahamaran (simultaneous 
death of husband and wife) 
and anumaran (a wife follow
ing her husband in death) as 
practised in this country.
We are trying to prevent 
suicide which is internation
ally condemned by every rel
igious text. The only people 
who will be surprised are 
those who have no respect for 
the sacred books and no pity 
for women committing suicide. 
It is not true, as you claim, 
that the practice of Sahamaran 
is forbidden by the sacred 
texts. Listen to what sages 
like Aftgira have to say....

[Quotations from Sanskrit texts and their Bengali 
translation follow after it.]

The Sahamaran and anumaranH.̂ piniBi PI. I H III mi 1 IMJ1WPI fclh I' WMBawPPMWrw

are sanctioned by various



0̂2-

sayings in the Sljiriti, How 
can yon possibly describe it as 
being against the scriptures or 
want to oppose it?

Opponent, What you say, is of course (in
the) Smriti and (it is true) 
according to these sayings that 
if a woman dies with her husband 
or follows him in death, she 
enjoys heaven for countless years# 
But listen to what Manu has to say 
about the rules for widov/s, •.," 

Rammohan wrote 9 important disputative books, six of 
which were in reply to different scholars who attacked his

icondemnation of polytheism and image-worship• These
pdebates were conducted in Bengali except for one instance 

when he had to reply in Sanskrit, the language used in the

1* Btsabananda bidya bagiser sahit bicar, 1816* 
ghattacaiarer. .Sabi tJIca?, 1817.
Gosvamir_Sahit bicar, 1818,
Kabita karer Sahit bicar. 1820,
Carin'rasner uttar 
P athyanradan
Sahamaran bisayak (2nd part)
Brahman Sebadhi 
Badri "sisya sambad 

2. subrahmanya sastrlr sahit bioar. 1820.



attack against him by Subrahmanya SasttfE# Among his 
other writings are three comparatively light writings 
against opponents who supported idolatry. His second 
book on Sati (1819) was a reply to one of the pandits 
who attacked him. He wrote two books against the 
Christian missionaries. These books read like the 
minutes of a debate. Rammohan quotes or summarises the 
arguments of his opponent first, before proceeding to 
criticise them. In this way he refutes each of his 
opponents' arguments before reaching his final conclusion. 
He always argued dispassionately, maintaining an even 
temper even when his opponents attacked unfairly and 
personally. There is only one exception to this when 
the satire becomes extremely caustic. It is the padri 
sisya sambad published in 1823* Marshman had attacked 
Hinduism, particularly its theory of incarnations, birth- 
cycles, etc. Rammohan had taken him up on it and was 
not satisfied with Marshman's explanations. Rammohan, 
though very respectful to Jesus Christ, did not believe 
in the doctrine of the Trinity and he had a quarrel with 
Marshman on this subject. It seems Rammohan was greatly 
angered by Marshman. This work is indicative of that 
anger.



The piece has four characters, a European missionary, 
and his three Christian disciples. After delivering his 
teaching, the missionary asked them, "Brothers, tell me, 
is God one or many?"

The first disciple replied that there were three 
Gods, the second disciple that there were two and the third 
that there was no God. The teacher rebuked them and de
manded an explanation of their answers. The first one 
said, "You said that (there are) God the Father, God the 
Son, and God the Holy Ghost. According to my counting 
that is one plus one plus one, making three."

The second one said, "You told us that there were
three Gods and that one of them died long ago in a village
in a western country. So I concluded that there are two 
Gods, now living."

The third one said, "You have said again and again
that God was one and that there is no other God and that
Christ is the real God. But about 1800 years have passed 
since the Jews, living near the Arabian Sea, crucified 
him. What else, do you think I can say, Sir, except 
that, 'there is no God'



In 1826 Rammohan wrote a Bengali grammar in 
English. He later translated it into Bengali* It
was published in 1833 shortly after his death. This
grammar is divided into four parts. The first part 
(pp. 1-10) deals with the phonology of the Bengali 
language, the second part (pp. 11-23) with word-classes, 
number, gender, person and declension, the third part 
(pp.32-97) with conjugation (pp. 32-70), more word- 
classes (pp. 71-89), syntax (pp. 90-94) and metrics 
(pp.95-97).

The most striking feature about Rammohan*s grammar 
is his attempt at an ad hoc analysis and description of 
the Bengali language. The approach constituted a 
break-away from the vernacular grammarian's customary 
practice of imposing the rules of Sanskrit upon Bengali* 
Some of his observations were revolutionary in this 
respect, since there was, and still is, in some quarters, 
a notion that there must be a strong resemblance between 
Bengali and Sanskrit grammar, due to the evolution of 
Bengali from Sanskrit by way of Prakrit* R‘amraohan did 
not share this misconception. He wrote that the Bengali



script contains letters like n, y, §, yi 1 etc*, which 
are not present in the Bengali sound system. Thus even 
at the phonological level, Rammohan*s insistence on the 
differences between Sanskrit and Bengali is evident*
He classified Bengali words into 8 categories: (l) bijSê .va- 
( noun); ( 2) pratisarpgfia (pr onoun); (3) gupatmak bisesan 
(adjectives); (4) kyiyatmak bi^e^an (verb); (5) kriyapek^a 
lcriyatmak bisesan (participles); (6) sambandhTya bisesan 
(post position); (7) samuccayartha bisesan (conjunction)>  • * %  *  m i l l  i  w  i m l ' i *  I I P *  I- 1  M w a m i — W  0  n n p H W V  w

and (8) antarbhab bisesan (interjections). These categories*  m m — w j w i  i . i i r i  f c * r >  i n  m  ■ *  r  f t *  9  » ■ >  u

are not established on formal but on notional criteria*
Thus it is clear that Rammohan followed the English 
grammarians in his establishment of word-classes.

Rammohan*s description of declension, however, is 
perfectly formal. He establishes four cases:

(i) abhihita (nominative) : noun + zero e.g.,
Ram+O = Ram

(ii) karma (accusative) : noun + ke/re e.g.,
Ram+ke/ re = Ramke/ re

(iii) adhikaran (locative) : noun + e/te e.g.,
Ram-He/ te = Rame/ te

(iv) sambandha (genitive) noun + er/r e.g.,
Ranw-er = Ramer



As regards gender Rammohan claimed that it could he ignored 
in the description of Bengali language, where the declension
al and conjugational systems exhibit no formal criteria on 
which such a classification could be based. Bengali con
tains merely a few words denoting difference of sex, e.g., 
dhobs/dhobini (washerman/washerwoman) •

In analysing compounds Rammohan avoided Sanskrit 
rules and examples. He classified compounds in to four 
types for which he gave Bengali examples e.g., hat bhanga 
(hand-broken), sona mora (gold-wrapped) mistamukho (sweet
faced) etc.

The most pertinent section to our present purpose is 
that concerning syntax. A sentence, according to R'ammohan, 
consists of at least two words, a noun and verb in that 
order e.g., Ram yan (Ram goes). Adjectives precede the 
nouns they qualify e.g., bhala manusya (good man), ba^a 
ghar (big room). The positions of adverbs, participles, 
postpositions and conjunctions within the sentence are 
not fixed and Rammohan urges his readers to follow the 
examples in his grammar. He observes that adverbs often 
precede verbs e.g. se imreji bhala lekhft (He writes—  m  i ■ W T W  #  P .  ■  f W *  j. q i r i n — n r i  m  . . . n - f       m i., r r t  '

English well). The positions of other word-classes may 
be deduced from the following sentence, given as an example.,



ek brihat byaghra ban haite gramer madhye 
ratrikale prabes kariya tathay nana upadrab 
bhurikal byapiya karitechila, pare ek sahasanvita 
manusya sei pasur sahit yuddha kariya tahake nasta 
karilek sei abadhi gramer lok, svacehandanta 
purbak apan 2 karma karitechen.

Rammohan states that a sentence generally begins with a 
noun in the abhihita case i.e., noun + zero ending, but 
he cites the following examples as exceptions.

(i) tahake ami kadaca tyag karibana
him t ever desertion shall do not 
I shall never desert him

(ii) manusyer caritra manu^yake manya....kare 
man’s character to man respected does 
A man's character makes a man respectable.

It is highly probable that Rammohan wrote his own 
sentence material. (The modern practice is to collect 
it from current speech). This would adcount for the 
unnaturalness of much of it, in that it is difficult 
to contextualise. He may even have translated some of 
his illustrative sentences from English. Despite these 
defects Rammohan1s grammar is important because of the 
considerable light it throws on contemporary usage. It 
did attempt to generalise the different usages current at



his time and was Tor long used as a text hoolc in schools

IV

Let us now consider Rammohan* s vocabulary. He 
had a penchant for what he called Sadhubhasa, a term he 
does not define, but which on examination of the language 
itself would seem to imply a high proportion of tatsamas*
He also made use of Sanskrit loan words, which in other 
circumstances might lead us to term his language Sanskritised 
Bengali, but in his case we hesitate to do so# He used the 
so called Sadhubhasa to maintain the dignity and high 
serious- tone of the Vedanta# The Sanskrit loan words 
he used are all religious or philosophical teims, which 
have no Bengali equivalent* Some of them indeed are 
untransiateable and have of necessity to be used, so to 
speak, in verbal guotation marks when discussing Hindu 
religion and philosophy in any language other than Sanskrit 
itself* For example, the word ’karma* is generally used 
in Bengali to mean "work" but in philosophical or religious 
contexts it signifies "action consisting in motion as the 
third among the seven categories of the Nyaya philosophy", 
or "fate" in Sanskrit.^ Since Rammohan was the first to
MdvvUr- , .1# Williams, M: A Sanskrit"English Dictionary,Oxford (1899) tr  will m . i M j i i i M #  I ■ m # M ^ n  H i » i | w p n # ^ >  I * ■ ■ i B i i m . l  W i  m i M M  111 nil i I hhhiiwiw wn a m i w  . . .  i w i m u Tij p i  r  *  *new edition 1956, p#209.



discuss the Vedas and the Upanisad in Bengali, he naturally
!!!■■ || liHil • «MOM*

had to introduce into Bengali much of the relevant Sanskrit 
religious terminology. His Sanskrit loan words must there
fore he regarded as inevitable in their contexts and not as 
part of a design to Sanskritise his language. That this 
conclusion is correct is substantiated by the marked 
diminution in the proportion of Sanskrit loan words and 
tatsamas in his own original writings and in his translations. 
In the only other Bengali attempt prior to Rammohan*s to 
disucss Hindu philosophy, namely Rr§nadas Kaviraj’s 
C ait any a Carit'amrita (17th century) an equal, if not greater, 
preponderance of Sanskrit religious and philosophical terms 
is observed, especially in those passages, where the author 
sets out to establish the superiority of Vaisnavism to 
thexMvaita Vad (Monism) of $ankaracarya•

The original writings of Rammohan contain a smaller 
percentage of Sanskrit words than do his translations and 
commentaries as the following analysis of three typical 
passages shows. Of the three selected passages the first 
is from Rammohan*s translation of the Vedanta (first 7 
sutras), the second from his original prose compositions 
(the preface to the Vedanta G-rantha)k and the third from 
a piece of his own composed in a lighter vein (a page from



Translation

No*of words

of Perso- 
Arabic & 
Khglish

364

°/o of ts & Skt.
loan words 65.10

jS' of tb. 34*9

00.0

Original

Serious

3̂4*8

57.5

41.9

00.6

Light

45.0

49.7

5.8

There are 3 foreign words in the third passage "padri", 
"saytan" and "Holy Ghost", of which the first occurs three 
times and the second two once.

As with Sanskrit loan words and tatsamas. there is a 
marked variance between the number of compounds contained 
in his original prose writings and in his translations*
Of the selected passages analysed above the first contains 
27 compounds, the second 6 and the third 3*.

Compounds consisting of two components are relatively 
common in Hammohan*s writings, compared with those of 3 
components, which are uncommon, and those of more than 3#



which are very rare indeed* In this respect R'ammohan,s 
style differs from that of Mrityunqay, which we termed 
Sanskritised Bengali and in which the use of compounds 
composed of 3 and even more components is frequent.

It is interesting to compare the frequency of occurr
ence of Sanskrit compounds in Mrityunjay* Rammohan and the
later writer Vidyasagar. Three passages have "been selected

-1for comparison, the first from Prabodh Candrika of Mrity-
*  —  2 ufijay, the second from the preface to the Vedanta Grantha

by Rammohan Ray and the third from the Betal Pacabimsati^
of Vidyasagar.

MMtyunqay Rammohan

Total no. of words!
No. of Compounds

ho. of 2 word 
compounds 20

No. of 3 woi»d 
compounds

No. of k word 
compounds

1. srila srT Vikramaditya.•.putra sisu, Prabodh Candrika,pp.2-3
2. Pirst ten sentences of the preface to Vedanta G-rantha.
3* Pirst two paragraphs of Betal FafjcabimlTati.



It should be noted that the passage chosen to 
represent Rammohan is taken from one of his Sanskrit 
commentaries and is therefore likely to contain higher 
than average proportion of compounds. Nevertheless, 
the figures in the above table, which are reasonably 
representative of all three authors, show a far smaller 
percentage of compounds in Rammohan than in the other 
two. This is because Rammohan deliberately tried to 
obviate compounds. He was able to reduce the number 
of compounds he used by resolving compounds of the 
tatpuru^ type into their two components, linked in some 
cases by a case-inflection, generally the genitive. The 
following examples are typical.

(i) nirbaher yogya (nirbaha-yogya)
(ii) tattver bicar (tattva bicar)
(iii) sarper najay (sarpabat)
(iv) bahukal byapiya (bahukalbyapT)
(v) hindur dharma (Hindu-dharma)

samasas which are given in brackets are acceptabletin W P I W i W M — J  M

in Bengali and are to be found even in modern writings.
The fact that this type of compound still survives in modern 
writi2igs. The fact that this type of compound still sur
vives in modern Bengali seems to indicate a deliberate 
intention on Rammohan* s part to avoid compounds by the use



of inflected forms, whenever feasible and that his
practice in this respect was not followed by a number
of later writers* It should be remembered that the
use of compounds is an important feature of modern
Bengali as well as of the Bengali of Rammohan* s time.
R'ammohan has himself given examples of Bengali compounds

1 *in his grammar. It has been pointed out above v that 
there are some compounds in Bengali which were inherited 
from Sanskrit, and which are no longer regarded as com
pounds, but as tatsama words naturalised in Bengali e.g., 
mahara.ia* ra.iputra. Compounds like these cannot be
phl mp̂ "iw  ' j w i r i i . i  m.* *  nflHMntgcT#'W »*ww j. ' i  li^  n w im iii j

resolved in Bengali naturally, which explains why 
Rammohan*s deliberate attempts, to do so sometimes re
sulted in unnaturalness.

Our analysis of Rammohan*s vocabulary indicates 
that he uses a higher proportion of tatsama words, but a 
very important fact that the analysis does not disclose 
is that the words he uses are fully naturalised in 
Bengali and understood by the educated. Compared with 
Mrityurljay, he makes little use of Sanskrit loan words.
The few he does use are religious and logical terms for 
which there is no Bengali equivalent. It has been noted 
too, that Perso-Arabic elements are virtually absent from 
his writings. The preface to Vedanta Grantha contains 
only two words of Persian origin i.e. kanun (law) and 
1 . X .  • (71



t ar iairia (translation), both of which were established in 
ordinary Bengali usage. One example is quoted below to 
substantiate these remarks:

3atarddha batsar haite adhikkal edese iiprejer 
adhikau haiyache tahate pratham triiS bats are 
tahader bakyer o byabaharer dvara iha sarbatra 
bikhyata ehila ye tahader niyam eiye kaharodktmwO __ __ _kjco^fc,towwts^harma sakale karuk ihai tahader yathartha 
basana*•..kintu idanintan bi£ batsar haila

fVkatak byakti imrej yahara misanari name bikhyata
    jvhindu o mochalmauke byakta rupe tahader dharma 

haite pracyuta kariya khri^tan karibar yatna 
nana prakare karitechen.

[This country has experienced more than half a 
century of English soverignty. During the first 
30 years, they universally proclaimed by conduct 
and word of mouth that it was their principle not 
to oppose the religion of any man but to allow 
each man to follow the religion of his choice.
This was their genuine desire* But during the 
last twenty years some English persons, known as 
missionaries, have been trying to get Hindus and 
Muslims to forsake their faiths and be converted 
to Christiantiy.]

Of the 69 words in the above passage, 32 are tatsamas,
32 tadbhavas and 3 foreign words. The percentages of tat- 
sama and tadbhava are the same. The passage does not contain



a single tatsama wo&d which may he called alien to 
Bengali. It is interesting to note that English words 
like "missionary", "Christian1' had started to he used in 
Bengali*. The influence of English at the vocabulary 
level had started. There is only one Persian word 
mochalman (muslims). There are only two compounds, 
satardha (half-century), bipaksatacaran (opposition).

V.

Like other pioneers of Bengali prose Rammohan was 
experimenting with new collocations* Many of them were 
not accepted by later writers but they constitute a very 
interesting and idiosyncratic feature. The following are 
the examples of some of Ramrnohanfs word-collocations.
I. Noun + Verb patterns
( a) a.voRVa kahitechila (unworthy spealcing) is meaningless 

in modern Bengali. Rlmmohan used it in the sense of 
"speaking unjustly", "ayogya" is a Sanskrit word, 
which means "unfit" or "unworthy" in modern Bengali,

(b) manoyog kara (attention do) in the sense of "be
attentive" or "pay attention." Though grammatically 
correct, the phrase sounds affected to the modern ear, 
because "manoyog" is generally collocated with verb 
deofi, "to give".



(c) pracyuta kariya (fallen made) is an odd construction* 
This Sanskrit pastparticiple, "pi*acyuta"i is for some 
reason not used in this sense* Normally "bicyuta" 
is used instead.
This phrase coined by Rammohan was not used by later 

writers*
( cL) chap a , k a r  i y a  (printing having-made) is a false

collocation* The word chap]|, meaning printing* 
never collocates with the verb fkara* , "to do"'*

(e) upades kari yachen (advice have made) is used in the
sense of ’'advised'* or "gave advice". up ade s generally 
collocates with verb "deoya" (to give).

II. Adjective + Noun or Noun + Noun pattei*ns

(a) alpades (few country) is an odd, meaningless collocation 
in Bengali. Rammohan used it in the sentence hindur 
alpades ye bangla, which itself is virtually incomprehen-■  i i t i  j f i r r  ~ ~ n n ~ -  I ' i  ' i  i *  i i *  i  i . V  m i  ■  ■  m n » r t j - i i  a  * V  - U

sible. The most likely meaning is "Bengal, where Hindus 
are few", but we would not care to insist on this trans
lation*

(b) MEM3h&J^ip&l£iE (contrary prejudice) is also a strange 
collocation. Rammohan uses it to mean "repulsion", 
"opposite emotion" but the phrase is meaningless to a 
modern Bengali.



(c) deser.. .tiraskar (countx*y's scolding) is another
collocation of Rammohan*s own coinage. By the word 
"tiraskar" Rammohan obviously means "insult" or "111 
fame", making the sense of the whole phrase "ill 
fame of the country". However, tiraskar, never 
collocates with des. Thus this collocation sounds 
strange to the modern Bengali.

(cO blangali bhasa (Bengali language) is another new 
collocation, and one which has not been accepted 
into -Bengali usage. According to modern usage the 
phrase can only mean the language of Bengalis. The 
phrase for the Bengali language is Bangla Bhasa. In 
this case R'ammohan’s phrase is a false collocation 
only because it has not been confirmed by subsequent 
acceptance.

(e) dipti-man karta (shining-Boer) signifying "God".
This is a very strange collocation indeed*

Thus many of Rammohan*s collocations add to the 
effect of strangeness and affectedness produced by his 
excessive and at times perverse desire to avoid the use of 
Sanskrit compounds* We now consider further strange out
comes of that same desire.

1We noted in an earlier chapter the difficulty Sanskrit 

supra.,Chapter II, (»• 6̂



scholars experienced in translating Sanskrit compounds of 
the noun + adjective structure* They resolved them in 
the traditional manner by Vyasa Vakya. Below are given 
two unhappy results of Rammohan's adoption of this ex
pedient :
i) patibrata ye kopotika (husband-devoted which pigeon

i.e., the faithful pigeon)
ii) sarba sastre nindita ye svarge kamana (in all scriptures— 1 -  —  1 — ■ ■ ■  — | ' T ~ ~  I l l ' l l *  iT " * " T ~ r  H  r  n f  r r r  ~  < t f i r n - * i  r  o *  u t i t t t t  i r u i i n  i i  i i i i i i T n r f t r n ¥ * - T r w  * i  i1 — i i « i b i i i i w  i ~ n  »

condemned which heaven-desire i.e., that desire for 
heaven which is condemned in all the scriptures).

What Rammohan has in fact done' here is to resolve the 
original compounds by the insertion of the relevant case- 
endings and the relative ,ryeu* This produces awkward, 
unhappy phrases and destroys the simplicity of the original 
compounds* The awkwardness of two of Rammohan*s phrases, 
is contrasted with the original compounds, now preferred 
by modern Bengali.,

Rammohan Modern Bengali

(i) sarba jatite nisiddha ye |(i) sarba jati-nisiddha- 
atmaghat atmaghat

The suicide which is pro- all nations - condemned
hibited by all | suicide
nations.

g(ii) maha pataki ye pati \( ii) maha patakl-pati
great sinner which 

husb and 
The husband, who is 

great sinner

great-sinner-husb and



Thus paradoxically Rammohan1s desire to avoid 
Sanskrit compounds, though in essence a desire for 
naturalness and simplicity, in fact led him in the 
opposite direction towards strangeness. His cumbrous 
circumlocutions run counter to modern Bengali taste.
In pursuance of this same desire to avoid compounds 
Rammohan also used inflections and post-positions in 
a manner which was not accepted by later writers.
This tendency is illustrated and discussed below:
(A) (i) padke prapta (to get his feet or fget a post*).

Modern Bengali would here prefer !pad-praptaf•
(ii) ciner dese (of China country). Modern Bengali 

would prefer 1cindese*
The following examples show- an inclination to use 

the accusative case inflection in contexts where inflect
ions are not grammatically permissible in modern usage. 
Bengali nouns fall into two classes distinguishable by 
paradigms. The first class is stateable in a paradigm 
of I4 terms S.g.,

chele + o 
chele + ke 
chele + r/er 
chele + te/y/e



The second class is stateable in a paradigm of 3 terms e.g.,
bastu + o 
bastu + r/er 
bastu + te

Rammohan in the following examples uses a -ke form for 
nouns which belong to the 2nd class i.e., the class which 
has no -Ice form.,
(B) (i) bastuice haste lai^a (taking one object in hand),

(ii) pralcrit dharmake svikar (to accept the true 
religion)•

VI

The question of Rammohan*s word-order was raised 
in section III of this chapter, in our general survey of 
his grammar book. Before proceeding with our discussion 
his own prescriptions on word-order are recapitulated:

i) Subjects precede their verbs.
ii) Adjectives precede their nouns.
iii) Adverbs generally precede the verbs they qualify.
iv) A sentence generally begins with the subject.
v) The positions of other word-classes within the 

sentence are not fixed, but are to be deduced 
from examples.

Rammohan*s prose exhibits few examples of word-order,



which modern Bengali would actually regard as irregular*
In general his word-order approximates more closely to 
Modern Bengali than does that of Ramram Basu, though not 
so closely as does that of Mrityunja#*.
(l) Sub.iect + object/adverbial ad.lunct + verb
% r ■■WUrnnrMl ■ nnin-im i f imnTr-nr̂  •< r' ' ' r' i I i II ............ * .........T—'—  ̂ *—■ ■ —— >■——

This aspect of word-order is not specifically dis
cussed in Rammohan1 s grammar* He prescribed that the 
subject begins the sentence and the verb ends it* The 
position of object/adv* adjunct is not prescribed, but 
is to be deduced from examples* This deduction from 
examples presents difficulties, as Rammohan’s practice 
is not consistent* Below are given examples of word- 
order which accord with modern Bengali practice:

(i) dharma bina jib an britha hay
Life is futile without religion

(ii) churi diya lekhani prastut karilen 
(He) made a pen by a knife 

In the above examples the adverbial phrases ,fdharma biiia,,i 
and uchuri diyau both occur initially* This is the modern 
practice. But Rammohan does not always follow it, e.g;;:̂ ,

(i) bibaha arther nimitte karen 
They marry for money 

This sentence exhibits two irregularities, (a) the adverbial 
phrase 11 arther nimitte" does occur not initially (b) the



compound, verb bibaha karen has been split by the insertion 
of the adverbial phrase.

(ii) tahader pray bibaher par aneker sahit
saksat hayna 

Many of them do not meet after marriage.
This sentence is clumsy. It contains 3 phrases, a noun
phrase, tahader saksat pray, and two adverbial phrases:
bibaher par, and aneker sahit. But the noun phrase is
broken up, and according to later usage, one of the
adverbial phrases is misplaced. The accepted order in
modern Bengali would be:-

bibaher par aneker sahit tahader prai saksat hayna
ii iini-niii« imUT rXn — i   in ■ i i n. mi*i| ||.....n Mi —mmnifrum mi   i*rr ■ji.tti iJjffnMrwn.1 w i f IHU #

(ill) supakarer karma biha betane.. .kare
' * — —r.WThm mi Iir .■ in.̂  m I * >■ ■» II IW urn I m niiwiMnnn.ia i mi iwwiiritni'iiirTntn-r—■ir"1'*—il • IIII

They work as unpaid cooks*
The adv. phrase biha betane (without pay) would occur 
initially in modern Bengali.

(iv) hindu barger anyaiati apeksa bhai sakal.*..
~ —XT—iTf N~ 11 hi i iitiiiiw ■ ■■i.w*|i(in min i «i I'liwiiUM i ■■■ i ■ —m *. 11—unUfi .r*wn . i|i ii ■ JTrmiin hi i »iiw iwi — ii.iiuni i.

ekatra sthiti karen
—  Ill—Tl IT fjyWMiWirTM) i \tmn  Ml

Unlike other nations amongst Hindus all
brother live together*

The adverbial phrase "anyajati apeksa” Cunlike other 
nations) would occur initially in modern Bengali.

Mrityunjay*s prose i^ihee from this kind of 
irregularity in word-order. Since his word-order is identical



with that of modern Bengali in this respect, we may 
presume that it reflected current spoken practice and 
that consequently Mrityunjay*s was more "correct" than 
Rammohan in this one respect*

VII

As regards sentence structure Rammohan*s prose 
exhibits many of the features common to Ramrara Basufs*
Both were apparently influenced by English usage* The 
effects of this influence will be studied below under 
various heads:
a) Use of the Verb Copula

Rammohan* s grammar prescribes that each sentence 
1must contain a verb. This prescription is substantiated

— 2by his comments on the Vedanta G-antha* It holds good for 
all types of Bengali sentence with one notable exception,• 
namely that type of sentence, which consists of subject and 
complement only* In English the relationship obtaining 
between subject and complement in sentences of this type is 
expressed by the verb copula* Thus for the purposes of this

1. See Section III of this Chapter* 2.07
2. See Section II of this Chapter* h 1̂ 9



discussion we may turm this, "the vefb copula sentence.1,1 
Modern Bengali idiom requires no verb in affirmative 
sentences of this type, whereas English does. The modern 
Bengali translation of the sentence, "H&s is a pundit" 
would be "se pandit1* (he pundit). Probably the presence 
of the verb in the English verb copula sentence influenced 
Rammohan, leading him to feel a need for a copula in Bengali, 
in sentences such as:

i) tumi*•••adham hao (you degraded become) 
you are"degraded

ii) se...ati murkha hay (be very stupid jjs)
He Is very stupid 

It is probable that Rammohan would not have spoken 
sentences of this type. Uninfluenced by English, Mrityunjay 
on the other hand managed to produce affirmative "verb copula 
sentences" in the modern idiom without verbs. One is tempted 
therefore to assume that the absence of a copula in sentences 
of this type was the rule in current speech in Rammohan*s 
time, and that in departing from it Rammohan was a victim 
of his own grammatical prescription,
b ) Clause order and Structure

The order of clauses in a Bengali complex sentence 
is the reverse of that generally expected in an English



sentence of the same type, in that in Bengali the 
subordinate clause usually precedes the main clause*
In some instances Rammohan appears to have followed the 
English order:-

i) ami ascarya jhan kari ye tomora sahamarap o 
anumarap yaha edese haiya asiteche tahar 
anyatha karite prayas karitecha*
[I am surprised to learn that you oppose 
the rites of sahamaran and anumaran 
practised in this country.]

ii) amra jnata nahi apani e dharma yaha amardigake 
upades kariyachen, kothay palien 
[We do not know where you got this religion, 
which you preach to us]*

In both these sentences the main clauses (ami*•*.;amra )
are followed by subordinate noun clauses* This order
accords with English but not with Bengali usage.
0) Bengali equivalents of English "and*!'

The use of Bengali translation equivalents.of the
word "and" has beenvdiscussed in earlier chapters and we ■

1put it down to English or Persian influence* Instances of
the effects of this influences are very rare in Mrityunja^,

1* Supra Chap II,(Section V, pp.6>9~7o )



but quite common Rammohan e.g.,
i) upades Smarap kara ebam kaha 

remember the advice and tell
ii) s'adhub'asa kahen ar sunen

speak and listen to the Chaste language
1d) Antecedent * Relative Clause.

Relative clauses are so common a feature of 
Hammohanfs style, that each page of his prose yields at least 
one. Even so short a piece as p'adri sisva sambad, which 
contains ©nly 20 complex sentences, contains 4 relative 
clauses. In his relative clauses Rammohan favours the 
English order in that the relative pronoun follows its 
antecedent rather than preceding it,as modern Bengali idiom 
prefers. The following are few examples:

i) e dharma yaha amardigake upades kariyachen
This religion which you have advised us.

ii) paramarther bisay yah~a sakal haite atyanta
upakarT

Discussion of G-od which is most beneficial kind
of all.

\ ™ _  __iii) Brahma yahake sakal Vede gan Karen
Brahma, whom all the Vedas sing.

1. Chap III Section I, pp. °\% •



e) Correlatives
Rammohan and Mrityuhja# probably used an equal 

number of Correlatives in their prose, but their usage 
differed* Mrityuiijay* s usage approximates to that of 
Modern Bengali. His clauses containing the relative 
component of the two correlatives always preceded those 
commencing with the demonstrative component. In some 
cases Rammohan reversed this order in line with English 
us age:

V JT _ — .   * _ _taharai ascarya bodh karite paren yahader
sastre sraddlia nai 

only they would be surprised who have no
respect fox4 the scriptures.

3-2.) tab at.... s1varga bhog hare yabat.. .indr an at nahay. 
(She) envoys heaven as long as Indra does not fall

VIII.-

Short sentences are very few in Rammohan*s writing.
His polemic Far dr i o sisya Sambad (the total length of which %,/ 
is 697 words), contains only 3b sentences. The length of 
sentences in this work rangee from the very short, consisting 
of 3 or 4 words, to the very long, containing as many as 65 
or 67 words. Sentences in his translations tend to be on 
the loxig side. Their length varies from 20 to bO words.



His controversial boohs, however, contain many even 
longer sentences: for instance, in his Sahamaran (2nd 
booh) one sentence has 210 words. Even so Rammohan*s 
sentences on average are not as long as M^ityunjay*s.
They tend also to be easier to read because of the nature 
of the vocabulary, the avoidance of compound words and 
the use of punctuation marhs*

Examples have been quoted earlier to show that 
Ramram Basu in some of his longer sentences lost the 
thread of his thought part way through the sentence and 
began a second one before the first was completed. There 
are no examples of this lack of control, in Rammohan*s sent 
ences. Even the longer sentences are well constructed. 
Long sentences are not part of the genius of the Bengali 
language, which tends to express itself in a series of 
short sentences rather than in long sentences of the com
pound type. Many of Rammohan’s long sentences are of the 
compound type with a fairly large number of subordinate 
clauses on the English model. One of the factors that 
marhs for greater ease of comprehension in reading 
Rammohan*s sentences is this, that they are based on the 
English model which has been to a considerable extent now 
naturalised in Bengali whereas Mrityunjay’s long sentences



which tend to "be based on the Sanskrit model rather than 
the English are difficult to understand for the ordinary 
Bengali who has little Sanskrit#

IX#

Basu employed a one-sentence one-stop type of 
punctuation in the latter part of his hook, Pratapaditya 
Caritra# Mrityunouy carried punctuation no futher#
Rammohan extended the use of the punctuation on the Y/estern 

model# In 1820 a letter was published in S'amhcar Par pan 
in which a plea was made for the acceptance of the English 
punctuation system in B e n g a l i # T h e  letter is said to have 
been written by an Englishman# The first Bengali book, 
in which the comma, semi-colon and question marks were 
used is Rammohan1s second book on Sahamaran, published in

r\1819* It therefore antedatessthe Samacar Daman 
by a few months# It is true that Missionary writers of 
Bengali had already introduced the use of full-stops but 
they had not so far commenced using commas and semicolons#
The plea for the employment of English punctuation marks 
in Bengali prose was not, however, accepted by Bengali writers 
immediately# It had to wait until sometime later. The 
whole apparatus of punctuation, except the full-stop, towards



the adoption of which Rammohan had made the first sig-
1nificant step, was not finally established until 1850*

Rgtmmohan* s contemporaries were content to confine them-
selves to the use of the Dari alone as he himself had#
been doing in his early writings*

One of the main obstacles in the way of adopting 
English punctuation was the location of pauses in reading. 
The comma and semicolons require pauses in places where 
normally a Bengali would not pause. We illustrate this 
point by an example from Rammohan*

strTloker buddhir par iks*a Eon kfale lai^achen, ye 
anayasei tah'ardigaEe alpabuddhi kahen?
When did. you test the intelligence of women, that 
you can so easily label theijj less intelligent?

The comma after lai,fachen marks the end of an English type 
clause. If the sentence were spoken naturally by a Bengali 
the pause would come not after 11 laiffachen" , but after the 
conjunction ye, which would be pronounced on a higher pitch 
than the preceeding or following syllable. ^ceeptance of 
English punctuation therefore was not mex*ely a matter of 
accepting commas, semicolons etc., but also of substituting

1. Infra. Chap XI, 8ection'5ZU. (4.361-61.
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English syntactical patterns for Bengali. It became 

easier to do this later in the century when more natives 
of Bengal had a competent knowledge of English, after the 
inauguration of English classes in the Hindu College in 
1817, had had time to take effect. At the time of which 
we are speaking, however, very few Calcutta Bengalis had 
more than a smattering of English.

Rammohan1s use of semicolons is not faultless.
He tends to use them in long compound sentences but in 
some instances a dari would have been a more usual mark 
than the semicolon, e.g.,

ami ki tomake kahiyachi ye T£var diu ha^en; se 
ya h*a i ha uk... *
Have I told you that there are two Cods; nevertheless.. 
Rammohan used commas very frequently and often he 

used them to demarcate clause boundaries e.g.
•Y> ^

pratham s§isya uttar k^ila, T^var turn-
The first disciple replied, "There are 3 Cods"
In conversational pieces where the matter is set 

out in the manner of a play with the name of the speaker 
on the left hand part of the page and the dialogue on the 
right, R*ammohan uses a dash to separate the speaker1 s name 
from the dialogue. This case of the dash enabled him to



omit the verb "said", "exclaimed*’ etc. e.g.,
JHW* + **«* h MiiuQ tU jJnpadri - tomara mtanta pasajtda 
padri - you are totally heartless 
Though Rammohan must have given considerable 

thought to the subject of punctuation, he does not mention 
the subject in his grammar though he uses the comma, semi
colon and question mark in it* The omission of an analysis 
of punctuation may possibly have been due to the fact that 
his grammar was in the first place intended for British 
students of Bengali who could be presumed to stand in no 
need of lessons in punctuation*

X

For Ramrpohan R*ay writing was an extension of his 
work as a religious teacher, social reformer and grammarian* 
His primary impulse was didactic, not literary. neverthe
less his contribution to the development of Bengali prose 
was great. Accordingly he occupies an important place 
in the history of Bengali literature* He raised the status 
of Bengali literature in general and of Bengali prose in 
particular* He did this in two ways: firstly, by freeing
Bengali from the dominance of Sanskrit, and secondly by 
employing Bengali for the exposition of serious subjects*



Ray’s freeing of Bengali from Sanskrit domin
ance constitutes an important step-forward in the history 
of Bengali prose* So deep was the respect of Bengali
scholars for Sanskrit, that they deemed Bengali a mere off
shoot of it, with 110 independent literary status* Some
scholars even demanded that all compositions in Bengali 
be scrutinised by authorities on Sanskrit before publica
tion* Rammohan challenged this traditional dogmatism, 
as he had challenged other traditional social and religious 
institutions and practices* He was the first to affirm 
that Bengali was a language in its own right, that its 
grammar differed from that of Sanskrit and therefore required 
an- ad hoc analysis and description, without reference to 
Sanskrit grammar. He demonstrated that even the ortho
graphy of Bengali differed from that of Sanskrit, and that 
though there was a relationship between the two ortho
graphies, it was erroneous to assume that they were identical 
Grammarians prior to Rammohan used to describe Bengali 
nominal declension in terms of the seven-case system of 
Sgnskrit* As far as Bengali was concerned, these seven 
cases were established on notional rather than formal 
criteria. Rammohan pointed out that formal criteria permit 
the establishment of four cases only. Rammohan’s formal



approach strikes us as surprisingly modern, considering 
the state of linguistic science at the time he was 
writing. He drew attention to a further point of differ
ence between Bengali and Sanskrit, namely gender* Earlier 
grammarians were convinced that Bengali and Sanskrit were 
identical in this respect* Ray failed to find any formal 
grammatical criteria on which to establish gender concord, 
in Bengali. A further indication of Rammohan1s reaction 
against the dominance of Sanskrit was the use he made of 
his knowledge of English grammar in his analysis and des
cription of Bengali. He modelled his classification of 
word-classes in Bengali on the English parts of speech*
He also adopted English marks of punctuations* These 
measures were unprecedented and give some indication of 
the radical steps he was prepared to take to free Bengali 
from Sanskrit dominance. A further step towards the same 
goal was his avoidance of compounds. Long compounds 
abounded in the compositions of contemporary Sanskrit 
scholars, writing in Bengali. Their adjectival compounds 
were especially long, some even filling a whole line and 
overflowing into the next. These scholars failed to 
appreciate that thought compounding formed part of the 
genius of Sanskrit, in Bengali compounding could be



%%

unnatural and at times pedantic* However, as we have 
shown, in the case of Rarnmohan avoidance of compounds by 
recourse to Vyasa Yakya , when carried to excess, can lead 
to even greater unnaturalness. Consequently Rammohan1s 
practice has not been followed by modern Bengali writers, 
who now prefer the simplicity of short compounds to the 
complexity of R'ammohan1 s circumlocutions, As regards 
vocabulary he refrained as far as possible from borrowing 
from Sanskrit. But context and subject matter largely 
determine vocabulary. When discussing Hindu religion and 
philosophy, he had no alternative but to adopt the relevant " 
Sanskrit terminology, as indeed any writer in any language 
other than Sanskrit must* The tatsama words he used were 
those, already accepted as part of the vocabulary of Bengali, 
not neologisms.

It was the content, however, of Rammohan1s writing 
that did most to enhance the status of Bengali as a literary 
language* Hitherto the Hindu sacred books had been locked 
away in Sanskrit, like an esoteric treasure, to which none 
but a few brahmins born into the scholarly tradition possessed 
the key* Sanskrit, R'ammohan said, was so difficult a



1language that it would take a lifetime to learn it*
Accordingly he broke through the wall of conservatism 
by translating the Vedas and the Upanisads into Bengali, 
thus learning the way to classical scholarship open to 
those, who could read Bengali only. His doing so 
destroyed forever the contention of orthodox scholars that 
Bengali was not a suitable medium for serious communication.
He had taken the very scriptures themselves and put them 
into Bengali.

Rammohan was a logical thinker, accustomed to re
ducing the most complex argument to its most sirnplg- terms*
This quality of mind is reflected in his writings* The 
presentation of his material is logical and its expression, 
simple. His sentences flow one from the other in logical 
sequence. Each point is expounded with the utmost economy 
of worlds. Ho word is redundant. Much of his writing 
is therefore devoid of ornament and literary quality. It 
is simple, but not always pleasant to read. On the other 
hand it is polished and refined and quite free from the 
vulgarities which cloak the writings of his predecessors,

1* ,,rfhe Sanscrit language, so difficulty!hat almost a life timŝ  
is necessary for its acquision...."Rammohan Ra/ wrote this 

.in his letter to Lord Amherst• English Works of Ram Mohan 
Ray (in 3 vols.) ed.by J.C.Ghose Calcutta,1901,Vol.II•p.324*
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even including* those of Mrityunja^. I'lever the less there 
were times when the case Reknmohan was pleading was put 
forward not merely logically but with emotion too* He 
had a great respect for woman and was deeply hurt at the 
sufferings Bengali society imposed on many of them. His 
attack on SatT is much more than an argument against the 
practice. It is a heart-rendering appeal to his fellow- 
countrymen to abandon it* Such passages ascend far above 
the somewhat dry pedestrian content and form much of what 
he wrote. These passages reveal the poet in him, liberated 
and speaking out ?\fith moving eloquence and literary beauty. 
Aa example is cited belows

parthamata buddhir bijiay, strTloker buddhir 
parTksa Icon kale laiyachens ye^ana'yasei tahardigake 
alpafcmddhi icahen? Karan bidya ^iksai ebam jnan 
siksa‘ dile pare byakti yadi anubhab*o^grahan lcarite 
na pare, takhan la hake alpabuddhi kah'a sambhat ha$; 
ajpanara bid^a_§ik£a jnanopades strilokj&e pray den 
nai, tabe tahaVa budd^hihTn hay iha kirupe ni£cay 
karen? baranca iTlabatx, bhanumati. Icarhat rajar

1 9 . P rtfw  »«■» «<«ut #  I rfe a  . R ii,patni^kalidaser^p^tni prabhriti yahake 2 bidyabhyajs _  
karaiyachileti, taiiar̂ a sarbbasastrer paragr'uge bikhyata 
ache, ye atyanta duruha brahmajnan^taha’ ya’jnabalkya 
*apan ^trT maitreyT ke upade^ karitfacheii 9 maiteryTo 
tahar grahan purbbak Icritartha ha yen,
dvitTyata t'ahnrdigake asthir*antahkaran kahiya th’aken. 
lhate ascarya jnan^kari« karan ye deser purus mrityur 
nam sun±<£e^mritajpray hay, tathakar srTlolc antahfcaraner 
sthairyadvara sv*amir uddefe agni prabef kjarite*hay, 
iha pratyaksa d^ekhen, tathaca kahen, ye t'aharder 
antatPkaraner sthairya riai*



... .Gaturtha^ ye sanuraga kahilen, taha ubhayer
bib'aha gananatei byakta ache , arttxat^ek 2 pur user
£ra$ dl/i t<&y& da:3 baranca adhik patni dekhitecEii,
ar sxTloker^ek pati^se byakti marile keha tabat
sukh parityag kariya sange max*ite bias ana kare,
keha ba yaiiappTban atikasta ye brahmaearya tahar
anusthan kare.

• •

panc-am tThardei* dharmmabha$ alpa, e ati adharmer 
katha^ dekha ki paryauta duhkha, apamaii, tiraskar, 
yatana, t̂a'h'ara kebal^dharmma bhaye sahisnut*a kare* 
a nek kulTn bra'hman^yahara da£ ponara bihaha ar t her 
nimitte^ karen, t a harder pra^ bibaher par aneker 
sahit saksat ha^na^ athaba^ y’aba j jTbaner madhye 
ketharo safiit dui caribar saks'at karen, tathsi pi ei 
sakal strTloker madhye anekei dharmma^ bha#e SvIxmTr 
sahit s’aksat byatirekeo ebam sv’amT dvsTra kona 
upakar binao jpitr igr ihe athaba bhat^igrihe kebal 
par*adhTn haiya nana*duhkha sahisnuta’p'urbbak 
th]aki$ao yabajjTban dharmma ni^kksTha^k^ren^ ar 
bra hmanerja thaba anya barnex^ madhye yah’arajapan 2 
strike*lai#a g&rhasthya karen,^ta harder batite 
pray strTlok ki 2 durgati na pa£?
bibaher s an̂ y strTke jarddha arxga kariya svTkaT 
karen^ kintu ^byaJbah’aTer samay pasu^ haite nTc _ 
j’aniya byabahar^karen; yehetu svamTr^gr ihe, -praf 
saka 1 er^patnT dasya britti kare, arthat*ati prate 
ki ITtkaTe ki barsate*sthan ma r jjan, bhojanadi 
patra marjjau^ griha lepaoadi t’abat karmrna kariya 
t hake; ebam supafcarer karmrna bina betane dibase a 
ratrite kare.....ai randhane o paribe^ane yadi kano 
am^e truti hay, tabe taharder sv’amT ^a^u^i debar 
prabhriti^ki 2 tiraskar na karen; e sakalxeo 
strTlokera dharmma bhaJesahisnuta* kare, ar sakaler 
bhojan haile^bynjanadi udarpuraner^yogya athaba 
ayogya yatkincit aba&ista thake, taha" santospurbbak 
ahar kariya kal yapan lcare......
e^ sakal prat yaks a siddha, sutarsf^jn apalap karite^ 
pari ben lia. dufikha^ei, ye ei paryauta adhTn o nana 
duhke^duhkhinT, tahardigake pratyaksa dekhi^ao kincit 
daya *apankarder upasthit hay na , yafrate bandhaflpurbbak 
daha kara o haite raksa p*a$*



"Firstly as regards intelligence, when did 
you ever test the intelligence of women, that you 
can so easily say they are of low intelligence?
It is possible to say a person is of low intelligence, 
if he fails to grasp or appreciate a subject after 
receiving instruction in it* Since you do not 
generally instruct wo&en, how can you conclude that 
they are of low intelligence? On^the contrary 
the few women such as LTlavatT, Bhainumati, the wife 
of King of Karriat, Kalidasa* s wife, etc*, who were 
accustomed to learning, were famous for their 
mastery of all branches of knowledge. The 
Brihadaran.yaka Upanisads gives clear evidence that 
Ya^navalkya instructed his wife Maitreyi in the 
knowledge of Brahma, the most difficult of all 
subjects to master, and that Maitreyi was successful 
in grasping it.

Secondly, I am surprised to hear you say that 
they have no steadfastness of mind, because the 
man of this country almost die even at the ig?ound 
of word, Death, whereas the womenfolk are prepared 
to follow their husbands steadfastly into the fire.
You have seen it happen with your own eyes, yet you 
say they lacK steadfastness......

Fourthly,you call them passionate. Marriage 
statistics for both seizes clarify this point, I 
see some men with two, three, ten and more wives, 
whereas a woman has one husband. When he dies, 
some (women) forsake all happiness and choose to 
die too, others remain continent for the rest of 
their lives, which is not easy.

Fifthly, they have little fear of G-od in them. 
This is blasphemous. Look, at the misery, insults, 
abuse, and tyranny they suffer for their fear of 
God alone. Kulin brahmins marry ten to fifteen 
times for money. The wives of many never meet 
their husbands after the wedding, whilst some meet 
them two or three times in a life time. nevertheless 
because of their fear of God many of these wives 
practise religion throughout their lives, despite 
the misery in various forms they have to bear, being 
a dependent in their father*s or brother's house, 
receiving no benefit from their husbands and deprived 
of meeting them* What a miserable lot any woman



gets when she marries and settles down with a 
brahmin husband, or a husband, of any other caste.
At the wedding the husband accepts his wife as 
his body1s other half , but afterwards he treats 
her worse than an animal, for wives act as their 
husband*s servant in almost all homes, i.e., come 
rain or shine, she is up at dawn, doing all the 
woxdc, sweeping the house, washing the pots and 
pans, and cleaning the walls. Day and night 
they do the work of a cook without payment.... and 
what a severe scolding they get from their in-laws, 
if the cooking and the serving is not perfect in 
all respects. Women tolerate all this because 
of their fear of God. When every one else has 
finished eating, they eat what little is left, 
whether it be sufficient or not to fill their 
stomachs, and are satisfied. And thus they 
live.ooo..
All these are facts. You cannot deny them.

The pity is this, that despite seeing them with 
your own eyes suffering and subjugated you do not 
have sufficient compassion to save them from being 
bound and burnt.1'

This passage manifests the power of Rammohan to 
express his view in simple, straight-forward language with 
logic and eloquence. The whole passage is unified in 
structure by his deft handling of the thread of argument, 
it is an emotional appeal. Rarely has so deep an emotion 
been expressed with such economy of words as in the closing 
lines•

Rammohan1s contribution to the development of 
Bengali literature was summed up by Tagore in the following



words i

uDeeply versed in Sanskrit, he revived 
classical studies, and while he imbued the 
Bengali literature and. language, with the 
rich atmosphere of our classical period, he 
opened its doors, wide to the Spirit of the 
Age, offering access to new Yrords from other 
languages and to new ideas. To every
sphere of our national existence he brought 
the sanguinity of a comprehensive vision, the 
spiz’it of self-manifestationnof the unique in 
the light of the Universal.11

1. Tagore, K.H: Bharat pathik Rammohan Raff0 Calcutta
1933 , PP. 61-62 “



CHAPTER VII 
Early Newspapers (1818-

I M l -

The second phase in the development of Bengali 
prose belongs to journalism* Journalism was an innova
tion in Bengali. The initiative v/as taken by certain 
Christian Missionaries. Their first publication was a 
journal called Dig Darsan, published from Serampore in 
1818 under the editorship of Marshman. It was a bold
venture since at the time British newspapers in Bengal

1
were subject to censorship. It did not receive unanimous 
support from the missionaries. Some feared that it would 
either attract unfavourable Government notice or become 
a political instrument. nevertheless Marshman*s deter
mination to publish was adamantine. In the event the 
government raised no objection to the publication.

Dig Durban was a magazine rather than a newspaper.
It contained little that can be called news. The first 
edition contains the following statement, regarding its 
aims which were to afford:- ,rthe means of improvement to 
Dative youth of India.,r The paper had an English sub-

1. Hatarajan, S.: A History of the Pr*ess in India .Bombay, 1962, pp. 23-26. _ _ _ _ _ _ _
2. Preface to Dig Dar^an or Indian Youth's Magazine .Serampore 

1822.



title, "Indian Youth1s Magazine"* The journal
continued for 3 years during which time 26 numbers 

1
were issued* Dig Dar^an consisted of articles which

■ > iilm .nT l'in ii iLi m^iiiimiM ihlmim.hi ulixiI

varied, in number from two to six. These articles were 
of three types, (i) Geographical, (ii) Historical and
(iii) Scientific. The first issue, for instance, con
tained articles on America , The Boundaries of India 9 
Trades in India, etc* The second, issue contained 
articles on the Route to India § Going Round the Cape of 
Good Hope 9 Steam Nayigation and Trees in England* These 
articles were considered valuable for students and in
consequence copies of Dig Parian were used as text books 
in a number of schools. It is of interest to note that 
the School Book society bought most of the copies issued.

The second Bengali journal was the Bengal Gazette.
It was first published in 1818 and edited by Gangaki^or 
Bhat-t’ac’arya* It was a short-lived, monthly publication, 
carrying some illustrations. Only a few copies are now 
extant.

The first newspaper of importance was the Samacar 
Parpan. It commenced publication in May, 181$ and was

1* It continued from April 1818..to February_1821. 10,676 oogxes were printed in all. See Majumclar, K.N. ,
Being la Ssmiaffik Sahitya, Mymensingh , 1917? P• 3•



also under the editorship of Marshvnan. His colleagues, 
including Carey, tried to dissuade him from undertaking 
this new venture. They argued that Dig Dar^anhad been 
acceptable to the govexnxment because it did not contain 
news and they were afraid that the new venture would come 
under the ban of the censox1 and jeopardise their position, 
as missionaries. But Marshman persisted and succeeded 
in launching S amacsTr Par pa n without arousing an5r adverse 
comment from the government. Marshman’s staff consisted 
of Bengali writers, who wrote under his genei^al control. 
Among those known to have been members of the editorial 
board the most important were Jaygop’al lark’alamkar and 
TaVinT Caran 6iromani. Sameicar Pax*pan was published
weekly until 1832. Then for the next two years it 
came out fortnightly, after which it reverted to being 
a weekly publication. After Marshman was compelled to 
resign his editorial duties in 1841, the paper continued 
until April 1853 under a succession of editox^s including 
a Bengali, named BhagabatT Caran Cattop'adhya^. Yifhen first 
published on the 23rd of May, 1818, it undex^took to report 
on the following:

(i) new gov e rnment a p po i ntme nt s ,



(ii) new notices and laws issued by various officials,
(iii) recent events in England and Europe
(iv) trade and commerce
(v) births, marriages, and deaths
(vi) new books
(vii) and to publish articles on ancient India, 

biographies of intellectuals and expositions 
of ancient sci^iptures.

The final item "expositions of ancient scriptures", meant 
in effect the promulgation of Christianity and as its 
counterpart the criticism of Hinduism. This use by the 
Christians of their paper as a vehicle for religious 
teaching and controversy attracted the attention of others.

In 1821 Rammohan published a paper named Brahman 
Sebadhi with a view to publishing his own interpretation 
of Hinduism and rebutting criticism of Hindu theology 
put forth by Marshman and his colleagues. This journal 
was short-lived, but it was followed, in the same year by 
a more important publication, the Samba’d KaumudT, which 
was also under the editorship of R'ammohan, assisted by an 
orthodox Hindu, named BhabanTcaran Bandyop’adhya^. The 
policy of the journal is stated in the early numbers.
"In the very first number,u writes Bose, "he (BhabanTcaran)



demanded free primary education for the country....
In the second number he spoke of the advantages of the
Press, and demanded the raising of the age-^imit of
minors. Among other things this well-conducted journal
advocated female education and an improved form of medical

1treatment for Indians."
Rammohan1s commencing to use the paper as a vehicle 

for his attacks on orthodox Hindu practices, including 
satT alienated BhabanTcaran. He parted with Rammohan, 
and founded another journal, Sam's car Candrika, in 1622 
in collaboration with other orthodox Hindus. This new 
journal became the orthodox party platform in opposition 
to both Rammohan and the Christian missionaries. Thus 
it should be noticed that the first three major journals 
represented three distinct religious viewpoints, Samacar 
Barpan representing the Christian viewpoint and both 
Samb'ad KaumudT and Samacar Can dr ilea the Hindu, the differ
ence between the latter two being that, whilst Sambad

^  V in ■ 4  > mil i ii ■ ii !■

KaumudT favoured a measure of reform within Hinduism, 
SamaVar Gandriksi did not, quite the reverse in fact, since 
Samacar Candrika became the forum of the Pharma Sabina, the 
society of orthodox Hindus. Rev. dames Long observed 
that, "it (Samscan Candrika1) has ever* proved to be the

1. Bose, P.P. and Moreno ,11. W.B. , A Hundred Years of the 
Bengali Press. Calcutta, 1920, p*6.



consistent advocate of thorough going Hindu orthodoxy 1
and has heen the enthusiastic friend of Pharma Sabha."
Thus Sam'acar C an dr ilea was the pioneer of papers advoca
ting Hindu conservatism. It was followed by Sambad 
T im in nasak (1823) and others of the same school of 
thought. Meanwhile Samba’d KaumudT, the seed bed of the 
religious movement later to be known as the Brahma Samafj , 
advocated a reformed Hinduism based on the Vedanta and 
attacked with equal vigour both the Trinitarian teaching 
of the missionaries and the polytheism of orthodox 
Hindus.

During the third and. fourth decactetf newspapers, re
presenting various view points, attempted publication.
Few of them survived the first two or three issues, 
however. Mention needs to be made of only two, the 
Bangadut, published under the editorship of IlTlratan Haidar 
in 1829, and Sayb'ad Prabhakar , published under the editor
ship of f-gvarcarxdra Gupta in 1830. The BangadHt is of 
interest because at one stage it was published in four 
languages, Bengali, Hindi, Persian and English. The 
editor of the Sam ball Prabhakar was in his time a we&l- 
known poet and his paper is important because of its literary 
content.



Ho complete Investigation into the newspapers of 
this period is possible, because copies of many of-*them 
are not available. For instance, not a single copy of 
Sambad KaumudT is known to exist. This renders the

'  - in  i w i* ^ > ia t n ~ m < r i  > i—it n~— n u T r r r t l i T n  n

recent researches of Brajendrariath BandyopeTdhya# particularly
valuable. He has sum/eyed the whole field and published
a large number of representative passages from most of
the newspapers of the period, especially the Samacar 

1
Darjoan. Because the extracts in his two volumes are
so representative and copious, the following analysis of 
the newspapers is in the main though not entirely, based 
on them#

Bandyopadhya^ divides his extracts, according to 
subject-matter, into the following four categories ,- 
Education, Literature, Society and Religion. It will 
be noted that news items as such are not represented in 
his classification. x^Jevertheless his four categories do 
include news articles.

His section on Education contains information about 
the growth and condition of education in Bengal and partic
ularly in Calcutta. Much important information relating 
to the Hindu College, the Sanskrit College, the School

1. Bandyopadhya#, B#H*, Sambad Patre Sekaler Katha in his 
two volumes published by the BatigSaVityaHParisad 
Calcutta, 1949* Abbreviated as S.S.K .



Book Society, a number of new schools etc. , is included.
Two important trends can be observed in this section, 
one is the growth of the importance of English, in the 
Bengali educational system, and the other is the growth 
of female education.

The Literature section is important for the light it 
throws on what was being written and published at the time. 
It may be used as a source book by historians of Bengali 
Literature. Its importance for the present study con
sists in an article it contains, published in 1830, dis
cussing Bengali prose. It advocates the adoption of 
the style known as 8‘adhu bh'asa• The author justifies 
the adoption of Sladhubhas’a on the same grounds as 
Mrityunjay had done earlier, namely that it contains a 
preponderance of Sanskrit words. 11It is wrong for 
anyone to think that Bengali cannot now be purified, 
because of its indebtedness to other languages (i.e. Persian
Arabic, Hindi and English). Bengali derives from

1
Sanskrit which is by no means poor.'* The process re
ferred to as ‘'purifying1* is infact Sanskritisation, as 
then practised by a number of orthodox writers and 
scholars. The underlying contention of this argument is



that Sanskritiseel. Bengali i.e. , Sadhubhasa is the only 
form of Bengali acceptable to orthodox scholars. This 
would seem to account for its continued use as a style 
of writing even today, when it is still taught in some 
schools as 11 correct" usage* S’adhubhasla tended to be
come a sort of political and religious standard, employed 
against other schools of thought, whether of foreign or 
neo-Hindu provenance. As far as can be ascertained, 
this is the sole instance of a newspaper article advocating 
any particular style of writing. However, as will be 
shown later, the style advocated in this single instance, 
namely SaTdhubhana . was not generally used by journalists 
at the time*

The Society section has literary as well as social 
interest. Some of the reports read like stories.
They range over many subjects including morality, enter
tainment, public welfare, economics, health and changing 
social customs. Some of them give a vivid and very 
realistic picture of the times. Hote needs to be made 
of two sketches known as upa"khyan written by an anonymous
writer, whom some consider to be BhabsTnTcar^n Bandyop’adhyay,

«- *— 1the editor of the Samacar Gandriksu They are historically



important because they fall within the category of fiction 
and because they are the first attempt to use contemporary 
social conditions for literary purposes® Social novels 
appeared later in the 6th and 7th decade of the century, 
good examples being Slader Gharer Dulal written by 
Py arTead. M.itra in 1858 and Hutom Pyacar naks'a written by 
Kaliprasanna Simha in 1862® The main characters of 
these two works are babusa ridiculous figures, who ape 
the fashions of the west whilst professing the orthodoxy 
of the East* The b"abu first appeared in these two 
anonymous sketches in 1820*

The section on Religion reports on various Hindu 
religious practices, theological debates, proceedings of 
vai'ious religious organisations, and some incidents of 
satT* Most of the reports are well written.

II.

The newspaper were born at a critical moment in the
history of the languages of Calcutta. It was pointed
out earlier that at the beginning of the 18th century

1seven languages were current in Calcutta. By 1818
tiWig a n i  im ■ ■j.i.jri

3-* Supra, Chap I, section IV. pp.25-z(>. •



Portuguese had virtually disappeared, leaving 
6. In the main the relative status of these 6 languages, 
was not greatly changed. Though Persian as the language 
of government and administration was in some measure 
giving way to English, it remained an important language, 
because of its use in the law courts* The prestige of 
Bengali remained low* Thanks to the scholars of Port 
William College and to R’amrnohan Ra^, Bengali had received 
a definite introduction into the literary world but its 
position was not established or generally accepted. 
Sanskrit scholars continued to despise Bengali, despite 
the fact that it was the mother tongue of the majority of 
fihem. They refused to regard it as worthy of use as a 
vehicle of literary composition* The only prestige thad 
had been conceded Bengali was that it possessed a prepond
erance of Sanskrit vtords. It is true, the Christian
missionaries v/ere using Bengali as the medium of instruc
tion in their schools and the government in Calcutta 
had organised Bengali classes in Port William College, 
but the effect of these innovations on the general public 
was slight*

At about this time the Sanskrit scholai*s began to be 
reinforced in their contempt for Bengali, by the middle-



class of Calcutta, who needed English for purposes of 
employment intthe expanding trading companies. Further
more students of Hindu College were beginning to be 
attracted by English learning for its own sake. They 
wished to read English literature and were ignorant of 
all other literatures. It nevei* occurred to them to 
write in Bengali. A number of them were beginning to 
be bilingual, using English in their public life and 
Bengali only at home. There is an indication in the 
newspapers that these people also preferred to write 
in English. Some went so far as to claim that they 
could write better in English than in Bengali. That 
the problem of language v/as unresolved is clear from 
the situation which faced the nev/s papers. The Editors 
had to sell their papers. They therefore had to be 
written in the language or languages most likely to ensure 
maximum circulation. Dig Darsan and Samacar Parpen 
began as mono^-lingual Bengali papers only. Later no 
doubt under pressui»e from the sales department the 
BamaVar Parpan became bilingual, being written in both 
Bengali and Persian. This experiment v/as not a success. 
And a new combination of Bengali and English was tried. 
This proved successful. Early in the 3^d decade the



case for Persian as a g i & n s t ^ ^ B e n g a l i  was being urged.
A letter published in SamaTcar Xter pan in 1822 stated that, 
“those who do not know Persian ar^V^aPPy with the Bengali 
edition but those who are proficientV^p both Persian and 
Bengali prefer to have a Persian editionWI I"t was for 
this reason that the editor intro tilled Per^^an as 
paper* s second language* Later in th. same 3^pcaae > 
case against Persian began to be made and in' the
Samacar Par pan was pleading that the proceedings <5lSL 'the
law courts should be conducted in English and Bengali

2
rather than Persian.

The orthodox Hindu party strenuously opposed the case 
of English, in the press and through other channels.
They bitterly attacked the policy of the Hindu College. 
They claimed that English education led inevitably to 
atheism. In this they were supported by no less a 
person than H.H.Wilson. When the Sanskrit College was
opened in 1824 the case for and against Sanskrit was 
presented strongly by both sides. Pa^'s letter to Lord 
.Amherst could hardly have been expressed more bitterly
1. S.S.K. Vol.I.p.99.2. Ibid. ,Vol.I,p.33.



and the protoganists of Sanskrit replied with equal 
vigour. Here the battle was between English and 
Sanskrit. Persian had to be retained for at least 
another 10 years, but was slowly receeding from the 
centre of the debate. Bengali was hardly mentioned in 
this debate but there is no doubt that at this stage the 
currency and prestige of Bengali as against Sanskrit were 
connected with the progress of English education. When 
in 1833 the case for English as against Sanskrit was won, 
it did not take long for the position of Bengali to 

advance in the law courts. Persian was displaced by 
English in 1833 and the use of Bengali in the lower courts 
was permitted from that date.

In spite of all these controversies, hov/ever, the 
position of Bengali was being slowly stabilised. The 
majority of the newspapers were written in part at any 
rate in Bengali, some wholly so. The writing of Bengali, 
continued and when the language debate was brought to an 
end in 1835, Bengali was the established language of the 
popular newspapers in Bengal and a language written by 
many of its journalists. It is correct, therefore, to 
say that the first phase of Bengali prose writing belonged



to the class roo$, it is equally correct to say that 
the second phase belonged to the newspapers*

III.

The problems of language which faced the early 
journalists were the same as those which faced the 
Port William Scholars and Rammohan Ra^. Progress had 
been made in the first decade but a prose-style/J) had not 
yet been established and nev/s paper writers had to ex
periment* They were, however, working under a type of 
pressure which had not been known before, namely, the 
judgment of the reading public. A paper*s success 
depended then as now on its popularity and one way to 
popularity was readability. Awkwardness of expression, 
the use of abstruse vocabulary as well as unwisely chosen 
subject-matter were certain to make a newspaper unpopular 
Many papers failed to solve the problem that faced them 
and in consequence failed after a short number of publica 
tions. Others however, such as the Sam's can par pan, 
sux^vived the testing period.

Experimentation with vocabulary can be noted in all 
the newspapers published during the first ten years. It



is to be expected that vocabulary will vax*y according 
to subject matter and that certain topics will require a 
higher ratio of tatsamas as against the tadbhava words.
At the same time too high a proportion of tatsama words 
would probably have been an obstacle to easy reading and 
would therefore have been avoided, by a careful editor.
The following three passages are instances of experiment
ation in vocabulary selection, according to subject matter.

fThe first passage is on a religious subject and.will be
i

noted that its ratioh of tatsama words is higher than that

It-

of the other two. The second passage is a somewhat
formal description of landscape. It has fewex* tatsama
than the first but considerably more than the third which,
though not colloquial, has a more colloquial flavour
because of its high tadbhava ratio.

(l) Hindurder 3asiramate jTber janma mrityu karma
ba^ato b'arambar sth'abar jangam sarTr hay kecitraate
ei deha tyag pare akhanda svargcu narak bhog hay
o kecitmate bhog'abh’ab o bh'aratbars’T/a rnanusya
bhinna anya barsTya manusyer karmakarma bhog o

1anya jTber karma nai . (18oc July ,1821)

1. The Hindu scriptures state that the birth and death of
the jTba is subject to karma. It is constantly embodied 
in animate or inanimate form. Some believe that after 
death there is eternal hell or eternal heaven. Some 
others believe that there are no such things, that only 
Indians suffer the effects of karma, and that other souls 
have no karma.



(2) tahar elc pariSve £asya ksetra sakal anya par^ve
nsina brikser ban. ai bartmer sTniante ganga dekfta 
ya$ tatsthaniya gangar ubhay p’arsve dibl srenl' 
ksudra parbat ache ebam upatyaka* bhumi ayatane dux 
kro£ dTrghe carip’ac krod tah’ar madhyasthane 
b'aluka o prastar may.^' (l6&May*1832)

(3) purbe ei ancale emata cor dakatir bhay chila ye
pathik lok pac s’atjan ekatra ria haiya pathe calite
pari tana* ebam mom krisna nagar jilate anek
dakati 3 aroa haiyachila tahiTrder sardeir bisvanath
b*abu name ek duranta da‘k‘ati chile*. tah’ar hukume

2dine o r'atre dakati haita (15th May ,1819) •

1. On one side lie cornfields and on the other a forest
of various kinds of trees. The Ganges is visible
at the end of the track. It has a range of small 
hills 011 both sides. The Valley between is eight 
to ten miles long and four miles wide. The central 
part is full of sand and stones.

2. Formerly the fear of robbers in this area was such
that no traveller could come this way unless accompan
ied by several others. Many bandits had gathered in 
the district of Krishnanager* Their leader was a 
bold bandit named Biswanath Babu. On his orders 
robberies were carried out night and day.



The analysis of their vocabulary yields the following 
statistics;

3rd
passage% of tatsama

80.49 73.17 34.14

% of tadbhava 17.07 26.82 51.21

%' of foreign 
words 2.43 0.00 14.63

All the passages are roughly of the same length. The 
first passage is far from clears and probably was of little 
interest to any reader other than those directly involved 
in the religious controversy. There is no doubt that the 
second passage is written in a style and vocabulary most 
likely to appeal to the ordinary reader. A comparison 
of: passages selected at random from newspapers with those 
selected from a scholarly writer such a Mrityanjay reveals 
that the newspaper1 language contains a very small number 
of compounds. Even the learned passage quoted above has 
very few and they have only two constituents. The second 
passage has one, a simple compound of two components. The



third passage has none at all, though technically the 
word ekatra is by derivation a compound but it is net so 
regarded in Bengali.

The variety of subjects requiring treatment in the 
newspapers imposed problems of vocabulary on Journalists. 
They were required to report on political,social and 
commercial events and proceedings, as well as technical, 
religions, philosophical and other matters. Bengali 
vocabulary was inadequate to discuss these subjects.
It needed to be expanded rapidly. The Journalists were 
faced with the choice of either borrowing vocabulary 
fx̂ om other soui^ces (English, Perso-Arabic, Hindi/Urdu) 
or coining new words, mainly on Sanskrit models. To 
some extent, however, the choice was made automatically 
by the subject in hand. Trade and commerce being con-" 
ducted in English, naturally, necessitated borrowing a 
lax̂ ge number of words from English, whereas legal affairs 
being conducted in Persian, required that much of the 
Perso-Arabic vocabulaxy pertaining to legal matters be 
retained in use. As regards education, printing, and 
scholarship, deficiencies in vocabulary were made up by 
borrowing from Sanskrit. The following examples ar*e a 
small number of those which could have chosen but they are
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sufficient to illustrate the increase in Bengali vocabulary 
necessitated by the changed circumstances of life.
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A modern writer has observed that, "an educated Indian
of these days (modern times) speaks in private, and
naturally, only in a mixed language.’1 What he says is
of course true. Educated Bengalis today use a large
number of English words and phrases in conversation.

2The newspapers of the 1820’s contain evidence that this 
use of a mixed vocabulary i.e., English words being used 
as English words in Bengali sentences, had commenced as 
early as the period under discussion.

IV.

Sentence-structure in early newspaper Bengali reveals 
certain features which have been examined previously. 
Perhaps the commonest of these is the use of ’’and" words 
on the Persian and English model. Many examples of "and" 
sentences could be quoted but the following will be 
sufficient.

(i) rasta1 prastut haile daharer ^obh’a adhilc haibe
ebaip m a ha;} an lokerder naalca o 3inis patfa uthaner

1. Chaudhuri, H.G., The Autobiography of an Unknown Indian 
Madmillan, London, 1951, p.4o5*

2 * 3.S.K. , Vol.II,p.231.



bhala haibek o saheb lolcarder baî u sebanarthe 
1

utham haibek
When the construction of the road will be
complete it will increase the beauty of the
city and it will be good for the traders to moor
their boats to unload them and it will be good
for the Europeans for their morning walk*

(ii) oi dine balida'n anek hajf ebatp *. .adhylapakera
span 2 chatra sange kari^a sekhane yazi o adhyapake 2 

_ 2 
o chatre 2 bicar hay.
Lots of sacrifices take place that day and. the 
teachers go there with their students and debates 
are held between teachers and students.

It should be repeated that this type of fandf sentence is 
extremely rare in spoken Bengali. It is not common in 
writing either, except in newspapers and other forms of 
writing based on translation. The use of this type of 
sentence constitute a phase in the development of early 
Bengali prose. There are signs, however, that this 
type of sentence is beginning to reappear in the very 
modern school of writers.

1. S.S.K.,Vol.1.334-35.
2- Ibid. . You.p.261.



Two new features are noted in newspaper1 language 
whieii are clearly based upon English usage* There was 
at the time no Bengali equivalent for the English con
junction, ’'because” , and as that conjunction with its 
synonpns is common in English, an innovation in Bengali 
was necessary* We find many sentences containing the 
unusual word !yehetukf which is Bengali in origin but 
comparatively rare and certainly not a precise equivalent 
to the English conjunction*

(i) agradvTpe..•ye prakar lok samagam hai^achila eraata 
pray kakhano hay riai yehet.uk* * ■. caturdiger lok*.. 
asiyachila • ̂
Theî e had never been such a crowd at Agradirp 
as it had this year, because many people came from 
different parts of the country.

(ii) yadi ei mafca kariya.*.putrer bibaha diten tabe
_ 2ati sundar haita fcrehetuk anek loker upakar haita# 

[It would have been wonderful if he had arranged 
his son’s wedding in this way, for it would have 
benefitted many people*]

Another problem confronting Bengali journalists of this

1* S.S.K.Vol.I* .p.264
2. Ibid.,Vol.I,p.267.■ iil̂i mil ii i* i ill * ■r



period was reported speech. Modern Bengali can cope 
with reported speech. But whether or not the devices 
now used were available then is unknown. What is 
known is that no examples of reported speech, exhibiting 
the modern Bengali clause-structure have survived from 
this early journalism. What have survived are direct 
translations of the English reported speech, retaining 
the English clause-strueture, which is the reverse of 
that now normal in modern Bengali. Even if the clause- 
structure of modern Bengali reported speech had been in 
use then, it still would not have been surprising, if 
under the pressure of translating from English at speed 
the Bengalis had retained the English clause structure* 
For Example;-

1(i) £una gela ye...
It is said that 

(11) gata saptahe arnra.. • janaiyachi ye 
Last week we reported that

(iii) ^rTyut Bmaulat saheb...istahar diyachen ye.*. 
Mr.Smollet has issued a notice that

S*S *K*, Vol.I, p.208 
2. Ibid., p.242*
3* Ibid., p.198.



It should be noted that this type of structure is rare 
in the descriptive and narrative articles in Samac'ar 
Parpan, though very frequent in government and Company 
reports, Banknews etc.

At the same time Bengali was preceeding with the q /
building up of longer sentences with the aid of 
indigenous material particularly the perfect participle 
the use of which has already been noted, English 
temporal and causal clauses are frequently matched in 
Bengali by clauses ending in this participle. For 
instance

Shan kariya randhan, kar iya,.,,kanyake bhojan karaiya 
pare ami kichu khaiya saru tekfc laftya,,, suta lcatitam 
Having bathed, having cooked, having fed, my daughter, 
having eaten something,I used to spin thread on a 
slender spindle.

Many Bengali sentences are structurally hybrid. It is 
possible to find sentences which contain both English 
clause sti’ucture and Bengali participial clause structures.
For example:

^ 2
(i) katak cikitsak..ekatra haiya sthir kariyachen ye.,#t

Some doctors have assembled together and decided that,,,



(ii) ek dibas dekhilsfai ye balakera bangali tolar dige
yaiteche*1*

One day I saw that those boys were going towards
the Bengali locality*

(iii) pandit kahilen ye yadi kona b^akti garddabher
nikat ya/ ebam se garddabh 

• ^ ■ *

cait mare tabe ki garddabher
t

name keha riali£ kariyl thake *‘ 
The scholar enquired whethei* a person would complain

against a donkey, if he went 
up to the donkey and the 
donkey kicked him*

In spite of some English influences on sentence structure, 
the language of the nev/s papers was in the main simple and 
similar to common speech* newspapers did not contain 
literary writing as such till 1830 but they prepared, the 
soil for the future literary growth.

1. S.S*K.,Vol.I.,p.l30. _2. Sambnd KaumudT, quoted from Sen's
edITp.48.



GHAPyER VIII 
Sambad. Brabh'akax* : T^var Candra Gupta

The appear ance of Samblad Prabha“kar in 1830 , edited 
by T^var Candra Gupta , and initially financed by the 
Tagore family, ushered in a second phase in the history 
of the newspaper in Bengal. This phase was characterised 
by the inclusion of articles of increasing literary 
quality and importance* Gupta himself was a poet and 
literary critic.. Consequently he drew to his staff a 
au®dession of writers, who were to achieve eminence in 
the literatux^e of Bengal, Among these were Aksay 
Kumar Datta, Dinabandhu Mitra, and the great Bankim 
Candra himself. Thus from 1830 onwards newspapers 
such as Samb’ad Prabtiakar and its successors became the 
training ground for the writers who were to create the 
literature of the last century. Many great writers made 
their literary debuts in the pages of these newspapers.

Gupta was no Calcutta Bengali. He was educated in 
a village school, and steeped in the traditional village 
culture, that Calcutta in its eagerness for Western culture 
and education had'largely forgotten. Furthermore he had 
no opportunity to acquire English in his youth, and 
consequently his acquisition of it later on, after his
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arrival in Calcutta, did no tiling to weaken his strong 
allegiance to his native language and. culture. His 
allegiance to the Bengali language and. his desire to 
see it cultivated and respected by the educated Bengalis 
of Calcutta constitute Gupta*s most important contribution 
to the history of his time. He was one of the first to 
sing the praises of his mother-tongue in poetry. Though
there is no evidence to show that his hymn to his mother-
tongue v/as received with anything like the enthusiasm 
that greeted Madhusudan*s, a generation later*, nevertheless 
inspired his disciples some whom became famous writers 
in the second half of the 19th centux^y.

Gupta is better known as a poet than as a prose 
writer* Bankim called him the ulast pure Bengali poet*,r
By 11 pure*' Bankim probably meant "fr’ee from Western in
fluence” • This is only partially true* He was unin
fluenced by the verseforms of Western poetry, which was 
then beginning to be read in Calcutta; his poetical modes 
and mannerisms were those of 18th century Bengal, but, on 
the other hand, his subject-matter v/as not. It was often 
contemporary. He presented various aspects of the 19th

1. Bankim Racaiiabali (Sahitya Samsadj) Vol. II fKvar Candra
gupter .jiban carit o kabitva]* p. 836*
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century life in a satirical manner* Thus he may be 
regarded as forming a bridge between the poets of the 
18th and those of the 19th century. He wrote fluently, 
perhaps too fluently and with too many mannerisms but 
he was read and the lightness of his satire still assures 
him of a place in Bengali literature. Many of his 
poems were published in Sambad Prabhlakar, which constituted 
an innovation as far as the Bengali newspaper was concerned.

Up to 1830 the main impetus to journalism had come
from religious bias. .Newspapers had to a marked extent
been platforms for theological discussion and debate.
They were edited by scholars, who wrote as scholars and
apparently for scholars. G-upta on the other hand was
not a scholar. He had strong religious convictions.
He was a Hindu conservative, who disapproved of female
education, widow remarriage, and Christian conversion.
But he was not qualified to state the theological case
for his convictions. He wrote of such subjects from

oLa non-scholarly, emotion^point of view. Compared with 
its scholarly, theological predecessors, Samba d Prabhaitar 
was in many ways edited by an ordinary Bengali for an 
ordinary Bengali public.



But his paper was by no means ordinary in regard to 
literature. Here was a subject on which Gupta was qual
ified to pass an opinion. He was a keen sc ho lax* of the 
biography of 18th century poets. He gathered much in
formation on the s&bject and first published his bio
graphical essays in the Sambad Prabhakar. He also
published his own and other*s poetry. He can in a very 
real sense be regarded as the pioneer of the study of 
Bengali literature*

Some of the features of G-upta* s style as a poet tended 
to be transferred to his prose. Sen says that his love

1
of versifying Conditioned his main literary activities.11 
Much of his vocabulary v/as that of verse. He was fascina
ted by the sounds of words, particularly by rhyming, 
assonance and alliteration* The influence of Bharat 
Gandra llay is seen in much of Gupta* s prose, as well as 
his verse* He inherited also from B heir at Candra a love 
of the pun* All these features were popular in poetry 
particularly at the village level, and also in a number 
of Calcutta houses which were entertained from time to

1. Sen.S*, History of Bengali Literature* Hew Delhi,i960,
p.206.
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time by Kabiwalas i.e., Singer of popular ballads and 
lyrics* The transference of these features of style 
to prose was not successful. Datt,’ says of G-uptafs 
prose that it is 11 not as happy and natural as his poetry, 
but is ax^tificial and alliterative, and somewhat 
grotesque."^ G-upta*s main fault in this respect was 
a lack of discipline and sense of proportion. Once he 
had committed himself to playing with sounds, he found 
it hard to break off. A few examples will illustrate 
the extent to-which he carried his rhyming.

(i) barma nagare dharma namak ekjan carmaker.*.
There lived a cobbler, called Dharma in the

city of Barma
(ii) bhaber ki madhurya * raser ki tatparya. st̂ car.va

ascarya.
What sweetness of thought, what emotion^ significance*

Splendid, splendid*
(iii) sakal dvarei sainyer kolahal ...yatiakei paiteche 

t’ah’akei dhariteche - yaha dekhiteche ta’hai 
hariteche mariteche s’ariteche paura^anera 
sakalei loariteche bipaksara uthiteche chutitechie 
sarb|?atrai lutiteche nirbha^e lajfeiteche.. *

1. Dutt: The literature of Bengal, op.cit.»p*159



konakhmie svan £van SVan konakhane tan 
tan tan konakhane jhan jhan jhan.

In this passage he has made an almost complete sacrifice 
of sense to sound. The passage purports to be a descrip
tion of battle but Gupta has become so fascinated by rhyme 
and onomatepoeia that he seems to have forgotten his sub
ject altogether. The onomatopoeic words are completely 
inappropriate to the context.

one example of his puns will suffice:
sei sei dhanTr sei sei dhvaixi.. The rumblings of

the rich.
dhanT means "rich man" and dhvani means "sound" but both 
words are pronounced the same in Bengali i.e. /dhoni/

Apart from this tendency to play with words and rhyme, 
Gupta*s language is on the whole simple and readable.
His vocabulary consists of words with which the ordinary 
reader was familiar and there is a marked absence of long 
compounds. An analysis of representative passages would 
reveal the presence of a fairly large number of tatsama 
words but they were tatsama which had been accepted into 
Bengali and which were no longer felt to be Sanskrit*
His sentences are constructed on Bengali modes and one
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finds none of the uncertainty which has been noted in 
the writings of earlier writers and none of the longer 
complicated sentences on Sanskrit models which mark 
some of the writings of Mrityunjay. G-upta uses 
participles in the manner which is still a feature of 
Bengali writing and speech. He constructs many compound 
sentences by means of correlative pronouns and adverbs.
This too is a feature of modern style. The following 
passage is typical of the style of his biographical 
essays. It reveals no sign of Bnglish or Sanskrit 
influence•

panca bim^ati batsar atTta haila a'mra ramprasacli padya 
samgraha karane prabritta haiyachi ekal paryanta pranpan 
kariyao taha’te kritakarya haite parinai ...ei sthale binay 
purbak nibeda'tb kari samprati ye ye mah*a£ayer nikat ei 
mahnbastu 'ache tahaVa yena *ar yakser nyay bakse kariya 
rakse ria karen.
We have been engaged in collecting R'amprasad1 s songs 
for the last 25 years. Up till now, despite strenuous 
efforts we have not been successful. I respectfully 
request any gentlemen who may possess such a treasure, 
not to clutch it to their breast like a yaksa 

This illustrates his complete inability to resist the temp
tation to rhyme, no matter what the context maybe. lie



uses yaks&rs baksg and rakse all in the same line. In 
order to maintain his rhyme he had no compunction in 
using an extremely colloquial form rakse a where its 
more literary form raks'a would have been more appropriate 
to the tone of the piece. Gupta1s prose had little 
influence on later writers. It was too individualistic.- 
Here and there however, as we shall see, his tendency to 
rhyme crops up in the writings of Datta. nevertheless, 
Gupta!s attempt to introduce musical features into prose 
is an innovation. It does mark a realisation that prose 
could be a literary vehicle. Much of Guptafs prose can 
be read aloud and some of it, though possibly not very 
much, is capable of giving pleasure to the hearer by reason 
of its quality of sound alone. To Gupta too must be 
ascribed the credit for making the newspaper a forum for 
the publication of literary works. The connection that 
he established between the informative and cultural 
function of newspapers created a vogue ixx Calcutta and a 
large proportion of the literary works of late writers 
appeared first in the newspapers. This is still true of 
the Calcutta newspapers of today. To his credit also goes 
the encouragement he personally gave to younger writers.



Whether or not Ddtta Bankim or Dinabandhu would have taken 
the same way to literary fame had it not been for Gupta, 
we cannot know. It is, however, a historical fact 
that they served their apprenticeship in his paper and 
under his tutelage.



CHAPTER IX 
Tat tv abo dhTnT Pat riles

I

In 1843 5 when Gupta and his Sambad Prabtiakar
were at the height of their glory, a not hex* Bengali news-

_ _ _ 1
paper commenced publication, the TattvabodhanT Patrika.
It started as the bulletin of the Tattvabodhinx Sabha
(later to become the Brahma Samaj), which was established
in 1839 by a select party of ten-friends led by Debendranath
Tagore, all of whom believed in a God who was “the unknown
true being, the Creator, Preservor and Destroyer of the
universe, and who maintained this spiritual worship was
the only means of obtaining mental felicity here, and

2
eternal beatitude hereafter.

Tattvabodhinils first editor was Aksay Kumar
T ^ * n ~ i r iT in - i*-l j - ,ti w  ̂ inTifcgmM n  11 n n i. i £  r i~r n m ■ t £

Datta, who outlined the paper's purpose and functions.in 
its first issue. It was to publish the transactions of 
the Tattvabodhinx Sabbla fox* the benefit of members who 
were unable to attend its meetings owing either to temporally

1. Henceforth referred as Ta11vabodhinT.
^• Tattvabodhini,11,13, pp.103-4•



indisposition or to distant residence* Its overall 
function, however, was as a journal for moral and ethical 
enlightment. Such a journal, the editor submitted, was 
much needed at that time, when “the newspapers of Bengal 
were commercial. They did not publish articles on the 
Ultimate Being. Many learned scholars could not there
fore, publish their articles even if they desired. How
ever, with the publication of this journal their dis
satisfaction would come to an end and through this journal 
they could enlighten all.” Thus initially at least the 
TattvabodhinT was an entirely religious and didactic organ. 
However, its concern for Hindu society at large soon led 
to its engagement in social problems and consequently to 
a widening of its coverage. TattvabodhinT's writings 
fall into three broad categories: (l) religious (ii) social 
and (iii) scientific and historical.

The religious writings fall into two sub-categories: 
(i) translations and (ii) originals. R*ammohan's translation 
of thecUpaniB-ads was published in this journal as also were 
translations of other Sanskrit works of importance. In
cluded among the original articles published in its pages 
were the sermons of Debendranath Tagore and Ramcandra 
BidyabagTs together with other articles on various religious



topics. The following is an extract from one such
article, written in the form of. a dialogue, and attaching
idolatry.

sam^ay pahsa

s i ddliant a pahs a.

sarn^ay palcsa*

eiye jagat drista haiteche, ilia ^ 
bhinna^sarbendriyer agocar nir'ah’ar 
nirbikjTr eh jaw sarbajKa sarba^_ 
saktiman purushe halpna haribar 
pra^ojan hi?
indriyer apratyahsa sarba d*ia 
sarbaSaktiman sarbabyispi purushe 
amra halpna karina, hintu tumx _ 
yeman ei drisyaman jagathe ni&ca^rupe 
satya pa dart ha jnan karitecha tada— ~ 
peksab ijiar n^yaht*a^yjdimsvarujp 
pa ram her an bjihake amra satya pa dart ha 
rupe ni^cit ja’nitech^.
iha atyanta asambhal>. indriyer 
apratyahsa ye^padartha ihnr astitver 
prati niSceLyjnan hi prahare sambhab 
hoy?

siddhanta pahsa. mrittilca gat hit a jiratima d^hhiya 
tumi hi ni^cay jftan karahna 
pratima bhinna eh buddhiman 
ye iiiahe nirman kariyache?

,_ye
"ache

[Sceptical party. This world is visible. What need
is there to imagine beyond it an 
omniscient, omnipotent, changeless, 
formless, and imperceptible being?

Convinced party. We do not imagine an omnipotent, *- >
omnipresent, omniscient, and im
perceptible being. Rather we acknow
ledge as a reality Him who in the form
of Knowledge is the ultimate author and 
governor of this visible world, which 
you consider reality?



Sceptic Th&t is absolutely impossible.
How can you acknowledge the 
existence of what is irapei*ceptible?

Convinced When you see a clay image, do you
not acknowledge that beyond that 
image there is an intelligence, which ci»eated it?]

Since Bebendranath and his associates were essentially 
followers of Rammohan Bag y Tattvabodhini had tended to become 
the organ of the latter*s reformed Hinduism. But'Rammohan*s
attacks on Christianity had been mainly doctrinal and as 
such had remained confined more or less to the shpere of 
theological controversy. By the 1830*s, however, the
Ghi istian missionaries ?/ere achieving some measure of success 
in their efforts to convert Hindus to Christianity, and. con
sequently the question of conversion had begun to impress 
itself upon Hindu Society as a social problem of considerable 
urgency. In its first issue Tattvabodhini had diagnosed 
the cause of this embracing of the "foreign religion, 
Christianity" by young Hindus to be ignorance of the Hindu 
scriptures, which were written in Sanskrit. Thus it had 
been to dispel this ignorance and to counteract the influence 
of the Christian Missionaries, that fattgabodh.lnT had begun 
reprinting Rammohan*s translations of the sacred texts, and 
other books of his, together with many other articles on 
Hinduism. However, an important incident in Calcutta in



1844 revealed that T at tv ab o cl hi nTs original diagnosis of 
the cause of Christian conversion was not entirely correct. 
This incident dantrdduround the conversion to Christianity 
of UmejSfcandra Sarka’r and his wife. She was probably the 
first lady of Bengali Hindu upper class society to be con
verted. Sarltar’s father begged Alexander Duff, the chief 
missionary, to return his son. Duff refused. Hindu 
society was mortified. But mortification was only the 
emotional response to this incident, the intellectual 
response from T a 11v ab o d hi nT was to ponder its deeper sig
nificance. Could the blame be laid entirely at the door 
of the Christians? Was not Hindu society itself in part 
to blame? Was not this incident symptomatic of a disease 
which threatened to engulf the whole of Hindu society?
Ta11 vabodh inT had at first attributed conversion to ignor
ance of the Hindu scriptures, but supposing it were due to 
knowledge of Hindu apathy? What was Hindu society doing 
for the welfare and education of its members?

Do keep your children away from the missionaries, 
if you desire your own good, the welfare of your 
family, progress of your country and love the Truth. 
Don’t send your children to the missionary schools. 
You may, of course, argue, that there is nowhere to 
educate the children of the poor except missionary 
schools. But what a crying shame it is! The



Christians set at nought the v^aves of the 
bottomless seas; promulgate their faith in 
our land; they are establishing schools in 
every village and. town., yet we have not a 
single decent school to educate the poor 
children of our native land.

This extract typifies the wave of self-criticism
which surged up in T a t tv ab o dhinT from 1844 onwards.
Washed, up by this wave of self-criticism came a new emotion
in answer to the alien creed, namely patriotism* An 2
article, published in 1844, burst our eloquently:-

A man’s native land is so dear to his heart, 
that its very rivers, mountains, and plains 
demand, his love and grant him pleasure. The 
very names of objects, tug at one’s emotions, 
because of the associations they have with the 
motherland, home of all that is dear. How can 
one become indifferent and insensitive to the 
abode of bliss of one’s forefather’s since ages 
past and one’s descendants in ages yet to be?

The author censures Hindu despondency and apathy and praises 
Christian enthusiasm and enterprise. **We can not be united 
to protect our own religion in our own country*1; yet they 
cross the seas to preach to us their religion. sHe con
cludes : -

My countrymen, there is hardly anytime to waste. 
Awake, arise, from the slumber of idleness and 
serve for the good of your country and spread 
the light of knowledge.

Thus in space of a few yeai*s Ta11vabodhinT proceeded from
in* in li'iw.... m u  <n^NXl

Tattvabodhirii, Vol.III,20 ,pp.l73]74*
2 .  Ibid., I V ,  &4.



the dissemination of sacred knowledge to passionate
engagement in social problems* The poverty of the 

1 2 
villagers, the plight of the Indigo planters, these
were the new concerns of TattvabodhinT, which was fast.... mu » «  9

becoming a platform for the educated Bengali to express
his views on religion and. society, and the economy and
administration of the country as v/ell*

The final category of the writings published in
TattvabodhinT is scientific and historical* Aksay Kumar
Datta, the editor, had personal predilections for the
sciences and. antiquities* Many of his essays v̂ ere on

3 4scientific subjects such as Zoology, Botany, and 
kGeology,-' but his most important and interesting were on 

the history of religion*
Numbered, amongst TattvabodhinT* s most distinguished 

contributors were Alcsa^ Kumar Datta, j^ebendraiiath Tagore, 
T^varcandra Vi dy as agar, KaTiprasanna Biimha etc* But since 
Aks-ay Kumar and Debendranath1 s most important writings 
first appeared in TattvabodhinT and since both of them were-—“If—   - f l  I t Ti r i i m £  *lr*f \

intimately connected, with its activities, their writings 
may be taken as representative of TattvabodhinT as a whole.

Ta11vabodhi nT , vol.IV, 84*
2- Ibid.. . IV, 8?.
3.& 4. Ibid..VIII .110.
5* Ibid.. VIII.110.112.



For that reason we have the selected them for a detailed 
analysis of their language and style.

II.

Aksay Kumar served his apprenticeship in prose- 
compos it ion as a contributor to Samb’ad Prabtfakar. One 
day T&varcandra Gupta had asked him to translate a passage 
^rora The Englishman, an English journal. Aksa# Kumar 
confessed himself unable to do so5 since he had no con
ception of what Bengali prose was like.1 IMeedless to 
say, he soon learnt and became a regular contributor to 
Gupta's paper. It was through Gupta that Aksa# Kumar 
first med Debendraiiath. Thus when Debendrahath decided y -
to commence publication of TattvabodhinT„ a test was 
devised to select the editor and the successful candidate 
was Aksay Kumar. Aksay Kumar was a man of varied interests 
and accomplishments; he read Sanskrit and English, and. 
a little French, and had studied Botany and Chemistry,^ so 
naturally he wrote on many subjects: ethical, scientific, 
and historical.

1. Majumdar, K.H. Bangla S*amayik Patrerititias , Mymensing. p.24U 
2 . Nyatfratna Ra'mgati ; op. cit. p. 256.



This was the Victorian age. Ethics and morality 
were fashionable preoccupations in England and India. The 
most widely read English books in the Bengal of those days 
were Isaac Vatt1s Improvement of the M:fcn&, and Samuel 
Smile's Character and Self-Help., etc. Consequently it 
is not surprising that Aksa$ Kumar's first book of import
ance in 1852 should be an adaptation of an English ethical 
work, George Combe's The Constitution of Man. Bahya
Bastur Sahit m’anab prakritir Sambandha bicar, Datta'sV  ■' ■■■" ■ 1 m  1 ■ ■»’». ii ■ 1 1  ■■ ■■ ■— * 1 - ^ — —  - f||-| 1 f - ‘T —  m  1 i r n i 1 w i n  M l  111 rfn 11 ■ !  1 ii 1 1 1 1 1 1 .  1 11 iiiiwitw i. m i iiini i m i w i v— i w r n n ^ p w i ,  f

Bengali version of George Co&ibe's book, is no translation.
It is a collection of didactic essays on vegetarianism, 
temperance, etc., based on the original. Datta followed 
this up in 1855 with a further collection of essays on 
moral themes, Dharmarilti, it contained essays on Duty

*  «i will ul i ^ IP MIHIIIH.  ^I I  1 1 ^  in im 11 mi I eL

towards Parents, Behaviour towards Servants, etc.,
His ..ethical preoccupations were carried over 

into his scientific writing. His first important text 
book Oaru_path (1st part 1852, 2nd part 1854, 3rd part 
!859jJ contained, in addition to scientific and geographical 
essays, some on ethical themes. it remained a text book 
in Bengali for a long time. In I856 he published a book 
on physics, Padartha Bidya*

All the books so far mentioned were either 
translations or adaptations from English. Even his greatest



work, Bharatbhasiya Upasalc sampraday (The Religions of
W £  > )m]|V n  iff i I' i (i i Up m u i i mw i  mill n r n m iin i i r iu r T* i  i n i in i n i  In.  ■! '  '

Indiajj wag in part at least an adaptation* It is a 
history of various Indian religious sects, based on the 
researches of H*H.Wilson contained in Sketch on the 
Religious Sects of the Hindus* But Wilson describes only 
45 sects. Datta drew on Hindi, Bengali, and Persian 
sources to describe a.further 117 and. himself collected 
material on 20 more. Datta*s approach is objective 
throughout. It is the first objective study of religious 
sects by a Bengali and is acknowledged even now as one of 
the most important books on the subject in Bengali*

III

Vocabulary is the most striking feature of Dattars 
language. He was breaking new ground in Bengali prose 
composition and Bengali vocabulary was not rich enough to 
provide the terminology he needed. Scientific themes had. 
been introduced into Bengali as early as 1819, when the 
School Book Society began to publish text books on astronomy 
and natural history. The scientific vocabulary had no 
doubt commenced its growth from that date, but it was far 
from being in established use* As far as the dictionaries



produced at or about this time, were concerned, (namely 
those of Six* Graves C.Haughton published in 1832 and 
D'Roserio, published in 1837J there was scarcely any 
scientific vocabulary in existence in Bengali. English 
scientific terms could be defined in Bengali, but there 
were no precise equivalents for them. D'Ro^erior explains 
Compass for instance, in his dictionary (p.93!) as "curnbak
tu ra iq n w h » « iB « n B r t fe B l *  — 11,11Him I I l i m i " * *

p&tharer gunanvlta suchi.jukta dig bidig nirdpak jantra 
bisheslf* ( a magnetised needle upon a cord whereby mariners 
steer") and telegraph as **sanket dward sambad dibar uchichl- 
krita jantra" (p.474) - 11 a machine for communicating inform
ation by signals fox'1 letters,f. Datta was faced with this 
problem of deficiencies in vocabulary. Where possible, 
he utilised terminology coined by predecessors and, where 
necessar*y, he coined his own. At times he took existing 
woi*ds and compounds and used them in different senses* For 
instance, he used the word, byomyan, which according to 
Houghton meant ,fa vehicle, a carriage of the gods " (p.2123) 
in the sense of the English Balloon; the word arnabyan 
compounded from two Sanskrit words, arnab 'sea1 and 
yan* 'vehicle', to mean "ship”; and the virord, baspT^a rathj 
a compound meaning literally tfsteam-chariotu to mean "train" 
Further examples of his newly coined, or specially adapted



terminology are given below:
b’as-pT.fra pot (steam-boat) "steamer" , 
digdardan (direction-showing) "compass" - 
golstkriti (round-shape) "spherical" , 
manara,j ju ( measure-rope) "nautical gauge" , 
taparnan (heat-measure) " thermometer" , 
dilpayantra (industry-gadget) "machine".

Datta himself provided a glossary of his terminology with 
English equivalents in his BeThya bastur sahit manalb prakritir 
sambandha bicar , which indicates his own uncertainty as to 
whether or not hie terminology would be readily understood 
by his Bengali readers. Some of his glosses are given 
below. Few of them are listed in contemporary dictionaries 
and. never in the senses given anucikTrs'a (imitation),
Takaranubhabakata (faculty of form) Tatmadar (self-esteem), 
anangali psa* (adhesiveness), ksfryakiaran bhat (causation), 
gomasuraadhan (vaccination), jTbanT dakti (vital power) 
soblianub hab aka ta* (ideality).

As the examples already quoted indicate, Datta 
borrowed freely from Sanskrit to coin the terminology his 
subject-matter demanded. The following quotations from 
his writings will clearly demonsti*ate the extent of his 
borrowing.



dhanya rammohan raĵ yl ye sarnaye bharatbarsa and ha lea re 
acchanna chi la ba-fcilei hay sei sarnaye tom*ar satej buddhi 
jyoti ye ghoratara ajnluirup nibi]5 jaladra^i bidrrna kari; 
etadiir bikTrna haiyachila ebain tatsahakare to mar sabirnal 
svaccha citta ye rdjadeiS o nij sama^e pracalita sakal prakar 
kusamskar nirbacan kariya parityag kariya'chila ih*a s'arnanya
I W> rm.vr jf j  & m mascarya o samanya sadhubader bisay nay* takhan tomar 
jnan o dharmatsahe utsahita hr idap jangal may pankil b hu/mi 
paribestita ekti agnimay agneyagiri chila teTlaa haite

 ̂  ̂ ** >■» tit jt *iii i.punya pabitra pracur onanagm seteje utksipta haiya 
caturdike biksipta haite thakita.., *.tomar upadhi raja* 
ja£ama$' bhurni khanda tomar rajya nay. tami ekti subistar
trianora jya adhikar kariya rakhiya cha . tomar samaka-Ein o
bi^esata uttarka'lTn sumarjita buddhi Silcsita sampraday 
tomake ra'Jrnukut prad'an kariya tomar jayadhvani kariya 
sisiteche. yaioara ‘abahatnank’al hindujatir ma noraj ye 
nirbibadB rajatva kariya a*si$Bchen tumi taha'digake paraja£ 
kariyacha ataeb turn rajar rajar

Praise be to Rammohan Pay. At a time when India lay 
swathed in darkness, the light of your brilliant intellect 
burst through the dense cloud-masses of ignorance and 
spread afar* hnd with that your mind in its aweful purity



and clarity fixed on all the various evils current in your 
age and. land and cast them out, an achievement meet for 
us no mean praise or astonishment. Then your heart fired, 
■with religious zeal and knowledge was a fiery volcano 
encircled, by swampy jungle tracts, disgorging the pure 
sacred, flame of knowledge to spread, all around in profusion. 
You are entitled king. ho lifeless stretch of soil is 
your kingdom. Your kingdom you have established in the 
widB i^eaches of the mind. Your contemporaries and especially 
the educated?, classes of posterity acclaim you and crown 
you king. Those who i*eigned in the Hindu mind, from time 
immemorial as undisputed kings, you have conquered and thus 
you are king of kings.

(25
cumbak duiprakar; akritrim o kritrim. akar haite ye cumbak
name elc prakar apariskrita lauha prapta hao#a ya#, tatiar
riam akritrim cumbak. .Akritrim cumbake laftba athaba
Espat gharsan karile, sei lauha o ispato cumbaker gun
prapta ha$, ihakei kritrim cumbak bale. kritrim turnbak• • •
(sic) o akritrim cumbaker nyaf anya lauha o isp’ater
akar sari kariya thake. nikel o kobsflt name dui dhntu *ache • #
t’ahsi o lauha o is plater nyay cumbaker gunprapta hay. 
cumbaker ek as'adhafran gun "ache, ye taihar ek dik niyatai



uttrabhimuke , ebarn anyadik sutaratp daksinabhimuke * ataeb,
ekta cumbak Pataka’ sange thakile ki akul.samudra, ki gabhTr 

&

aranya, saka'1 sthan haitei dik nirupsn kara yay.

Magnets are of two kinds; natural and artificial. The 
natural magnet is a type of impure iron obtained from ore 
called *"magnet11 , Iron or steel rubbed by a natural 
magnet assumes the properties of the magnet. This we 
call an artificial magnet. Like natural magnets, artificial 
magnets attract other pieces of iron and steel. There 
are two metals, called nickel and cobalt, which like iron 
and. steel, assume the properties of the ‘magnet. One re
markable property of the magnet is that one end always 
points north, and that consequently the other end points 
douth. And so directions can be determined from any place,' 
whether from the depths of forest or the high seas, provided 
one has a magnetic needle.

oek dibas duhsah grlsmati^ay prayukta atyanta klanta hai$a 
s'ayamkale yamuha tTre u pa be^anpurbak su la lit a lahari iTl'a 
abalokan karitechiTam• tathakar susnigdha marut hillole 
ĵ arTr 3Ttal haitechila. Kata iata dTpyaman hTrak khanda 
gagan rnandale kra’/hfloe krame prakas paite lagila ebaiji tanmadhye



dibya labenya pari^obhita ptirnacandra biragaman haiya 
kakhano a pa hem para m r a in a nT ya anirbacanTya sudhamay kiran 
bikiran pllrbak jagat sudhaptirna karitechilen kakhano 
bet alpa alpa meghabrita haifa svakT^a mandTbiiuta kiran 
bis tar civ’s r*a paurnamasT raja hike usahiurup nllan karitechilen*

Tired out by the unbearable summer heat one day I was 
resting at evening time on the banks of Yamuna watching the 
play of the delightful waves. 1 was being soothed by the 
gentle blowing of the breezes there. On the heavens 
gradually hundreds of bright diamonds began revealing them- 
sevles* And the full-rnoon radiant with divine loveliness 
shining amongst them was now infusing the world with nectar 
with its ineffably beautiful* nectared beams and now with 
beams dulled by veils of clouds making the full-moon night 
as pale as dawn.

iAs the above passages show* Datta had. a predilection 
for Sanskrit words. The first passage * a formal piece* 
contains a high percentage of Sanskrit words. The second* 
on a scientific subject* contains none* except for the 
technical term*which of course are loan words. The third* 
a descriptive passage* contains the most Banskritic elements*



An examination of his compounds reveals a more 
marked influence of Sanskrit on Datta. The first passage 
has numerous compounds* for example* tats aha lcare (with 
that), nijsid̂ i. (own country)* dharmotsaha (enthusiasm for 
religion)* i^nagni (flame of knowledge), manora.jya« 
(kingdomfoip the. 'mind)*1.10 The second contains a few readily 
comprehensible ones such ad daksinabhimukhT (southwards), 
an<̂  jfj-.sKy i t a (impure). The compounds in the third 
passage arellonger and of a more definite Sanskrit flavour, 
e • g • ,

U )  gylgroatigafrpra.yukta "resulti ng from the
excessive heat"

4ii) laharilila "the play of the waves"
(iii) m’arut hillole "by the blowing of the breezes" 

The adjectives in the first and third passages are long and 
Sanskritic;

( -̂) -Subimal svaccha citta (pure clear mind)
Ui) _P_uaya pabitra praour .Inan (sacred holy vast

knowledge)
(iii) Q̂iiam̂ jparnaiiT̂ a anirbacariiffa sudhama# kjran

(utterly beautiful unspeakable nectared beams)
Dat fca* s "verbal phrases" may be adduced as further 

evidence of his predilection for Sanskrit. One of the



features of Sanskritised Bengali is the use of verbal 
phrases (i.e. constructions consisting of Sanskrit verbal 
noun or past participle and one of the two Bengali verbs, 
kara,"to do" and haotfa "to become". "to be." ) instead of 
Bengali verbs, e.g., in Sanskrit is ed. Bengali the construction 
gamankaina "to do a going" would be preferred to yaoya "to 
go". Datta probably used this type of "verbal phrase" 
more frequently than his predecessors. Even in the second 
of our quoted passages, which was the simplest of the three 
in style, there are two of these verbal phrases: prapta

* njiM it ■ fcn t.jHI

haoffa"to cotoe into possession of" and g liars an kara "to 
perform a rubbing", used in preference to paoffa (to get) 
and ghasa (to rub)*

Apart from these features in his style Datta 
maintains gender concord in many cases e.g. ,

(i) rajanT. 0. .. .anandad'ayinT 
Bight delightful

(i i) b i dv es i nT•....ramanT
'  * £  nifcki fail* i i > n~rnrrn TTI~i "in rnt li urniri

jealous women
(iii) bidhabeu.... .rorudyamiTha 

widow weeping
Another grammatical feature to be noted in Datta*s writing 
is that like R*amraohan he used the accusative case inflection 
“ke with a group of nouns which take zero inflection. For



example;-
(i) arnard.iger pranayke akarsan kare 

(attracts our love)
(ii) “ahlaclke janmafof(gives pleasure)

(iii) buddhike (fa 1 ana Icarite paVa 
(using one!s intelligence)

Datta used the established word-order of his day 
which is similar to that of modern Bengali, i.e.^adjective 
precedes noun etc* His sentences are completely free 
from English influence* They are constructed on the 
S.G„V* model* His clauses are ordered in the normal 
Bengali sequence i*e• ,sub-ordinate clause first, then main 
clause* Unlike Rammohan, he uses no vex*b-copulas * His 
usage in this respect is very Bengali* iui example from 
our second passage illustrates this;

cumbak dui prakar: akritrim o kritrim
Magnets are of two kinds;, natural and artificial* 

Unlike Mrityunja^, however, he makes frequent use of the 
postposition pur bale in preference to participles in -iffa 
e.g., kiran bikiran purbak "by radiating the rays". He 
also makes frequent use of correlatives* The passages 
quoted above give ample evidence of Datta!s proficiency in 
sentence construction* He writes long lucid sentences with



assurance and short ones without producing staccato.

IV

Not content with proficiency in sentence-coastraction 
Datta set out to embellish his writing. A disciple of 
Tdvarcandra G-upta, he was enamoured of rhyme and allitera
tion, and deemed them fitting embellishments of his style.
-As the passages quoted above illustrate, alliteration 
became a common feature of his style:

(1) .gunya jjabitra pracur
(2) jangaIma$ pankiXbhumi joaribesfcita
(3) sulalita laharT lTl'a abalolean lcaritechijtam
(4) ek dibas duhsaha grTsm’ati^aJ prayukta atyant& 

Like alliteration, rhyming is also common in Datta1s prose®
For example;

(l) bidTrna kariya' bikirna haiyachila 
(2j) par am ramanT^a anirbacanT^a
(3) kiran bikTran
(4) jangalmay pankilbhUmi
 ̂ * Ui.pl 1 *- — 1 ■ *

Tautology, though not very frequent, is an occasional feature 
of Datta*s, e.g.,

(l) agnima$ agneya girl (lit.fiery fire-promoting 
mountain). The elective agnimay ufieryu is superflous,



since it is synonymous with, agneya "fiery55.
(2) dharmots“ahe utsefhita (lit. enthused with 

religion - enthusiasm ) utsaha is here redundant.
(3) dihya labanya pari^obhita pu^acandra...apanar 

param ramanTya anirbacanTya sudhTmay kiran (lit. The full 
moon adorned with divine loveliness.... its extremely lovely 
unspeakable , nectar-filled, beams....) The epithets
* dibya. • „ . pari^obhita51 and 51 paramramanTya.. .kiran51 are 
virtually synonymous. One or other of them is redundant.

There is one more, final feature of Datta*sstyle 
to be discussed, his use of imagex^y: metaphors and similes. 
This use of imagery distinguished Datta1sstyle from his 
predecessors1. Imagery is an essential part of language. 
There ax̂ e two kinds of imagery: i) images which have ceased 
to be regaried. as rhetorical through constant usage e.g. , 
"The idea took root in his mind," in English, ii) images■ m 1. ■■ 111 a in* 11 . ..*»■ 111 impiii 11 i.fr< 11 w * r ' '

used, rhetorically with a conscious intent at linguistic 
embe11is hme nt•

Dattafs predecessors, Basu, Mrityunjay, R’arnmohan 
and Gupta, all used imagery. Basu and Ramrnohan used little

bhayakul £ ibaganer nyay (as afraid as a group of jackals) 
citr»er putalir riyja£(Tike cia painted do 11) 
kuler kalafflca Tfaraily1 s black-spot)



mainly of the first type. Of Datta1s predecessors1 
Mrityunjay used most, generally drawn from Sanskrit and 
mainly of an amorous nature e.g.,

(1) tarunf stana sundar indTbar 
"maiden-breast-beautiful lotus

(2) pTyustulya jal " nectar-lilce-water *"
(3) dib shear jalanimagna nyay astamita 

"The sun set as if immersed in water.11
But whilst transferring stereotyped imagery from Sanskrit 
prose did 'nothing to enhance the Bengali prose of Mrityanjay 
transposing as he did, much of it from poetry, positively 
damaged his prose by its very incongruity. Datta, on the 
other hand, consciously strived to embellish his language 
with imagery created for that express purpose. Only where 
his inventive powers failed, him, did he borrow from Sanskrit 
and then he borrowed with impeccable taste. His prose 

sparkles with fresh, aptly-chosen images e.g., the extended 
metaphor, in the first passage quoted, of the active volcano 
encircled, by dense swampy jungle; Ramrnohan is the volcano, 
society the entangled boggy surroundings, and his energies 
the eruption. This image is stamped with the originality 
and freshness of Datta’s imaginative power's.

A few examples of Datta*s use of figures of speech



are quoted below:
(1) bisad-samudra (melancholyjsea)
(2) dxpyaman hTrak khanda (shining-diamond. particle) 

This whole phrase suggests the stars. This is a true 
metaphor.

(3) nidra. . .a'birbhuta haiya sakal kle£ ’̂anti 
kar it e lag ila•
Sleep appeax'ed and began to soothe av̂ ay every 
one’s grief.

Personification is very common in Datta*s writing. He was 
also very fond of allegorical writing. His three essays 
called Svapria Parian " dream Visions" at1© allegories. i\n 
extract is quoted, below:

"You have rightly guessed, they are goddesses 
indeed and they live in this Mountain of 
Religion. One of them is called Charity, 
another Devotion, and the last Compassion...."
As his scientific writings show, Datta’s prose 

was in the main simple. It becomes a little more complex 
when he passes from science to ethics and philosophy. But 
this complexity does nothing to diminish his lucidity, for 
he was supremely competent in sentence-construetion. His 
skill in manipulating sentences of various lengths, avoiding 
staccato, yet maintaining a clean line of exposition, is



remarkable* On the whole he preferred figurative to 
literal expression, which places him above Hammohan*
Bammohan had wedded logic to prose and moulded an in
strument for logical exposition* Datta went further*
He embellished this instrument with "eloquence11, which
Bedd defines as "an art of exposition animated by the

1
greatness of the theme*,!: What Datta wrote on moral
and patriotic themes, his countrymen received with great

2respect, and responded-with both heart and mind* But 
Datta1s linguistic embellishment was limited* He did 
not carry alliteration and rhyme to the point of tediousness 
The best of his passages ring with the eloquence, which 
stamp his style and which R.C.Dutt, has compared to "the 
vehemence and force of the mountain torrent in its wild 
and rugged beauty*."^

V.

Though Ak§ay Kumar Datta was the editor of 
Tattvabodhipq* the actual control of the journal was in 
the hands of Debendranath Tagore, the father of the poet

1* Kead,H: oo.cit* «u»l86*
2. Dutt,R*G*:- Literature of Bengal, o~p*cit* 163-614.*

Ibid. ,p *169*'



Rabindranath. Dbbendranath supervised the management j
j

of the journal and perused the contributions of Ak§ay j

Kumar Datta and others, prior to publication. Debendranatli1 s
iown prose was good, though he wrote with no literary intention. ;
iHis contribution to Bengali prose has been little discussed j

1 ■■and more often neglected by the critics.
■ t

Debendranatli was the son of Prince I;3)v3trakanath, j
whose fabulous wealth is still related in anecdotes current
even now in Bengal. Born to such princely riches, Debendrahathfe

ii
days passed in luxurious ease till one moonlit night brought |

ii
death to his beloved grandmother and to him a mystic exper
ience 036 Divine love. The unfolding of his spiritual life 
dates from that first experience which he describes in the 
following words:

"It was a spontaneous delight, to which nobody
i

can attain by argument or logic. God Himself
i

seeks for the opportunity of pouring it out. j
1

He had vouchsafed it unto me in the fulness of jIitime. Who sgtys there is no God? There is j
proof enough of His existence. I was not pre- |
pared for it, whence then did I receive this 

2joy?"

1. Only one critic, A jit Kumar C akr ab aftT, has written a book 
on Debendranatli, Mahargi Debendranath. Allahabad, 1916... In 
this book CrakrabartT claims (Appendix III) that Debendranath 
is the first writer of literary prose in Bengali.2. Tagore,D.N.Autobiography (translated by S.N.Tagore and Indira 
Debi) Calcutta,1909, PP3“4«



His mode of life changed almost instantaneously..
He became a devoted student of the Upap.isads, and eventually,
after the death of Ramrnohan, leader of the Brahma Samaj*
From this spiritual yearnings stemmed a restlessness which
set him travelling far and wide, hut mostly to the Himalayas.
He loved nature passionately and saw in it the manifestation
of God. lie had leanings towards poetry and music. His
favourite poet was the Persian, Hafiz. Wordmworth also
appealed to him strongly* Music he studied at the feet of
an expert. But his spiritual and artistic inclinations did
not blind him.to the practical affairs of life* His affairs
were well-ordered, but his spiritual propensities were his
strongest and earned for him the title of Mahargi (Great
Sage) by which he is still known by his countrymen. These
many facets of his nature are reflected in his prose.

Debendranath*s writings are almost entirely on
4oreligious topics. He used deliver sermons in the Tattvabodhim

Sabha, which were subsequently collected and published in his 
(1852)^ t 

Brahma Pharma/  ̂Bralma Sama,1er Balycita (1862) and Brahma
Dharmer ffyakhyan (1869-72)• He wrote an autobiography in
1898. His autobiography was also in the main religious,
though interpolated frequently were descriptive passages of
remarkable beauty*.

We presume that the prose we have so far considered
was written with the intention of being read to acquire



information, but we know that Debendranath wrote his
prose with the intention of delivering it orally to an 
audience. This difference in intention affected the whole 
gabric of his prose: the choice and order of his words,
the order and structure of his phrases, clauses, and sen
tences. Thus a new quality is added to Bengali prose, 
the quality of rhetoric. But from its addition emerged 
still another quality, which does not easily lend itself to 
analysis, but which is Debendranath*s greatest single contri
bution to Bengali prose as literature, namely the quality of 
music*: We hope the following illustrations refeal it.

(i) lsvar sadhana nimitte ei tattvabodhini
sabha sthapita haiyache* lsvar jfian ha 
haile Tsvaradhana hayna ebain ekaki nirjane 
jnanalocanar upay birahe jhanoparjano hayna 
ataeb ei sabha ye upakaririi Fad bise^ bodh 
haiteche. yadio Tsvaradhana gupta ebam 
prakasya ubhay sthanei uttamrupe nirbaha 
haite pare, yadio_yahar Tsvar bhakti ache W ScCî e. 
ki nirjane tahar I§var bhakti rup dlpasikha 
kakhano nirban hayna, prakasye bhajana karh8e 
apanar o anyer ekebare upakar hay
This Tattvabodhini sabha has been established 
for the realisation of God. One cannot 
worship God unless one has knowledge of God 
and one cannot acquire knowledge in solititude 
because of the want of serious discussion. 
Therefore, there are strong reasons to suppose 
that this Sabha is beneficial* Although the 
worship of God can be carried on just as well 
in private as in public, and although a person’s 
flame of devotion to God can never be extinguished 
whether he be alone or in company, nonetheless 
public worship benefits both him and the others*



(li) yini bhumike sarbakale syambarna 
t^inadvara acchadita kariya ebam 
basanta kale nabapallabyukta ̂ puspagucche 
alamkpita kariya darsanendriyer susthata 
sampadan karitechen, yird akaske Meitra 
"barlie oitrita kariya_amardigalce manoramya 
kariyachen, grini diba ratrir paribartane 
suryer udayasta kaler saundaryer s£is$i 
kariya amardigake ananda pradan karitechen 
tahake yena amra bismrita na hai*
He who gives pleasure to our eyes covering 
the ground with green grasses in all 
seasons and adorning the trees with newly 
blossoming flowers and leaves in springs.
He who gives delight to our mifid by painting 
the sky in various colours, He who gives us 
joy by creating the beauty of the dawn and 
the dusk and changing the day into night (and 
night into day) Him let us not forget*

(iii) arupodaye prabhate ami. yakhan sei bagane 
be<$aitam yakhan aphimer svet_, pit, lohit 
php.1 sakal sisir jaler asrupat karita, _ 
yakhan ghaser rajata kancan puspadal udyan 
bhumite jarir machalanda bichaijhdita, 
yakhan svarga haite bayu asi^a bagane madhu 
bahan karita, yaldian dur haite pahjabider 
sumadhur^sangitsvar udyane sancarap karita, 
takhan tahake amar ek gandharba purl bodh 
halta*
yyhen I used to walk in that garden in the 
morning, when the white, yellow and red opium 
flowers used to shed tears of dew, when the 
golden and silvery flowers of grass used to 
spread .an embroidered silk <6n the garden, when 
the heavenly breeze used to blow carrying 
honey with it, and when the sweet music of the 
Panjabis used to float over the garden, then 
the garden seemed like a fairyland to me*

The analysis of Debendranath1 s language will be 
based on the above quoted extracts* The first passage was 
written in 1841, the second in 1843 and the third one is taken



from his autobiography which was written in 1898. The 
first two passages are from sermons. The last passage is 
a description of a garden in Amritsan in the Punjab.

It will be noted that Debendranath used a large 
number of tatsama words, but they are words which are 
familiar to a Bengali, many of them being irreplaceable by 
tadbhava words. For Instance, in the first passage, the 
word lsvar (G-od) occurs six times and words like bhakti, 
inapt, bhaiana etc. also occur. These words cannot be
replaced by any tadbhava forms. They belong to the ter
minology of religion. Furthermore, his choice of tatsama 
words in all the passages has, to a considerable extent, 
been guided by the requirements of rhetoric and his sense 
of music which will be discussed later.

Debendranath has also used quite a number of 
compounds; but they are compounds of simple structure e.g., 
Tsvararadhana (God’s worship), dipasikha (Lamp’s flame).
The interesting thing to notice is Debendranath* s tendency to 
break up compounds into separate words without inserting 
inflectional terminations. For example lsvar sadhana nimitte 
(God/realisation/for the sake of). Debendranath1 s practice 
of breaking up compounds was adopted by many later writers, 
including his son, Rabindranath. In the second and third 
passage one notices the compounds are broken up either wholly



jcy

or partly into their components. For example, nabapallab yukta. 
p u s p a&uccha (new-leaves-adorned f lower-bunches), svet, pit, 
lohit phul (white yellow red flowers).

The word-order in the above passages is similar to
that of modern Bengali and also similar to the word-order

— _ A  - .of Ramrnohan Ray and of journalists in Debendranath1 s time.
The Adjective-Noun position is the norm. Sentences follow 
the 3.G.V. order* In all Debendranath1s writings I have 
not found out a single case of S.O.V.invasion.

Debendranath is a master of s entence-structure*.
His sentences do not reveal any obvious English influence.
Unlike R*ammohan, he has not used verb copulas where Bengali ... 
speech ordinarily does not use them. Debendranath uses both 
simple and compound sentences with equal facility. Many of 
his long sentences are well-balanced din construction. A. 
number of them are periodic in form. A period has been 
defined by one critic as Ma complex sentence of which the 
meaning remains in suspense until the completion of the 
sentence.Tf- The third sentence in the first extract is 
a period* It is a construction containing 4 clauses, two 
sub-ordinate clauses introduced by yadio (although) with 
an adjectival clause embodied inihe second yadio clause

1* supra.. Chap . V h . ^ 1
2. Read,Sir.H; op.cit. ,P.35.



(yahar Tsvar bhakti ache), and the main clause (prakasye 
bha .i ana kari le..... up akarha.f) at the end. The embodied 
adjectival clause which consists of a sub-ordinate clause 
introduced by a relative pronoun and linked to the other 
clause by the demonstrative pronoun used correlatively, 
belongs to a type now very frequent in Bengali prose.

In the second passage quoted above the whole sen
tence is a period. The gradual growth of the idea clause 
by clause is well sustained in this construction. There 
are three long relative clauses introduced by yini (Hw 
who) each clause being subdivided into one or more adverbial 
clauses, marked by a participle in -iya. This alternation 
of clauses after almost equal intervals gives balance to 
the whole and produces a sense of harmony.

Similarly, the third passage is an example of a 
very long period containing 6 long clauses. The first five 
are relative clauses of yakhan (when) type and the last one 
is a takhan (then) type sentence. yakhan and takhan are 
very common correlatives in Bengali. This use of correlatives 
gives the whole sentence a rhythmic structure. One can hear 
the voice of the speaker rising with every use of yakhan to 
the final climax which falls on takhan.

The most important quality of Debendranath*s writing 
is, however, the music of his language. Somerset Maugham



once wrote about the question of style that one of the main 
considerations of style is "a sentence that is good to look

•jat and good to listen to.,f! Ak^ayliumar Datta constructed 
sentences which were "good to look at'r but not "good to 
listen to." This second quality was developed in Debendra
nath* s prose.

Music in prose can be created by use of rhymes, 
alliterations and assonances. Debdndrariath* s predecessor^, 
Gupta, used them excessively thereby making his prose ridi
culous at times. Debendranath, however, used these aids 
with discrimination. It is also probable that Debendranath* 
musical training helped him to create the music with an 
economy of rhyming and assonance. If the second passage is 
read aloud, it is noticed that a musical effect is created 
by the careful placing of the conjunct consonants which can 
be analysed as follows:

(i) Lengthening of consonants.
(a) "acchadita
(b ) guccha
(c) pallab
(d) manoramya [ monorom:o ]

1. Maugham,S.W. The Question of Style (The Graft of
Writing) ed. by Derek Golville of J.D.Koerner, New York, 
1961, p.83*



(ii) Homorganic clusters
(a) alankyita (n^k)
(L) sampadan (m^p)
(c) indriyer (nfcd)

(iii) Other clusters
(a) sarba
(b) barya
(c) tyina

A skilful arrangement of open and closed syllables has made 
this passage beautiful* In this passage 41 closed syllables 
are combined with 106 open syllables* In the third passage 
the music is created also by using conjunct consonants in 
words like asru, kancaw, puspa. udyan, saflcaran*. In both 
these passages alliteration plays an important,part in creating 
the music e.g., in the second passage the repetitions of 
/ V ,  A / ,  M ,  X V ,  /p/ make the sentence sweet to
a Bengali ear. In the third passage also the repetitions 
of /t/ , /l/ , /s/ make the sentence beautiful.

One marked feature of the rhetorical quality of 
Debendranath*s writing is his control of pauses. The pauses 
are clearly those which would be made by the human voice 
speaking what he has written. His skill of control in this 
respect is shown by his ability to identify a single rhetorical



unit with a semantic and grammatical unit. The first 
few lines of the first quotation are requoted to illustrate 
this feature. The rhetorical pauses are marked by down 
strokes. ,

I&var sSdhanl nimitte \ ei tattvabodhini Babha \ 
sthi|4ta haiySche || Tsvar jHan nS haile \ lsvaradhanS 
hayna I ebaip I ekakf nivjane I jnanalocanar upSy 
birahe I jnanopar jaiCo haynS I ataeb 1 ei sabha ye 
upakarijjl I iha bise§ bodh haitechej/

Each rhetorical unit is also a single semantic and grammatical 
unit. Semantic in that it is a meaningful unit, and 
grammatical in that the whole unit serves a single grammatical 
function as the following analysis discloses.
(a
(*
(c
(&
(e
(f
(g 
(h 
(i 
( j 
<k

lsvar...nimitte . adverbial phrase
ei....sabhS • noun phrase
sthapita haijyache • verb phrase and end of sentence 
fsvar...haile • adverbial clause.
xsvaradhanS haynS . main clause
ebam . continuative conjunction
ekaki nir.jane • adverbial phrase
.InanalocanSr.. .birahe. adverbial phrase 
jnanopar .iano ha.vna . verbal phrase
ataeb * continuative conjunction
ei sabha..upakarini. noun phrase



(l) iha bises...haitecha . verbal clause and end of
sentence.

Debendranath*is easy and pleasant to read 
aloud because it was composed for precisely that purpose.

Apart from the musical quality of Debendranath1s 
writing, his use of figures of speech is interesting. An 
important figure of speech which occurs frequently in his 
writing is the Metaphor. He uses metaphors quite often 
in his sermons. For example^

(i) lsvar bhakti rup dlpasikha 
flame of devotion to God.

(ii) saundarver sagar 
sea of beauty.

(iii) sisir jaler adrup^t 
tears of dew.

The second important figure of speech in Debendranathye writing 
is Personification.

(i) tarakagan.. .praharl rupe bira.1 karite thSke 
stars sit like guards 

511) .iagat stabdha pulake candrCr kiran pan kariteche
the earth is drinking the moon-beams with deep joy 

The next important figure of speech of which he makes frequent 
use is the Simile.

(O  nadir mata nimnaggml
flowing downwards like a river



(ii) cataker nyay pratiksa
waiting like a Catak (it is said that this hird, 
the Oatak, does not drink water until the monsoon* 
comes)•

Some of his similes are extended. For instance,
nabik yeman sudCitr; samudra madhye sthiti 
kariya, apanar savde^wr prati lak§ya rakhiya, 
samuday jhan^ha taranga atikram karej amr§ 
amader jTban sahSyke lak§ya rakhiya seirup 
saipsarer samudajr bighna bipatti atikram karitechi.
As a sailor overcomes all the tempstuous ocean 
fixing his goal towards his own country, when 
he Is in a distant sea; so we overcome all 
difficulties and obstacles of our life by fixing 
goal at the Lord of our life*

A passage from a sermon of Debendranath1s delivered in 1861 
is quoted below, clearly revealing the euphony of his 
vocabulary, his control of sentence structure, and the skill 
of his use of limited alliterations and imagery*

tomake dekhibar janya yakhani tomar nika*fce 
prarthanS kariyachi takhani tumi suniyacha. 
ucca prabat £ikhare tomar daraan paiyachi, janasunya 
aranyer madhye tomake byakul haiya anve§an karijr- 
achi - tumi sekhaneo amar h^idayke sltal kariyacha*. 
ei pabitra samaimandire yakhani touEke saral hyidaye 
prarthana kari u dekhi-
premacak§u amar cax^ur upar sthepLta rahiyaehe*.* kar$a tomar sei ninad yahS ei sus^iftkhalabaddha 
bhramyaman ko^i koti nak§atra $aite nistabdha 
rajanlte niljsarit hay, tahai sunibar ;janya utsuk 
haiteche.•.he paramatmanJ tomar nika-fce ei 
prarthana ye tomake dekhite dekhite yena amar 
jlban abas an ha^ ebaip jTbanante tomar nut an rajye 
jagrata hai^a yena abar tomar mahima gan karite 
pari*•••

techi ye tumi amar hyida^kejdekhitecha tomar



(Whenever I pray to see you, you respond#
I see you on the high mountain tops* I 
search for you eagerly in the lonely forest*
You heal my heart even there. Whenever I 
pray with sincerity in this holy temple you 
appear* I can see that you are looking at 
my heart, your loving eyes are fixed on my 
eyes. My ears anxiously wait for your 
majestic call, which is uttered during the 
still nights hy the stars which rotate 
numberlessly in due order. My LordJ I 
pray you to let my life be ended while I am 
looking at you and that I may sing your
praises when I awake in the new kingdom
after this life's end.)

The keynote of this passage is sincerity of 
devotion to God. Any reader can feel in this prayer the 
devotee's sincere emotion, which crosses the narrow limits 
of sectarianism. The beauty of the sentences is enhanced 
by the arrangement of their attendant clauses. In each of
the first three sentence^ a clause ending in -?yachi is
balanced by another in -vacha. This balanced repetition
produces a musical pattern. Effective use Is made in the 
first and second sentences, of the alliteration of /n/.
The use of conjunct consonants in the second sentence con
trives to produce more verbal music,, for example, ucca 
parbat sikhare darsan paiyachi, janasunya ara$ya madhye.* * * etc* 
tfYour majestie call which is uttered during the still nights 
by the stars" - this sentence embodies a metaphor of the 
stars as creatures and the voice of God, which is particularly 
beautiful, containing as it does the lovely metaphor implied



in nihsarita "flowed.11
The content of Debendranathfs prose is religious* 

His writings were therefore limited in their appeal to 
members of the Brahma Sama.1* Nevertheless even here one 
finds an occasional passage, whose appeal is universal*
%tma.ilbanT* his autobiography (1898) 9 however, makes extremely 
pleasant reading* Though a consideration of this book 
strictly falls beyond our present scope, which is the exam
ination of writings published in the Tftttvabodhini * it would 
not be improper to say that in this book Debendranath1s prose 
style reaches its final form. The descriptive passages fone 
has been quoted already) reveal the poet in him released*
These are always of great literary beauty. But his sermons 
nonetheless reveal his technical mastery of prose* Here 
for the first time we have what may be called a natural 
Bengali style* It was a great contribution to the writing 
of prose in particular and to Bengali literature in general.
In literature as In life Debendranath was a nobleman and the 
worthy father of a great son.

VI.

To sum up, what can be said of TattvabodhinI1s 
contribution to the language and literature of Bengal?



Critics acclaim it as the best journal to appear, before
*it was eclipsed by the publication of Banga Parsan by 

«Bankimcandra Ca-ftopladhya#- in 1872. By fbest journal1 they
probably mean that it was the first journal to be greeted
with any enthusiasm by the English-educated Bengali, who
scorned to read his mother-tongue, because it had nothing
worth reading written in it, as far as he was concerned.
But Ak§ay Kumar’s translations and adaptation’s of English
ethical essays changed that. They were an innovation in
Bengali. His translations of Combe’s The Constitution of
Man was "perused by a large scale of thinking and enlightened 

1readers. " Previous journals had in the main appealed to
the common man, but Tattvabodhinl was intended for enlightened

2and educated readers* Thus by attracting readers amongst 
the educated public, Ta11vabodhinl did much to enhance the 
prestige of Bengali as a language of literature* This was 
Ta11vabodhinl’s first notable achievement.

Tattvabodhini’s second major contribution to 
Bengali literature was the width of its sub ject-t?ange, re
flecting as it did Ak§ay Kumar’s reading, which ranged from 
physics to metaphysics* Little Interest had so far been 
excited by the scientific publications of the School Book 
Society and Dig Parsan. Thus Ak§ay KumSr became the first

1. Dutt: Literature of Bengal, op.cit..0.163.
2. fP»l8i-i-#



writer of importance on scientific themes. His exposition 
was lucid and hie compass wide. He wrote on astronomy, 
botany, physics, zoology and many other scientific subjects. 
Naturally, like all pioneers he had obstacles to overcome, 
primarily those of terminology, but on the whole he overcame 
them successfully. Much of thfc terminology, he coined 
partly from English but mainly from Sanskrit, passed into 
current usage and found general acceptance by later scientific 
authors. His ethical writings inspired many a young Bengali 
and his BjaratbarsI.̂ a Upaasak Ssmnrada^ on the different Hindu ^  
sects opened up another branch of Bengali prose literature, 
namely historical investigation, as well as raising the 
standard of TattvabodhinlE. It remains a monument of scholar
ship to this day.

Another major contribution of TattvabodhinT1s 
was to continue the translation of Hindu scriptures from 
Sanskrit into Bengali, initiated by Rammohan and to reprint 
the translations of the latter. Not content with this 
TattvabodhinT commissioned a prose translation of the 
Mahabharat. It was commenced by Vidyasagar and completed 
by Kaliprasanra Sirpha with the help of pandits. This was 
possibly the first time pandits were employed on translation 
from Sanskrit to Bengali. The translation of the Mahabharat 
was an important event in the history of Bengali prose. The



translation remains a standard work in Bengali.
Apart from didactic writings and translations,

$

the TattvabodhinT inaugurated a new type of literary pro
duction, essays on the social and economic condition of 
Bengal. The religious controversy between, Hindu and 
Christian had been raging for sometime, when TattvabodhinT 
commenced publication. By then Hindu sodety had become 
uneasy about the incidence of Hindu conversion to Christianity. 
TattvabodhinT had at first attributed this to ignorance of 
the Hindu scriptures and had set out to remedy this defect 
by the publication of the scriptures in translation, but 
with no avail. Pondering afresh, TattvabodhinT was struck 
by the immense energy and enthusiasm of the Christians in the 
promulgation of their faith and in the establishment of 
schools as^opposed to Hindu lethargy in these respects. This 
awareness of the initiative and drive of the Christian’s 
resulted in a wave of self-criticism in TattvabodhinT whence, 
however, there began to emerge a more positive attitude, 
social consciousness. Thus it was that articles on social 
and economic themes began to appear in TattvabodhinT. In 
their efforts to check the missionary activities of the 
Christians, Ak§ajf kumar and Debendranath tried to kindle a 
sense of national pride in the hearts of their readers. 
Flagrant social injustices such as the plight of the Indigo 
planters began to be taken up in her pages. Later on



TattvabodhinT began to publish stories of Rajput heroes.
The stage was being set for the entrance of Bankim Candra, 
the most important figure in the development of nationalism 
in Bengal.

Like its predecessor, the Sambad Prabhakar. 
the TattvabodhinT gave a group of writers the opportunity 
to produce original work. Debendranath and Alc^ay Kumar 
apart, attached to the staff of the paper at various times 
were Ananda Candra BidyabagTs, Kaliprasanna Siipha,' Igvarcandra 
Bandyopadhya^ and Rajnara^ap Basu. Henceforth, literary 
journals became a potent force in the literary world. Much 
of Bengali literature in the 19th century and 20th century 
first appeared in their pages. Almost all the great Bengali 
writers of this period, BaAkim Candra and Tagore included, 
made their literary ddbuts in journals. It is to the credit 
of TattvabodhinT that it did so much to make such opportunities 
available.

The last important contribution of Ta11vabodhinT 
is that it established the acceptance of prose as a literary 
medium. The TattvabodhinT produced the first writers of 
Bengali prose, whose works can be read with pleasure even 
today. In vocabulary Tat tvab o dh inf tended to be more 
Sanskritic than were some previous papers. It is also to be 
noted that Sanskrit tended to replace Persian words; for



example ksetra. udyan. nagar etc., began to gain currency 
at the expense of .jarni. bagan, sahar etc.

The writers in the missionary and other earlier 
newspapers of the third decadd quite frequently wrote in a 
style which approached the colloquial but the writers of the 
TattvabodhinT and others writing in the fifth decade of the 
century seemed to prefer the Sanskritised style termed by 
us, literary Bengali, Ak^ay Kumar and Debendranath are 
typical examples of that style. They preferred to use 
tatsama words, though they did not go out of their way to 
import Sanskrit words which the ordinary reader would find 
difficult to understand. But nevertheless on balance their 
writing is symptomatic of a move away from the colloquial 
style of Bengali. This lead was followed by the writer, 
who is to be considered in the next chapter, Vidyasagar.
He developed the vocabulary and style of Bengali prose but 
his best writings are in the field of literary Bengali and 
it was not until about the 1860,s that writers emerged who 
renewed the experiment of using the colloquial style for 
literary purposes.

1. The attitude of the TattvabodhinT towards the Persian
language was not friendly. In the first issue of the
journal, one writer expressed his opinion that, 11 the
Persian language does not possess anything which can be 
called scholarly. 11 (p.i*).



CHAPTER X

Vidyasagar (sea of knowledge) is the title by which 
idvar Candra Bandyopadhya^ is better Irnown. It was bestowed 
on him for his excellent performance in Sanskrit studies, 
whereby he crowned with vicarious success his father’s as
piration* s to become a Sanskrit scholar, which had been fru- 
strated by their family poverty. Born in 1820, Vidyasagar 
was thus acquiring Sanskrit at a time when its educational 
importance had been lost to English. Consequently it is 
characteristic of the man to find him assiduously studying 
English in 181+1, two years after his appointment as teacher 
of Bengali and Sanskrit at Fort William College. A man of 
prodigious energy, he associates at the same time with Aksa# 
Kumar on the Tattvabodhini and corrects the articles of con
tributors, including those of Ak$o.f Kumar himself. Three 
years later in 18^6? he joins his alma mater, the Sanskrit 
College; he begins producing text books; a history, a biog
raphy, a primer of Bengali, a simplified grammar of Sanskrit, 
based on Pa$fcnir*£, and critical editions of Sanskrit works, 
including Kalidasa’s Meghadutam, at the rate of one a year,

1. His comments in these editions are valuable, eg.he commented 
that certain slokas in Meghadutam were later interpolations. 
The discovery of the manuscript of the oldest commentator on 
the Meghadutanu Vallabhadeva, proved Vidyasagar*s conjecture 
to be correct. The Slokas he mentioned are absent from the 
older version. See, Sen: Bahgla Sahitoet'tete^lllnie^t., p./z-ft



and in 1850 at the age of thirty he becomes principal of 
the Sanskrit College. He tightens up the discipline and 
punctuality of the staff and students of the college; braves 
storms of protest from the orthodox by the admission of non
brahmin Hindus to this hitherto brahmin preserve; victoriously 
champions widow remarriage in the face of even fiercer oppo
sitions; campaigns for female education; is charged with 
the administration of a gii^l’s school by his friend, Drinkwater 
Bethune, a British philanthropist; pleads for the teaching 
of western philosophy on the grounds that it has greater re
levance to modern life than the Vedanta and Sankhya systems; 
earns much and distributes more to the poor and needy; over
flows with compassion for his fellowmen, yet retires into 
solitude, because of the ingratitude of friends and the in
sensitivity of people. Such was Vidyasagar, whose name is 
now a household word throughout Bengal, a pillar of wisdom, 
energy, and compassion, described by his friend and contem
porary, the poet Madhusudan as possessed of the “genius and
wisdom of an ancient sage, the energy of an Englishman and 
the heart of a Bengali mother.”

But Vidyasagar is best remembered for the compass of 
his compassion. Born to poverty, he knew the misery of in
digence and gave generously to those in distress. But it



was the distress of woman that touched him most, in his 
early years. In 180S* he launched his campaign for widow 
remarriage. The counter-attack from the orthodox was 
vicious and various. Poets like J&var Gandra Gupta ridi
culed him in their verses, and novelists like Bahkim Gandra 
in his Bisabriksa (1872) maligned him from the mouths of 
their characters, “If Vidyasagar*s a scholar, who’s a dunce?” 
But from the fierce fight which ensued, Vidyasagar emerged 
victorious. The law permitting widow remarriage was passed. 
His second success was the prohibition of polygamy amongst 
Kulin brahmins, who married many and took responsibility 
for none. Once more Vidyasagar had exposed himself to vili
fication from the orthodox out of his compassion for the 
sufferings of the women of Bengal.

Most of his last days were spent in the solitude of the
Santal Parganas, in Bihar. The simple Santals accepted him
as friend and benefactor. But the attraction of his old
activities in Calcutta was great. He returned and died
there in 1891. Dutt writes that his death was “lamented
all over Bengal, as no man has ever been lamented within our

1recollection.“

1. Butt, R.C. Literature of Bengal, op.cit., p. 175
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II

Vidyasagar*s work can "be divided into two classes,
(a) translations and (h) original or partly original writings#

Vidyasagar * s first "book Betal PahcahinAati (181+7) is a
translation from the Hindi, Baital Pachisi# "Like most of
Hindu tales, the Baital BachlsI was originally composed in
Sanskrit# The author*s name was Shivadasa, and the title
of the collection vms "Vetala-Pancha'-Vigisati", a work very

1 -  —common in India •••** Vidyasagar knew the Sanskrit text hut
he used the Hindi version for his translati on* A passage
from the Hindi version and its Bengali translation are quoted
helow for comparison:

ek raja pratapmukat nam hanaras ka tha* Aur us ke 
hete ka nam hajra mukat* kljranl ka nam mahadevi#
ek din kunvar, apne divan ke he'fe ko sath le, ■ gikar ko 
gay a | aur hahut dur jangal meii ja nikla; aur us ke hie 
ek sundar talab dekha ki us ke kanare hans, cakva, cakvi, 
bagle, murg|iahiyan sah ke sah kalol men the; caron 
taraph pukhtah ghat* *bane huye; kanval talap men phule 
huye; kanaron par tarah ha-tarah ke darakht lage huye 
ki jin ki ghani ghani chanh men tha$$i tha$$i hava 
ati thE; aur panchi palcheru darakhton par cahcahon men 
the; aur rang haraiig ke phul han men phul rahe the; un

1. Forbes, Duncan (edited) The Baital Pachisi * London, 1874* 
Introduction, vi [Bnglish punctuation marks including the 
full-stop have heen used in this hook#]



par bhaunroh ke jhunQL Ice jhuh<J gunj rahe; lei ye us 
talab Ice kanare pahuhce aur munh hath dho kar, upar 
aye."1
[There lived in Banaras a king hy the name of Pratap- 
mulcat* His son’s name was Bajra mukat and his queen’s 
Mahadevi. One day the prince went hunting with the 
minister’s son. They came to a forest, far away and 
saw in its midst a lake, on which were sporting water
fowl, swans, cranes, and ruddy geese. On each of its 
four sides there was a flight of steps. The lake was 
filled with lotuses and on i ts hanks stood trees of 
various kinds, from the deep shadows of which came cool 
"breezes; "birds chirped; flowers of various colours 
"bloomed; bees hummed in swarms. They went down to the 
water’s edge, washed their hands, and faces, and came 
hack up the bank.]

Vidyasagar*s version of the passage is as follows;
barapasi nagarite, pratapmukut name, ek prabal pratap 
narapati chilen. tahar mahadebi name prejfasi mahi^I 
o bajra mukul: name hpida^ nandan nandan chila© e$k din 
raj kumar, ek matra amatyaputrake samabhibyahare lai^a, 
mpiga^a^- gaman karilen. tini, nana bane bhraman kari^a, 
pari3e§e ek nibif aranye prabed purbak, ai aranyer mad- 
hyabarti sarobarer„ nirmal salile haipsa, bak, cakrabak 
prabhpiti nanabidha jalacar bihahgamagan Iceli lcariteche; 
praphulla kamal samuher saurabhe caridik amodita hai$a 
ache; madhukarera, madhugandhe andha hai^i gungun dhvani

I© Forbes; op.clt.9 pp. 12-13*



karata, itastatali brahmap Icariteche; tlrastha 
tanugan abhinaba pallab, phal, kusum samuhe susobhita 
rahi^aehe; uhader cliâ a ati snigdha; bise§ata£i
3ltal eugandha gandhabaher manda manda sahcar dvara

- - 1par am r amanita ha ij? ache ...
The original passage stands bare and virtually unadorned 

but for the most stereotyped adjective, "cool” thandi, and 
one onomatopoeic line, bhaunroh ke jhund ke jhund gunj rahe. 
Vidyasagar not only translates but also embellishes the bare 
lines of the original with the addition of poetic epithets; 
e.g. hridaV nandan nandan (heart-pleasing son) and nreyasi 
mahi^I (beloved queen), and of the alliterative phrasing in 
"pratapmulcut name ek prabal pnatap narapati" instead of the 
stark, ek raja pratapmukat nam banaras ka tha, of the original, 
lie expands thandi thandi hawa ati thi (cool breezes blow) 
which he could have translated, thanda thanda haoVa asitechila,v u n w  ■ W n ■ i. 'iiu, O »i miiM  V • rnihirrrT-'nin itt u m i m  m  irfniT ni>. u n n nnii n w i. ̂  I I ■ M  ̂  *

into £ital s u randha gandhabaher manda manda sahcar (The gentle
■ i ii    ■ i* r t---| ■ i .̂-ni ii i ii i~i ■ 1111* ii mini 11 ■■ r. ■ ■■ 11 *i i “ ITt ni. i ivrrin'.n-M-innTii’iTwiiiTiiiii wmrniafiiirinn*'*'*^

motion of cool, fragrant breezes), which xjossesses considerable 
musical quality in its alliteration, rhyme, and assonance, 
and whose manda manda echoes Kalidasa’s mandarn mandam nudati

wMS&*r*«t»<rTrt« l ■ T T T - t T i - r i v f r - i T T T i < n n T = t f  " nirtii«.r«,iw>nr,ni V —■■ n« i m ■ ■ .nnynB

—  2pabana (gently blows the breeze) in Meghadutam. The onoma-

Be.tal Pane abi ms ati , p. 137. (The quotations from Vidya- 
sagar^s writings, unless otherwise stated, have been taken 
from Pramathanath Bisi’s edition (193?) ).

2. Meghadutam (punameghah), 9*



topoea or the origind is retained, if not improved, in
Vidyasagar !s madhukarera madhugandhe andha haiVa
(The humming of the bees, befuddled v̂ ith honey-fragrance), 
where the touch of music in the lovely phrase madhugandhe 
andha (befuddled with honey-fragrance) is Vidyasagar!s own 
rhetorical addition.

A Sanskrit scholar, Vidyasagar introduced to the Bengalis 
the great poets of Sanskrit, such as Kalidasa, whose Abhijhana 
Sakuntalam he translated under the title of dakuntala, in 185U. 
Vidyasagar does not translate the original in its entirety• 
Certain passages are omitted, as for example the description 
of the panic-stricken deer in the first act, (the passage

Vidyasagar is faithful to the original, or rather does his 
utmost to be so. An example is quoted below for comparison, 
clakuntala is leaving the hermitage for good and going to her 
husband, king Du§manta. Kadyapa, the foster father of 
&akuntala addresses the trees of the hermitage: 

bho bhoJjL sannihitastapavanatarava}^
patuiji na prathamaip. vyavasyati jalarji yu§masvaplte§u ya 
nadatte priyamapdanapi bhavataiji snehe^a ya pallavam 
adye vâ t kusuma prasuti samaye yasya bhavatyutsavad

beginning in Sanskrit grlbabhangabhiramam) But in the main
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~ - ~ 1seyaip yati salmntala patig.pihai}i sarvairanujnayatam.
Vidyasagar translated the passage as follows:

he sannihita tarugan! yini tomader jalasecan na 
kari^a, kadaca jalpan karitenna; yini, hhu^appri^a 
hai^ao, sne^a Ba£ata£i kadaca tomader pallah Bhanga 
karitenna; tomader kusum prasaVersama^ upasthit haile, 
yahar anander sima thakitana; adya sei £akuntala 
patigpiTj}ie yaitechen, tomra sakale anumodan kara.

Though the Bengali rendering is faithful, the Beauty of the
original, particularly the phrasal music is missing in the
Bengali* However, the sentence is welleconstructed as one
long period and has a Beauty of its own* It can Be said,
incidentally, that Vidyasagarfs translation of dakuntala is
still unsurpassed in Bengali, Tagore translated these few
lines in his article Sakuntala But his translation is very

jjmM*rrOTrT.- — V

poor and fails to convey the music of the original,
Vidyasagar was on the whole very faithful to his originals, 

But at times he created new situations, nearer to the Bengali 
heart. Belov/ a passage is guoted from the third act and 
compared with the Bengali rendering)*

1. "Listen! Listen! ye neighbouring trees of the penance-grove. 
She who never attempts to drink water first, when you have 
not drunk, and who, although fond of ornaments, never plucks 
a Blossom, out of affection for you, whose greatest-holiday 
[highest joy] is at the seasons of the first appearance of 
your Bloom, even that same 3akuntala now departs to the house 
of her husband. Let her Be affectionately dismissed By (you) 
all.'* Monier-Williams: gakuntala, Oxford, 1876, Act IV, 
p.l6l.



cakkabaka bahue. amantehi saha^aram. ubatithida 
raapi „

sakuntala. sambhramara. porava. asamsaam mama sarlra»n im m m  w m i  ■nwnimi iin >ii iinitmii • -** •  . *

buttantobalambhassa ajja go dam i ido ebbo aacchadi 
daba bi<Jabantarido hohi. 

raja* thatha. ityatmanamabritya tisthati
v  tUNMi w vuaicau to  am m rw T . •  ■taaa.wimViio i m m  F-^*«a^sa» *  •  —w iuw u iiia iasa

tatahpravi^ati patrahasta gautami sakhyau ca
i ii l ft a 111 ii ipn nm  V Mi.l him «^"*■■*-"  --------- -  ——. t t -^y^-*------------------ -----r t  mrnim n n ■( *ii ■ ■ .# —pJ«r.Ti^vtTTy j  -  *.

ido ido ajja godami.
8akuntalarnupe tya * 
jade, abilahusandabaiqi de ahgaiiji 

Sakuntala. ajje* atthi me biseso
gautami. imipa dabbhodayepa nirabadhaiji ebb a de sariraip

bhavissadi. sirasi ^akurxtalambhy tatkgya * bacche*hmainimviii^^ji. w Hi I I ■ ji.pm i.xi i mcraâ j, m t .i.u it e ^ P ^ w i'mniiiMii liBiriV v

±paripado diaho. ehi. udajaip ebba gacchamha. 

Vidyasagar lias considerably expanded this short encounter.

1* (Behind the scenes) 0 female Cakravak, bid they mate fare- 
well, night is at hand.
Sakuntala (with diffidence) 0 Pauraval Mother Gautaml is un

doubtedly coming to ascertain the state of my health. 
Meanwhile you conceal yourself amongst the boughs.

King# All right. (He conceals himself)
(Gautaml enters with a vessel in her hand, accompanied by 
Sakuntala*s friends.)

Priends. This way, mother Gautami, this way.
Gautami. (approaching to Sakuwtala) Is the fever of yourbody 

abated, my child.
Sakuntala. Yes, mother. There is a change for the better in me 
Gautaml. This water,and grass, will relieve your body of pain. 

(Sprinkling it on Sakuntala1s head). It is evening 
now, my child. Gome, let us go to the cottage.

My translation feased on Monier-Williain1 s notes in pp. 128-30.



He makes it a more personal conversation.
Gautaml asked, "my child, I hear you are not well today.

How are you now? Are you feeling better?11
Sakuriutala replied, "Yes, auntie, I was very sick today,
but 1 am much better now.11

Gautami took some water from her pot and sprinkled over
Sakunutala * s body and said, "my child! May you have
good health and live for ever."

As she did not see either AnasuyEor PriyaQibada near the
grove, she asked, "You are so ill (but) you are left

alone, dear, nobody is here (to look after you)."
"Ho, auntie", I have not been alone" replied Sakuntala,
"Anasuya and Priyaijitada are always with me. They have

just gone to the Malini to fetoh water."
"The sun has set, it's evening", said Gautami, "let us

1go to our cottage".
There is a Bengali quality about Vidyasagar*s version. It

1* gautami ... kahilen, bacha! dunilam, ajtomar baYa asukh
ha^echila; ~ ekhau keman acha, kichu up a 6 am hajreche? Sakuntala 
kahilen, ha pisil aj baYa asukh hajrechila; ekhan anek bhala i 
achi.__ takhan gautami, kamappalu^haite santijal laijfa, sale- 
untalar Barba iavlve secau kari^a, kahilen, ̂ bacha I sustha 
sarire cirajlbini hajfe thaka. anantar, lata mapglape, ana- 
su^a athaba pri^aijibada, kahakeo sannihita na dekhi^a, kahi
len, ei asuk, tumi ekla acha bacha, keu kaehe nai. Sakuntala 
kahilen,_na pisi! ami ekla chi-tamma, anasuya o pri^aqibada 
barabar amir nika*fce chila; ei matra, malinite jal anite 
gel a. takhan gautami_kahilen, bacha! ar rod nai, aparEpa 
ha^eche, esa kutire yai.
(ill Chapter).



is true that in respect of vocabulary it is written In a 
Sanskritised style but it is not excessively Sanskritised 
and a Bengali reader would be aware of its natural tone*
For instance, bacha ar rod nai ? aparahna ha Veche esa kufire 
yai* Ho Bengali would speak like this* He would not for 
instance, use the words aparahna and kutir but the short sen
tences and he use of the familiar epithet bacha are very 
natural in Bengali.

Another important translation by Vidyasagar in his 
Bhranti Bi-fcas a prose translation of Shakespeare * s'The Comedy 
of Errors"* It should be remarked that he was one of the 
first Bengalis ever to attempt to translate Shakespeare, and 
that he remains the most successful ever to do so* The 
reading of Shakespeare in the original was and still is 
considered to be a necessary mark of any Bengali with }prex
tensions to culture* Though Shakespeare was avidly read 
in Bengal in- the last century, few but the mediocre dreamt 
of translating him, and these left on their translations all 
the marks of their mediocrity* Even the one or two more 
accomplished writers who made the attempt scarcely met with 
success* Dinabandhu Mitra*s adaptation of the "Merry wives 
of Windsox1", Habin Tap a sy Ini (I863) was once popular, but is 
so no more; Hemcandra Bandyopadliya^1 s translation of the



"Tempest", Nalini Basanta (1868) was never popular: and
’-m* * .fciiHi rrr|fc>ii|iinmi> t m 1111 m> ri nminm million II i » i I ih"~i V * +

Giriscandra Gho§'s translation of "Macbeth", Myakbeth (1892) 
is best forgotten* The young Tagore tried his hand at 
"Macbeth" too, but the manuscript is lost, except for a few 
pages containing the dialogue of the witches* On the whole 
the Bengali-versions of Shakespeare's tragedies are an in
sult to their originals* exotic books retailing alien sit
uations in unnatural diction; the loftiness of the original 
poetry lost in their poor verse* In the main Bengali writers 
consider the task of translating Shakespeare impossible* 
Vidyasagar therefore did well to choose a comedy rather than 
a tragedy® His translations is excellent. Bengalis without 
any knowledge of English would find no difficulty in under
standing and enjoying the story, for that is the form 
Vidyasagar adopted. One example is given below to show 
how he wedded the story to its new.' Bengali settings.

Dromio of Ephesus is looking for his master AntiphoSBus 
of Syracuse.
Dromio® Returned so soon! rather approached too late 

The capon burns, the pig falls from the spit;
The clock hath strucken twelve upon the bell;
My mistress made it one upon my cheek;
She is so hot, because the meat is cold;
The meat is cold, because you have no stomach:
You have no stomach, having broke your fast:



But we, that know what !tis to fast and pray,
1Are penitent for your default to-day.

Vidyasagar has rightly changed the lines, "The capon burns ... 
the bell" because the whole situation is non-Bengali * The 
rest is a very good translation.

"beta pr$" dui prahar haila, apani e paryanta gpihe na 
yaovyate katri ■fchakurapi ati^a^- utkapthita hai^achen.
Anek k§an aharsamagri prastut haiya rahi^ache ebaiji 
krame ^Ital hai^a yaiteche. aharsamagri yata &Ital 
haiteehe, kartrl ^hakurapi tata u$pa haitechen. ahar 
samagri sital haiteehe, karan apani gpihe yah nai; 
apni gpihe yan nai, karap apankar k§udha nai; apankar 
k§udha nai, karan apani bilak§an jalayog kari^achen; 
kintu apankar anupasthitir janya amra anahare mara 
paYitechi•

Translations of "mistress" as "katrithakurani", "meat" as
.iiw . imiil1 ii pn iwiiiia v awttt

11 aharsamagri(lit. food) and "broke your fast" as " .jalayog
kariYachen" are good and very Bengali. The whole trans-

Oftlation has been completely naturalised in B^-gali. The Euro
pean names have been replaced by Bengali names even the place 
names by fictitious place names like "Hemakut", "Ja^asthal", 
which give the story a mythological air. The wit of the 
dialogues of the original text has in many cases been retained. 
A Bengali reader will enjoy the speech of Dromio (Kinkar in

1. The Comedy of Errors, Act I, Scene II. Lines 43-52



Bengali version) as much as an English reader does the
original text* One more passage is quoted helow to show
how Vidyasagar combines faithfulness to the original with an
ability to transmit it naturally in Bengali.

I am an ass, indeed - you m ay prove it by my long ears.
I have served him from the hour of my nativity to this - 
instant and have nothing at his hands for my service 
but blows* When I am cold, he heats me with beating: 
when I am warm, he cools me with beating; I am waked 
with it when I sleep, raised with it when I sit, driven 
out of doors with it when I go from home, welcomed 
home with it when I return.
ami ye gard^abh, tar sandeha ki; gardabh na haile 
amar kan Iambi, haibek kena. janmabadhi pranpape 
ihar paricarya karitechi; kintu kakhano prahar bhinna 
anya puraskar pai nai. sit bodh haile prahar kariya 
gar am kariya den; garmm bodh haf'Ee prahar kariya &ita€ 
kariya den; nidrabes haile prahar kariya sajf agar 
kariya den; basi^a thakile prahar kariya u^haiya den; 
kono kaje pa$haite haile prahar kariya ba^i haite bahir 
kariya den; karyasamddha kariya barite asile prahar 
kariya saijibardhana karen.

On the whole the translation is successful and entertaining.
It follows the English very closely and yet is alive in
Bengali; none of the humour is lost, for despite Vidyasagar*
modest disclaimer in his preface to the translation, ** !fhe

1* The Comedy of Errors, Act M  Scene JEZ, Bines



Comedy of Errors’® may be much inferior to Shakespeare! s 
other plays, as far as its poetry is concerned, but its story 
is most amusing* The Comedy*s humourous Situations are 
handled with superb skill. One almost chokes with laughter
reading it. .But that skill was unique to Shakespeare. It 
is lacking in this translation, Bhranti Bilas, which conse
quently is unlikely to prove so entertaining*11 Vidyasagar ’ s 
Bengali readers accepted it as one of the most entertaining 
books in Bengali.

Vidyasagar must rank high as a translator. He has a 
scholar’s care for his original which he reproduces with a 
high degree of faithfulness. His translations, however, 
are not literal in the sense that they are word for word 
accurate. Where the words are important, Vidyasagar has 
attempted to retain them. Where sentence-structure is im
portant, he has attempted to reproduce that too. But very 
frequently he penetrates beyond the word to the reproduction 
of the spirit and the inner meaning of the original so that 
it can mean as much to a Bengali reader as a reader of the 
original language.

It has been implied dbove that the literary qualities of 
Vidyasagar*s translation from the Hindi, Betal Paichidl, are 
higher than those of the original. He showed the artistic



possibilities of the story hnd attempted to develop them.
In doing so, he frequently had recourse to his Sanskrit 
reading and one notices passages in which descriptions are 
enriched by rhetorical devices he has culled from Sanskrit. 
His translation of Sakuntala naturally falls below the 
literary quality of the original but it is not without its 
own attractions. Vidyasagar was one of the first to realise 
the musical qualities of Uais own language and to attempt to 
reproduce them in prose. His use of rhyme, assonance, and 
alliteration have already been noted. One feature for which 
he deserved credit in Sakuntala as well as in his translation 
of the tfGomedy of Errors*' is his skill in the control of 
conversation. This was new in Bengali literature. Artis
tic conversational passages before Vidyasagar are few in num
ber and unconvincing in their quality. His translation of 
Shakespeare is a meritorious performance. Its style is mid
way between the Sanskritic and the colloquial. In his vocab
ulary he tends to favour tatsama words but in his sentence 
length and structure, one feels a definite flavour of speech. 
Perhaps the most striking merit of this translation is that 
Vidyasagar has understood the Shakespearian humour and succ
eeded in conveying it through his Bengali translaU on.

The original writings of Vidyasagar can be classified



into tlu?ee groups (i) narrative (ii) expository and (iii) polemic 
Sitar Banabas (i860) is Vidyasagar * s most important narrative.
He started to write a second Hook on the Rama^ap theme $
Ramer Ralyabhlsek (The Coronation of Ram) in 1869 hut leftpmiih iiiim mi■—riii■ t.ii im iiii iii.iiiiii in iim W wniftw > * ^

it unfinished. Si tar Bananas* as the name implies* is b orn 
of the Rarnayap tradition. The first two chapters are fairly 
closely hased on Bhavabhuti* s Uttarramacaritam. This work 
is not a translation however. It is a reconstruction of 
the story of sita after her return from Lanka.

Sitar Banabas is probably Vidyasagar*s most widely read 
book. Though the main features of the story are known to 
every Bengali reader* Vidyasagar's version is a good and 
gripping story. He has the capacity of a novelist to keep
the action moving to and to hold the reader's interest* from
chapter to chapter. For this reason the book must be re
garded as important in the early history of the Bengali novel.
For though Sitar Banabas cannot strictly be called a novel* 
it has certain of the qualities which were later developed 
by and became so popular in Bahkim Candra. Perhaps it is 
in his characterisation that Vidyasagar is at his greatest.
In the presentation of Ram and Sita he departs from the Bengali 
tradition which was first established by Kpittibas in his 
Rainayapo Kpittibas' Ram particularly after the defeat of 
Rabap has few commendable qualities. A reader feels that he



has quite unnecessarily subjected. Sita to great hardship. 
Vidyasagar is unable to change the story or to prevent 
Sita's exile but he creates a conflict in the mind of Ram 
in which the love of a man and the duty of a king are in 
direct opposition. By doing this so convincingly* he re- 
habiliated Ram to the extent that he as well as Sita are 
objects of the reader's sympathy. Both of them are caught 
in the net of circumstances from which there is no escape*
The pathos of Sitaf s situation is well portrayed. The minor 
characters* in particular Lak§aman and Kausalya* are con
vincingly handled and one cannot but feel that Sitar Banabas 
would have been a thrilling story* had the reader not known 
in advance* what was going to happen* In this respect 
Vidyasagar belongs to the past rather than to the future*
Had his gift of story-telling been used in the creation of a 
new story* he might quite easily have been Bengali's first 
novelist. As it is* henust be placed in the old tradition 
which drew its story material from Sanskrit literature*

His language and style are examined in detail later 
but the outstanding feature of Vidyasagar's use of Bengali 
as a prose medium is that inspite of its high Sanskritic con
tent in respect of vocabulary* it is still readable and easily 
understood* He does not attempt to employ Sanskrit words



which are likely to be beyond the comprehension of the 
reader who is not a Sanskrit scholar* A second feature 
is his skill in the handling of conversation* a very necessary 
asset in novelvriting. The following two extracts illustrate 
Vidyasagarf s power; one notices his control of that diffi
cult emotion* pathos* and the \ariety of his description.

"lakgmap* ba§pakul locane o dokakul bacane* aryel 
amar aparadh mar j ana kariben* ahjalibandha purbbak 
ei katha ball#a* punara^ prapam o pradak^in kariya 
nauka^ arohan karilen. sita abicalita na^ane nirik^an 
kariya rahilen. nanka alpalspanei bhagirathir aparpare 
saqilagna haila. lak^man tire uttirpa hailen; ebain* 
kî -at k§ap nispanda na^*ane janakir nirlk^an kariya* 
adrubisarjjan karite karite ratlie arohan karilen."
[Laksmapa with streaming eyes* choked voice and joined 
hands said* 'Lady* pardon my offence1* then having again 
bowed low* going round her and bowing* he entered the 
boat. Sita remained with fixed eyes gazing on the boat; 
in a short time it had reorossed the river. Laksamapa 
remained a short time on the other dide looking back at 
Sita* then* dashing the tears from his eyes, he got into 
the cha&Dt *]
Sita* nitanta akulcitte* §icinta karitechen* ehian 
sama^e kus o lab tadi^a kuflre prabi§ta Aai^ra balila* 
ma! mahar^i balilen* kalya amadigake raja ramcandrer 
yajna datfsanarthe lai^a yaiben. ye lok nimantranpatra 
aniyachila* amra kautuhalabi a hai^a* tahar nikate 
gi^a raja ramcandrer bi§aye kata katha jijnasa karilam.



dekhilam* raja ramcandrer sakali alaokik kâ gla. kintu 
mal ek bi^a^e amri^ar par nai mohita o camatkyita 
haijrachi. kathajr katiia^ suni£am* raja prajaranjaner 
anurodhe nija prejrasi mahi^Ike nirbasita kari^achen. 
takhan amra jijnasa karhfiSm, tab© bujhi i*aja punara# 
darparigraha kariyachen* natuba yajfteranu^thin kale 
sahadharmini ke haibek. se balila* yajha s am a dh ane r j any a 
basi^thadeb punara# dar parigraher nimitite anek anurodh 
karijfachilen. kintu raja tahate lcanaokrame sammata 
han nai; sitar hirapma^i pratikyiti nitmmita hai#ache, 
se pratilq?iti sahadharmipdr karya nirbbaha karibek. 
dekha mal emam mahapuru§ konao kale toumapglale 
janmagrahap karen nai.

[Greatly distressed* Sita was ruminating thus, wben Ku*§ 
and Lab entered her cottage and said* "The sage says 
he will take us to see King Ramcandra’s ceremony to
morrow* dear. Out of curiosity we approached the person 
who brought the invitations and questioned him avidly 
regarding King Ramcandra* We see the whole extra- 
ordinary affair about King Ramcandra now. But* darling! 
we have been most exceedingly astonished by one thing.
It came out in the course of conversation that it was 
at his subjects’ reQqueat that King Ramcandra banished 
his beloved queen. So then we asked* "Then we presume 
the king has married again, otherwise who’ll take his 
wife’s part ?at the ceremony?" He said* "Basi§thadeb 
has beseeched the king to remarry for the ceremony* but 
the king flatly refuses. A golden image of Sita has been 
created and that image will perform the wife’s part.
Don’t you see my dear! never was such a man borninto 
the wo&d before!]



Dutt rightly said* 11 whether we consider the grace and elegance 
of the style? the skilfulness of the narration? or the ten- ;
derness and pathos which pervade the work? we must rank it 
among the noblest productions in Bengali prose o'*

Vidyasagar1s reconstruction of the Ram theme and in :|
particular his rehabilatation of Ram’s character and avoidance 
of all miracles were taken up by later writers? in particular 
by G-irid candra G-hos in his play sitar banabas (1881)?
Drijendralal Uaf in his play sita (1902) and the famous actor

— - t2 -&isir kurnar Bhadtfi whose performance in the role of Ram 
is well known*

Vidy^sagar's second group of narratives are reminiscenses* . 
Prabhabati Sambhasan (1863) is an elegy in prose on the death 
of a child* Prabhabati wTas the daughter of a friend* She 
died at the age of three* She had been Vidyasagar’s one 
consolation in a bleak period of despondency? when he drew 
back from society in pain at the ingratitude of friends in 
particular and the selfishness of people in general., Her 
death extinguished that last candle of consolation and 
Vidyasagar wrote Prabhabati Sambhasan in an effort to rekindle

v Vnr' waaMHT.iu.̂ iuwi!* L»iii-m>,vwT.Tgrt-v.t'K*iiJmww»wjpnTH»̂i*-—* * *94*1* v

the flame of her memory? crowding his page with incident and 
detail? lest he himself forgets. The whole piece throbs with 
emotion and provides a valuable insight into the mind of

1. Butt? R*G* Literature of Bengal? op*cit* p*177o 
2o $isirkumar played the role of Ram in a play he himself pro

duced? called Sita? written by Yoge^candra Caudhuri in 192R*
It was an immense stage success in Calcutta? and was the first 
Bengali play to be produced outside India? in Hew York*



Vidyasagar* The following extract speaks volumes:
batse! ami ye toma^ antarife bhalabasitam? taha 
tumi bilak$an jana. ar tumi ye amay antarik 
bhalabasite? taha ami bilak^ap jani. ami? tomay 
adhik k§an na dekhile? yarpar nai asukhi o utkap'fhita 
haitam* tumio? amay adhik k§ap na dekhite paile? 
yarparnai asukhi o utka^hita haite? ebaiji? ami kotha^ 
gi^achi? kakhan asiba? asite eta bilamba haiteche 
kena? anuk§an? ei anusandhan karite. ek^ane? eta 
din tomâ r dekhite na paiya? ami ati bi § am asukhe 
kalhar^n karitechi. kintu? tumi etadin amay na 
dekhi^a? ki bhabe kalyapan karitecha? taha janite 
paritechina. batsel yadio tumi? nitanta nirmam 
hai^a? e $s.rQmex* mat a? antarhita hai^acha? ebaip 
amir nimitta akulcitta haitecha kina? janite pari- 
techina? ar ha^ta? eta dine? amay sampurpa inipe bis- 
mpita hai^acha; kintu? ami toma^? kasmin kaleo? 
bismpita haite pariba na. tomar adbhut manohar 
murti? ciradiner nimitta? amir cittapa^e citrita tha- 
kibek.

[You know very well? that I loved you with all my heart? 
my child. And I know very well you loved me the same.
I felt unhappy and anxious in the extremes if I didn’t 
see you for long. And you felt the same? when you didn’t 
see me? and you would be constantly inquiring? where had 
I gone? when would I be back? why was I late in coming. 
I’m terribly unhappy now? at not seeing you for such a 
long time. But I can’t imagine how you are getting on? 
without seeing me. Though you may have been so cruel 
as to disappear forever? and though I don’t know? whether



you miss me or not? (after all you may have completely 
forgotten me by now), nevertheless 1 can never forget 
you. You remain painted on my heart forever, a vision 
of enchantment and wonder.]

Vidyasagar started writing his autobiography * Vidyasagar Garit
in 1891 "but only two chapters were completed. These chapters
given an account of Vidyasagar1s forefathers, his village ,
his parents and hi® own early life. They read like an
interesting story.

The expository works of Vidyasagar include his two
1 2 hooks on widow remarriage* and his two on polygamy. Apart

from these hooks, he also w?ote a critical essay on Sanskrit
3 - -literature. In the main Vidyasagar is guided by facts and

figures to the adoption of an attitude of utter objectivity 
in his works 011 widow remarriage and polygamy. But his ijiotive 
derives not from logic, but emotion, which speaks out in 
eloquence in the concluding passage of Bidhaba Bibaha (II part) 
thus s

tomara mane kara, patibiyog haf&ei, stri^atir darir 
pa§apma2? hai^a ya^j dufrkha ar du^ikha bali^ra bodh ha^na,

bidhab abibaha pracalita haoya ucit kina (Is Widow marriage 
to be admitted or notTT 1st part_1855, 2nd part 1855.

2* bahubibaha rahita haoya ucit kina (is polygamy to be banned 
or not),"Tst_part 1871, II part 1873.

3* Samskrita bhasa o samskrita sahitya bis ayak prastab. (An essay I 
on the Sanskrit language and Sanskrit literature")7 1853* ■



yantrana ar yantrana bali#a bodh ha^na; dur;jay 
ripubargasakal ekkale nirmul hai#a ya^. kintu? tomader 
ei siddhanta ye nitanta^ bhrantim'ulak? pade pade tahar 
udahar§n prapta haitecha* bhabi#a dekha? ei anabadhan 
do$e saipsar tarur ki bi§ayna# plial bhog karitecha. 
ha# ki partitaper bi§a#! ye deser puru§ jatir da#a 
nai? dharmadharma nai? nya# anya# bodh nai? hitahit 
bodh nai? sadsadbibecana nai? kebal laukik rak§ai 
pradhan karma o param dharma ar yena sede£e hatabhagya 
abalajati jjawmagrahan na Imre,
You think? the instant a husband dies? his wife's body 
turns to stone and becomes insensitive to pain and 
suffering and absolutely free from unsubduable passion* 
But on every side you have examples to show that these 
conclusions are completely erroneous* Consider the in
sidious? social consequences this disregard has upon 
yourself! How infinitely regrettable! Where men have 
no pity? no morality? no sense of right or wring? of 
good or bad? not even an inkling of good or evil? where 
the preservation of social appearances is the only re
ligious reality? into that country heaven forbid? that 
any hapless woman ever be born!

- “ 1Vidyasagar wrote five polemical essays! Two of them? under
the pseudonym bhaino (nephew)? were directed against Teh? ana th 
Tarkabacaspati? an opponent of Vidyasagar? whom he addressed 
as khufo (uncle)* Hib vein was amusing in the extreme and

1« ati alpa haila? (1875)? abar ati alpa haila (1873)? braja- 
(188lu bidhababibaha o yasohar hindu dharmasamraksini 

sabha (18oh; ratnanariksa (1886)*



his language extremely colloquial and racy? descending 
occasionally to slang* Kara prasad £astrl writes of his 
polemical essays? ’’The citizens of Calcutta rocked with 
laughter? when they read these two hooks of his * a * khuffo 
responded in Sanskrit, which no one understood, hut Vidyasagar 
answered in Bengali? which explains why everybody enjoyed 
his books/’ Vidyasagarfs polemical writings present a 
considerable contrast to those of Rammohan* Rammohan*s 
high serious tone and dry theological content were not con
trived to give enjoyment* His style? too? though admirably 
lucid? was monotonous and slow* Rammohan was at pains to 
present his case with fairness, logic and objectivity* On 
the other hand? Vidyasagar*s tone was light? his style collo
quial ? his attitude mocking» He was out to satirise his 
opponents' inconsistencies in thought and deed* This intent 
to ridicule with sarcastic humour and caustic satire dis
tinguishes him most from Rammohan? and assures him of a place 
as satirist in the literature of Bengal*

III

Vidyasagar wrote in both the colloquial and literary 
styles of Bengali? the former being confined to his polemical



writings* These two styles can ‘be distinguished by a 
statistical analysis of vocabulary? as has already been 
pointed out earlier® Colloquial Bengali has fewer tatsama 
and more tadbrava words than literary Bengali? makes use of 
such Perso-Arabic words as are in current usage? which the 
latter rejects? and also makes greater use of case inflections 
and post-positions®

On the whole Vidyasagar preferred the literary style? 
possibly because of his scholarly attachment to Sanskrit? 
but? one suspects? more probably because of his keen aware
ness of that the musical potentialities of the "literary" 
vocabulary were great^ler than the "colloquial11® Numerous 
examples are available? but let one suffice,* the use of 
the tatsama rajasva in preference to the Persian word khajna 
in the following sentence;

tapasylra raaasva denna (aseties do not pay taxes) 
rajasva is both euphomically and culturally preferable in this • 
context; it creates a pattern of assonance and blends with 
the Hindu setting® The word khajna? though synonymous? sounds 
discordant? both musically and emotionally here* It is a 
feature of his style that like Debendranath and Ak§a#kumar 
before him wherever possible Vidyasagar avoided Perso-Arabic 
words? except in his satirical essays? where he sought laughter
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not beaxity.
The swing of the pencLulani of his preference to and fro

between tatsama and tadbhava and Perso-Arabic with the change
of his material and mood is clearly seen in the following 

1analysis:
I II

A B C D E P

Total no. 2of v/ords. 146 125 209 12k 142 103
of ts. 63.6 64* 8 33*11 36.43 23*23 13*23
of tb* 31.5 33.6 41. 14 38.7 67*3 55*23

% of 
Persian 0 0 0

j,ij .ii, ,# 1 m. 11
0 7*05 26.66

A similar swing in his preferences between his literary and 
colloquial style is perceptible in regard to 11s mae of com
pounds (samasa) which constitutes a further important feature 
of his style as a whole , since compounds are more frequent 
in Vidyasagar than in any of his predecessors* In the

1. The following passages have been analysed here and they will
be called A, B, C, D, 33, P, respectively. A. Betal Pahcabim- .
sati 9 Chap. I, 1st and 2nd paragraphs, p. 127; BT? a H m t a l a9 
Chap. I, 1st and 2nd paragraphs, p.65; C. sitarbanabas, Chap. i 
IV, 1st and 2nd paragraph, p.21. D. Vidyas'agar^csirhrT"Chau. "■
II, 1st and 2nd paragraph, P*330; 23. Ati alpa haila, Chap.
I. 2nd paragraph, p.343; P. Abar ati alpa haila. sec. Ill, 
p. 372. ‘ ~ ~

2. Proper names have been counted but have been excluded in 
computing the percentage of different kinds of words.



passages analysed in the above chart, the respective 
statistical count of compounds is as follows:

16, 13* 8 / 2 and 5
Certain forms, which are historically compounds e.g. cira.iibi, 
cirasukhi, akaran have not been counted as compounds in the 
above analysis, since most Bengalis would regard them not as 
Samasa, but tatsamas.

Vidyasagar from time to time and for particular purposes 
used long compounds i.e. compounds of three or more components 
But the majority of his compounds are of 2 components only, as 
the following chart demonstrates. The passages selected are 
typical and representative of the books, from which they were 
extracted:^

Betal^ Salmntala Banabas^ Bhrantibi'feas
No. of 
compounds

No. of 2 
word com
pound

No. of 3 word com
pounds

1. 1st paragraph of Chap. I of each of these books has been 
considered.

2. Abbreviated form of B.etal Bahcabimsati.
3® Abbreviated form of Sitar banabas.



It is noticed that the number of compounds in the trans
lations from Hindi and English, Betal and Bhranti Bi-€as re-

w * mi m i ̂ im iriimiiTTi ■»mr.'OiJm’lyim.iiyn'jarnncw

spectively, is less than in those from Sanskrit* The follow
ing words taken from the Chapter I of Banabas are typical 
examples of Vidyasagar1s longer compounds*

(i) prajarahjan karya (sub^ect-pleasing-work)
(ii) ta^akanidhan kale (Taraka-killing-at the time of)

(iii) 3ahcaranianjaladharpal (moving-clouds-colour)
(iv) manalb samagam ^unya (man-hahit ati on-void of)

V- — - %/It is clear that his use of compounds Vidyasagar was
largely guided hy a consideration for euphony and rhythm0
The components of his compounds are frequently linked hy
assonance or alliteration* For instance, karanallab (palm-
leaves), ghanaghafa (cloud-decoration), atapa klanta (heat-
tired), nabamalika kusuma Icomala ( ne w- f 1 o w e r - s o f t), alabaJL
rial secan (trees-water-sprinkling)* The repetition of /l/lnKlC*!?tFK4EA*M»tt<?<**Ullt'«S3rSEBBX4 N ni. S— * r ,1* e f

and /k/ in the last two examples has a pleasant musical quality* 
Some of his longer compounds are also very pleasing to the ear* 
For instance

(I) ,i anas than madhyabarti prasraban î iri
danasthan- inside Prasraban Mountain
The mount Prasrabab in the heart of Janasthan



(ii) [ei girir] £ikharde£ akaspathe satata saficaraman 
jaladharmap^alir yoge ***
[this mountain1 s] crest-place sky-v/ay ever-moving 
cloud-group*s ®oo
[This mountain*s] crest (is hy) the touch of the 
ever moving clouds in the heaven

In some cases it is possible that Vidyasagar*s prose is in-" 
formed hy a greater consideration for euphony than semantics*
His vocabulary, both of single and of compound words, contrives 
to produce music which forms part of the total "meaning11 • Like 
Debendranath before him, he makes use of the open syllable 
more frequently than the closed, to give his sentences ease 
of movement* It is probable that in many eases, the inherent 
vowel, which is not pronounced in colloquial Bengali, was 
pronounced in some of his compound words, thus facilitating 
the flow of his syllables, unobstructed by conjunct characters*

IV

The influence of Sanskrit on Vidyasagar*s vocabulary 
can also be observed in his phrase-structures* His phrases 
may be examined under two heads* (i) Nominal and (ii) Verbal* 

Vidyasagar makes a more lavish use of adjectives than 
any of his predecessors* His adjectives are extremely evocative



and add much to his descriptions* Most of his adjective- 
noun phrases consist of tatsama words* Many of the collo- 
catiohs are new* The following are a few examples of the 
nominal phrases of Vidyasagar?
(A) Adjective-Noun patterns
(i) hrida.V-nandan nandan (heart's delight son)* This phrase 

means a son who is delight of his father's heart® The 
consecutive use of nandan as both a verbal and a common 
noun is interesting®

(ii) sital sugandha gandha baha (cool sweet-scented breeze)® 
The alliteration of /s/ and repetition of gandha make 
this phrase pleasing to the Bengali ear®

(ill) Mi^-SSBlEajKSh (modesty-gentle face). This adjectival 
compound la.iia namra px^esents a vivid description of a 
face., made gentle by modesty®

(iv) lalita malati mala (beautiful malati- garland)® The
softness and the beauty of the garland of Malati flovrers

'iwinr-wimn.i*®*

are suggested in the alliterations of /l/, /t/, and /m/« 
M (separation - thin sad-

appearance Sakuntala)* This phrase describes Sakuntala 
thin with yearning for her husband and careless of her 
appearance * The first adjectival compound evoke a vivid 
picture of a love-lorn lady® In Indian literature the



*5 %

very word biraha is so rich in associations that itV ||J jyViI m*- in ja

charges its context with deep emotional connotations* 
Vidyasagar is the first Bengali prose writer to exploit 

the values of association in words* His adjectives are very 
suggestive* His phrases of the noun-noun pattern are also 
indicative of this quality in his choice of words;
(i) ffiJlssar santi (thirst?s peace) means TQuenching of the\  f a f e w f j  » * W i i T w w H M i w h k ^  w n r  4 * • “  ^

thirst** It is a new hut telling collocation* Tagore 
used a synonymous phrase * trisnar santi in one of his songs*

(ii) kutire matir mafur (in cottage/earthen/peacock)* This^  * MBweofl w WWinMHWtwiatWiMiiaTitt *  r a  rrw ’ < *-nr> hj*y; 1 a* '  W  r  '  • J - . '

is beautiful phrasing* It is interesting to note that 
Vidyasagar uses a commonplace expression matir (of earth) 
in preference to the Sanskrit expression mrinmay, because

*“ wss* • kwh • *wĉ*sACaaa

of its rhyming possibility with kufir (cottage)* In the 
very next sentence* however, Vidyasagar uses the form 
mrinmay (of clay)*t*Ut v IHMDKUBSu/liill \ V  4

(iii) jasrujaJL (tear-water)« This expression is very poetic 
and this particular phrase is often used by Tagore*
This construction is wrong according to the prescriptions 
of grammar; asru means * tears*, ,jal (water), ::Vu is, 
therefore, superfluous, which Vidyasagar of course knew* 
Nevertheless the poetic quality of the compound appealed 
to him*



(iv) nayane naVane sahgati (in eye/in eye/meeting) "meeting 
of (the lovers*) eyes’1® nayan (eye) is a very poetic 
word® There are many Sanskrit synonyms of this word 
"but Vidyasagar perhaps used particular one for its poetic 
quality® His use of the locative case here (nayane 
naVane) is idiomatic and in line with modern usage#

(B) Verbal phrase*  *  n-rnil'rfa I I 11 m  mi III i ■ imu 11 iw n #  n m ■ 11 i hi    .

Sen observes that Vidyasagar used more compound than 
single verbs# By ’compound verbs' Ben means the now very 
familiar combination of a Sanskrit verbal noun or past parti
ciple with the Bengali verbs# kara (to do) and haoya* (to be, 
to become) e*g# gaman kara (to do a going) i*e# to go and 
prapta hao^a (to become possessed of) i.e. "to get". By now 
this was an established usage. Examples can be found in the 
works of Carey and his colleagues* It. is the frequency of the 
use of this type of verbal phrase in Vidyasagar*s writing to 
which attention needs to be drawn# The following are a few 
examples#

(i) bhraman karifcg,' (walking - to do)
(ii) pradan karilen (giving - l4̂ .ld)

(iii) yapan kara (living - to do)
(iv) baksan karilen (eating - did)
% *  V llli'IM.I. ■  M II. Ml 111 1/1 M Wi| )<I >l> 1*1 >1 H ill-  \ '  *



All these verbal phrases could have been replaced hy single 
verbal forms e.g. befaite* dilen* kafano» khailen respectively. 
There is no doubt that this practice gives a Sanskrit flavour 
to Vidyasagar*s writing* and that it was the result of a 
deliberate choice. Occasionally* though not very frequently* 
he uses archaic verbal forms of namadhatu type* a practice* 
which was fairly common in medieval Bengali poetry* but which 
has been little followed by prose writers e.g. prabesiffa 
(entering) from the noun prabed (entrance) « .ii.ihasilen% v"r linaiiiiiM.ria \ * * > Mr >.ni■ imû pTŷ  vi tmh

(asked) from the noun jljhasa (asking).
It is interesting to note with reference to the verbal 

phrase of the type of gaman kara that the structure has been 
continued* so as to make possible the adoption of new terms* 
e»e. teliphon kara (to teighone), tiki.t kara (to toook tickets) 
etc.* but in these instances the first components are not 
Sanskrit verbal nouns* but English common nouns.

V

As regards both word-order and sentence-structure* 
Vidyasagar is no innovator. The practices* which he adopted* 
are found in the bettei* writings of M^ityuhja;^ and were re
peated by later writers* including Ak^a#- kumar Datta and 
Debendranath. Vidyasagar*s importance lies in the fact that



what he wrote was accepted as the established norm of both 
order and structure.

It has been pointed out that Ramrarn Basu experienced 
difficulty with fcagard to this aspect of order but this ex
perience remained virtually unique. The 8.O.V. order regularly 
adopted by M^ityuhja^ became the norm. By the time of 
Vidyasagar two orders had become established*

(a) B. 0 /ADV. ADJ. V.
(b) 0/ Adv. Adj. S.V.

Vidyasagar used both. Ror example
(a) (i) rajkumar asva haite abatlrna hailen

S. Adv. Adj. V*
(The. prince got down from the horse)

(ii) brahman ... tansya karitechilen 
S. 0. V.

(The Brahmin was practising penance)

(b) (i) bananas! nagarite ... eh... narapati chilen
In the city of Baranasi there lived a king.

(ii) dhara nagare mahabal name .•. narauti chilen 
Adv. Adj. Adv. Adj. 8. V.

In the city of Dhara, there lived a king called
Mahabal.



It will lie noted that though the position of the verb is 
fixed, Bengali usage permits a certain alternation in the . 
position of subject*- Object / adverbial adjunct. For 
instance example (a) (i) above the order a^va haite najkumar 
would have been equally acceptable.

These patterns of word-order are preserved, even when 
the adverbial adjunct is an adverbial phrase. For example,

Having finished the letter Sakuntala to the friends said 
Here too, the possibility of alternation persists:-

2. Vidyasagar in his placing of clauses does not show 
any indication of English influence of the type, noted in 
some of the sentences of Ramram Basu and Rammohan Ray. In 
regard to the arrangement of clauses within the sentence, he 
follows the practice of .Mc^aykumar and Debendranath*

(a) subordinate clause + main clause

Ratn'ibati if a. ... rodan karite la&ila
Ratnabati having; fallen in a well began to weep,

yadi turn! bhut bhahisyat bartaman s 
afflar_yo.gza-.mtLl£o:bliai achen laala.
If you can tell .about past, present and future, tell 
me where is the man worthy to be my husband.



(ii) arddhpath upasthata haile Betal Vi kr am a cl i t y aka -
'  tTtr"! •f ■in~'i~Tii ■~n~mi m« «w ? ih i t  i ■firrrTTTirrr T r n  * Hr*> r i i m r n i w i  jnniurm  rtrti-ciinrfrlTi n i " rn . 'H o m  w ^ t % m > 0 t l . i i n u af

iijnasila
*.»Vra»VMi «v»f * *rw iwmwi wh

when they were halfway there# Betal asked Vikramaditya
(h) Correlative and position of relative clause

(i) yaha kahitecha taha sampurna yathartha’  iLiLM'm n m y  »ii i .  ■ *r ■■ y  n > ■»  i ... ,13 , 11 mrrnVit-^—n f  ■ l J* i—rrtTfn-t-iTTV—n —-•

What you say is quite true*
(ii) yini tomader jalsecan^kariya kadaca Saipan karitenna 

o•o sei sakuntala
who never used to drink Before watering you# that 
Sakumtala.

(iii) ye baranarl *». pratijha kari^agi^achila se «* *asiteche 
which harlot promised and went * she is coming*

The use of correlative illustrated ahove is so frequent 
in modern Bengali that one tends not to notice the frequencey 
of its use in Vidyasagar*s work* There is no doubt* however* 
that it is a definite feature of his sentence-structure and 
that it gives a modern appearance to much of what he wrote0 

3* The use of fand* words ebam/o /ar
The excessive use of and words in the works of earlier 

writers has already been commented on* Note has also been 
made of the excessive use of the participle in -iyl used by 
Mpityuhjay to enable him to avoid and words* Rammohan con
demned the excess use of perticiples* An examination of



Vidyasagar*s writing in this respect indicates that he 
approached this subject with an open mind* He was prepared 
to use and words and participles in addition to other expedients. 
The result was that he uses them all with moderation*

The following sentence shows he binds his sentence 
together by using both participle and an and word,

(i) kumari krarne krame dpi§'fci patherbahirbhuta haile* 
rajkumar biraha bedani^ ati^ay asthir hailen ebaip 
sax^badhikari kumaî ei* nikate giya* lajjanamra muhlce 
kahite lagilen.
As the princess gradually receded from sight# the 
prince became restless with the pangs of seijai^ations.
He went to the minister1s son and with his bowed 
modestly began to tell him,

(ii) ei bakya draban gocar kari^a rajkumar apar
ananda sagoa?e magna hailen ebam byagra haiVa 
barajjibar kahite lagilen ...
Listening to this the prince became overjoyed and he 
was very eager and began to say repeatedly ® ,

This variation in practice made it easier for a writer to con
struct long sentences without tedious repetition* This type 
of compound sentence is fairly frequent in Vidyasagar and has 
been extentively copied by later writers* Junction of clauses



by the use of and is now more frequent also in spoken Bengali 
than it was a geration or two ago. Thus the clause and word- 
junction hy and which in the first place was probably taken 
over from English and Persian has become fully naturalised 
in Bengali and few readers today would criticise the examples 
jjiven above as illustrating the influence of foreign wyntax*

1+. Indirect Speech* !■■■ rtmwwHW«M»nfa|'afeil

The influence of English usage on the language of the 
newspaper has already been commented on,'1' Sentences of the 
type 11 It is reported that “... were frequent in newspaper 
Bengali. It is interesting to note that as far as I have 
been able to ascertain not a single example of this usage 
occurs in Vidyasagar. He uses a construetl on which is 
common in modern spoken Bengali namely the reporting of 
speech by quotations. His structure may be analysed as 
follows:

subject of main verb + quoted utterance + participle 
from a verb of “saying11 (usually bale / baii^a) + main 
verb.

Two examples will suffice
(i) Madhab.va, ki katha bala, baliya ••• dandayaman hailenu n i r  M v r 'IW '-d W n iiiM U riR te n  '  »i iit o i h h i i i ■ +  m n ,  ,W i i wn m w  r u s t e d  *  *  ^  ... ,

S. quoted utterance main verb
Madhabya, tell what is the matter, saying stood 
Madhabya stood and said, “Tell me, vdiat’s the matter1'

» . ■   ■—.-irTfri—n»



(ii) raja* bhala ami calilam, yena punaratf dekha ha^
ei bali^a ... dakuntalake nirik§an karite lagilen.

The king said, "well, goodhye then, see you again" 
and gazed at Sakuntala.

The existence of this type of sentence-structure in speech 
suggests that it might have been the only indigeneous form 
of reported speech. The excigencies of news production have 
to large extent popularised the English pattern hut they 
have rot displaced the other.

VI

Vidyasagar!s sentences vary in length within fairly 
narrow limits. Very short sentences i.e. fewer than 10 
words are rare whereas very long sentences of the type used 
hy Myityuhja^ are seldom, if ever, to be found. Fmsfc/para- 
graphs^have heen analysed in the following graph.



The first paragraph shows a wide range of sentence length 
than the other tVaoee. But even here the longest sentence 
has only 25 words* Vidyasagar is clearly aware of over-all 
paragraph rhythm and one forms the impression that a sense 
of a rhythmic pattern in a paragraph has much to do with the 
length of his sentences. A sentence to him is a rhythmic 
whole. A repetition of short sentences which can produce 
a staccato effect is avoided and long cumbersome sentences, 
in which the rhythmic can he lost, are also very rare. The 
sense of music which dictated Vidyasagar1s choice of vocabu
lary also played a part in the structure and the length of his 
sentences.

VII

Vidyasagar is popularly held to he the first Bengali 
writer to employ successfully the English punctuation system 
in the composition of Bengali prose. This notion is false. 
Partial use of the English punctuation system had been made 
in Bengali prose as early as 1818 and as has been pointed 
earlier Rammohan had also made extensive use of some English 
punctuation marks: the comma, semicolon, and question-mark.
During the period from 1818 to 1850, English missionaries



had been using all the English punctuation marks, the full- 
stop included, in their Bengali newspapers, and also in 
some books. A few Bengali writers too had adopted the whole 
English punctuation system, with the single exception of the 
full-stop. Ak§a^lcumar Datta and Debendranath Tagore had also 
used English punctuation, before Vidyasagar. One might 
argue, in fact, that Vidyasagar was slow to adopt English 
punctuationj His two editions of Betal Pahcabimsati for 
example, which appeared in 1847 and 1850, are both devoid 
of it. Thus it is false to claim him as the first Bengali 
to adopt sucessfully western punctuation to Bengali.

Vidyasagar seems at first to have been either unware 
of the need for elaboi*ate punctuation or indifferent to it. 
However, as we shall see, his attitude changed with the passage 
of time. Below the same passage will be quoted from the 1st, 
2nd and 10th editions of Betal Pancabimasati•

ITI»n"iTprr-|nflfTT HW Wl>. WIMl IWIIII i dlt.lllM . f  W IITit

1st edition 1847
tini... upasthit hailen ebai|i dekhilen ai saraslrtire 
haijisa bale cakrabak saras prabhyiti nanabidha jalacar 
pak^igan kalarab kariteche... madhukarera madhugandhe 
andha hai^ra gun 2 dvani karata itastataJp. bhramap kariteche 
tirasthita tarugan abhinaba pallab phal kusum samuhe 
susobhita ache, tahadiger cha^a ati snigdha o sudital 
bide§ata4 £ital sugandha gandhabaher manda 2 Bancar 
dvara param ramanljfa haiyache* tathay or ant a o atap 
tapita byakti prabe3 matrei gataklam ha^. (p.l6).



3£>5

2nd edition 185Q No change
10th edition 1876/77.

tini upasthit hailen; dekhilen, ai sarobarer nirmal 
aalile haijisa bak carkrabak saras prabh^iti nanabidha 
jalacar bihamjgamagan keli kariteche; madhukarera* andha 
haiya* gun 2 dhvani karata, itastataJj bhramap kariteche; 
tirasthita tarugan abhinaba pa-i'tab* phal* kusum samuhe 
su^obhita rahi^ache; tahadiger chaya ati snigdha; 
bisecta, sital sugandha gandhabaher manda 2 sahcar dvara 
param ramani^a hai^ache; tatha^ prabesmatra, sranta o 
atap tapita byaktir klanti dur haf. (p<*15)•
The contrast between the first two editions and the tenth

is striking. The first two are devoid of English punctuation*
but in the tenth one notices an excessive use of commas and
semicolons® In the interval between 1847 and 1876* Vidyasagar1
sense of rhetoric would appear to have expanded to embrace
one more aspect of composition* rhythm* or more probably one
might conclude that in the intervening time the desire had
arisen in him to impose on his readers to his own sense of
rhythm in the delivery of his sentences* for in his tenth
edition* Vidyasagar seems to be almost over-anxious to impress
upon his readers the precise location of the pauses in his
sentences* by pinpointing them to a nicety® “Punctuation",
writes Read* "should always be subordinate to the general
sense of rhythm* but may also itself determine rhythm® But



this mae of punctuation is artificial and rare; it is the 
mark ;of the conscious artist, of Donne and Browne, of Milton 
and Ruskin, and of Pater.1,1 Viewed in this light, Vidyasagar
would seem to he one of tlie first, "Conscious artists" of 
Bengali prose, in that he used punctuation "artificially" 
to "determine rhythm".

VIII

With regard to Bengali prose style generally, the ele~
ments of literary prose i.e. prose of literary quality, have
been shown to have heen estahlislied hy the writers of the
Tattvab odhi ni♦ Vidyasagar added little that was new. His
importance lies in this fact that his writing confirmed the
stylistic norms that Ak§a^ kumar Datta and Debendranath
Tagore first laid down in their own practice. Yates writing
about this time stated that there were two styles of Bengali

2PPose, vulgar and pedantic. It would seem that he was using 
the word vulgar in its older connotation to mean popular and 
that hy *vulgar style* he intends what we have called colloquial

iniW mipnmi uwri!*acT»

The Pedantic style of which he spealts appears to he

1. Read, H: op.cit., p.J+9.
2. Yates, ?/: Introduction to the Bengali Language, Vol. I,

 ... V'mmi > in * *Calcutta, 18U7.



our Sanskritised style* Yates definition of this style of 
prose is that it is a style which is "imperfectly understood 
"by all those who have not studied Sanskrit: its faults lie
chiefly in the introduction of compound words when they are
not needed and in the choice of such compounds as consist

1 2 of words not in common use*'1 Yates reference to Book style
is interesting. He says that it is "becoming current in
conversation from which statement one must conclude that
certain Bengalis were Beginning to model their speech upon a
certain style of writing. Yatefs Book style * therefore,
may have a relationship with the intermediate style we have
termed literary Bengali*.

Vidyasagar1s importance lies in that he steered a middle 
course. He wrote in Literary Bengali hut his ability totrnfr-n   11~iiy 1 ii riTrTfriTiiifil iiltiiirurn~TilnifjHHaTWWMWii ̂ i .ii % V

combine the sonorousness of tatsama words with the ease and 
fluency of colloquial speech distinguishes him from his pre
decessors. His prose has two important qualities: (i) clarity, 
which explains why certain Sanskrit scholars criticised it, for 
being "so easily comprehensible", and (ii) sweetness, which 
Bankim Gandra extolled in the following words: "Neither be
fore nor after Vidyasagar did anyone write Bengali prose of $u<Û

1. Yates, W: op.cit., p.121
2. Ibid., p.122*■if. 'i m.inEiiViiii r



1sweetness*11 To this fluency, ease, sonorousness, sweetness,
and clarity must he added one more element before our concep-
tion of Vidyasagar’s prose is complete, namely music* The
addition of this "other harmony of prose" renders him worthy
of the title bestowed upon him by Tagore of "the first artist

2of Bengali prose"*
One thing Vidyasagar failed to do, however, was to bring 

fresh themes to a Bengali public which fast growing impatient 
with the old ones. He himself had exploited to the full the ■- 
old themes of mythology with the deep, instinctive under
standing and shill of the consummate artist. But associated 
with the Sanskrit College and from beneath his influence there 
grew up a whole group of writers to continue the exploitation 
of mythological themes. They trod the beaten track* Their 
epic themes and Indian romances left unmoved "the educated

■zmiddle class", who were, as one critic writes, "getting tired 
of the same old thing so oft repeated.one thinks, not without 
sympathy, of the tired sigh of Iiippolyta, "I am weary of this 
moon, would he would change."

However, even during Vidyasagar*s life-time a new move-

Bankim Racanabali (Bangla Sahitye Pyaricad Mitra) op.cit*,
p.862.

2. Tagore, R.N. Caritra Bfja (190k) 9 new edition 1945> Calcutta,p * 10 *
3• Clark, T.W. Bengali Prose Piction up to Bamkixft Candra (un

published) .



ment was set in motion by a novel called Alalarer G-harer Dulal
N»

(1858) v/ritteh by Pyaricad Mitra, wlio was educated at the 
Hindu College* This book was welcomed with great exultation 
by educated Bengalis, not because it was a great book, or 
even because it was a good book, but rather because of its 
theme,, which was new and drawn fresh from contemporary life* 
The look’s full significance was clearly appreciated by 
Bankim Candra; he has indicated how it revealed to Bengal 
the needlessness of ransacking the literature of English and 
Sanskrit to obtain fresh themes, when contemporary life stood 
rich in them, ready for the picking*

Thus Vidyasagar had brought Bengali prose to the thre
shold of a new age, whose beginnings he witnessed, but in 
whose acitivites he took no part* He cannot therefore be 
deemed to have raised the curtain on a new age of prose, but 
only to have brought it down on the close of the old* The 
efforts of Port William,s scholar, of Eammohan, and of the 
journalists culminated in him* With him the first phrhse of 
Bengali prose composition ends* From him begins the second, 
when the writers of Bengal discovered "a brave new world" 
in the endless unfolding of the new theme, the life of common 
man*
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